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PROCEEDINGS 

The monthly meeting of the Club was held on April 9, 1945, at 
(he Eoyal Society's Ifall, the President (Mr. Ive, ©. Hammet) 
and more than 100 members and friends attending, 

The President announced the revent death of Mr. W. H. 
Ingram, a Club member since 1919, and erstwhile Assistant 
Librarian, Mr, Coghill spoke briefly in appreciation of the Late 
Mr. Ingram’s work for the Club, and a trite to his memory 
was paid by those present, 

Excursion reports were given as follows: Croydon, Mr. T. 5. 
Hart; Zoological Gardens, Mrs. Pinches. Members of the 
Queensland and N-S,W. Naturalists’ Clubs were present at the 
latter. 

The following were elected as Ordinary Mfempbets: Mrs, L, 
Pink, Miss [, Jenkin, Miss Joan Forster, Major F. S$. Wright, 
Spr. T. V. Givens, Mr. J. A, Roberts and Mr, FE. ‘Ty. Lyans; 
aud as Associate Members: ‘Miss Winifred Waiget and- Miss 
Naami Ieinricks. 

‘The President welcomed to the meeting Petty Officer Young, 
i member of the W.R.N.S., and expressed the hope that she 
would be able ta take part. i outings arranged by the FLW.C, 
P.O. Young stated in reply that she was looking forward tu 
association with the Club and its members, as long as her 
sojourn in Melbourne permitted. 

It was announced that Mr. F. Smith, througk Mr. S. KR. 
Mitchell, had presented the Club Library with a copy of the 
book, Aborigines of Australia, by Warsnop, and the President 
conveyed thanks for this very acceptable donation. 

NATURE NOTES AND QUERIES 
1. Mr, P, Crosbie Morrison exhibited a small piece of 

ambergris, which was of topical interest in view of the discavery 
at Portland during March of a 73-02. lump—the Victorian record. 
He explained that ambergris was a morbid secretion formed in 
the stomachs of a few individual Sperm Whales, possibly through 
irritation by the beaks of cephalopods (cutilefish, octopus, etc). 
The ambergris may be passed out of the whale and cast ashore 
as a fawn to yellowish-grey mass, but sometimes mottled, black 
or, rarely, even white, each variety having its characteristic odour 
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—mildly musty to foctid. The value of the best is about £10 
per ounce, with £5 for black and inferior graces. The matertal 
is used to fix perfumes, and the largest specimen yet recorded 
was a lump of 600 pounds weight taken from the stomach of a 
whale by Nantucket whalers; it was this specimen that had 
solved the mystery of the origin of ambergris, 

In reply to a question, as to whether any beaks were found 
ir! this specimen, Mr. Marrison stated that there were none in 
the “nugget” centre, but hamy fragments were in the material 
around this, and there were actually two fragments visible in 
the small specimen exhibited. To a question regarding the 
possible cultivatian of ambergris, Mr. Morrison replied that the 
actual nature of the secretion was not known. 

2, Mr. F. 5. Colliver exhibited the skulls and gave a note on 
the two species of crocodiles found in Australia (Crocodiles 
porosus and C. johnstont), and pointed ow the differences 
between then. 

a. Mr, A, P. Jenkin exhibited a live specimen of the native 
biack snail (Paryphanta atrantentaria), and asked if it were rare. 
Mr. Colliver stated that it was fairly commen in the mountain 
districts near Melbourne, and on one occasion he had noted a 
greal number at Cement Creek, after a shower of rain. Mr. 
Morrison held that the shell was now fairly rare, that three 
specimens for a day’s searching would be good repayraent (from 
bis experience), amd that Mr, Colliver.was fortunate in haying 
found a rich focality in favourable conditions for collecting. 

4 Mr. J. H, Willis reported finding a marine shell of the 
genus Ghvg in Port Phillip Bay (Brighton) and asked if the 
occurrence so far south were unusual. Mr. Colliver, in reply, 
stated that these shelis were generally regarded as sub-tropical, 
and would hardly be found farther south than Queensland, It 
was possible for the shell to have been dropped on the beach 
by someone, as he had collected a good specimen of Delphinula 
(D. laciniata) at Beaumaris, and this is a strictly propical form- 

Mr, Frazer submitted the question, “Do rabbits swim?” He 
guaranteed having seen rabbits plunge into water at Romsey and 
also on the Goulburn River, where he had noticed them rolling 
in the sand, apparently drying themselves after the swim. People 
to whom he had spoken of this happening averred it was 
impossible, that rabbits could not swim. Could any other elub 
members corroborate his experience? Mr. Colliver stated he 
had frequenily seen rabbits swim across the creek in Doctor's. 
Gully, Daylesford, but that stream was only a few yards wide, 
Mr. Hyam said that rabbits would certainly swim across small 
streams for food on the other side. 
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“THE MIGRATION OF BIRDS” 

Miss Ina Watson, in discussing this subject, mentioned first 
some of the facts and fallacies relating to Bird Migration, then 
gave information on the banding of birds as a means of tracing 
their migratory fights. The main trends were northward to 
breed in colder places, an exception being the Banded Dotterel, 
which has an east-west migration between West Australia and 
New Zealand. 

It was stated that the average flight speed was between 30 
and 40 miles per hour, and the height of flights approximately 
3,000 feet. Among the probable causes for migration were 
stressed inherited instinct by following food supplies, by some 
fever, or by an increase or decrease in light. Interest in this 
lecture was evidenced by the many questions raised at its 
conclusion, e.g. : 

1. Do birds from the opposite hemispheres cross on migrational flights? 
Answer: Northern Hemisphere birds come only to the Tropic of Cancer, 
Southern Hemisphere ones to the Tropic of Capricorn. 

2. Why does an east-west migration take place? Miss Watson stated 
that this particular case of the Banded Dotterel was always quoted as 
an exception to the general rule, but the reason was not yet clear. 

3. Which country is considered the home of migrating birds and do 
they stay longer in the countries where they nest? Answer: The lengths 
of stay here have not been proved, and would certainly depend on food 
supply. Mr. P. Crosbie Morrison advised that the home of a bird is 
generally recognised as the country wherein it was born, and was usually 
the colder of the two countries concerned. 

Mr. Lush mentioned that Swallows in London took 10 days 
to assemble before migration, and there were no young birds 
in the first gathering; two days after they had gone, the next 
brood collected by themselves, and then later again another. 

EXHIBITS 

Mrs. J, J. Freame: Scales from a 275-Ib. fish recently taken 
in Queensland. 

Mr. A. P. Jenkin: Live specimen of native black snail (Pary- 
phanta atramentaria); the salmon-red animal contrasts beauti- 
fully with its shining jet-black shell. 

Mr. P. Crosbie Morrison: Ambergris, showing horny inclusions, 
Skin of Shingleback Lizard (Trachysaurus rugosus) cast im 

one piece, showing “gloves” and eyelids but no scale over the 
eye—of geckos and snakes. 

Mr. JT. Griffiths: A shore eel, and a small shrimp carrying 
eggs; both specimens were from Rickett's Point. 

Mr. C. C. Griffiths: Cast skin of common Brown Snake 
(Demansia textilis). 

Mr. F. S. Colliver: Skulls of the two Australia Crocodiles 
(Crocodilus porosus and C. johnstoni) 
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AUTUMN FUNGI AT EMERALD 

By Epirn CoLeman, Blackburn 

“VEGETABLE CATERPILLARS” (Cordyceps Gunnit) 

A. few hours spent in the forest at Emerald (20/3/45) yielded 
several interesting fungi, and afforded ample proof that 
Cordyceps Gunnit may be considered a valiant ally in the 
preservation of certain forest trees. Under Black wattles (4cacia 
molitsima), badly infested by Wattle Goat-moth larvae, were small 
forests of Cordyceps fructifications, some barely showing above 
the deep litter of partly decayed vegetation. Scraping away 
humus, one could follow an interesting story, indeed. 

Taking mto consideration the thousands of eggs that should 
have been deposited (probably on healthy wattle trees) by the 
infected larvae, had they lived to complete therr transformation, 
one ts impressed by the beneficial work of Cordyceps, As there 

appeared to be larvae 
of only one species of 
moth, if may be assumed 
that each species of 
Cordyceps is associated 
with the larvae of one 
particular insect, and this 
is indeed generally true. 

The length of the stem 
varied greatly. Where 
larvae had been attacked 
at an early stage of 
development, and were 
still some distance from 
the surface, the stems 
were from 4 to 10 inches 
in Tength. In these in- 
stances, the club-shaped 
iructification was small, 
the parasite having ob- 
tained less nutriment 
than larger larvae would 
offer, In older larvae, at- 
tacked presumably when 
almost fully grown, and 
ready to pupate near the 
surface, the stem was 
much reduced (less than 

Fructifications of Cordyceps Gunnti, : ; 
the olive-green surface of specimen on half an inch in length) 
right covered with filiform “spores,” and the  fructification 

was very much larger. 
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The size of the burrow corresponded with that of the 
fructifeation, not with that of larva or stem. The latter fitted 
loosely in the burrow, showing that the fungal fruiting body was 
completely formed below ground, and was lifted to the surface 
by the lengthening stipe, as in ordinary mushrooms. It varied 
tn shape from a single club, or several, to inch-wide specimens 
which appeared to be composed of several flattened confluent 
clpbs; they were irom half to 134 inches in length, dark olive- 
green in colour, and velvety-soft to touch. The larvae ranged 
irom 142 to 4 inches in length, and from the thickness of a 
mapping pen to that of fully-rrown Goat-moth larvae. We 
found only one pupal skin protruding from the ground—not 
surprising, as there had been no autumn rains. . 

Next day, several fructifications were covered wilh a Aocculent 
mass of “spores.” Cross sections (cut from the apex of the club 
in order not to have too large a field for the lens to encomfiass) 
showed copious filiform sporidia emerging through the perithecia 
on the surface, as Mr. Willis has described in his beautifully 
illustrated book, Under high power, the 8-spored glassy asci were 
clearly scen, 
_At a further visit, many more Cordyceps Gunnit were seen; 

again under ‘Black wattles. - : 

“BLY AGARIC” (Amanita mutscaria) — 

Another “interesting” find was of many Fly Agarics almost 
hidden in deep litter under chestnut trees. Most of them were 
immature, the universal sheath not having riptured.~ They 
resembled whitish warty puff-balls at an early stage of develop- 
ment, with a pleasant, nutty fragrance. As certain puff-halls 
are edible at this slage, it seems advisable to make known this 
rather dangerous resemblance, ’ 

It is, of course, probable that the Fly Agarie is not so 
poisonous in Australia as in northern lands. It ts known that 
soil and climate have an effect on the toxicity of certain herbs; 
bul caution cantot be teo emphatically stressed. The danger 
signals are a warty yellowish-white universal veil or sheath 
Which parts to disclose a scarlet or yellowish cap, flaked with 
adherent scaly fragments of the sheath, and sealy rings al the 
base of the stem, the remains of the yolva. At an earlier stage 
the scaly, or warty, volva is more apparent. 
My illustration shows clearly the danger signs—both ring and 

volva (the latter almost disintegrated in the mature examples), 
and flaky remains of the universal) veil on the’ scarlet pilens. 
Chestnut leaves have been scraped, away to show them form 
mare clearly, More specunens were found on a second visit, 
showing that the Fly Agaric is firmly established: at -Enierald. 
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It has been interesting to watch the development of immature 
specimens into one of the most beautiful of all fungi—the 
gradual rupturing of the enveloping sheath, Jeaying a “warty” 
volva which almost disappears, mature specimens showing merely 
an irregular band of membranous flakes, 
On the pilens the disintegrated sheath remains as whitish 

flakes, rather than warts, a beautiful contrast against the scarlet. 
The rupture of the pure-white partial veil, left as a ring high 
up on the stem, is a pretty phase to follow. ‘This is clearly 
seen in the illustration. 

The soil benvath these beautiful Amanitas is now powdered 
with white spores, It will presently be scattered under large 
maple trees in the garden, which should give conditions {deep 
humus) approaching that of the chestnut tree. 

Slugs, evidently quite immune to the toxic properties, are 
feasting royally on the deadly Fly Agarics, both soil and fungi 
being coated with slime. Although of a nutty fragrance when 
young, the specimens are now #3 unpleasantly odorous as most 
deliquescing fungi. Flies are attracted in numbers, teminding 
us that this Agaric was at one time sprinkled with sugar to 
attract theni—to their deaths. It has been superseded by fly- 
Papers and sprays. 

I read somewhere that a fresco in a L3th century French 
church depicts the Tree of Life as a branching Amanita muscaria, 
with the serpent twined in its branches! Certainly, this toadstool 
has an evil reputation. 

Its use ag an intoxicant is better kmown than its use in 
medicine, It was anciently used im treating epilepsy and 
scrofula, Lotions made from it were employed in cases of 
ringworm and skin eruptions. I¢ was included in Hahnemann’s 
“Chronic Diseases" (about 1824), and is the Agaricus and Aga 
of homosopathy. 

Preparations are still dispensed by some chemists—in the 
highly diluted, infinitesimal doses of homeopathy, According 
to Dr, Fernie (1895) strong doses stimulate the action of the 
heart. A tincture in high difution will relieve a Jaboured and 
feeble action of the heart—the like-to-hke homaopathic way of 
using drugs, in which a medicine (in high dilution if poisonous) 
is given to a sick person because il is capable of producing a 
similar state when given to a healthy person. Apart from its well- 
known intoxicating action and poisonous principles, the Fly 
Agaric if said to cause immoderate and untimely laughter; 
Belladonna is an antidote, 

‘The appearance of the Fly Agaric in numbers under chestnut 
trees is interesting and suggests mutual benefit. Tt is usually 
associated with birch and pine forests. Oaks and beeches, pines 
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and spruces are smycorrkisa formers. It would be mteresting 
to learn whether the root cells of the Emerald chestsut trees 
contain mycorrhiza formed with Amanita mycelium, 

(On April 10, Miss D, Kidd showed me examples of the Fly Agaric 
that had been gathered from under pitte trees outside Taylor und 
Sungster’s nursery, Crescent Road, Mt. Macedon, where specimens were 
reporied as being “very numerous.” To my knowledge, the occurrence 
constitutes the frst and only Victorian record of this sinister, though 
magnificent, exotic toadstaol outside its well-known habkital at Emerald. 
There are a few recordines also far Tasmania and South Australia, 
but apparently sowhere else in the Gommeonwealth—J.H W.] 

MOVEMENTS OF SWIFTS 
At approximately 2.30 p.m. on Sunday, February 18, heavy rain clouds, 

accompanied by lightning and thunder, approachéd from the west, and a 
thunderstorm seemed imminent. Before the approaching storm, came 2 
flock of Spine-tailed Swifts (Hirundapus candacuius), which I estimated 
to number between 100 and 150; they were hawking at a high abliiwde 
The birds few around until atout 3 p.m, and toward that time, when 

steady rain began to fall, they dropped te a much lower altitudc— 
within 40 to 50 feet from the ground—and continued flying im the rain 
for about five minutes, before gradually disappearing eastwards. ‘The 
rainfall at Eaglehawk this day registered [13 points, our best fall for 
Many months, 
On the following evetum: {Monday}, towards dusk, a solitary pair of 

spine-tailed swifts flew low over the house. The weather was close, 
and many Jarge swarms of insects were aclive. At about 7 am, on 
Tuesday, steady vain commenced again and continucd to fall for about 
{4 hours, Tt is interesting to note that, durmg many past dry months, 
the only rains of any consequence were always preceded by the appsar- 
ance of switts, 

W. Perry, Faglehawk, 

BIRDS AND WIRELESS WAVES 

(To the Editor) 

Sir—Reearding Dr. H. Flecker's remarks in the March Natwrafise 
(p. 203), T must submit that 1 did #e¢f quote Lister and Koch, Sut Louis 
Pasteur and Kobert Koch, and then merely to show how the unorthodox 
is atways opposed by the “scientific world. At length, the facts noted 
by Isymen slowly rise to such imporfasee that the common-setised 
individuals of the community accept them, thus driving: other sceptical 
secrions to do the same, Our Parliaments, by the way, also appear to 
exemplify this line of “progress.” 

As Dr. Flecker had stated that nothing was known to him of the 
Spanish and German cxperiments with clectro-magnetic wayes and 
pgcons, he is endeavouring to debate a subject of which, on his own 
admission, he knows nothing. I do not purpose to continue an argument 
which, on the face of it, can give us no progressive, useful information; it 
would seem purely waste of Gime. Thanking you for the space already 
allowed —Yours, etc. 

Mackay, Queensland. ALBErT A. Coox. 
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BIRD “ANTING" 

By Ser. T. ¥. Givens 

In June, 1944, at Kairi, on the Atherton ‘Tableland, Narth 
Queensland, it was noticed that for some reason a small flock 
of Red-browed Finches {Acgintha temporalis) was daily visiting 
a smouldering lop. Closer inspection revealed that the birds 
were going through the motions of what has elsewhere been 
termed “anting" themselves, using the tendrils of acrid smoke 
curling up from interstices in the bark as a medium. 

The same routine was followed each day, First one and 
then another of the birds would fly on to the log, until the whole 
Nock of about a dozen or su birds was present. Not particularly 
timid, they-could readily be observed from a distance of not 
tore than six feet. 

" Once on the log the actions observed were quite distinct 
from those commonly seen when birds bathe in dust or water. 
Upon reaching the smoke, each bird stond as upright as possible, 
using its tail as a support. “he wings were opened slightly and 
drooped a little forward and down, ‘Phen the head was swept 
forward, down and under, the wing im a circular motion, the 
bird meanwhile vigorously shuffling sts wings and body feathers, 
often toppling backward from the violence of tts efforts. These 
actions were rhythmically repeated as many as eight or ten 
times, when the bird usually rested before repeating the whole 
process. 

It has deen stated by observers of the phenomenon among 
other birds that ants were actually picked wp and. placed under 
the wings, Careful watch was kept in this instance to see whether 
this occurred, and il way unequivocally be stated that on none 
of the several occasions, on which the phenomenon was observed, 
was anything picked up. However, the actions—sweeping the 
head forward and down and under the wings, almost touching 
the log at the bottom of each sweep—were such as to lend 
themselves to that interpretation. Subsequent examination was 
made of the log, and, as might have béen expected fratn the 
heat of ihe fire, no ants or, indced, insects,of any kind were 
found either on or under the bark, While what has been said 
apples definitely only to ihe present observations, it may be 
sugested that possibly more has elsewhere been read tto the 
bird's actions than is, in fact, the case, 
WOn- several-oceasions ane or\two of the birds, unable to find 

space in the smoke, went through the “anting’” motions a few 
feet away, much as other birds; unable to find room in & bird 
bath, will attempt to bathe on the dry ground cutside, On one 
occasion, when .a piece Of bark was torn away from a nearby 
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stump, revealing an ant nest, one bird tried to ant itself fhere. 
but soon abandoned the attempt in favour of the stvoke, Though 
in the thick of jt, the birds seemed less disturbed by smoke 
than the observer, but the nictitating membrane could be seen to 
flick across the eye more Frequently than usual. 

1p the ahsence of definite evidence the writer does not care 
io express a positive opinion as to why these birds should perform 
what 1¢ apparently an inherent habit pattern, However, it 
may be suggested that the acrid smoke dislodged lice which the 
birds were then nore effectively able to shake or pick from their 
plomage. : 

JOHN GILBERT'S BIRD NOTES 
‘This year marks the centenary of the death of John Githert, murdered 

by blacks in a night altack om the first Jeichhardt Expedition near the 
Mitchell River, North Queensland, on June 28, 1845, Little was known 
of hint except through tie works of John Gould (for whom Gilbert 
was an ornithological field collector) smtil his diary of the expedition, 
in manuscript, was discuyered among some old Gould papers in-Lngland 
a few years ago. : . 

Mr. A. H. Chisholm, who discovered the diaty and brouglt it ta 
Australia, has already. published the general story of Gilbert and the 
Leichhardt Expedition in ‘Strange New World” (Sydney: Angus goil 
Robertson, 1941), The more detailed notes on birds, culled from the 
diary, were published fater in “The Bm” in 1944 and 1945. These articles 
have naw heen combined and, with a little resetting published ay a 
separate booklet under the tide, “An Explorer and His Birds—John 
Gilbert's Discoverics in 184445," 

Following 2 general survey o€ Gilbert's abservations, the book contains 
a detailed discussion of each of the bits mentioned in the Gilbert Dian, 
but, to aid in clarity jor the modern reader, the names used ate those 
of the current edition of the R.A.O.U, Official Checklist of the Birds of 
Ausfratia. These are dealt with under no fewer than 90 headings, but 
Since m some instances (“Quau,” “Cormorants, etc.," "Hawks, faicons, 
ele" are exatnples}; a number-of species are grouped, this falls far 
short.of the total number of species which Gilbert recorded on the 
expedition. He had made jotes on mote than 200 species, many of them 
bemg first records for the region that is now Queensland. All are noted 
in the present valuine. 

Tt is a handy, itteresting little work, well praduced at a modest 
price (2/6 nett), and comains four plates and a map, Its content amply 
justifius ‘this ,re-publication in ‘a fortn tore readily available to the 
general naturalist. ; 

—?.C.M- 

NARDOO (Mawsiha Dranunandity 

Does Nardod under cultivation produce fertile fronds? 
For, Lwo-summers my plants, althongh growing lusty, have shown 
only infertile fronds, as did the plants from which they were takez. 
It seems probatile that, being always ity water, t)icy miss the resting 
stage in Uried«ap clay pans. a 
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THE MOONEY COLLECTION OF ABORIGINAL 
STONE ARTIFACTS 

By S. R. Mrrcueir, Melbourne. 

Through the courtesy of Mr. J. L. Mooney, of Mooney’s Gap, 
I was enabled to make a study of the late Mr. L, Mooney’s 
collection of aboriginal stone artifacts. Mooney’s Gap is on the 
low divide that separates the head waters of the Hopkins and 
Wimmera Rivers, and is about seven miles-north-east of Ararat, 
Victoria. Many of the relics were obtained locally, chiefly on 
Mooney’s property, which is known as the “Gap,” while others 
were found on the flats and low rises close ta a small perennial 
stream, a tributary of the Wimmera River, that rises on the 
Gap and flows northerly through Crowlands. 

The collection comprises some 600 specimens, of which about 
200 consist of ground-edge implements, mills and sharpening 
stones, the balance being axe blanks, hammer and pounding 
stones, small flaked tools and wooden implements, ‘The collection, 
with a few exceptions, can be considered as representing a phase 
of the stone culture of those aborigines inhabiting the ‘country 
withia. a radius of 50 miles from Ararat. 

The local finds embrace 51 ground-edge implements, 22 
sharpening ‘stones, and can be classed as a typical camp set, 

Census of principal items in coilection 
Grooved ground-edge implements .. .. .. 2. .. -- 18 
Large ground-edge implements -. .. -. 6. es ue ee ve 1S 
Gad-shaped tools .. Beg Te vat tthe tech 5 
Large axes over 125 em. (Sin) eee yee ee 
Small axes, 7.5-12.8 em. (3in. -Sin.) te ese Se st sup it U4 
Small axes and knives under 7.5 em. (3in.) , Ppt ite ee 
IMGTIS, tiem efbewtya watt caja cnt ale ole eet elas ae cele coe) elteniai ent += 40 
Sharpening Stns 9 ST oS LL ean po eh pe ae OBA 

230 

Ground-edge implements classified according lo length 
Under 7.5 cm: 3in. 25 15,04% 
7,.5-10cem. 3-4in. 46 74 21 65% 

10-12.5cm, 4.5in, 38 ‘ 22.8% 
12.5-15 cm. 5-Hin, 19 11,4% 
15-17,5 em, 6-7in, 13 51 10.8% 
17.5-20 crn. 7-%in, 14 84% 
20-22.5 cm. 8-9in. & 3.6% 
Over 22.5 cm. 9in, 10 6.05% 
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Ground-edge implements classified according t@ weight 
Under L Ib oo. ce ue ee te ee ee ee 54 41.2% 
BZ. Thi, ty cde ys melee geese ee on on 22.9% 

2-3 Ibs, | 14 10.68% 

3-4 Ihe, (fe jee et ce lo, OG 12.2% 
4-5 Ibs... 6. 2. ee ee ee ee ee ee ee OO 7.63% 
Os a | 5 5.34% 

131 99.95% 

The grooved implements are heavy, massive tools that range 
in length from 53¢m. to Tin, and in weight from 19 Ibs. to 
5 Ibs, the majority being over 4 ths. The groove is seldom 
central, but usually placed towards the butt, the implements 
heing therefore out of balance when hafted. This characteristic, 
together with their great wetght, make them unsuitable for such 
uses as those to which normal axes were put. They were 
probably wedges or tools for splitting wood, used with one. hand 
grasping the handle, and the other the butt. An alternative 
method would be to bald the tool in position, and drive it, by 
means of a billet of wood. The grooving, which is carried com- 
pletely round the implement, has been effected by hammer 
dressing, and is usually well defined. This technique has also 
been employed conumoniy in shaping the botly of the implement, 
and in reducing the bevel prior to grinding the cutting edge, 

Of the 18 grooved wedges, 12 are made from hard metamorphic 
sandstone, S of basalt, and one from a dark, dense, igneous 
rock. No. 1 from Inglewood, is a well formed implement measur- 
ing 17.5 x 98 x 8% em., of a dark coloured sandstone, and 
weighs 2.5 lbs. It bas a central, well-defined, broad transverse 
groove, with a longitudinal groove, that extends round the butt, 
and a somewhat bhnt parabolic cutting edge, The cutting edges 
on these wedges are much less sharp than the edges on normal 
axes, and are usually wider, in keeping with the greater width of 
the implement, although some are quite narrow. In two instances, 
Nos. 10 and 11, a point replaces a cutting edge, the bevelled 
portion being circular in cross section, No. 365 is from Wick- 
hiffe, and is made from a flat dongated pebble of cellular basalt 
and weighs 4 lbs, It has a central groove, but no cutting edge, 
both ends being blunt. This appears to have been a hafted 
hammer or maut. 

There are 15 large ground-edge implements that seem much 
tuo heavy for hafting and can be classed as chopping ur digging 
tools, which were probably grasped by both hands. ‘They ave 
usually over 8 inches jn length and weigh from 3 to 7 pounds. 
‘The largest was found locally and measures 38.5 x 8.5 x 6 cm. 
and weighs 8 lbs. ; it has a narrow ground edge and was probably 
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a digging tool, Two have pick-like pointed ends. Of this 
group, 12 are made from sandstone, two af porphyry, one of 
basalt, antl one of an igneous rock that may be diabase. “They 
have all been shaped by the flaking and hammer dressing of 
elongated blocks, followed by grinding. 

There are five examples of the ublong-clongate. or pad-shaped 
tool, a type that is fatrly consistent in form and size. These 
are approximately cylindrical, with a circular or slightly fattened 
cross section, and have a ground edge, with a bute that is usually 
fat. They have all been shaped by hammer dressing, and were 
apparently intended for hand use only, A typical example is 
No. 16 irom Crowlands, made from metamorphic sandstone 
and measuring 20.5 x 5,4 x 5.7 om. with a weight of 2.2 Ibs. 

Large axes number 51, range in length between. 12.5 cm. and 
20 cm, and weigh from 2 to 334 lbs. ‘he predominant material 
ysed is sandstone, followed by porphyry and diabase or diorite. 

Seventy-four of the smaller edged implements fall within the 
limits of 7.S em,-12.5 em, in length, weigh from 0.4 tbs. to 1.5 
Ibs., and appear to be those thal were most frequently hafted. 
Many have depressions on one or both flat surfaces, probably 
finger grips, the implements being actually hand axes. 

Hlongated forms that taper towards the butt, or otherwise, lend 
themselves to hafting, were, no doubt, prized, but many excellent 
examples taper toward the cutting edge Because of the direction 
of taper, these appear to have beeri unsuitable for hafting, and 
were probably hand uxes, which applies also to many others. tit 
are either too small or too iregrlar in shape. So little is 
recorded us to the use of these ground-edge implements that it 
is unsafe to assume any particular method of use, but we know 
that the aboriginal was not at all concerned with the use to which 
a tool was put, provided it served his purpuse. 

The cutting elges in the axe group vary much in keenness, in 
width, and in the angle of bevel, The ground portton also 
varies greatly in extent and finish, the main objective being the 
production oi an efficient cutting edge. “This edge is usually 
curved and, seldom straight, its curvalure ranging from slight 
to semi-circular or even parabolic. The cutting edge may be 
narrow, ineasuring from: 2-8 cm. wide, or more, Occasionally 
the edge is inclined to the mafor axis of the tool in an oblique 
diréction; in other cases, in a diagonal one. Very few of these 
axes are bilaterally asymmetrical. Wecause of the extreme 
yarlitions in shape, it is almost impossible to classify them inta 
defined groups, the most satisfactory factors for comparison 
being the dimensions and weights. ~Axes having the keenest. 
edges are tusually those made from dense igneous rocks, 
particularly: the fine-grained -diabasie or dioritie types. 
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Pate II 

(ireoved maul aml wedges: Po Wichtfe (364), basalt. 4 dbs. 17.30 e.m. 

x 125 x 3: 2) Lake Bolae 05), basal 4o ths, 185 x 13 x 48: 
3, Ellerslie (4), basalt, 5 Ibs, 145 x 14.5 x 3.7; 4, Moones’s Gap (2), 
sandstone, 4 Ibs. 19 x 10x 6; §, Crowlands (14), sandstone, 3 Ibs., 22 x 
7 x 5.5; 6, Inglewood (1), sandstone, 3.5 Ibs, 17.5 x 8 x 4.25 7, Crow- 
lands (13), sandstone. 4.7 Ibs 245 x 7.7 x 6.3. 8-14. small mills and 

axe sharpening stones, 
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The pygmy type ground-edec implements under 7.5 cm. in 
length number 25, and include some made irom thin .pieces of 
ewher good qualily igneous rock or indurated mudstone, on 
which a sharp edge was ground. These are obytously ground- 
edge knives, or chisels, somie of which were tsed mounted on the 
end of a stick They are too small and light for hafting, but 
probably served many purposes, such as scraping and scoring 
skins, carving and shaving wond, 

The axe-sharpening stones in the collection number 24, of 
which 22 were found im the vicinily of the Gap, associated with 
ground ¢dge implements. They were used m grinding the 
cutting edges an blanks, and for sharpening axes; sand and 
water being employed in the process. ‘They are flat, elongated 
pieces of hard sandstone or slate, often showing bedding planes 
on both the upper and lower surfaces. Some of the stones 
show numerous hollow casts due to the weathering out of 
chiastolile crystals. The axe sharpening stones usually haye one 
longitudinal concave groove on the upper surface, lat same have 
grooves on boih flat surfaces, The depth of the prooving depends 
on the amount of weir, and occasionally the stone is warn 
completely through, parlicularly with those grooved on bath 
faces. The dimensions of these sharpening stones range between 
10 and 35 cm. in Jength, 6 and 25 om. in width, and 3 te 6 cm. in 
thickness. 

There aré 40 nether mill stones, but only five were found 
locally. These are chiefly waterworn boulders of sandstone or 
basalt, circular, oval, or subangular in form, and fairly thick 
and heavy. They are generally found in.numbers on the larger, 
more permanent camp sites, and were important ites of camp 
equipment, used for grinding anid pounding seed. roots, pigment, 
fibre, etc.; a small topstone or muller was also employed in fis 
operation. Some of the milling depressiuns are shallow, athers 
quite deep; they may he on one surface only, or occasionally on 
both upper and lower faces. Sometimes there is one or imore 
anvil depressions on the lower surface. 

No, 149 is an interesting example. Jt is a somewhat angular, 
waterworn boulder of sandstone, 13.5 x 12,5 x 7 cm, and has 
a deep milling depression on the upper surface, a crater- shaped 
anvil depression on the lower, and another on a Mat fate on one 
end of the stone. ‘The latter “cimples'’ are 1.5 cm. deep, with 
a diameter of 3.5, cm., the walls converging towards the centre. 
‘Topstones may be any suitably sized spherical, discoidal ar 

cylindrical stone that could be used for this purpose. Many in 
the collection are flat, discoidal shapes, with a finger grip on 
each face, showing much peripheral wear, 

Much of the stone material was obtained in the district, Ie 
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consists chiefly of métamorphic sandstone, of which there are 
many outcrops, indurated argillaceous rocks, a diabasic rock, 
porphyry and basalt. Granitic rocks outcrop on the range that 
runs north-west of Mt, Mistake, abuut 7 miles east of Ararat 
and 1 milé east of the Gap; it also occurs about 6 miles on the 
weslern side of Ararat. Belween these granite occurrences are 
Ordovician rocks in the form of black and grey sandstones, 
Shales and slates, all of which show evidence of contact 
metamorphism, Chiastolite is well developed in the sandstones 
as defined crystals or irregular knots, and mica is also common. 

Kasalt is plentiful south of Ararat, and was used for axes, 
but the most useful stones for axe-making are the dark coloured 
ignentis rocks which may be classed as diahase or diorite. On 
Hately’s property at Julka, some 15 miles from Ararat, is a 
black rock which was probably the source of much of the axe 
stone used in this district, and this may be one of the 
Cambrian diabases related to the Mt. Staveley and Chatsworth 
oulecrops lower down the Tlopkiis River. No doubt there are 
other occurrences of similar rock that haye mot yel been mapped, 

The types of artifacts found locally, particularly the ground- 
edge inplemetts and sharpening stones, the presence of 
permanent water, ind a countryside abounding in native game, 
would indicate native encampments, which were more in the 
nature of hunting camps. As this locality formed part of the 
iribal territory of the Hopkins River aborigines, it is probable 
that the older people, including the implement makers, frequented 
larger camps that are found farther south (@g., at Willaura, 
Lake Bolac and Gien Thompsin), which sites are characterised 
by firestones, mills, quantities of broker stone, and flaked 
implements. One rather significant stalement madé by Mr. L. 
Mooney was that axes and sharpening stones were frequently 
found on the summits of hills, evicently left there by natives 
during their hunting excursions 

_ NESTING OF BANDED STILTS 

{To the Editor) 

Sir—tThe letter from Mr. A. K. McCrae in your March issue, unless 
cotrradicted, will tend to perpetuate an error prevalent in ornithological 
circles until 193), when the eggs and nesting habies of the Banded Stitt 
were descrihed in the South Atestraiian Ornitholagist, Vol, XJ, part 2, 
by McGilp and Shorea anf in the fournal of the Royal Society of 
Western Australia, Vol, XVIL, by Glauert and Jenkins. 
There seems no doubt that the birds mistaken for Banded Stilts by 

Mi, MrCrae were White-headed Stilts, whose eggs resemble those of 
the Plover in colour—but are rather smaller—and whose nesting hatits 
agree with the writer’s description—Yours truly, 

L, GLAUERT, 
Perth, WA, Curator of thy Museum. 
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EXCURSION TG CROYDON 

For the combined F.N.C, and B.O.C. outing on March 24, a route 
was chosen to the hills west of Croydon township, the first feature 
noticed being the flattish arca around the station, on which the trees 
were tearly afl a sort of stringybatk, focally often called “Apple. This 
is Evcalypiuy cephelocarpa of Blakely, &- cinerea var, multiflora af som 
othors. Jt occurs in olher situations as well, for instance. on fairly level 
land at Whitehorse Road, on the divide between valleys. The White 
Stringybark, &, engeniotdes in the old sense, was soon met with low on 
the vailey side, bur the more accessible for examination were specimens 
at Whitehorse Raad. Some other eucalypt specics were also observed. 
The buds, both of &. cephalocarpe and £. eugeniowder, were in some cases 
heavily attacked by gall forming msects. (See appended nates.) 

Several Aeacias were observed, mottly with young buds. Both the 
shrubs called “Prickly Moses” (ic. Mimosa) were seen, the well-known 
Victorian Arne verficiilale with its spiny phyllodes forming snes 
around the branchlets and flowers in spikes, and the A. rnmiperine with 
narrow sharp-pointed nhylfodes placed singly and Aowers in globular 
heads {flowering carly, about May}. The latter is known as "Prickly 
Moses” at Sydney, where our common form does nov oceur, 

This Acacia juniperiie is found hear and there on the west hills of 
Croydon, om which the sail seers bightet, but has not heen noticed on 
the east side of the valley, It is the true 4. jurtperina, a more prostrate 
and slenderer plant, Formerly seen near Sandringham and still at Clarinda, 
is Bentham's yariciv, Brown, which seems worthy of recognition as a 
distinct species—it alse occurs at North Croydon. 
A plant of Aewcia weyrtifolia (Myrtle Acacia}, though some years 

old and about 5 feet high, was seen to bear phyllodes carrying the 
juvenile pinnate leaflets. 4. verlicillate also had snvall pinnate leaflets on 
some ends, possibly dune to insect attack, and was not so uncombien. 
Self-sown planis of 4. terminalis (Cedar Wattle of NSW} were seen 
derived from garden trecs nearby. A deviation was made to jonk at 
a hybrid acacia upon which a special note is appended, 
Ameng other plants noticed were Williamson's var, planifola of 

Pidtenaca preiiperina (Prickly Bush Peay, and a couple af plants of the 
“Chinese Serud,"" Cassinéa avewafa This is pot common ia the Croydon 
valley, though plentiful neat Tunstall, bot would probably not be yery 
dificult 10 eradicate. The small pendent, slightly-tinted flowers give a 
pood appearance in suitable lighting 
Qur retutna journey was made by Alto Avenue. wlisre several points of 

interest were noted, both among the native plants and those in gardens 
A Spine-tailed Swift, found dead on a readside, attracted some attention 
by its verv long atid narrow wings. 

A good viewpoint on Wicklow Hill, at over 600 fect elevation, was 
visited. Even moderately distant parts, owever, were obscured by 
haze, and the luteresting hills iar away beyond the Watts Valley are only 
well seen on very clear days. Opportunity was taken to remark on the 
form of the land, with a steep western descent into Brushy Creek, 
which cansed the raihway to be removed from the Yarra Valley and 
mide ya tum sotherly across the northernmost head of Dandenong 
Cryek, the open, swampy, valley at Croydon. By this means, the desoent 
is beguti fideh earlier, 4 complete change of view taking place after 
the passage through a cutting near East Rinuwood, The Jow terrace 
above the valley foor afforded a practicable station site, and hence the 
township. Return to the Yarra system is easy by Lincoln Road gap, 
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Nole ew a hybrid Acacia 
This plant was first nariced some years ago as one of onosnal aspeel 

in a pateh of Hedge Aracia, 4. ermatd, the “prickles of which até 
Stipules at the base of the phyllode, not the phyllade itself. The strange 
plant had a stthoother stem and somewhat different foliage, bot “il 
hore spincs and would have passed as a farm of 4. ariwnata. Seeds were 
collected and growin: some gave apparently nortal A. arinata and other 
plants like a small-foliaged A, leprosa, Some of these farthest from 
armata were grown and in tiita allowed to seed; their scedlings still 
gave some armatn (typical). In vigorous growth, in the @arden, seme 
of the progeny pass for leprosa; one small plant, whieh 1 haye growing, 
bears small phyllodes of the drprasa kind, but has distinet very stender 
spiny stipules, ; 

There stems iia doubt, therefore, that the original was an armatn- 
Jeprosm hybrid, but not altogether new, since supposed arinata hybrids 
are mentened by Bentham (front plants cultivated in England), and 
some had wo thane 
Near my original plant are some farth¢r from typicsl area, bil not 

ordinary {&frosa; they may be seconel generation hybrids. 

Names. wsed for the Rucalypte 
EB, tephatocorpa of Blakely was described from an cxateple callected 

by Maiden at Mt, Dandenong; otbera from Ringwood are associated with 
it The name &. etmneree var. maliiflere bas been used and «© preferred 
ty some, bat there are other forms nearer to typical E. cinerea, to which 
this name is more properly applied That noticeably Sluc tree. seen in 
Door country From Moe eastward, diflers fram the Mt, Dandenong ones 
in general character, Blakely includes localities for this blue tree wath 
his diagnasis of K. cephalacerpa, whereas Maiden appends localities of 
the Mr. Dandenong tree to his J. cinerea var. multiflora, in which the 
other is most prominent. The nume, Silver-leaved Stringybark, quoted 
by Hopkigs of Bairnsdale, refers to a “small scragsy tree," no doubt 
the blue foim of Ezst Gippstand- 

The bark of &. cephalocarpa fiere ig not so smoothly “stringy as 
some of the stringybarks, but externally is a sort of slab with stringy 
texture. Nane of the descriptions sein to notice that the flowers in 
7s are a definite arrangemenl—one central, two ontward fo the sides, 
and two pairs lateral to the side linds. Smaller numbers may occur by 
poorer development Or injuty, and somewhat higher numbers ly supple- 
mentary buds. This apphes also to other oucalypts with flawers in 
Sevens. 

E, cugemotdes (2. scabra, accarding to Blakely} was used as a com- 
prehensive name, without musing the question of the distineiness and 
constancy of vanous farms. An example from Craydan had been identified 
by Blakely as & Fangoure. sometimes called the "“Melbuurne surm of 
White Stringybark.” but there are also Gippsland localities given by 
Blakely, A tren at Blackinirn has been referred to as F. W’dhinsoniuna, 
I seem to remember referring a tree in that districr to 2. engenioides, 
as ised ith Mbeller's Key, but do not know whether any still survive. 

Blakely remarks of his &. Vangovra, “a fine tree for Sorest purposes, 
excellent poles and a good fissile milling tunber.” Some fine trunks, clear 
af branches, were observed on the excursion. The apparent confusion of 
FE. Yangoura with &. pipertta and forms of £2 ancterorrhyacha ineroduges 
a further difficulty, and so for the present T haye deemed it wise: jo 
relaig the name ettgeniader in its ald and wider concept. 

—T. S. Haet, Croyilon ' 
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PROCEEDINGS 
The monthly mecting of the Club was held on May 14, 1945, 

at the Royal Society's Hall, the President (Mr. Ivo C. Nammet} 
and some 100 members and friends’ attending. 

Before commencing the general business of the meeting, the 
President read an extract from minutes of the meeting beld on 
Armistice night, 1918, and, in a few words, expressed the heart- 
felt gratitude of members al_news of the cessation of hostilities 
in Europe. Members stood in silence far one minute as a mark 
of respect to those who had fallen. . 

Excursion reports were given a8 follows: Mooroolbark 
(autumn foliage}, Mr, R, G. Painter; Kalorama (winter ramble), 
Mr. H.C. £, Stewart, who reported an attendance of 15, despite 
the excessively wet day. 

The following were elected as Ordinary Members of the Chub: 
Misses M. Tlood, M. Rojo, BE. N. Gates, L, J. Baker and Mr, 
H. ‘Tarr; and, as Country Members: Messrs, G. G. Shepherd, 
L. B. Williams, and N. E. Burrows. 

Chapman Memorial 

The President drew attention to the proposal for erecting a 
memorial to the late Mr, F. Chapman in the form of an entrance 
pate at Maranoa Gardens, Balwyn. The F'.N.C. Committee had 
agreed to assist the Maranoa Gardens Committee in raising funds 
toward this, and the Treasurer was prepared to receive any 
donations. from members, until the anntial meeting. Mr. Chap- 
man’s work for the C lub, and for natural science generally, was 
emphasized, and this was indicated as a practical way in which 
mernbers could express their appreciation of him and his Aaltnria 
eemtealasti pias to knowledge. 

New Meeting Place 

The President announced that on and from the annual meetingr, 
until further notice, the Club would meet in the lecture hall of 
the Public Library, at the corner of Swanston and Latrobe 
Streets. ‘The Club Librarian would be in attendance at the Royal 

Society Building in good time before the meeting, for loan andl 
receipt of books. 
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Nominations for Office-bearers, 1945-46 

The following nomimations were received; President, Mr, H. 
C.K. Stewart; Vice-presidents, Messrs, J, H, Willis and H, P, 
Dickins; Hon, Editor, Mr. A, H, Chisholm; Hoo, Secretary, 
Mr, F. §, Colliver; Ton. Asst. Secretary, Miss N. J, Fletcher; 
Hon. ‘I'reasurer, Mr. FE. E. Lord: Hon. Librarian, Mr. A. Burke; 
Hon, Asst. Librarian, Mr. H, Preston: Committee, Mrs. J. 
Freame, Miss 1, Watson, Messrs. A. S. Chalk, R. Gamer, T. 
Griffiths, G. N. Hyam, IL T. Reeves, Owen Singleton. Messrs. 
A, §. Chalk and A. G, Hoake signified their willingness to act as 
Honorary Auditors for the ensuing financial vear- 

Nolice of Motion 

The President referred to the notice of motion given by Mr. 
‘T. Griffiths at the last meeting, yiz,- That any question together 
with any necessary explanation be limited to two minutes.’ Mr. 
Lard moved ai amendment reading, “That an answer io any 
question be hmiled to 4 minutes,” but this amendment lapsed for 
want of a séconder, Mr, Willis then moved an amendment, “Thal 
a limit of two minuwies should be placed on the enunciation of a 
question, such limit net to apply ‘to the answer,” Mr, Chalk 
seconded this amendment 

Mr. Colhiver suggested that the difficulty could be overcome by 
the President usmg his discretion, Mr. Cooper stated that in his 
opinion nature questions were the most important part of rhe 
meeting, and he spoke against any time limit being fixed, The 
amendment was put to the meetimg and carried, thus becoming 
the motion, which was in turn duly carried, 

NATURE QUESTION 
Mr. L.. W. Cooper asked: At a recent excursion held ii the 

district of Croydon a number of #owering shrubs was seen- 
These, by some of the members, were thought to he Cassinig 
aerleata (“Common Cassinia’), but, by others, te be Heds- 
chrysume ferrugineum (“Tree Everlasting’). Will one of our 
expert botanists please tell the amateurs how these two plants 
may be distinguished in the field? 

Answer (Mr. J. H. Willis}: The Common Cassinia. (more 
popularly known as “Dogwood’) and the I'ree Everlasting are 
indeed of similar habit and aspect, but when growing together i 
association, the former may be picked cut by its much shorter, 
narrewer, and more numerous leaves, which tmpart an éricoid 
appearance to the shrub, and deeper green coloration-—the Fevér- 
jasting is of a sombre grey-green. Closer examination will reveal a 
rough (“sandpapery”) surface on the foliage of “Dogwood,” 

. Whereas that of Tree Everlasting is quite smooth to the touch, 
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while the latter has also a definite papery tringe pr ray” an cach 
liny Rower-ead, (Cossinia heads have no ray.) Another signi- 
ficanc difference (ciscermble only by microscope) is the presence 
of qninute chaffy scales separating’ each floret in, Cassini species, 
but wot an Helichrysuii. os. - - r / 

CRADLE MOUNTAIN’ “ALPS (TASMANIA): 
With ‘the aid of a large iiimber of slides, Mr. TP. I. Morris 

discussed the general physiography and botatty of this fascinating 
area, comparing and contrasting i$ Moral points of interest with 
(hose of the mainland. Notes.on the local geology. wild life, and 
history of Cradle Mountain chalet were given as well, - In the 
discussion which followed, My. F. E Burbury (a visitor frotn 
‘Tasmania, who accompanied Mr. Morris on this trip) ‘called 
attention Lo other features of Tasmanjaa botany, e.g., probable 
lrvbridism between the King William and Pencil Pines, members 
of a remarkable endemic genus, Sthramzxis The tharikes of 
the Club were accurded Mr. Morris, and also Mr, Reeves for fis 
generous preparation of the slides employed. 

EXHIBITS 
Mrs. ©. French: Vase containing 5 -yarieties at Manuka, 

garden-srown at Canterbury, viz., Leptespermauam scoparium v, 
Keadlew, Eos u, albo-plena 2.8. wu. Walker, i... (normal seedling 
with white flowers). 

Mr, T. Griffiths: Small lizard from Thonson River, Gippsland. 
Mr. R. TD. Lee. Specmens of the Fungus plewrne speciosa 

with browny-pink spore prints, 

2 

_MOUND ANTS 
J have alwiys wondered why the Mound Ants coverod {their mounds 

with small stones, My first theory wis that the stones were removed 
froin thy butrows when fownd to be to the way, bul Houré of watching 
failed to revealcany ants carrying them ont. 
My second theory was thar the stones were required, for some reason, in 

the palleries, bat, again, tote were taken below; althoiigl sone were 
‘carried to the maid and ttropped there. 

1 thought of camouflage. but, by adding the stones the mounds were 
“Mads more conspicuous, 

Myr fourth theory, which I think is the correet one, is that they are 
added to prevent erosion. Without the stones; rain would soon male 
ssatters in the mound, ~ 

About thé middle of Octoher, 1944, requiring same sraall brawn and 
white stones ta cover fhe earthen ficor of my glass-house, swept a mound 
clean and filled four small sugar bags wilh stones. Ot Navetnber the 
fifteenth, the mound was again covered, This time J collected three bags 
of stones, which had been gathered in the short period of one mouth. By 
the middle of December, the ants had re-covercd their woud. This 
time J det them be. 

T reeret that £ was unablé to visit the mound on the day tatlowing ‘the 
sweephy, Sometime T mtend to do so Marc Conn, Bendigo. 

it 
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THE MIGRATION OF BIRDS 

- — Facts and Fanctes 

By Ina Watson, Melbourne. 

(Paper vead at F.N.C_V, meeting, April 9, 1945,) 

The Concise Oxford Dictionary: defines “migration” as “to 
move from one place to another (of birds and fishes) ;*to come 
and go with the seasons.” This must be amplified in regard 
‘to where they come and go, and so we find “migration” can be 
divided into various types, 

First, we have the small migrations, sometimes called '‘vertical" 
migration, a local example of which is the Flame Robin, which 
comes down into gardens round Melbourne for the winter and 
returns to the hills to nest in spring. 7 

Secondly, there are the migrations in lands about the Equator, 
These are usually irregular, and governed by humidity — by the 
wet or dry season —and are limited in extent. 

Thirdly, there is the dispersal from a breeding place’ A 
typical example, which occurs mostly ia seabirds, is the return 
and dispersal of the White-faced Storm-petre! from Mud Island, 
and of the Mutton-birds from Cape Woolamai. 

Then there is the enliting round of the bird -population, 
following a food supply. This occurs with the lorikeets and 
various honey-eaters in Australia. It might be termed nomadic, 
rather than. migratory. 

And, lastly, there are the breath-taking flights covering 
thousands of miles, which is what we usually think of when we 
speak of “migration.” Some authors maintain that it showld 
be confined to the journcys of the non-hardy msectivorous species, 
¢.g., swallows, cuckoos and swifts, and that the other moyements 
should’ be called drifts.” 

The discovery of this last great mavement ts not recent. Wet- 
more} gives, as one of the earliest references, the Book of Job: 
“Doth the hawk fly by her wisdom and stretch her wings to the 
south.” Vartous people have searched the early records. When 
the Israelites were wandering in, Sinai, they were saved from 
statvation when “at even the quails came up and covered the 
camp,” and a year later, when “there went forth a wind from 
the Lord and brought quails from the sea.’ This reference has 
been calculated as being in 1580 B.C, 

Some of the early theories are well known, There was the 
popular one that swallows hibernated in the mud at the bottom 
of pends. One version was that the swallows congregated on 
the slender reeds growing round the ponds, and hecame very 
sleepy. As more and more birds crowded on the reeds, these 
bent under the weight and gently deposited their sleeping burdens 
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in the mud. John Hunter, the anatomist, even went so far as 
to kecp the birds in a shed with tubs full of water and mud. 
The only result obtained was that the puor birds died of starvation, 

As late as 1740, the Tartars thought that each crane carried 
a corn¢rake on its back in migration, and, in Southera Europe, it 
was thought that small birds congregated to wait for transport on 
their larger kindred. ' 

In 1703, an anonymous author, who described himself as “‘A 
Person of Learning and Piety,” wrote a treatise entitled “Ar 
Essay towards the Probable Solution of ihis Question; Whence 
come the Stork, and the Turtle, the Crane and the Swallow, when 
they kiow and observe the abpoiited tune of their coming,” in 
which he put forth the ingenious idea that the birds migrated to 
the moun. The atither contended that it took exactly 60 days 
for the birds to reach that orb, and they didn’t require to eat in 
the ratifed atmnosphere. Sleep was casy, as “with no objects to 
divert them, they may shut their eyes and swing on, fast asleep.” 
Thev started at full moon and flew straight ahead As it fonk 
exactly 60 days for the joumey, the moon was in place to 
recetve them. It concluded natvely, “if the moon will not be 
allowed, some other place must be found ont for them.” 

It is, of course, impossible to tell any individual bird from 
anather without some distinguishing mark, but with the intro- 
duction of bird banding in the carly 1800's, there came the 
possibility of more accurate observation, though bird banding is 
of little use without easy means of conamunication, which did not 
develop until later. 
The means used at first ranged through tiny bells, colored yarn, 

indelible ink or paint on the feathers, metal disks glued to wings 
and tails, rmps of wire and cefluloid, strips of metal with texts 
on them, to the present-day alummiunm bands with the names 
and addresses of arganisations or persons responsible, 

Sctentific use of bands began with a man called Mortensen in 
Denmaric in 18992, "By 1909, U.S.A. had started the American 
Bird Banding Association, which was taken over by the Bureau” 
of Biologtcal Survey in 1920, In 1909, toa, in England, twa men 
began simultaneously —one was A Landsborough Thomson, 
whose scheme was subsequently abandoned, and the other R. F, 
Witherby, whose ideas were ultimately taken over by the British 
Trust for Ornithology, In England, 7? sizes of bands are made, 
and all bear the name and address of the British Museum, whieh 
keeps the recards. There was a great increase in interest after 
the Wirst World War. North America has made the greatest 
advances, and bird banding is naw widely practised there. Up to 
date, Australia has dene vecy little in this respect, though the 
R,A.O.U. bad plans in hand tn MMT, which were intereupted by 
the war - 
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Banding. is a method for tracing individual birds, but observa- 
tions Gf these birds from strategically placed stations gives a 
broader vision of the whole situation. Ail writers.stress the fact 
that the lay person has little idea of the yast extent of these great 
treks among birds. 

The mam principle is that the birds breed in the coldest part, 
and “summer” in the warmest parl of their range. The main 
teends are: In Europe, in autumn west and south to the Mediter- 
ranean and Africa; in Asia, west and south-west into Enrope, 
and south and east into Australia and East Afrien: in Africa, the 
movement i$ tropical to southern; in America, more directly north 
and south. There is one record of east to west migration — 
that of the Double-banded Dotterel from New Zealand to 
Australia. 

There ig no known example among land birds of a southern 
species ‘wintering’ in the summers of the north temperate zone. 
‘This may be related to the different distribulion of the land masses 
in the iwo hemispheres; in the squth there is no land in corre- 
sponding tatitudes except Antarctica, ‘There are ocean birds— 
one of ihe Shearwaters—which breed in ihe sour and summer 
in) northern seas. 
Ta give some idea of the extent of these migratory flights, it 

has been reported" that, during an autumn snowstorm, 2 number 
of migrants crossing Lake Huron were forced into the waves, 
Afterwards, on one section of the beach, the dead cast up were 
estimated at 5,000 per mile. 

Lighthouses are responsible For heavy bird mortality, because 
birds Hying at aighL are blinded as they are atiracted by the light 
and fly towards it, only to dash themselves against the walls— 

‘any direct hit at the ordinary flying specd ts fatal. Lockley * 
tells of standing for 5 hours one night below a lighthouse, 
listening to the constant thudding of birds as they hit. . 

The island of [eligotand, one of the best known of the banding 
stations, lies off the coast of Germany. It belonged originally to 
England, but was exchanged with Geritany for the Island of 
Zanzibar in 1890. The Heligoland Bird Banding Station and Bird 
Garden was first made famous by the work of Heinrich Gitke, 
ane uf the pioneer students of migration. Lockley, in fis book, 
/ Kyow an Island, describes how the birds often arrive at Heligo- 
Jand In a state of exhaustion, and he was mtrigued to see a 
wornanl sweeping the street before her door with two exhausted 
robing perching on her head ta rest. Ue also described the 
technique of bird catching and ringing. The main part of the 
island had a number af low growing trets and bushes, and among 
these were three large traps placed one behind the other. Men 
with long sticks beat the bushes bghtly, driving the birds into one 
or other of the traps, after which they were caught in the long 
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funnel-shaped end. They are then banded and particulars taken 
of the age, sex, race, ring number and weight. For weighing. 
they use oper tubes of light material which At the bitd and 
prevent movement. Then the birds are released. At the time 
he wrote. about 1938, there was Dr. Drost and his assistant and 
a staf of two women clerks.on the rsland, 
Now for some “facts” from various sources in regard to 

distance, speed and height of a typical “migration”; 

Speed.—In 1921, Colonel Meinentzhagen® estimated the ordin- 
ary speed during migration of a carrier pigeon as 30-36, ¢row 
31-45, small song birds 20-37, starlings 38-49 and ducks as 44-39 
miles per hour. Sonic estimates quoted by Sullivan and Grierson 
for speed between two poirits connected by telephone of ‘observed 
birds, were: Crow 30, finch 32, falcon 37, and stavling 46 iniles 
per hour, The general rule on migration would appear to be 
an ever, unhurried pace af the speed of ordinary flight, varying, 
between 30 to 40 miles per hour. ; 

FTeigh! —Estamates ef height vary. In America, Dr, Chapman, 
while watching throngh a telescepe, saw birds cross the face of 
the nioon at an estimated height of five tiiles® Pilots of planes, 
however. say birds are not encountered flying at any great height, 
and it is quite common te hear birds calling as they fly over 
at night. ‘Thomson? says fight is usually under 3000 feet. There 
is NO prool al present, as most of the main migratory flights 
take place at night. 

Method —Birds have limited endurance, and need rest like all 
living creatures, and 50 the flights are made in slages tu suit the 
bird’s own powers. Most observers agree that the majority of 
flighis are made at night, possibly because of safety from birds 
of prey. There ts also the theory that if the migrator feeds by 
day, it flies by night, and vice versa, The duration of the 
Right stage iz probably shart, to give arnple time for rest and - 
feeding — provided if is over land. watchers agree that migration 
is not usually maintained for the whole of a day or a night. 
Thomson, whose book is one of the most detailed, sava that in 
Aving 6-8 hours, ac an uverage of 30-40 nip,h., the birds would 
cover 180-320 miles. Ocean tights would possibly be longer, the 
birds necessarily going on until able to rest. 

There are sore well-proven records -—again quoted by Thom- 
son: a Mallard marked in Wisconsin was recovered 5 days later 
in 5. Carolina — 900 miles in 5 days—und a Turistone, caught 
and ringed in Teligoland, released at 11 acm., was shot on the 
north toast af France 25 hmurs later — 520 miles in a direct line, 

Att flights, of course, are dependent on wind conditions. 
Commander Acworth presents 4 different view of bird life in his. 
houk Firs Bandage* Tis title is taken [rom his statement that 
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“Wings do not confer freedom, but a slavery shared by few, if 
any, earthbound creatures.” A bird, or any olher object, when 
it becomes air-bome, does not feel any pressure from the wind 
—it ts moved along at a varying speed in this great moving 
current of air. Any speed or movement it makes is merely 
super-imposed on the force and direction of the wind. Neces- 
sarily, therefore, the speed and direction of the wind limits and 
directs its Hight. If there is no way of checking the drifl of the 
wind by known landmarks, obviously it is very simple to get lost. 
That is the reason why aeropianes have to have the complicated 
instruments they do, Birds have no mstruments to puide them, 
but Commander Acworth and the other writers claim that they 
have an extra “sense which enables them to reach their 
destination. There is no other explanation of their ability to 
Jand back at the samé spot. 

Some of the experiments which prove the presence of this 
“extra sense” are very interesting.* Mutton-birds were talcen 
from the Island of Skokholm, off County Pembroke, Wales, 250 
miles to Surrey, and they reached Skokhalm agam at 11.30 p.m. 
the night following that.in which they were released, each bird 
going direct to its own burrow. On another occasion, these 
same birds were sent by air to Venice and released at dusk. One 
bird got home within 14 days, and the other bird was found on 
the Island again the following spring. This trip was over 1000 
miles direct, but 3,600 miles by the sea route that the birds 
would take. 

Flocks on migration are usually mixed as to sex and age, 
though authors differ ahout this; some say that the young birds 
go first, and that the custom varies with different species. 
Pycratt, in History of Birds*® (written back in 19103, asked why, 
jn s0 many species, the males precede the females, and quoted as 
an example the Warblers, and, with the Swatiows, why the young 
precede the adults. ‘This is anolttter thing that only systematic 
banding and observation can prove, and possibly elucidate, 

The greatest problemi of all, af course, is why the birds do it 
When I first became interested in the problem, as the result of a 
Question Night held at the Club some six months ago, T put this 
question of Why"? to an authority at the Museum ® In his 
answer, he pointed out that while all the details of the problem 
had not been solved, the general principles are now fairly 
understood, and need a knowledge of historical geology, genetics, 
central nervous system of birds, and function of the endocrine 
glands; all have a bearing on the migration of birds and other 
anitials. 

These subjects are beyond my limited lay mind, but here are 
some gleanings inom the books [ have read, 

As far as historical geology, Sullivan and Grierson ®, mention 
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it briefly as a cause. In the Tertiary period, when modern birds 
were attaining development, it is suggested that conditions were ~ 
more or less equable all over the world, and any migration was 
only a seasortal shifting with a varying food supply. However, 
with the coming of the Pleistocene ice age, huge sheets of ice 
advanced from the poles; it is suggested that birds retreated 
before the cold and thus gradually extended their range, working 
back northwards when the ice retreated, ‘Those species which did 
not learn ta shift were. of course, weeded out by natural selection, - 
and thus gradually the instinct was born, The conclusion drawn 
from this, is that migration is a very old habit, which needs an” 
immediate stimulus for its release. ‘ 

Most of the authors mentioned are agreed that food supply 
is a very big factor, By migrating, the birds are assured of a 
fresh and copious food supply for the exigencies of the breeding 
season and the feeding of the young birds. At the end of the 
breeding seasom the food supply is decreasing, and behind them 

_ is the better food supply. Acworth®, wha refuses to consider birds 
as anything but slaves to the shifting winds of the World, says, 
“There ts no-motive or intention in migration on the part of the ° 
bird, only stark compelling physical necessity, because the bird is ' 
parasitical ta a moving medium. Swallows, like all other birds, © 
are subject to a ceaseless ebb and flow of wind, and ‘migration’ / 
as an objective and purposeful mavement is non-existent.” He' 
maintains, af course, that the winds are dependent on changes © 
of temperature, arid agrees that birds are yery sensitive lo tem- 
perature: that the various species have a critical temperature 
below which they cannot survive (this has been proved by 
experiments conducted by Dr. Kendleigh in ‘America®), and whert 
the temperature begins to drop, they automatically move with the 
winds caused by such a drop in temperature. 
As the configuration of the Jand doubtless has effect on the 

wind currents, it may perhaps, explain td a certain extent, the 
permanence of the main routes. 

This is only one author's view, Others quote the restlessness 
and flocking of species before leaving. Locklev* describes the! 
experiments carried out m Heligoland, where he saw Robins and 
Redstarts living in special cages with delicately poised perches 
which, by means of electrical contacts, register the restlessness 
of the birds at night, when the migration fever caused them ta 
vibrate thejr wings and jump about their perches. Each quiver’ 
they made broke the inked record which revolves slowly over a 
time graph, showing the exact second the fever began and ended 
each night, By this means it was proved that the-direct cause, 
of migration is a fever of intense physiological rhythm of energy 
which seizes the bird; mo matter if confined in the darkest cage, 
when the hour comes, usually beginning towards midnight and 
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eriding just before dawi. jt must expend that energy in violent 
wing trembling and beating, 

Increase and decrease of daylight is given as 4 secondary cause, 
perhaps explainiig some of the small delays by the difference in 
the weather. Professor Rowan* made some interesting experi- 
ments with Funkos in Alberta, Canada. (Junkos are small, finch- 
like birds, about 6 inches long.) They are summer yisitors to 
Canada, Well ied and sheltered, they survived a severe wimter 
there," 1f kepr beyond the normal migration tine, when the 
sex glands fad dwindled te a normal size, they showed no 
inclination to depart on liberation, They were then gradually 
subjected to yicreasing periods of artihéial lighting, and it was 
found that the tex glands had developed again by the early 
winter, and that, when released, the birds all disappeared, though 
it was not known if théy attempted inigration. ]+ was pointed 
out that this does not explain the aulumsy migration in young 
birds with'sex glands not yet mature, 

And so rt all adds up to one of the world’s great mysteries, 
which scientists have not yet Fully sotved. 
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PORTLAND FN. CLUB IS LAUNCHED 
While we pea m meinoriaw notices snd fry Libutes to the vanished 

Geelong Cluh and jts journal, it is gratitying to learn from the Portland 
Observer of May 10, that a new Naturalists’ Club has arisen. in the far 
south-west, with inaugural membership af 14. This move is particularly 
heartening in the face of present’ war-time exigencics. First President, 
Mr, Hugh Keiller bore testimony to the enthusiasm of Jocal naturalists, 
and said, “I feel confident that once,we haye a hike ar two out on thote 
glorious sandhills, we will net only benefit by them physically aud mentally, 
but we will stimulate interest in others who, though fond of the outdoor 
life, may not feel disposed vo ‘go bush’ by themselves.” : 

Certainly Portland affords ample scope for any nature lover or enquirer, 
and we hope that ous journal may soon be enriched by other such articles 
ag those on the loca) erehid and fern Aoras comrmunticated by Mr. Clift 
Beaygichale, af Gorac West, even though the new club may eventually 
support a miagazine of its own. Not without some justifiable pride do we 
tryce ihis aecomplishinent to interest largely aroused hy the visit last 
Oetoher of aur esteemed fellow members, ‘Messrs, A. H.- Chisholm and 
W. H. Nicholls, who urged Portiand district naturalists ta form a Society. 
The unammous decision, at this first mecting, to admit lady members is 
a wise and gratifying step. Ail success to Portland's new FN.) 
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"HE HAKEA. AT MOUNT BUFFALO 
The Victorian Naturalist, Vol. 34, p, 15) (February, 1938), 

contains a note on the ecurrence nF the sole species of Hahea 
s6 far djScovered at Mount Buffalo National Park, ‘he original 
specunem, foliage aril seed vessels only, Trom which identification 
was first made, ] collected fram one of the two plants that had 
been transplanted to the front of the Government Chalet. Sur- 
prise was expressed al the time with the detennination of Hakea 
vittata (“Striped Hakea”), accentuated later by the Jocation of 
the main habitat of the plant on the high inhospitable ridge of the 
North Buffalo, As remarked in the note, Hakea vittaia betongs 
strictly to the dry plains. hus the supposed discovery of the 
same plant im a bleak alpine locality brought it to a most 
unfavourable environment. So much so that a theory was 
advanced to account for its isolation as fortuitous and altributable 
to winged seeds blown by dist storms from the north-west, The 
Aakeo was also affirmed in the note as confined to one area 
beyond the main Buffalo Plateau, After the 1939 fires, however, 
another colony of dwarfer plants was observed by me in a 
formerly impeneti able region on the slopes of Jessie's Lookout, 
weil on the Buttalo praper. . 

The National Herbarium, Melbourne, has since critically re- 
examined ull available matezial, meluding specimens in flower 
tnliected on the Buffalo by J. Soues in 1907. ‘The species is now 
found to be an alpine variant of Hakea sericea, ‘Vhis conclusion 
conforins with other Herbarium speciniens, [rom Mount 3t. 
Bernard, the upper Macuilister. River, and abundantly frem 
Tasmanian high elevations, ‘Ihe plant is therefore classified as 
Hakea sericea, var. lissosperma, Ordinarily a targe alpine shrub, 
the North Buffalo examples sometimes atlaty small bree dimen- 
sions, One cultivated fant still survives in the Chalet garden, 
and its conifer-like appearance evokes admiration by Bulfato 
visitors. 

The aforeyoing correction will also apply to che reference by 
Miss M. L., Wigan in The [ictorian Naturalist, Vol, 57, p. 159 
(January, 1941). Further, bofh A, J. Ewart's. Handbook of 
Forest Trees Jor Vietorian Foresters (1925), and his Flore of 
Victoria. (1930) are in errar in attributing ‘akea vittata to rhe 
Buffalo mountains, 

Apart from correct nomenclature, the scientific imphcations ot 
| placing natiye flora in proper assncialion and environment require 

careful record by botanical collectors, Appreciation is expressed 
far the intensive research undertaken by the National Herbarium, 
resulting in this important amendment. 

H, C. KE. Stewarr. 
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THE GREEN PYTHON 

By Spr. T, V. Givens, 

New Guinea is noted for the brilliant colouring of many of 
its lirds and butterfites. but it is rather less well lmowu that 
in the Green Python (Chondropython viridis) it also possesses 
what is possibly the most vividly beautiful snake in the world. 
A truly arboreal species, the Green Python is reliably reported 

to inhabit the jungles of New Britain as well as thase of New 
Guinea, while it has been rumoured as present on lhe tip of 
Cape York—a welcome addition to the list of Australian snakes, 
if substantiated, Like so many tropical snakes, it is nocturnal, 
but, unlike most nocturnal reptiles, it does not trouble fa conceal 
itself during the day, preferring to rely upon its camouflaged 
colouring—bright enamelled green tinged with yellow, with bluish 
diamond-shaped markings down the back and white, or some- 
times golden, scales irregutarly scattered along its length (to 
escape detection as it jies coiled across a bough in 2 manner 
characteristic of the species), It is mainly because of the 
excellence of ifs camouflage that this beautiful reptile. though 
not particularly uncommon, is only infrequently seen. 

Unlike the cylindrical or flattened bodies of most snakes, that 
of the Green Python is laterally compressed and, when bying 
on a flat surface, roughly triangular. in section, with the spinal 
column as the acute apex of the triangle; this and the remarkabty 
préhensile tail are conspicuous features of its structure, both 
undoubtedly developed as an aid to climbing. 

The strength of the prehensile tail is astonishing; only three 
or four inches are al) that is necessary to support the entire 
weight of a five-fnot specimen, The tail, is, however, normally 
used only as a safeguard whilst the python moves through the 
undergrowth, always coiling about a branch er vine as it casts 
around for a fresh position. 

The Green Python sloughs its skin rather more frequently 
than most snakes. A specimen kept in captivity in New Guinea 
performed this act at an average interval of thirty-five days. 

‘The food of the species comprises chiefly small mammals 
and birds, but it would appear: from observations made by Mr, 
David Mleay at Healesville that, in the young stage when if 3s 
yet too young to devour even small mice, geckos form the main 
item in its diet. Inclined to be Somewhat savage when frst 
caught, adult specimens sonm become docile and feed readily 
in captivity. ; 

One very remarkable feature of Chondropylhon viridis is 
the striking difference in colouration between [he adult and the’ 
young, In contrast to the vivid enamelled green of the mature: 
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New Grinea Green Python (Chondrepylhon viridis) 
Photes.: David Fleay. 
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snake, the young, while yetaining’ the same pattern in their 
markings, are reddish brown, while the bluish diamond-shaped 
markings of the adult are creamy-yellow outlined in black—a 
most brilliant colour scheme. Little is known as yet of the 
transition in colour (from brown to green) in this species, but 
there is now, as well as two adult Chondropythons, a young 
reddish brown specimen in the care of My, Fleay at Healesville, 
so thal some interesting observations may soon be recorded of 
this phenomenon, 

ADDITIONAL NOTES ON ‘THE GREEN PYTHON 
By Davin Feray, Badger Creek, Healesville. 

The fine-scaled, very colourful Green Python so interestingly 
described by Sapper Tom Givens is comparatively small among 
constricting snakes, measuring, when full grown,, about five 
feet in length. - E made my first acquaintance with the-species in 
1939 when, following a visit ta New Guinea, 1 received a nice 
specimen by air from Mr. H. Webb, of Lae P.O. Chondropylhon 
is not an all-over green in its colour scheme, the ventral surface 
being silvery white. _ 
Qne of the most remarkable actions I observed in the first 

specimen, and also in later ones; was the snake's habit (when 
really hungry) of launching its tensed body forward, sometimes 
at full stretch, to sciz¢é a mouse; at the same time, it would 
remain locked to its arboreal perch by the strongly prehensile 
grip of the tail tip. Doubtless, while lying so. perfectly 
camouflaged in the humid atmosphere of jungle foliage, many a 
small mammalian victim, feet distant from the waiting snake, is 
captured in this fashion. Though overbalancing at times and, 
falling head down, the python immediately draws itself back to 
the bough to which its tail still clings firmly, 

The resting position differs from the aggressive and striking 
attitudes in that the body is coiled firmly and compactly around 
2, limb—so tightly indeed that to “undo” the muscular snake 
is quite a task My first Green Python from Lae fed well on 
mice and grew s¢eyeral inches Jonger. Unfortunately, if attempted 
to kill a half-grown rat which retaliated by sinking its incisor 
teeth into the snake's spine, causing an injury from which the 
reptile did mot recover, I 
Of the three specimens secured in their native haunts, and 

brought to Healesville by Sapper Givens in 1944-45, two are pi 
adult size and opposite in sex, Their approximate lengths are: 
Male, 5lin., and female, 52in, It ig interesting to note that 
they represent two different shades of green, the male a fight 
grass green or cau-de-nil green, and the female pale blue-green, 
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somewhat dutler in colour. ~ The colour yariation may have 
something ta do with collection m separated habitats, but it is 
interesting to note fhat male Tiger Snakes are usually more 
brightly colotired than females of their species from the same 
area, Two months after receiving Givens’ male Chondro- 
python, it was noticed that some of the mouse victims passed 
through its budy imperfectly digested. However, after shedding 
a bunch of brilliant crimson nematode worms. the reptile’s 
health improved nuticeably, 
The third and infai member of the three Chondropythons 

is a most striking little creature in ils red-brown coat with cich 
creamy yellow dorsal patches. It has grown rapidly, shedding 
its sofl skui frequently and increasing m lewth by some five 
inches after five months. Its totaf length at the time of writing 
(20/3/45) is 21 inches. ‘The transition in colour of this immature 
speciinen will be watched with extreme interest, particitlarly as 
some Chondropythons of Sair size and a general golden tint have 
been noted. ; 

THE LATE LT.-COL. BEDE THEODORIC GOADBY 

The recent death of Lt-Col. B. T. Geadby (Royal Engineers, retired), 
of Mosman Park, West Ansiralia, ts deeply reeretied by Is many 
botanical and other driends.* Son of Major Goadby, Colonel Goadby was 
born at Kasaul, in the Himalayas, From Enylaud le wont ta Albany, 
W.A., about 1895, having been dent for a perind of three years by the 
Imperial Government to superintend the laying of sulimarines, in the 
harbour, Flis term was extended by a further three years, when Ire 
was transferred to the newly formed Commonwealth Forces, 
From Sydney he went with the First Contingent to New Britame (1914), 

whence he seit an undescribed Adiontwn, which the date Mr. J 
Naiden named in his honayr, Ty recent veats, orchids were his chief 
interest, and Dr. Rogers’ genus, Goodbyella, was nameil after him. 

Cofonel Goadby was president of the W.A. Naturalists’ Club for several 
years, and had been a member of the’ F.N-C.V. sinee November, 12383. 

Botanists lere ail abroad were greatly indebted 1a both Mr. and Mes. 
Goadby (who died only a shert while before her husband) for hospitality 
and genercus help in studying the flora of West Australia, They lived, 
latteriy, at Mosman Park, W.A., where Colone] Goadby was for a 
shart period in charge of the local V.DAC. unit. during the present war. . 
He loaves 2 son ard one daughter (Mis. Love}, whose son, John 

Love, was ane of the. RAAF. lads pasted missing a ycar aco, attec 
mitts on Germany. 

From the time of bis asrival at Albany, Colonel Goadhy took = keen 
interest in Australiad flora, and constantly sent specimens to Kew 
Gardens, Loudon, Specinrens jn tits herbarium, now jn the possession 
of the W.A, State Herbarium, date back to (897. Our National 
Herhartum, Melbourne, is fortunate in possessing heantifully dried 
duplicates of many of his 1924-25 orchid collectings, notably among the 
rare “spider” types (Caladena spp), in which Western Australia is 

extraordinarily rich, 
Emti Coneaan. 
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THE LATE WILLIAM HENRY INGRAM 

Tt is with deep ceyret that we rcoord the passing of Mr. W, Ti, 
Jngram, on March 25, 3 member of the Club for more thajy & quarter of 
a cenlury, aud one ef the connecting links between foundation members 
aud those who liave joined the Club in comparatiyely regent years 
Although Mr, Ingram was clected 4 member in June, 119, it was mol 
unt 1927, when he was appomted co-auditor, thal he oniertook any 
responsibilities. Mostly, Is interest was expressed by altendme exciur= 
sions, exhibiting at monthly mecinges, and contributing small parapraphs 
om some observations of bird life for publication in the Wictorwen 
Naturatis!, When his brother, John, was elected Hanoriry Treasurer int 
1929, Mr. William refirsed Girther tomination 2s one OF the ayditars. 

Tr was part of their daily routine for the Ingram hrothers tq walk 
through the Botanic Gasdens, to ancl irom the City, so that any inmusual, 
occarrence was readily noted, and, what was of equal importance, ihe 
information was passed on to other members. Although chicfly 
spccislizing tm ornithology, Mr. W, He Ingram was quite exert it 
mounting specimens af scaweed on cards, and at the Club's Jubilee Show 
in 193%), was one of fe organisers, exhibiting # collection of Aleue 
which excited considerable attention. The Jubilee year was amarked by 
pronounced activities, and the offce-bearers and cohymittee, already 
overburdened, eladly availed themselves of Mz, Ingzram's offer to attend 
at the Reyal Socicty’s Hail on Cluh meeting nights to issuc hooks from 
the hbrary, before the meeting was timed to begin. 

There 1s a trite saying that the reward for doing a thing well is to be 
asked to da still more. Up util 1991 the Assistant Secretary was also 
Assistant Libratran. Ineressed oressure of duties made ir necessary to 
discontinue this arrangement, and the mevitable choice for the newly. 
created office of Assistant Librarian was our late member. So inseparable 
were the Ingram brothers that it scems impossible ig mention one without 
the other, They were always popular as leaders of excursions; some 
of the more extended ones such ay the Eastér telps to Beechworth in: 
1932, aid again Ja 1936, will lone be renembered by those whe had the 
good fartune lo participate in them, When the purchase of an 
épidiascope was contemplated, the Clul was fortunate in having the 
Inerain brothers to make enquiries and give advice on a matter of sitch 
great importance. Not only the Club, but individual members benefited, 
from (ane to time, by the help always so freely aiven, practical advice 
founiled on the experience pf a lifetine. OF their Lenclfactians, “few 
were aware, Jor they disliked publicity. The memorial flight aviary 
wi the Sic Colin Mackenaic Sanctuary, at Healesville, was an accomplished 
fact before members of the public knew whe were Use donors, 

For some years, it las been the practice to appoint a special Show 
Seeretary, and Mr. W. BH. Ingram tendered faithtid service in this 
capacity. In Melhoume’s cuitenary year, 1994, Mr. Ingram not only 
carried gut the arduous duties associaled with the Wild Nature Show 
in the .Melbounte Town Hall, but also carried on (alnoett immediately 
after) when the Club was asked to organize tle Wild Flower section of 
a geeatty colarged display at Garden Weck, in the Fitzroy Gardens. 

With a short leave of absence in the Coronation year, 1937, bath 
Irethers continaed in office, Mr, John as Hon, Treasurer, and Mr- 
William as Hon. Assistant Librarian (and unofficially, a; Assistants 
Treasurer), until their resignation in June, 1942. While quite ronscions 
uf the Clil’s less, our deepest sympathy goes fo the sisturs and heavher 
of ouy esteemed member. 

' BiancHye E, Miturr 
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ITISTORY OF THE GEELONG FIELD NATURALISTS’ CLUR 
ADDENDUM 

By Enwaso FE. Pescorr 

Tit tite Pictonan Notiraltst, (Vol, 61, March, 1945, p. 190) Mr. Chartus 
Paley publishes an inleresting and comprehensive history of the Geelong 
Field Naturalists’ Club, Mr Daley concludes Ins history with the nate 
that the Club “ceased operanons” about the dime of the begining of the 
Great War, referring to its “inglorious ending, after so long and 
donourable an achievement in studying and fostering nataral history.” 

Qwing to the fact that complete records were not supplied to Mr, 
Daley, he naturally arrived at such a conclusion, But the “inglorinas 
ending’ waz not yel. I wrote to Mr. Daley directing lis attention to a 
copy of the Geelong Natwralist dated June, 1926, which showed that the 
élub was then still functioning, its President being the late Rev. W. C 
Tippett, FLS. Mrs. EE. Hill, of Sandringham, relerved to a continuance, 
after (914, at the PLN IC. March mecting. 

Mr. Daley wrote that he had had considerable difficulty in collecting: 
information Jrom Geelong, at the saime timic requesting me to give an 
account of the Club after 1914, Mr, Daley also communicated with the 
Editor expressing a wish that the record be completed. 
« T Was never 2 member of the Geelong Club, but I hava very pratefol 
remembrance of such men as Braceliridge Wilson, A, Purnell, W. Shaw, 
J. Hanumerton, A, F. B. Wilsem, arid other pioneers. The Club was a 
ercal force in Geelong, and the tacetings and exaurslons were always well 
attended, 

The opening of the Great War somewhat disturbed the working of the 
Club. Mr. Daley left Gevlong for Sale, and later far Melbourne, hut 
he continued to act as Editer for the Geetitag Nataralise until February, 
196 The Club continued to held meetings regularly, but the Geelong 
Natwralst was published only at Jong intervals, the last Editor being 
the late George H. Brownhill. 

The toss of Messrs. Charles Daley and H. W. Davey, owing to their 
transference irom Geelong, was censidcrable., Well-known Jocal men, such 
as Messrs. B. McKinnon, Geo, Tfope, BSc, and Col J. M. Tdgar, 
carried the flzg, 3 welcome newcomer being the Rev, W, H. Tippett, F.LS. 
Two wild-flower exhibitions were held—one in [922 and another in 1923— 
hoth of which T attended. The enthusiasm was very keen, and there was 
no sien al the “inglorious ending’ soon to come, During the Jater 
period, the fallowing occupied the presidential eclaiz- Dr. Gavin McCallum, 
M.D, CM,, and Mr. Herbert A. Purnell, with Messrs. B. McKinnon and 
G. EB. Hope, B.Sc, as good helpers, aA 
The Club, weakencd with loss of workers, and also with competition, 

finally passe out about December, 1932. Through the paucity of members, 
existing personnel was merged with the Science Club of the Gorden 
Technical College, this union resulting in the formation of the Kelvin 
Clab which js functioning now, but is mainly carricd on by engineers and 
engineering students, T would re-echo Mr, Daley's concliiling remarks 
and eatnestly hope “that when peace retums there tay be an active 
endeavour t6 sesuseitate an institution which was so educative and pleasnr- 
able a cultural factor in the important city of Geelong.” 

Pribitcatiors— - 
The "Geelong Naturalists’ Club.” born in 880, a few short weeks 

before the carresponding Melbourne Club, issued its frst fowrsel on 
WSF, Another joumal, The H’ombat, wos firat issued jn 1895, as the 
official organ of the “Associations at the Gordon Technical College"; 
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early procecdings of the Geelong Naturalists’ Club arc also here recorded, 
The Wowbdai continued Hl July, 1902, there being mo issue in 1900 
Following is a complete list of these Geelong Natural History, journals, 
The Wombat. August, 1895, to July, 1902— > yols., 19 parts. 
The Geelong Natwratiet— 

Ist Series (vols. 1 to 6 inclusive) > July, 1891, to June, 1898 —4 pacts 
each. Total, 24 parts 
4nd Series (vols, 1 to 7 inclusive): March, 1904, to December, 1931 — 

7 vols (val, 7, only 3 parts issuied}, Total, 27 parts. 
The jolal number of this Journal is 3l parts, and the issues are 

numbered consecutively from 1 to Sl. 

COMMUNITY TREE PLANTING ' 

We have received from the Save the Forests Campaign fall details 
of this winter's commuusity trec planting: preject. The aim is to have 
half q milhon trees planted by volunteers on public reserves and by owners 
ou private property. The sélection of trees available is variek and 
interesting. Of the sixteen species, pines, ‘cedars, oaks, fast-growing 
poplars, the large-lcayed Catalpa or it Bean and eucalypts provide a 
precting from which trees for planting in most parts of the State may 
e made. 
For cammunity tree planting—hy voluntary effort for pablic benefit either 

for shade, shelter, beautification or timber—the Government has agreed 
to provide the trees free and freight free, provided the organizations 
undertaking planting are approved by the (municipal) council and the 
Forests Commission. This is to ensure competent planting and muyin- 
tenance of the trees, 

District Cammittees haye been formed in the muntcipalitics of Ararat. 
Ballarat, Beechworth, Benalla, Broadford, Ferntree Gully, Glenelg, 
Maldon, South Gippsland, Stawell, Wangaratta and Oxley, Warragul and 
Wooray!, and progress associations, riding committees and similar organ 
izations have promnsed co-operation In Furoa, Hamilton, Hampden, Phillip 
Island, Tiingamak and Yea, Committecs are in procesa of formation iN 
many other places. ‘be Campaign Council believes that the formation of 
similar commidtecs in every municipality undertaking community tree 
planting work will facilitate the successful orguhizstion and completiur 
of 1 cammunity tree planting project. 
The imporiatit stages ai sich a project are: The formation of a com- 

mittee; the selection of planting sites; planaimg the lay-out; the deter 
mination of suitable species of trees to plant; the ordering of the trees, 
When this stage has been reached, the fencimyg of the area—if necessary 
—and the organization af the necessary team work to dix the holes and 
plant the trees are the final parts of the preparations. Provided znfficient 
lime fs available ta place full detulls before members of the Camnunity, a 
good turn-out for the actual planting will be assured. 

Ji a District Committee is in existence, then all applications for trees 
for the commuynity tree-planting purpases should be made through it. 
The trees are being supplied from the Forests Comimission’s turseties, 
and ta reduce packing, handling and freight and conserye manpower, all 
trees For the one centre will be sent out at the same time to one 
consignee, who will arrange for their distribution. 

Peivate property owners will have to pay for the trees supplied ior theiv 
usc, and the Sectetary, Fotests Comntission, Melbourne, C.2, will supryly 
full details (a such owners All enquicies regarding community planting 
cau be made to either the District Committee, municipal council, ar ie die 
Hon. Secretary, Save the Forests Campaign, 314 Collins Street, 
Melbouine, Cl i 
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RECENT PUBLIGATIONS 
| Mrs. M. Kathleen Woodburn, a member of the Field Naturaliats' 

Club of Victoria, is to he warmly coneratulated an the appearance of het 
book, Backwash af Expires The volume (priced 10/6 ab the hookaless) 
has been exectlonnly peoduced by the publishers, Georgian House Ltd., of 

-Melbourne. Bachwask of Eyre contalnt Mre Woadburn'’s experiences 
and obreryations on certain Pacific Islands that. fringe ale Southern 
Melanesian shelf pruicapally the New Jichriles. Tr as na meve tourist's 
harrative. ‘Che -aulthor has the pre-requisites al a keém pAture-lover; what 
iu look far, how to wiite when discevered, and how to engross Lhe reader 
with = comlimuans Muent style, enhanced with a lively hemanr, Further, 
her anthropological approach an sealing with the natives of the Islands 
Visited places the book on & scientific level not usually sttained by man 
travel works. A hast of natural history notes and comments are tecorded, 
with marine biolugy preduminant To introduce a small boy into the 

~leal is y novel prucedure and the share yi “Johw’ mw the fineeary will 
delight all sections of readers who obtain the baok. Liberal use 19 made 
OE photagraphs, in the train of aalives in “civilized garb, A miner 
comission is a mileage seale -on ihe map of Erromatga, although the 
length af the one road is ronsilerately shawn. Possibly exact measute- 
ments were lost sight of in the numerous processes of “Dasings” to which 
the map was subjected! 

The auther gives, rather sadk:, abundant evidence thal the New 
Hebridians are 4 diving race The summing up of her penoctrating 
gheervations oy the future of the islanders im ber epilogue commands 
‘respect, The impact of the Pacific war on native traces is bound to have 
a profound influence on new peace policies Lbat will be Formulated As 
Mrs Woodbum says: “The par played by the natives in the struggte with 
Tapan bas branght them lieiore the eves of the world in a new Jight, and 
x future policy of assistance in all ways to the native population cannot 
help but evertuate therefrom’ Mrs. Woodburn's written word is yaluable 
in presenting an aspect of intelligent, Insmanc Austraban opinion, hazed an 
experience. , 

2, First-rate pictures and movie films, some in natiiral colour, have of 
course, been taken. by bird enthusiasts in Anstralia, Bui at what 
expenditure of patience, skill znd ingenuity bas yer ro Se recorded Nu 
Australian haule ontthis subject appears to hive been written, Eric J 
Hosking and Cynit W. Newberry, .Enalish bird men of note, have 
partneted several books an Britain’s hird life. Thrit latest combined work, 
The Al of Bird Phvtoaraphy, published hy Country Life Ltd, Lendon, . 
(Melbonrice price, £3/9) fills a gap in arnithalogical literature, Both 
the amateyr and the seasuned netore photographer will learn a creat 
Heal From this fine book, written to interest and help the ordinary 
fletson, young ar old, : 

The complete technique of bird phScogrtphy is set cur with clarity, 
including all about cameras, equipment, Aaslilight, Goumalograply, colour 
anel Nehl prablens, darkroom notes, together with bind “hides” that may 
he constructed high up frees, on the grenmd, or on water. The qest of 
storia, at Whe qiett or away trom it, their hehaviowt, the recordings of 
observations in notcbeoks, the appropriare landscane setting and cnyiran- 
ment, als engages the vttention of the nature lover. ‘Fire text 16 iustrated 
by over 70 nhotoeraphs and diagrams, A superb series show greenshanks 
at rifferent nests and in varying positions, enmhasizing the nevessity, of 
repeated observations in bird stad Sbawh tm one page is a luevard 
ata rabbit Dait—a pichire Hat took seyerel years to secure, wid the 
thotozrapher refers willr justihable pride of its havine been awarded an 
Miportane prise. Anstraliay readers af the bale wall, perhays, bestow 
areater honours on the flashlelt of a dawny Ow) squeeeing through the 
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harrow etittance of its nesting hole. Eyery detail of the awl! is perfect, 
and seldom has the personality of a feathcred creature been so delightfully 
caught. There is ato short cut io successfel bird photagraphy, but this 
beok is of value if poinmring out pitfalls and giving the benefit of a tried 
experience jm the feld and darkroom. = , 

Many jn the long Jisi of Bulletins published by the Couneal for 
Scientific and Industrial Research possess a natural history interest. 
No. 159 is Potsonons and Harmful Fishes, by G, PL Whitley, FR... the 
well-knowt: ighthyologist at the Australian Museum. This publication is 
wat on boakshen shelyes, and, though issued mm 1943, has received scant 
notice in the press. Consequently its excellence remains unknown to thé 
reneral public, The contents deat with same of the poisonous, veiomous 
god predatory fishes found in Australian waters, and are clearly illustrated 
with plates abd drawings. A feature is the coloured plate, depicung 
Toado fishes, the Red Bass, and the brilliantly ued Chinaman-fish 
(Peradictchthys wenenatus) in three slages of growth, Venomans fishes 
are nol necessarily poisonous gastronomically, as tor example, the Stingray, 
which, though it can inflict a painful wound, 'is edible, Stonefishes are 
wllueledl to in detail, and the author points out that their life history is 
incompletely known, snggesting further field work. of the species as 
desirable. The Bulletin iy designed especially to be of tise to members 
of the forces who may encounter these strange fishes: in the coastal 
regiatts oi Anstralia and the Pacific Islands. Field Naturalists who’ 
contemplate the study of fish will find im iis pages an idea) beginning 
with this singularly atgsmactive gmvp The Bulletin is obtainable from 
the Council's offices, 314 Alberr Street, East Melhoume ; 

Reviewed by H.C-ES. 

LOPSIDEDNESS OF THE NATURALIST (and Other Journals) 
The publication (with this present assuc) of the Index to Volume 61 ot 

the Vietortnn Nateratist reveals a few intecesting facts, eg: 
1, Not oxe article or paragraph an Geology appeared for the year 
2, 57 actieles and paraztapls wee published. on xodlogical yulyects 

(inchitling 34 on birds), 
3. 30 articles and paragraphs on Datunics) subjects zppeated, and a 

third of these were devoted exclusively to orchids. 
4, Twa members contnhuted 25 articles and notes between them. 

This state of affairs ts not due-to anv editorial hias—every conttibution 
vf sufficient, merit will eventually find a place m the Journal, and it is 
always the editor's aim to preseat a balanced reading “diel” covering the 
whole sphere of Natural History; he is simply limited by what he 
receives fromthe 400 members of our Club, 40S of wham do not write 
at a > 

The journals and proceedings of the various Australian Roval Societies 
exhibit similar eccentricities: only those of Tasmania, South Australia 
and Ouceasiand secm to have achieved a harmony among the scienves and 
to cater for a witle circle of readers. Western Audlralia tends toward 
geological] and soil surveys, to the exclusion of other matter; Victoria 
gravitales évenh more toward geolugy, while New South Wales specialises 
in chemical and mathematical research, , 

Ta W. At, Ed 
— 

ERRATA 

ti Pret, Mut, May, 1945) on op, 5, par. 6, tor “pilens” read pilews; oa 
p. 6. par, 2, for “pilens" read pileus. 
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EXCURSION TO ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS 
A large number of members attended the Zoological Gardens om 

April 7, Junlor Field Naturalists being much in evidence, ani, to swell 
the throng, came ajumbers of the pubbe who, we lope, profited hy the 

-events of the afterttoon. 
Vie interest shawn in exhibits was mast gratifying, but, owing to the 

Jarge attendance, the idea of lengthy. talks was abandoned, and the party 
proceeded on a tour around the Austrahan Fauna Section und Jistened’ 
to a commentary on the chicf topics of interest Superficial 
differences between native and tiger eats, Dasyurus guoll and Dassureps 
wuovlatus, were noted, also the teasons why these twa marsupials are 
not only of different species, but of different genera, 

The inaptness of both the vernacular and specific uaimes Tor many of 
our fauna cathe up for discussion, the Feather-tail mouse praying an 
exception, aad demanstrating its ability to justify the name af Acrobates 
pygueaews. The variety of colouration in one species of snake, particularly 
the ligers, arid the importance of being able to recognize such variability, 
was peinted cui. Admiration was expressed at the three albino Brush- 
tail passiums, Triclosnras vulpecula, with normally coloured mather and 
brother, also atthe yellow coloured kangaroo, a “lutino” of the species 
Macrapes major. The poisonous spars of.a male platypus were examined 
‘by members, and the koalas came in for their usual share of approbation. 

The pelicans put on their show at Jeeding time, whilst the cormarants, 
etc. demonstrated under-water acrobatics. While amongst the parrots, 
opportunity was taker by some of the party to become canversant with 
the eight members of the genus Plaiycercus, all of which are to be found 
in the ayiaries. Of Neophems, the Scarlet-chested Parrakcers (N- 
splundeda) were most admired, whilst the aviary of mixed parrots was 
voted a ninst pleasing sight 

At about 4.30 pam. the majority of members gravitated to the main 
section of the gardens, presumably to visi€ our “poor relatians” of the 
Family Simiidae, soine of the more ardent Bird Observers remaniing 
behind to brush up their ornithology. A vote of thanks was tendered 
Mrs, Atock, who had kindly given up her afternoon to assist. 

—Jack Pincwes. 

CAN RABBITS SWIM? 

One summcy T was trout-Ashing on the Leven River in northern 
Tasmania, some 30 miles fram the coast. Te was lonely, burnt forest 
country ith wndergrowth, away from all farms with their dogs andl cats 
Fizhing quietly one day where the Leven wag some 60 or 70 feet wide 
and emghteen inches decp, with a moderate curtent, I saw a moving 
object ahead vi me. Thinking at first thar it was a platypus, which are 
rol wnusual ih the Tasmanian streams, T watched it, L then saw that it 
wis an animal steadily ewitttmig towards the farther bank. When it 
landed, the rabbit, as it proved to be, quietly moved into the Iush. 1 
tailed to see any reason for its taking to the water, and decided that 
it lad done so of its own free will. 

ind F. A. Cupmors, 

(‘lo the Editor) 

Sir—tn respotiee to Mr, Fraser's question (tet, Nat, May, 1945, ys. 2), 
"Do. rabbits swin 7”, [ would like to recommend Rarnest Thompsci Seban's 
hook, Wid Auimats 1 Have Knowe—Yorurs, ete. : 

, E J, Corre, Cautheld Nib, 
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PROCEEDINGS 

The annual meeting of the Chib was held on June 11, 1945, at 
the Public Library Lecture Room, the President (Mr. Ivo C 
IJanmnet) and some 120 members and friends attending, 

excursioiy reports were given as follaws: Queen's Park, with 
Bird Observers” Club, Miss M. L. Wigan; Kallista (Cryptogamic 
Botany), Mr. J, H. Willis. 

The following were elected as Ordinary Members: Misses N, 
Carrington, F. Oakes, P. Sweatman; as Country Members: Miss 
T. ¥. Harris, Mr. W. Hartley, Mr. H. Heaphy; and as Associate 
Member; Master Frank Child, 

Vhe President announced that he had pleasure in propasing for 
honarary membership Mrs, C. H. Edmondson, Miss F. Bage, 
Mr. Alister Clark, Mr. F, A. Cudmore, and Mr, David Fleay. 
These nominations were seconded by the Hon. Serretary. 

The President welcomed to the meeting two visiting country 
members, Mr, Wo Hunter, of Bairnsdale, and Mr. J, J. Johnson, 
of Sydney. 

Annual Report and Balance Sheet 

The Annual Report was read by the Secretary and adopted on 
the motion of Mr, A. D, Hardy and Mr, A, S. Chalk, who also 
read and explained the financial statements. Mr. Chalk later 
moved the adaption of the Balance Sheet, which was seconded by 
Mr. H. P. Dickins. The retirimg President and Mr. G. Coghilt 
paid tribnte to the excellent work carried out by the Treasurer and 
otter officers of the Club during the past twelve months, - 

Eleckon of O fice-beorers 

Tn a few well chosen words Mr. Hammet thanked members for 
Ubcir loyal service to him during his past year of office and said 
he had ouch pleasure in vacating the chair in favour of Mr. 
Stewart. who was the sole tiominee for the office of President. 
Mr, H, C. E. Stewart, in taking the chair, thanked members for 
the honour recerved and stated that it would always be his aim to 
further the interests of the Club. 

Mr. Stewart announced that as only one noniimatian had been 
received in each instance, he had much pleasure in declaring 
election to office of the following; Vice-Presidents, Messrs, J. H, 
Willis and H. P. Dickins; Hon. Editor, Mr. A, H. Chisholm; 
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Hon.. Secretary, Mr, F. S. Colliver; Hon. Assistant Secretary. 
Miss N. J. Fletcher; Hon. Treasurer, Mr. E. E. Lord; Hon. 
Librarian, Mr. A, Burke; Hon. Assistant Librarian, Mr. H. 
Preston. A ballot for Committee cesulted in clection of the fol- 
towing five out of eight nominees: Mrs, J. J. Freamie, Miss 1. 
Watson, Messrs. A. S. Chalk, G. N. Hyam and H. T. Reeves. 

Chapman Memorial 

The President proposed ta close the Memorial Fund at next 
meeting, and urged members tg show their appreciation for Mr. 
Chapmat's work by supporting this appeal and handing contri- 
butions to the Treasurer. 

New Excursion List 

The Secretary solicited suggestions for leaders and Jocalities 
for the new excursion list, to be in hand by the end of July. 

PRESERVING OUR FLORA 
Based on personal experience in propagating Australian plants 

in hig Ivanhoe garden, Mr. Harmmet’s. presidential address. empha- 
sized the importance of our indigenotts flora. He instanced the 
dying out of wattle at Wattle Glen, where it was ance a landscape 
feature, and the disappearance of the Sandrigham flora, and 
stressed the fact that where native plants disappear, so do beneficial 
native birds and insects. The only way to prevent total disap- 
pearance of many rarer plants is by the cultivation of them aw 
home gardens, and already a move in this direction has taken place 
among a few patriotic nurseryinen. More vative specics should 
be offered for sale as more becomes known of their growth habits 
under cultivation. 
A series of very fine slides illustrating some of the forms more 

easily grown, and other slides showing the préparation of terrace 
beds and anti-erosion methods, were shown, 

EXHIBITS 
Miss A. fF. Quinsey: Ptevosiylis concinna (Trim Greenhood) from 

Dromana. 
Mr. Ivo Hammet: Garden-grown native flowers including Eucalyptus 

cosmophylla, BE, lexcoxylow var, rosea, Templotonia rchisa, Epacris tinpressa, 
Greeillea buxif alia. 

Mr. T. 5. Hart: Aelichrysant and Cassie (iMustrating note in the June 
Naturalts!), Acacta: puniperina with bark shredded by lightning. 

Mr. C. Freuch: Orchid Laelia anceps from Mexico. 
Mr. R, D. Lee; Eight photographs of fungi (Leptote qracilenta, Xerotis 

Archeri, Mycena subvulgarisy Pholiota spectabilis, Psathyrella dissesminada, 
Corthorellus sp., Pholiota spp. 

Mr. T., A. Griffiths; Fresh water leech captured at Heidelberg Swamps 
(Feb, 24, 1945), with eggs produced one month later. 
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SIXTY-FIFTH ANNUAL REPORT 
The membership is as follaws: Honorary Menibers, 14; 

Ordinary Members. 26] ; Country Members, 112; Associate Mem- 
bers, 44; Members-on Service, 32, Total membership 463, beiug 
an inerease of $3 on the figures (380) ior the last report, This 
is in striking contrast with the decrease of 39 veported just eight 
years ago (1937) aud constitutes an all-time record in the history 
of the Club! 
Members stl with the servicés are; Mesat's, 6, E, Ash, E, V. 

Barton, B. §. Bellinger, G. Bickerton, J, L. ‘Bignell, J- A. Black- 
burn, C. A. Burley, A, Carter, R. D. Clarke, A. Coulson, W. R. 
Cover, G. J. Dundas, j. Firth, H. Fulton, M, Furze, D. C, Geddes, 
W. Geroc, D. i. Greenwood, Keith V, Hately, R. D, Kent, 
W.N, Kewley, M, F. Leask, R, G. Matthews, R: H. Mew, P. R. 
McFarlane, WH. A. Nixon, C, C, Ralph, T. K. Slatter, B. M. 
Sloggett. N. A, Wakefield, J, Waterhouse, and R. Whitworth. 
Saine of our lady members are attached to the Woinen’s Services, 
Possibly others also ave serving with the Forees, and the Committee 
wauld be glad to have their names, 
We record with sorrow the deaths of the following imembers: 

Mr. J, Wilcox, Honorary Member (1898-1944), Mr, W. H. 
Ingram (1919-1945), Miss A, L. Ewing (1931-1944). Miss E. L. 
Keartland (1935-1944), Colonel B. F. Goadby (1933-1944), Two 
ex-members of high attainment, Messrs, P. R. H. St. Johr and 
D, J. Mahoney, also passed away this vear. 

Attendances at meetings have lately averaged about 100, so that 
we haye not been able to seat all those who attended. In conse- 
quence, the committee successfully negotiated with the Trustees of 
Melbourne Public Lihrary for sanction to tse the lecture room 
there, The Jisplays of exhibits have been well maimtained. and 
nature nates and questions bv members have been more frequent 
during this past year, 

Excursions this vear were as varied as the restricted transport 
facilities would allow, but attendances at all excursions have been 
excellent. 
Volume 61 of the ictorian Naturalist has been completed, with 

published index and Jist of lectures for the year. Fortunately. we 
have not heen obliged to follow tnany other societies in the adaption 
of newsprint, and the quality of paper campares very favourably 
with that of last year. We aye still limited to a sixtecn-page 
journal, but its place in scientific literature hag been upheld. An 
Author Indéx, commenced last year, has been completed and is now 
being typect out in readiness for publication. Ta all who assisted 
in this work is extended the thanks of the committee. 
War conditions again prevented due attention to matters affect- 

ing the protection of fauna and flora, but we have considered a 
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number of important items and contacted the relevant authorities. 
Aang these may be mentioned: Grazing at Mt. Buffalo; Rabbit 
traps baited with rabbits and sec to catch Wedgetail Eagles; 
Captive Wedgetail Eagles: Investigation mto protection of the 
Wedgetail Eagle; Grazing at Mt. William; Preservation of 
mangroves at Williamstown; Tea-tree destruction at Mentone; 
Proposed sanctuary at Dimboola; Destruction of flora at Cardinia 
Creek: Sale of Boronia Myellert; Burning of forest in the High 
Country; Preservation of the Aboriginal Cemetery at Coranderrk ; 
Additional land for Badger Creek Sanctuary; Preservation of 
Beaumaris flara when new settlement is begun; Renovation of 
the grave of Sir Vrederick McCoy. 

Matters in which the Club was called to collaborate included: 
Conterence of Scientists’ Resolution Committee; Proposed Cul- 
tural Centre; Advisory Conimittce tao Sherbrooke Forest: Save the 
Forests Campaign; Chapnian Memorial at Maranoa Gardens; 
Grazing in National Parks; and proposed Commonwealth Geo- 
lovical Survey 

Our Honorary Member Mr, C. French was appointed curator 
of the Maranoa Gardens in succession to the late Mr. F, Chapman. 
Also during the last year Messrs, J, H, Wilhe and F. S. Colliver 
were Club delegates to a connmittee exploring the possiluiiity of 
forming a National Council of Scientific Societies, while Mr. 
R. H. Croll, succeeded by Mr. G. WN. Hyam, officiated as delegate 
to the Save the Forests Campaign. 

Mr, A. H, Chisholm, Honorary Editor, has been granted leave 
of absence for a period which will extend into this coming year, 
aud Mr, J, H. Willis has agreed to carry on in his absence. 

This year, on the suggestion of former delegates (Messrs Iva 
C, Hammet and H- P. Dickins), we withdrew from the Council 
of Victorian Horticultural Societies, singe the meetings were con- 
cerned primarily with fixing Aower show dates. 
We were asked to assist by making fecturers availale to the 

Caulfield Society for Adult Education, Sandringhain Junior 
Labour Club, and sundry clubs and soctetres in country districts. 
Members also lectured to the Junior Branch at Hawthorn; this 
junior club is now functioning well and has celebrated its first 
birthday. To Mr. aud Mrs. J. J, Freame, Mr. S, R, Mitchell, Mr. 
P. I. Morris and others who have done so much toward the 
establishment and progress of this Junior Branch we extend our 
thariks. We have been asked to form junior branches i other 
suburbs, ad the Conmnittee will spare na pains, if this be possible, 

The recent formation of a Field Naturalists’ Cluly at Portland 
is important news and we hope this may be one of many such 
clubs which will eacry the stwdy of natural history into far country 
districts. 
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The Club was pleased to congratulate our fellow member- 

Professor W. &. Agar. O.B.E,, on his receipt of the Clarke Medal 
this year—tangible evidence of his high standing in the scientifiv 
world. We record alsn that ewo members, Messrs. P. Croshic 
Mortison and §, R. Mitchell, were appointed trustees to the 
National Museum, and that Mr. H. W. Davey was elected iin 
Honorary Member at the last annual meeting. 

The Australian Natural History Medallion for 1944 was 
awarded to Mr, J, M. Black, veteran botanist of South Australia, 
and the South Australian Field Naturalists’ Club arranged the 
Function at which this presentation was made. During the year 
we contacted a number af interstate societies, andl asked them to 
nominate suitable recipients for the next medallion award, which 
must stil] be made from the Victorian Committee; the inclusion, 
however, of interstate bodies would vindicate the name “Australian 
Watural Hietury Medallion.” 
A Wild Nature Show was held at Hawthorn Town IIall in 

October and was a promounced success, the proceeds of £36 going 
co the Lady Mayoress’s Red Cross Fund. We have been asked 
to hold a simifar function at Footscray, but the incoming committee 
will need to consider a policy for the Club in this regard. 

The Plant Names Sub-Comnittee has made definite progress anil 
has almost completed revision of the section Monocetylcdonras, 
thus covering about a yuarter of Ewart’s Flora, but this work is 
essentially slow and tediaus, Cominents are fnvited froin interested 
memers who read the findings published from time to time. 

A sun of £67/17/3 was collected and given to Badger Creek 
Sanctuary ow behalf of Mr. David Fteay, who allocated it for 
special breeding experiments. This donation was intended as a 
gesture ci appreciation to Mr. Fleay For his worle in successtully 
breeding the Platypus, but he declined to tate it Lor his awn needs, 
and asked that ic be added to the Sanetuary funds, Owing to ill- 
health, Mr Fleay has been tnable to attend and lecture at the Club 
as promised, 

With eontinued aceupation of our library room by the RLA.ALF, 
hooks have nat been so freely availuble to members, and we have 
had to Jock some cupboards. Several “working bees” telped to 
achieve urder among the large stocks of unbound Maderadists; the 
task is nut yet complete. and we shall need to call for further 
assistance. After the checking of Naltralist stocks, the Lilicary 
Sub-Commnittee’s next task will be a coniplete stock-taking for the 
new edition of the 0.8, & LR. Catalogue, 

During the year sundry additions to the series oi old pamphlets, 
dodgers, lists, etc., relating to the Club were made, but there must 
still be large numbers lacking frem our’ files. Book binding is 
almost at a standstill. 
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We have received a very valuable series of some 200 water- 
colour paintings exectited by the late Miss Amy Fuller and 
hegiweathed by her to the Club. Miss J. W. Raff, Miss F, Stith, 
Messrs. 1, C, Hanmnet, F. Smith, G, Coghill, H. T, Reeves, and 
D. Greenwood presented books, and Mr. S. R. Mitchell presented 
hack numbers of the Naturalist, for all of which we extend thanks. 
To Mr. McCrae Howitt we give our best thanks for the 

continued use of his room ag a committee meeting place, and we 
would again record appreciation of Mr. Cooper's work in address- 
ing wrappers for the Maturalist cach month. 
A comprehensive expression of thanks is extended to all who 

have given of their time and energies toward the advanceinent of 
the Club and its tdeats. 

(Signed) IVO C., HAMMET, President, 
F. S. COLLIVER, Secretary. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR LECTURETTES AND EXCURSIONS 
By 8, RB, Mrveners. 

Lam convinced that the work of the Club could be improved by following 
more clasely a dictim cf tho late Dr. T. 5. Hall, viz.: “Papers given - - . - 
should be introductory and explanatory and should assiime no previous 
knowledge of the subject on the part of the hearers.” 
A large praportion of those who attend F.N.C. meetings are “heginners,” 

while we have in our ranks members whe could supply a wealth of informa- 
tion in simple, intelligible forni concerning the subjects in which they have 
specialized. In aur new and spacious meeting hall, and by means of the 
very fine epidiaséopé, many natural history specimens, together with photo- 
graphs and diagrams, can be shown with explanatory cammeats, I have in 
mind such subjects as fruits, seeds, leaf variations, fungi, birds’ nests, marine 
and Jand shells, fossils (¢.g., graptolites), life histories of organisms, and 
the bases of classification Cincludmg a simple introduction to the binomial 
system and imernational rules of scientific nomenclature). 
We might also profitably organize aud conduct our excursians so as te 

cover as many branches of natural history as possible: it is Impracticabte 
for qn¢ man to impart useful information on one subject to several score of 
members in the field, when only a small group around the leader can see 
and hear what js being discussed. Far better to delemate certain specialists 
to deal with particular phases of nature study, for later incorporation in a 
ecneral report, ic. along the hnes of some of the Club's earlier outings. 
For instavice, the intsmaté relationship between the geological nature of a 
district, the climatic factors, the vegetation and its dependent mammal, bird, 
aid jisect populations could be warked out by meas of separate observa- 
tinns and secords, brought together over a perical, 

THE MALILEF EVERLASTING IN NEW SOUTH WALES 
The lovely rosy-headed Felichrysuny adenophorum. yar. Waddrilae (see 

Wiet, Not, April 1945, p. 217) has just tume to my notice from the 
Neweastle district, where it was collected on Mt. Sugarloaf, six miles Trom 
Kurri Kurri, by Mr, M. W. Nichols in September, 1933. This extends the 
known ratige af the (im, Victoria alpme) variety by 400 miles and, apparently, 
establishes the species as also New South Welsh for ihe first time, I am 
indebted to Mr. W. Hunter, ef Bairnsdale, far communicating this intercsting 
record, backed up by a good specimen. 

J. A. Wirus, 



FIELD NATURALISTS’ CLUB OF VICTORIA 

STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE FOR 12 MONTHS ENDED 30th APRIL, 1945 

RECEIPTS 

Balance at Banks on Ist Mav, 1944 — 
E.S, & A. Bank .. 
State Savings Bank - 

Subscriptions— 
Arrears .. 
Current .. 
Tit Advance .. 

Cash Sales af 
Victorian Naturalist . 
Publications .. .- 

Advertisements Gu 
Naturalist) 

Interest: Received— 
meee Fund,” £50 @ 
Jif . 

Savings Bank Current 
Account: _. - 

Commonwealth Loans 

#70 10 3 
3-2 5 

£58 3 0 
254 8 
34.12 4 

£347 °3 10 

#7 15 8 
1440 8 

116 4 

B36 

41 12 6 

18 5 
273 9 

—— 2914 8 

Hawthorn Wild Nature Show Proceeds .. 
David Fleay Testimonial— 

_ Received (last_ycar £28) 
} ~ ¢his year”... 

£73 12 10 

406. 18 
36 12 

39 17 

£577 1 
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Victorian Naturalist— 
Printing -. 6. 6.0. 
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Reprints ., ., .. . 
Postage... 
General Printing and. Stationery bey 
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Save the Forests .. .. 2... .- 
Science Cotference 2. 6. 4. 
D. J. Mahony Memorial .. ,; .. 

Affiliation Fees _- 

Hawtherth Wid Nature Show— 
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Surplus donated to Tawthorn 
Mayoral Hospital Fuhd , 
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FIELD NATURALISTS’ CLUB OF VICTORIA 

BALANCE SHEET ON 30th APRIL, 1945 

LaaBiLiries ASSETS 
Late Dudley Best Fund... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. £50 8 0 Arrears at Subscriptions— 
Subscriptions paid in advance .. 6. 6, 4. se s 3412 4 Estimated to realize .. 6. .- 0 - 45 +. - #40 0 0 

———- Advertising charges due .. .. -- 2. 2. =. - 40 0 
£84 12 4 Bank Current Accounts . 108 1 1 

Balance, being surplus of Assets over Liabilities 1,817 8 9 Investments— 
Commonwealth Bonds: 

Late Dudley rest Fund ,. .. £50 0 0 
General .. .- .. 750 0 0 

800 0 0 
Library, Furniture and Epidiascope— 

At insurance value .. .. oe soe 0 0 
Steck on hand af Baoks at "valuation— 

Fern Book .. .. .. .. .. -. -- £30 0 0 
Fungus Book di . . 1 00 
Platypus Book (Reprints) $5 cx 5 0 0 

——_ 0 0 90 
Warer-colaur Paintings by fate Mies ney 

Fuller (insured for £200) mer ; 190 0 

£1902 1 1 £1,902 1 1 

Audited and found correct on Est June, 1945. 

A. S&. CHALK 

A. G, HOOKE 
} Hon, Auditors E. E. LORD, Hon, Treasurer. 
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NOTES ON FOSSIL LEAVES OF EUCALYPTUS FROM 
BULLA AND DAYLESFORD 

By the late F. Cuatwan and F, 5. Conaiver. 

Bulla Specimens : . 

In yiew of addidional material of well-preserved fossil leaves 
of Fucalyplus having been obtained by the junior author from the 
original locality of Bulla, in December, 1942, it seems advisable 
to pubtish further data on these examples. They are so well 
preserved that it was possible to photograph the fossils for alus- 
tration purposes, The clay bands containing Eucalyptus leaves 
occur in two shects of about 8 ft. in thickness, light blue resting 
on dark brown, this brown bed being especially rich. 

Dr. A. V. G. James? the orginal discoverer, also records 
ainong these fossil remains acacias, ferns and other plants; the 
eucalypt leaves were described by Dr. R. T. Patton® Dr. James 
refers to the bed as a lake deposit, the exact age of which is nat 
certainly known, except that it is probably Past Older-Basaltic, 

In his original remarks, Dr. Patton figures four examples (in 
outhne) of these fossil leaves and states that “all of the leaves 
from Rulla belong ta one general type.” Later he says: “The 
Bulla leaves bear a resemblance to Eucalyptus rostrata, Sel.. whiell 
is found growing along the river close by , . .. but it would be 
unwise to say that the fossils are those of F. rastrata.' With the 
present material, we think it is now possible to refer these fuss 
leaves to this species; by the character of the venation (1,.¢, mud- 
nib, secondary and tertiary veins), the angle of the secondary veins 
to che midrih, and the general shape of the leaf. 

The examination of leaves of living £. catmaldutensis Dehn. 
(syn. 2. rostrata. Sch.) from the same locality, viz. Deep Creek, 
Bulla, shows variation in angle of emergence of: secondary vein 
to nidril from 30-50 degrees, Le, 40° average. The intramarginal 
ven) is wide, as in the fossils, and the midrib as seen from the 
back is also wide and strongly developed. 

Doylesford Specimens 

In this journal, one of us (Chapman) remarked under &. 
obtiqua L'Herit.; “This form (&. oblique) appears to have been 
afterwards named by McCoy* as B. plut.”’ After a careful re- 
examination of the figured type specitnens of fossil E, piwti McCoy, 
which is stated by McCoy to he “extremely abundant in the 
Phocene Tertiary, purplish, argillaceous strata of the gold fields 
at Daylesford,” and careful measurements. of the structural details 
figured by him, we agree that &. pluti McCoy, shauld now he 
regarded as distinct from 2. oblique. The fossil species has a 
proportionately broader leaf, with secondary veins at a greater 
angle from the midrib, 
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Undoubtedly, as McCoy suggests, 2. plitts is felated to &. 
glabulus Latill, In the living £. glabulns there are two sore or 
Jess marked types of leaves: the juvenile, being comparatively 
large, siembranous, and ovate; and the mature leal, which is 
coriaceairs ar leathery, generally long-lanceolate or [aleate, with 
the secondary venation closer tagether and emerging from the nvid- 
rib ata more or less acute arigle. 

Tn the leaves that McCoy figures (al BE. pitti) there secm to 
be included leaves of a fairly long talcate characrer, whilst others 
are shorter, tending to ovate, and in one case having a rounded 
or blunt tip—evidence of the affinities, af not identity, with &. 
glabwlus (sensu lata). From che limited material at preseni avail- 
able for comparison, however, we prefer to regard £. pfitt as a 
distinct species- 

Rerevencrs 

1, Proc. Roy, Soe. Pict. Vel. 32 n-s,, py. 325-349, 1920k 
2, Jbid,, Vol, 31ius, pp. 362-363, 1919. 
3. Wét. Nar, Vol. 42, gp, 251, 1926. 
4, Prody. Pal, tet, Dec. 4, T39 (figs. 3-3). 1876. 

Derails o¢ THE Ficurep Srecrines reese Busca 

1, Actual length of leat 46 mov; width at broadest parts 13 mm.; general 
shape: long ovate, tapering; midrib width! Lo mm.; sccontlary veius ia 
10 mm.: 6-7; intramargihal vein Width? 1:5 mii. interspaces areegudarly 
broken up by gecondary veins; area between secondary veins is brokers 
i by moderately rediculated tertiary yeins, making: iin aéralate area; 
glands; very dense under the microscope, approx. Z() per sq. nim, 
Actual length of leat: 40 mim.; width at broadest part. 2L inin.; general 
shape: rather more broadly ovate at hase than No. 1; midrib width: 1-25 
nim,; secondary veing in J0 mm,: 6 (measured near the base) ; intra- 
marginal vein width: 1 mm.; interspaces irregularly brokea up, but wot 
so marked as in Nos, 1 and 3, 
Actual length of leaf: 55 cam: width at widest part: 78 mm.; top of 
leaf: 1i-S mm.; general shape: a much larger type of leaf than Nas. | 
and 2, originally of considctable Jength and recurved; midrib width: 
1 mt; secondary veins in 10 imm.: 8) fatramarginal ven width: 1-75 
mu.; interspaces haye reticulztion of tertiary veins very markod. 

to 

fe 

SCHOOL FOREST CAMPS 
At the Children's Welfare Exhibition held in. Melbourne in May, «a model 

of the Bright school forestry camp was shown. lt is typical of the experi- 
mental camps established by the Forests Cetmmission for the matructian of 
youut in forestry, The cainps are valuotary and are attended by secondary 
schoolboys during school holidays. The field work done at the camps varies 
according to the season, but planting, thinning, praniay, coppicing and bush- 
fire prevention work are ull carried out. Expert cificers of the Forests 
Comimission instruct the boys in forestry and what it means to the com- 
munity, Tt is the policy of the Save the Forests Campaign to urge the 
Governutnent to extend the plan for the education of the youth of the State 
in forest conservation by giving’ cach secondary sehoolbey the opportunity 
of spending three weeks of the school year in an vorganized school forestry 
camp. pre = ; “ 
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THE APPLE BOX OF VICTORIA 
(Eucalypus Bridgesirna R, T. Baker) 

By A, K. Cameron 

Because of the widespread occurrence and che large number of 
specific forms of the genus Excalyptes, together with the fact that 
many early type specimens exist only in European herbaria, a vast 
and complicated synonymy of the genus has developed. A species 
concerning which the contusion 1s worse thai i most is the Apple 
Box of Victoria (which also extends through New South Wales 
to Stanthorpe in Queensland) for which the specific name &. 
Aridgestma R.T- Baker niust be adopted m place of the [at 
present) commonly accepted A, Stvartiana Key.M. This paper 
attempts to sort out the tangled threads and to show that E. 
Stuurtiana F.y,M,, imaest be abandoned as a specific name. 

The story begins in 1806 when J. J, Lahillardiere published the 
second volume of his Novae Hollandiae plainariwin specinten (\. 
13) in which he deseribed his E, eoata, but by a slip of the peu 
gave the locality as “terra Van-Leawin™ (Western Australia) 
instead of “terra Van-Diemen” (Tasmanta). Labillardicre does 
nol appear to have corrected this in any of his published works 
but specimens collected by him and jabelled correctly exist in the 
Paris Muscum. The mistake appears to have zone undetected 
until J. H. Maiden inspected the Parts Museum specimeus and 
jater published the facts in his Critival Revision of the Gens 
Eucalyptus (Vol. 3, pp. 136-7, 1916) 110 years after the origimal- 
description. In the meantime botanists working on Tasmanian 
and mainland eucalypts have applied a vanety of names to &. 
oorte (the “White Gua’ or “Red Gum” of Tasmania and 
“Swamp Gum" af Victoria, New South Wales and South 
Australia_ 

In 1844, Sir Joseph Hooker published (London fournal of 
Botany, Vol. 3, 499) his description of E. Gunns, the “Cider 
Gum” of Tasmania and a yalid species which was unfortunately 
confused by later writers, Jn 1859, Miquel published (Neder 
landsch Kruidkundig Archie, Vol. 4, p. 131) F. von Mueller’s 
deseription of E, Sixaryttana for the fitst tine, This deseription is 
important because it clearly states that the species is based on 
specimens collected by Charles Stuart in Tasmania—no other 
jocality is quoted. J have séen specimens at the Melbourne 
National Herbarium collected by Stuart in Tasmania and which 
have been lahelled by Mueller “E. Stuartiana'’ and later “E. 
Gunnii,” The specimens seen by Miquel were almost certainly 
selected from the same Suite as were these (Herb. Melb.) speci- 
mens, which are FE. ovate, Labill, In Melbourne Herbarium there 
are also a number of Victorian £, ovate specimens, collected 
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subsequently and labelled hy Mueller BE. Stuartiana Fv M. So 
that clearly we have &. Stwartieta F.v.M. = £ pvata Labill. 

Tn the same paper Miquel has a brie? reference to E. ocervula 
Sicb., but the locality given (Plenty Ranges. Vie.) an named 
specintens iy) Various herbaria show that the plant he was referriig 
to is also &. oveta Labill.. ie. E, acerwula Mig., non Sieh, = &, 
ovata. E. acerenta Sieb, is a N.S.W. Stringybark. Again (in the 
same paper) there is a reference by Miquel to EF. Banérigna Schau, 
which he quetes as occurring in Tasmania and synonyniises with 
E. citvifola F.v.M, Herb. Specimens of the fatter spectes labelled 
by Mueller are E. ovate Labill, Thus £. Baserrany Mig., non 
Sieb. = &. ctirifolla F.v.M, = E. ovata Lalill, 

In 1860 Sir Joseph Hooker pulilished his Flara Tusmoniae and 
nade the same mistake as Miquel by referring this species (2, 
ovata Labill.) to E. aceryula Siel., so that we have E acereule. 
Hook, f., non Sieb, = #. ovata Lahill. Notwithstanding the pre- 
occupation of the name by Sieber, E, acersila Hook. f persisted 
in hotanical Jiterature until very recent years. 

In 1862 appeared the sceand volume of Mueller’s Fragnenta 
Phytographiae Austvoliae, Here Mueller gives a lengthy descrip- 
tion of what he conceived to be E, Guiwtt Hook. f and reduces 

E, Stuartiane F.y.M., EB. acervule. Hook. t. and &, Baueriona Mag. 
to synonyms of that species. What Mueller did, in effect, was to 
lump £- ovate Labill. and E. Gunn Hook. 1. in’ one species. It is 
doubtful tf he ever knew what true E. Gusti really was. The 
description is important, however, because of the svaonymy ni 
o s been F v.M. with &. acerweda Mook. f., ic, with &. ovata 

abil, 
Next came Bentham, the third volume of whose Flava Austra- 

liersis was published m 1866 and included the cucalypts. Bentham 
restiicts E. Guinnti Hook. 4, te the “Cider Guim” of Tasmania, but 
inciudes the mainfand form now known as £, glavcescens J. 1. 
Maiden ef W. F, Blakely. He slew resurrects &. Shuartiana and 
applies to ita very wide description which includes true F. owdrin 
Lahill., E, Bridgesiana R. T. ‘Baker and some &. zrmvinalis Lalall, 
{Bentham has a. reference ta “E. ovata Labill.,”" but, misled by the 
locality error, disniisses it as being insufficiently deserihed.) 

The confusion was now horrible and Mueller made it worse 
when he redeserihed £, Stnorfiana im the Encalyptograpitia 
(Decade tv, 1880). This deseription excluded the references to 
E. ovata and E. wieinetis (made hy Bentham) lut 2 new tree was 
introduced—the Silver-leaved Stringvbark, &, eephalécerpa W, FP, 
Blakely, thus Mueller’s description of 2. Sivarsiana now included 
both &, Bridgesiana R. T. Baker and £. cephalocarpa W. F, 
Blakely. Mueller had thus completely abandoned his earlier (and 
correct) belief that E, Stwartinne was synonymous with &, acervala 
Hook. f., non Sich., 7¢e, E. ovata Latell. 
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Then came R, T. Baker who, arguing from entirely wrong 
premises, gave the Apple Box the specific name it must now 
carry—E. Bridgesiana, Baker neglected the earlier lirerature and 
worked solely from the Eucalyptographta description. His reason 
for so doing is logical enough, viz., a certain amount of confusion 
already surrounded the name and Muellet’s latest writings are 
most likely to be his most carefully considered views as to the 
correctness of the specific description. ‘Baker overlooked the 
fact that the Baron was frequently a law unte himslt concerning 
botanical nomenclature. Baker saw that the Eucalyptograpiia 
description of £, Strertens, included two species—the Apple Box 
and the Silver-leaved Stringybark, but considered the description 
to be much more applicable to the latter than.to the former, So 
strong were Baker’s views that he argued that £, Stuartiana (ot 
Eucalypiographia) was the Silver-leaved Stringybark. Now, con- 
tinued Baker's arguinent, we have a tree (the Apple Box) which 
has not yet been separately, specifically, described and so &, 
Bridgesiana R.T.B. was born (Proceedings of the Linnaan Socsety 
of New South Wales, Vol. 23, p. 164, 1898). 

Finally came J. H. Maiden, who dealt with the confusion in 
Volume 3 of his Crittcel Revision of the Genus Ecalyptrs, 
Maiden points out the confusion of the Apple Box and the Silver- 
leaved Stringybark {£. cinerea F.iv.M. var. multifiara J. H. 
Maiden, later E. cephalocorpa W. F. Blakely) in the Eucalypto- 
grafkia, but, with a cheerful disregard for the international laws 
of botanical nomenclature, adopts Z, Strartiata as the natne for 
the Apple Box, dismissing £, Bridgesiana R.T.B. as “taxonomic 
surfeit." W-.F-_ Blakely (A Key to the Eucalypts, p. 145, 1934) 
simply followed Maiden, 

So, having sorted out the threads of this strange eventful 
history and having, I hope, “blotted out” A. Strartiana from the 
list of eucalypts (see Maid. Crit. Rev, 111, p. 67), | give a summary 
of the synonomy discussed in these notes: 

1859. E, Stuartiana F.w.M, ex Mig, Ned. Kynidk. Arch. = E. ovata 
Labill, Nov, Holl. Pi. Sp, 2, 

»  &, aceryula Mig. Ned, Kruidk, Arch., non Sieh, = Te. ovata Lahill, 
» £. Haverane Mig, Ned, Keuidk, Arch, non Schau. = E_ avata 

» E, citrifolia Fv,M, ex Mia. Ned. Krundk. Arch, = E, ovata Labill, 
1560. E. acervila Hook. £ Flora Tasm., non Sieb. = E, ovata Labill, 
1862. E, Gunnii Fiw.M. Fragment 2, non Hook. 7, = © evata Labill, 
1866. E. Stuartians Benth, Flora Aust. 3 = E. ovata Labill, 

| : ears . viminalis Labill, (p, part.) 
1880. E, Stuartiana F.y,.M.. Becolpptogr. Dec. 4 = E Hridgesiana R.T.B, 

E. epiaieratpe: . 

1280. FE. Gunnit F.v.M, Bucalyptogr., Dec. 4, non Hook, f = 
: * EL ovata Latnil, 

E. Gunnii Hook. £ (2) 

bee 
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tho8. EF. Stwartiana R,T.B, Proce. Linn. For NASM, 23, now Fv. = 
E. cephalocarpa W.F.B. 

1915. E, Stuartiana Maid. Crit. Ree 3 p. 67, non FwM. = E, Bridges- 
lana RT B. 

1934, E. Stiartiana WOELB, Icey Evcalypt, non By.M, = 1 Bridgesiana 
R.T.8 

(E Stusrtiana MeMahou Merchuntable Pimters af Onecusiond = Ep 
Clocziana P.v.M,) 

Note—The group &. ovata Labill., as used in this paper, 
includes &. wacnlosa K.T.B., E. neglecta J.4LM., and &. Kit- 
somiana (J. G. Lueliw.} J.HOM., which were later separated as 
distinct species. Sunilarly, £. viminalis Labilt. includes £. rudida 
Deane ef J.HM_ and &. Dakvesunpleana JH.M.; while BE. Gunnid 
Flook. £ includes £. glaucescens FILM. et WOFLB. 

IN A FOREST GULLY 

A The follaving is sn extract of a letter irom & colwtey member, Dandenonyt 
ANTES ; 
“The railings of the bridge over our Mirror Pool and cross-poles have 

been studded with the mast lovély pale blue fairy toadstools |Afcena infes- 
yupla, “Pixie’s Parasol’—Ed.], They are fading now, but [ saw one old 
log covered with fresh ones on Friday. There is a heliotrope one here 
that attracts me too, Lt has a Jone stén 1 had found thene years aro, dnd 
dit not see then: again till this year, The pole blue oncs are quite commen 
ere, 
"T see "Lady Francés’ lyre-bird from time to time if) our gitlly, but T dp 

net know where she is nest building this season, IT ant half boping it will 
be up a tree again, as twice recently neighbours have seen a fox hete, and 
the wther night we heard one ourselves, ‘Francis’ is much top slick and 
canny to be caught by a fox, witless she has a nest low down Her plumage 
is heautiful this season. Tt shines like satin, Her hack js richly chestiut’ 
browa and her breast like grey sequins m the sunlight. ‘G, jor George” 
(her son) was here all sommer. He ts very, very. tame, but bes territory 
18 apparently sot bere and T do not lenow where jt is. He ‘blick, blick, 
blick’-ed down stream on Anaac Day. That is the Jast time we have seen, 
him, though we heard loud singing ftom the gully at dtwk on V-E Day, 
For wwo days after that there were no seratchings in the gally and T thoaghy 
‘Prancie’ had departed too, But 1 was working in the lower garden ane 
afternoon when J heard ‘Quok quil Quole qui!” coming nearer and nearer 
up the gully, 9a 1 went down, and sure enough there was ‘Francie’ in her 
old aunts near the Mirror Pool, 

“The gully is full of interest. Time and tinte gain I have distutbel an 
owl Jn the tree ferns. I thinte it must be a Masked Owl Jt is always 
atone.” 

ALBATROSS AT FRANKSTON 

On Sunday, May 13 (a day of heavy rain}, a large hlack albatross was 
observed lying in the sand jn Kananovk Creek, abuut (00 yards from its 
entrance, The bird did tict seem sick or injured in vany way, but tools Tittle 
neice of bystanders, some of whom stood aainst it and even touched its 
tail, when the only reaction was a slight elevation of the head feathers. T 
do not know whether the albatross got away to sca again after the weather 
cleared. \ ' 

; A, K Patnnean. 
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“SCRATCH COCKY” (?) 

It ig customary, L presume, to exclude anything with an economic 
background from the pages of a purely scientific Natural History 
journal. The worthy potato which pravides food for the body 
must give place to the orchid which provides food for the mind. 
The humble moulds and fungi may be mentioned provided there 
is no reference to the edible mushrooin of the greengrocer’s shop 
or to the economically important Pewtettlimm. The depths where 
diamonds form and gold is made nust contain only fossils. Birds 
that grace the pagés of an Agricultural Journal should naturally 
give place lo other kinds in a Naturalists’ Magazine, With this 
in mind Tam in some coubt as to whether it would be de rigeeur 

to say sumething abort Knkatoe galerita, the Sulphur-erested or 
White Cockatoo. 

In the days of our piorieers, the cockatoo added flavour to many 
a neal, and there are still amongst us those who speale in rapture 
of the merits af cackatuo pie, Since its departure from the menu, 
however, Kokaloé yaleritahas entangled himself and herself rather 
seriously with agriculture and in so doing risks exclusion from 
the pages of the Victorian Naturalist. Personally I fecl that this 
exclusion is merited, 

The Sulphur-crested or White Cockatoo is a distinguisted 
Tepresentative of the Parrot family and destined long to remain 
50 in virtue of its longevity, its inherited and constantly acquired 
cunniug, ils wide selection of food and feeding yrownds and its 
communal habits, td say nothing of its safety in high flying, its 
wesling in places very difficult uf access and its system of sentinels 
to give warning of danger. 

I am reluctantly and intimately very closely acquainted with one 
of these cockatoo communities numbering at least five hundred 
individuals, which I have come to regard as a community of 
highly destructive brigands. Tlaw the balance of Nature would 
be disturbed in this particular neighbourhood 1f these white-coated 
black-hearted ravagers were eliminated 1 cannot conceive, Hoi 
to eliminate then is the question, In comparison, the rabbit is a 
very accessible pest. But let me list my charges against this 
particular cockatoo conminnity from New Year's Day fo New 
Year's Eve, the whole year round, 

The fields in January are busy with the heat and sweat of human 
tail, The stooks and stacks newly harvested for hay and grain 
make fine plunder for the cockatoo, From stuimmier's early sun- 
rise, till the sentinels give warming that Farmer Snuth is on his 
way, five hundred cockatoo crops are bulging with a thousand 
nunces of the new season's erain, nol to reckon another thousand 
ouiees scattered front the tops of fiEty to one hundred stooks or 
torn From the sheaves of ppen stacks. With loud protests the 
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brigends depart to survey the cousitryside from the tallest treetops, 
with scquts posted in a half-mile radius to see wliether Smith 
caries a gun or to discover his intentions. A mile away Brown's 
young potato crop is a patch of sywmetrical green and brown in 
a frame of yellow grassland, A cockatoo must have his greens 
to be in Ieeping with modern dietetics, sa the protests agarist 
Smith ave hushed and the soft white wings carry the silent horde 
over to Brown's, where the scouls spread out. The young potato 
plant three to six inches above ground evidently provides some 
cockatoo delicacy of which sniall amounts only are required, hut, 
to get this, the stalk must be nipped acvoss close to the ground or 
pulled ont with the young roots attached, Soimetines the ground 
is dug deeply enough to micarth the polato set, which is worth a 
few bites too. When a quarter to half an acre is so treated, a 
scout, who has recently Ieff his greens to relieve a cowirade an the 
tréetop, gives warning and the pirates are on the wing again, An 
hour or so may now be spent frolicking in the trees along the 
creek with sentinels strategically posted. Thes the gang divides, 
some to Jones” stooks or stacks, since it has just been reported 
thal Jones has driven off in his car, others ta the high banks to 
feed on thistle seeds, and some again tn satnple a field of rape a 
mile further oi, or an unguarded field of peas where the going 
is sweet and easy until an enraged farmer tries a long-range rifle 
shot. 

Midday and early afternoon ts usually a resting time and a 
plotting tine for the tate afternoon «depredations, with much 
chuckling and cacophony. Further onslaughts on stoaks and stacks 
and potato crops wind up the day, when the various sections of 
the community wing their high way home from a three or tour 
niles radius, well ont of gun range. to the tallest treetops by the 
creek along the terest edge, where there is quite a concert of 
screeching andi chatterings about the day’s Tunting. Some half a 
bag of oats has beet eaten or seallered, a quarter to half an 
acre of potatoes has been damaged, unguarded vegetable plois 
raided and sheep and cattle robbed of the protein nehness of 
thistle seeds. This goes on for seven days a week through 
January and February. Through March, April, May and June 
constant raids on hay stacks continue, ihe stubble lands are combed 
aver and aver to gather the grains they threshed from the sheaves 
in the months gone by. As piotate crops mature, they are, again 
attacked, the ground dug aside with powerful beaks and near- 
the-suriace tubers bitten and rendered sinfit for the domeéstic 
ittarket, Apparently not much potato is eaten. The juice is 
extracted front the munched solid substance which is left in litle 
heaps on the ground, These exposed, sun and frost damaged 
tubers are passed by on the morrow for newer and fresher 
unearthed samples, and so the damage pots on. 
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The sowing of grain crops provides new opportunities for 
futther plunder. The stack tops have been well excavated, giving 
access 1p rain and warer damage, since grain was less easily 
accessible, except where stacks are opeticd for stock feeding. Thus 
the sheaves whose heads should be heavy with grain for the 
Woughinan's team or for the winter milk supply from the dairy 
herd ure threshed in a matter of atinutes by a flock of hungry 
cockateos, Bur aver the hill in neat drill rows the eats for the 
next season's crop are being sown. How nice of Smith co sow it 
all in such convenient channels; it saves a hungry cockaroo such 
a lot of walking about and digging! But that is not all, What 
“cocky” misses on the sowings, he picks up on the roundabout, 
and with the autumn rains the first green blade tells where the 
overlooked seed lies hidden. Here are cereals and greens together; 
what could be better? When summer comes, what should have 
heen a {hree-tons-to-the-acre crop is barely two, so that the 
cockatao community may go fat into the winter. 

Across the fence, Brown has a similar story. His potato crop 
averaged five tons to the acre, if he deft out the acre damaged by 
cockatoos. ‘But the pasture lands meanwhile have not been over- 
lacked, In the hare fields of autunm, the relalively large seeds 
of Subterranean Clover are easy gathering and, in the search, the 
seeds of rye, trefoil, clover, native and other introduced pasture 
plants ate nol disdained. 

July, August and September are rather lean months for the 
cockatoo, bit he stays on. The thistle patches on the hills and 
along the creeks are all gone over again, but-the onion grass 
patches in the pastures and on the roads furnish corms for the 
digging and help ta keep the sulphur crest and the white feathers 
together cll ihe early potato crops and the heading grain crops 
are ready it October and November. The December menu ts 
that af January, 

Yes, the Sulphur-crested Cockatoos are a pest the whole year 
Tound. How they managed to exist before agriculture came to 
thiz country is difficult to imagine, so dependent do they now seen 
on man's reluctant co-operation. They have been destructive from 
the earliest days of settlement. From their habit of perching 
around the cultivation boundary. screeching for theie share of the 
products, cames the term “cocky” (farmer), given to the land 
squatters who in the early days of settlement perched on the 
boundaries of the early selections arid land grants, demanding their 
share of the Jand, 

But what ta do about my particular cockatoo neighbours who 
greet my coming with such protests of disapproval and with whom 
Tani determined not to share the fruits of my toil? My store of 
bad language wou’t last for ever, and their determination to 
maintain their social security has already raised my blood pressure. 
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Of course, Pve shot a few, and they haven't yet learned to spring 
a ralibit trap without being caught, With the caming ot the white 
man and sheep, the New Zealand [fea bird learned Mis: evil habits 
aud went taward extinction with a price on his head. The slow- 
wilted Kea was an easy mark compared will) Kakelot galeria. 
The scouts soon learn that a scarecrow is but a thing of rags and 
straw. 

Pojsoning is difficult. The quickly actiig poisons defeat their 
awn object: the first scrychinine convulsion with flapping of wings 
sends the protesting horde over to the neighbour's holding where 
there is no poison. Arsenic acts more slowly and should be more 
effective, but awails a trial, Cocky is very suspicious, evidently 
possessing a good memory with his long years uf cunning. J have 
not known apples poisoned for rabbits to cause any corkatoo 
casttallres, 1 [lesitate to take the risk of destroying other birds 
who are my friends and helpers and who earn a share in the 
cultivated products of the soil. 

I cannot think of any insect pests destroyed, ar help piven, by 
the cockatons, except it be in spring and eaely summer when, in 
strange black and white combination with ai almost equally 
tiumeraus flock of crows, they seem to join in attacking army 
worins “cut worms” in the pastures. 

Years ago I saw a cartoon depicting several angry, bewhiskered 
Farmers in patched up zeroplanes, leaning out of the cockpits with 
long sticks in their hands and whacking the feathers out of a 
flock of cockatoos in wild disordered flight. [have often wished to 
be able to do gust that! Jt is said that shot guns, used persistently 
over a period where the birds gather for their night roosting, will 
eventually scare then. into leaving the district, hut this needs 
valuable ime and persistence, not to mention ammunition. 

[ have heard o7 erliellies being practised and that the Society fot 
the Prevention of Cruclty to Animals had given warnings. To 
leave a cockatoo caught in 4 rabbit trap will keep the gang away 
fram that spot till the trapped hird dies. 1 have heard, ton, of 2 
procedure called “firing a cocky.’’ To the leg of a trapped bird 
1s fixed a hne wire with a kerasene-saturated rag attached; the 
tag is ignited and (he bird let go while the Mock circles around. 
I cannot imagine this having much effect, apart altogether front 
its cruclty. 

Maybe £ could try ta hegit: a campaign ta reintroduce the 
cockatog to the family table. Many of my well fed community 
should afford good eating, provided their years were not foo 
numeruus, By some means, yet to be devised, | ua determined to 
vid myself and the neighbours of this persistent nuisance. Perhaps 
I'll end up with psittacosis, but then there is svlphadiazene and 
penicillin to aie] me in this-struggle for: human rights. “Scratch 
Cocky"(?)! 

—F,F,D. 
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RANDOM NOTES 
By Eoitr: Coreman, Blackburn, 

“Antrig” by Bids 

The article on fumigation by Red-browed Finches (Viet, Nat, May, 1945) 
is most interesting and suggestive. 

In 1932 the English Field published a note on wood-ants as “fire- 
extinguishers.” It was noted by a correspondent that a live cigarette-butt 
qaced on one of their leafy nests was quickly extinguished. When the 
experiment was repealed, ants were seen to sucround the glowing butt, and 
to squirt out clouds of acd {the smell of whieh was very powerful) and 
40 to extinguish the “fire.” 

According to the writer, the acid ejected by those wood-ants contained 
6 to 70 per cent. of pure forinie acid. While it is quite feasible that the 
five was extinguished by the ant-spray, we must assume, J think, that the 
ants mercly ased their weapon as they would spray an enemy. Bemg moist. 
it acted as a sntali fire extinguisher. Possibly when birds ant themselves 
the same siethod of protection is adopted by the ants, aid having learned 
by experience that ihe acid is an insect repellant, birds make full use of it, 

Richard Jefferies, in ane of his last essays, appears to be one of the first 
to tonch on. the subject. Writing about wild becs and ants, he says: 

“Is it currect, at only a generalisation, that imsects like ants and hive 
bees, who live tn geeat, well-organized societies, are more free from the 
attacks of parasites than the comparatively solitary wild hees? 

“Ants are indeed Lroubled with some parasites, bul these do nor secm to 
anultiply very greatly, and do not seriously injure the populousness of the 
mest.,... Have these highly civilized insects arrived in samme manner at a 
soluuiot al the parasite problem? . 2... Ants live im comounites which 
might he likened to a hundred Londons dotterl about England. - - . - Their 
amumense crowds, the population af China te an acre, dc not brecd disease, 
Every ant out of that enortnous multitude may calculate on a cectain average 
duration of Life, setting aside risks from battle, birds, and such enemies, 

“Microbes are unlikely to destroy them... . . In some way ants have 
found a way of accommeddlating. themselves to the facts of their existence, 
-... Are they more intelligent dian man? Possibly we may yet use the 
ants, or same other clever insects, to find out the origin af that Jatal parasite 
which devours the consumptive... . . Has formic acid ever been used for 
experiment on bacilfi* 

“It is the ant acid; they are full of it. It is extractect and used for same 
purpose abroad. Perliaps the odow' is repelfont to parasites.’ (Ltalivs mine. 

Mr. A. Hi. Chisholm took up the subject of “anting™ by birds in 1927, and 
his publications elicited records from Germany, America, ete. Casual para- 
graphs appeared in German papers from 191). Documented American 
reports, Mr, Chishcdm found, went hack ta 1876, and one, by Giosse (1847), 
deale with the use, an the feathers, of bruised lime rinds which were rubbed 
uider the wings. 

Jefferies died an 1887. His writing on country life thay be said ta date 
fron about 1878 (The Gamwekeeper), The only report uf “anting”’ which 
Jefferies is likely to have seen is the one by Gosse, published iy London, 
which dealt with Hime peel, not ants 

Noting the number of birds that bathe so Lheroughly, even in winter, aml 
dust-batle in summer, one fecls that they deserve to be free of parasites, 

Th this garden a pair of Java doves, perched, with widely spread wings, 
ou a wooden bar just witha: reach of a garden spray, leaned right over, 
first on one side, then on the other, lifting and sloping cach wing so that its 
under surface should be sprayed. 1 seemed surprising that they could keep 
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these balanee at such an alarming angle. It was asi though a may should 
lower his body to one side and raise his arm with the arm-pit exposed ta 
the spray. 

It has heels interesting to watch, year after year, the Marriage Aight ot 
large swanns of sugar-ants which emerge trom two nests thraugh the hard 
ytdund of cur drive. They crawl away to blades of grass, scrambling op 
these and twigs—aoything that will give them a good “take off" Birds 
etptire sume af them, yer nor ance have we witnessed any “asring,” 

Lisards and Tail-shedding 

Refeering again to the five little Healesville lizards which waved their 
tails, presumably asa tempting bird-buit (ict, Nat., Dec, 1944) - 

The habit ss alluded ta in a book by W_ P. Pyerafe, P.Z.5,. ALS. In 
The Stor’ of Reptile Lette, om p. 74, he writes: “Must lizards, like the 
Tuatera, are remarkable for their ability to part company with their tatls 
at a moment's notice. When threatened, this organ im many species te 
leatptingy earsed, as if ta nivite, ar perhaps challenge, the @newiy to sctse 1” 
(lalics mine, E.C.) 

ft was pleasing to reatl this confirmation of my suggestion regarding the 
usefulness of a waving tail It has been suegested to me that the habit is 
hot protective, that lizards which tose their tails in this way will not have 
the same progection next time. 

1 think the chances are that such a “near miss" docs not iale place very 
aften in the life of each Hizgard Whett next the daneer threatens a new 
tail will be ready to serve the same purpose, if not quite so effectively. 

We may say, I think, that the waving tail will serve Nature's purpose if 
it enatlés only ane of those five lizards to escape. Teven should the lizard 
be wholly captuied text time, the chances are that, in the meantime, 't has 
Played its part in the production of the next generaticn, 

The lack o7 a tail should be no handicap in winning 4 mate. Its lite wll 
then have no value in Nacure’s rather cruel scheme af things, She cares 
nothing for the individual, It’s the species she guards. 

CAN RABBITS SWIM? 

The most favoured burrowing grounds far rabbies pre the banke of 
ceeeks—soft digging, green picking in the driest times and riparian bushes, 
blackberry, etc, for shelter, Depth of burrowing, roots of trees and the 
fear of starting major erosinn discourages conyete digging out Al) tne 
intrequently Nature solves the problem from ume to time with widely 
spreading floods, killing the young and sitting in the lerrews It is then 
{hat ante realizes how rabbits cae swim, when with dogs, guns and sticks the 
hunt is an. At these times rabbits praye strong swimmers, ever i a. fast 
current, and often gain safety on Aoatine or stationary debris ur on patches 
ei ground above water. They lack, however, the climbing grip cf many 
rodents and find difficulty i climbing on lo logs tees, or up sleep embank- 
tnente in Aland waters, sa larve numbers are drowned] The exhaustion of 
swimming, the cold of immersion, and the added weight of wet fur greatly 
retard the speed of those that reach dry land and make them an egasy prey 
even for the doy whe ds usually an “alsa can” an dhe normal rabbit fun, 

—FF.D, 

(The Editor would here acknowledge a letter from Mrs. Frances Espersant, 
of. Buvgaree, who reports havitig twice withessed rfibbits that fumped into 
and swam across a siream.] = ' - : A 
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PROCEEDINGS 

The monthly mecting of the Club was held on July 9, 1945, at 
the Public Library Lecture Room, the President (Mr. H. C. E. 
Stewart) and some 160 members and friends attending. Mr. 
Stewart, commenting on the record attendance, took the oppor- 
tunity to welcome visitors, new members and, in particular, Mr, 
P. Bibby, whe had been absent for some months owing to ill-health, 
He read a telegram from Mr. A. H. Chisholm conveying greetings 
to the Club and new President, and intimating that he would 
be back in Melbourne soon 

Excursion reports were given as follows: Botanic Gardens, Mr, 
H. C, E. Stewart; Zoology School (Melbourne University}, Mr. 
F. 5, Colliver (for Prof, Agar); National Museum, Mr. F. 5, 
Colliver (for the combined leaders). 

The following were elected as Honorary Members: Mrs. C, H. 
Edmondson, Miss Freda Bage, Mr, Alister Clark, Mr. F. Cudmore 
and Mr, David Fleay. Mr, Cudmore, being present, received from 
the President the Certificate of Honorary Membership; others 
will he forwarded in due course, Miss G. M. Bryning, Miss E. R. 
Cox, and Mr. R. V. Smith were elected as Ordinary Members. 

Mr. Stewart announced that the Club was represented’ at a 
service recently held in Sydney to commemorate the 100th anni- 
versary of the death of John Gilbert, and a wreath of Australian 
wild flowers was placed on the memorial, 

In connection with the Australian Natural History Medallion 
for 1945, the President announced that the Club's nominee was 
Mr. C, P. Mountford, well-known anthropologist of Adelaide, 
Seven other nonunations had heen received, mostly from societies 
outside Victoria, 

Me. J. H. Willis outlined the proposal for a" Meutbers’, Question 
Night" at the next meeting. Members were asked to write down 
brief Natural History queries of general interest, sign, and hand 
them ta the Secretary before commencement time of the August 
meeting, A choice of these would be read out by the President 
and replies invited from the floor of the hall. This would enable 
discussion of many problems, 

NATURE NOTES AND QUESTIONS 
1. Miss M. L, Wigan recorded the fact that two nests of the 

Lyre Bird had been found in the National Park, Tasinania, this 
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heing the firse evidence of breeding in Menurva gully. (Seven 
paits were released during the past ten years,) 

2. My, J. Ros Garnet reported the presetice in his parden oF 
many insects, similar in appearduce to the spider generally called 
"Daddy Longlegs,” and asked if they could he identified. Mr. 
P. Crosbie Morrison suggested that they were possibly “Harvest- 
men.” 

3. In reply to a question regarding the composition of Ayer's 
Rack (asked at last meeting ), Mr. Colliver stated that in the 
Physical Geography section of the Horn Expedition Report it was 
mentioned that this rock had often been mistaken for granite, to 
which it bears some superficial resemblance, but it is nevertheless 
a rock of sedimentary origin, somewhat altered by metamorphic 
agencies. Michael Terry, follawmg on Dr. Madigan's work, refers 
to the rock as being composed of a metamorphic grit, and Finlayson 
(in the Red Centre) calls it a conglomerate, so fine as to resemble 
granite, A Agure of the rock shawing bedding plains (ied Centre, 
page 48) illustrated the remarks, 

4, Mr, F. G, Elford asked if it were an abnormal habit for 
Koalas to feed on the ips of exotic cypress trees. Mr, Colliver (in 
teplying) tinderstood that, whet sick, the ammals vften developed 
unusual tastes, €.g.. drinking salt water and cating non-eucalypt 
foods, 

5, A question was asked: “How can a piece of wood turn to 
stone?” Mr, Colliver, in reply, gave a brief outline of the process 
of mineral veplacement. 

EXHIBITS 

Mr, P. Fisch; The fungi Calostowa_fuseumn, from Heatesville, ard 
Contharolles, tilacthes, from Doucaster East. Garden-grown specimens, 
uxluding Aeaeu Jonesit, A. longifolia, A_ subparosa, Grevillea alpina, and 
Westringia sigida, 
Mr. 2, D. Lee: Photographs of lungi from the Dandenongs, including 

Plouraths chterascens, Flammida excoutrica, Mycena pullala, M. imterrupta, 
Cortinaring mustro-wenelis, Polystictus versicolor, and Clavaria poxidata. 

Mr. T. Grithths: Internal * ‘bones of the Cuttle Fish (Sepia), 
Mr. C, French: Patr of the race Muelter’s Golden Beetle, Phalacrogna- 

this Muclleri, fvom Cairns, Queensland. Two specimens of Draco volans, 
the so-called Flying Lizard from Java. An interesting Mediterranean 
argid, the “Friar’s’ Cowl” CAérisaritn vnilgure), which bears a remarkable 
resemblance to the flower of cur Longstongue Greenhood orchid, Ptero- 
shylts prendtfore, 

Mr WF. S. Calliver: A series of “Razor Shells” (genus Solen). 

TREES AND TOADSLOOLS 

Captain H. EK. Young, 12.ScAgr. (an active member of the 
Queensland Naturalists’ Club) briefly and historically outlined 
the development of the fascinating study Mycotrophy—iterally 
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“fungus feeding’—and emphasized throughout his illustrated 
addvess the dependence of most woodland treés upon fungal 
infestation of thei root systems. , 

Most people, inclilmg many Inologists, think about the absarb- 
ing ruuts of trees in terms of agricultural crop plants im sand 
callure, i... with orihodox root lips and root caps and numerous 
root hairs for food ahsorption, Such a concept, however, is not 
ever reviutely correct Jn the greac wajority of trees and in whole 
fainilies of other plants, ¢2,, Orchidaceae and Evicacec, Instead, 
the sinple process of absorption by root hairs is replaced by an 
involved systeni of iutrient exchange between two widely different 
memhers of the plant kingdo:x—a tuneus foiten of the gilled 
type) and a tree, 

In forest trees, the feeding roots ave found! to be quite normally 
invaded by fungus myceluun which either occupies the internal 
tissues, sending single fhreads tu the root surface (endotraphic), 
or exists as a felted mantle or sheath all over the root (eete- 
tropluc) = in each mstance, root hairs are entirely absent and the 
walls of the ract tips so profoundly altered as to have no direet 
contact with the soil at all. These modified structites can be 
regarded neither as rocts nor Fungi, but are a combination of both, 
to which distinctive organs is applied the term mycorrhiza, mean- 
ing “fungus-root.” 

Fungal threads ranify far chrough the soit from their tree-root 
host, absorhing water and nutrients that are passed on to the 
contlucting ruot tisstes in return for a proportion of carbohydrates 
and other foods elabarated by the tree—a very harmonious relation- 
ship. Mycorrhizas enable trees to absorb much more effectively 
than they wauld do by means of root hairs, aud are absolutely 
esseitial to the health of many higher plants. 

Some of the factors uecessary lo gavd mnyeorrhizal development 
in trees were discussed, for instance an abundatice of woodland 
humus with acidity of abowt pHS. Most plants will form 
mycorrhizas only with certain specics of fungt (Boletus elegans 
ancd B, viscidus are associated with larch, B, Iitens always with 
ines, Amanita wescaria and Lactarius torpts with birch, Ressiula 

felloa with beech, etce.), and where these fungi are absent growth 
will be retarded. In this connection, it is sigmAcant to record 
that Queensland Hoop Pine would not grow in Nyassaland until 
the sotl there had been inoculated with fungus-infested soi from 
Australia. Potaie plants prown From seed will not set tubers if 
their particular fungal associate is missing from the ground (as 
witness the early aud fruidess attempts to raise pintatoes in 

_ Englanel from American seed), 
The establishment of shelter belt trees on the great plams of 

America was a problent until mycorrhizal requirements were 
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fulfilled and the fungi peculiar to the trees were introduced, 
Arctic moors and treeless heaths have been successfully afforested 
only after the necessaty imyeorrhiza-forming fungi were incor- 
porated in the sail, A Cattleya orchid has been grown from sced 
and Aowered in total darkness, solely hy virtue of ‘its mycotrophy, 

Captain Young traced the expanding interest in aiycotruphy 
from the time of Theophrastus (372-287 B.C.), who recorded the 
existence of such an amazing partnership. Practically nn serious 
enquiries into the phenomenon were made subsequently for niore 
than 2,000 years, unti] Reissek (1847) gave ihe first accurate 
account of fungtis mycelia in relation to rout cells. Other German 
investigators took up the subject, chief of whom was Frank 
(1855), win added very substantially to our lmowledge and 
invented the term “mycorrhiza,” classifving the varus Lypes. 

In falter times the name of Elias Melin fa Swede) stands pre- 
eminent. He actually synthesized mycorrhizas in culture and (in 
1925) demonstrated that fungi were not only beneficial to the trees 
he studied (largely conifers}, but were absolutely essential to 
vigorous growth. Stice Melin’s publications, a vast army of 
research workers has prohed into the complexities of this highly 
important economic subject. 
A hearty vote of thanks, proposed and seconded by Messrs. 

G. N, Hyam and P. F. Morris, was accorded Captain Young, who 
suitably responded and later briefly answered questions as to the 
types af fungi producing mycorrhizas in Australian eucalypis, the 
endotrophic synibiuses in epiphytic orchids and certain ferns, the 
use oF Tungi as food by native animals, and the furictional diseases 
and malformateins of cultivated plants caused by an upset in the 
delicately balanced inyeorthizal system—heavy composting will 
often rejuyenate a tree that has heen deemed a victiny to some 
minor mineral deficiency. 

[For a more detailed acewunt of mycorthizas, ihe interested reader is 
referred to Captain Young's article In The Queensland Naturalict, Vo! x1, 
p. 121, August, 1941.- -Ed.] 

HISTORY OF THE GEELONG NATURALISTS’ CLUB 

Messrs, 1. J. Dickison and F, A, Gidmore have sent in further 
information reyardine the Cerlony Naturalist and The Hombal T unfor- 
tunately missed an additional number of the Satter journal, i1 shoul! be 
Vol. 5, part 4, No. 20 (Dec, 182}. Title pages and indices of these 
publications seem inised and the information civen in Pitt's Catalowie is 
incorrect in several places, especially in_ the records of the National 
Herbanuim set. The scientific clubs of Geelong all met at the Gordon 
College; and there was. much intermingling in societies, io publications, and 
at meetings. Unfortunately, as before stated, field naturalists fell to a 
minimum numlitr in Geelony, and their society became a Science Club, 
Thanks are offered tu both the above members. Eke 
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ORCHID NOTES 
(licluding the Description of two New Varieties) 

By W. H. Nicuotts, Melbourne. 

(1) CALADENIA CARNEA, R.Br, variety ORNATA, var. 
nov, 

Planta circiter 15-25 cm. alta. Flores magn, carnt-flnw, circtter 
2-3 cm, in diametro. Labellum consprcut-ornatum, lamina rubra, 
mtarginibus integris et wndulati; calli ineare, irregulare. Colwmne 
erecta prarsus alata incurvata. Stigma prominens ovatum, 

A slender or moderately robust plant about 15-25 em, high. 
Flowers 1-2, rather large. Perianth segments pink, somewhur 
yellowish on the reverse, about 2-3 cm. in diameter, Labelluin— 
the whole of upper surface bright red, conspicuously ornate with 
horizonta] striae; Jateral lobes with entire margins, prominently 
and irregularly undulate anteriorly. Calli linear as in the typical 
form (occasionally the “golf-stick” type of calli present), the 
rows irregular. Column wings incurved, with narrow, red trans- 
verse bands. Stigma prominent, ovate. 

Hfalntat; Gorae, via Portland, Vic. (Mr. Clifford Beauglehole, 
Oct., 1943. TYPE.) 

This attractively-hued variety with bright pink perianth-seg- 
ments, which are rather broad and yellowish on the reverse, 
combined with the showy red labellum, is one of the most beautiful 
forms of Robert Brown’s species. In the majority of the specimens 
examined the Jateral sepals were connate—as in C, wata, Fitz 
Gerald, The presence of an occasional “golf-stick” type of gland 
on the labellum-lamtina is of interest also, for such a departure 
from the usual is important; such {apparently) is the chief 
differentiating character separating C. Lomgi, Rogers from C- 
carnca R.Br. (Figs. G, H, L, J, on page 63). 

(2) CALADENIA CARNEA, B.Br., variety SUBULATA, 
var, mov. 

Plante stiulis C. carnea typica, Flores 1-2, carnt-colorati, 
virides. Segnenta-perianthi lineari-lanceolata;  sepala-lateralia 
reflexa. Petala horizontals patentia. Labellum pallidum; lobi- 
medit flava, setacet; lobi-laterales albi teagni; lamina striata; calli 
pauci ad basin, Columuna erecta; margintbus incurvatis, prominenie 
vittatis. 
A very slender wiry plant similar to the typical form, but the 

perianth-sepments consistently very narrow, pale pink, shaded tu 
green, each with a prominent longitudinal red-brown stripe along 
the centre. Lateral sepals reflexed, often embracing the ovary 
and sometimes crossed. Petals more or less horizontally spreacl- 
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ing. Labellum erect. Mid-lobe yellow, narrow suhulate, the 
margins entire; lateral lobes embracing the colunin, prominent, 
white, with rounded smooth margins; lamina with narrow red- 
brawn horizontal striae; calli restricted to the immediate base only 
(usually 2), Column wings conspicuously incurved with bold 
lransyerse red-brown bands. 

Hahilat: Portland, Vic. (Mrs. E. Mellblom, Oct.-Nov., 1943. 
TYPE.) 

This variety is reported as occurring plentifully in good seasons; 
it is characterized by the pale tone of the Bowers and awl-shaped 
middle lobe of the Jabellum (Figs. A, B, C, D, &, F on plate), 

(3) THELYMITRA McKIBBINII ¥. Muell., in Melb. Chem, 
p. 44, 1881. (Synonym 7h. Clashebnm, Nich., in Viet. 
Nat., iii, pp, 98-101, 1941.) 

Tn the original description of this Thelyenttva, Mueller writes 
the specific name variously, viz., “M'Kablinit,” “Md Kibbomi’” and 
“‘Machibbint.” In his Key to the System of Mictorian Plants 
(1888) it is rendered “Mackibbonn,” and reference to his Census 
of Australivwn Plants shows it as “Afackibbtnit,” 

However, reference to Mr, John McKibbins’ personal letters to 
Mueller places the correct rendering beyond doubt as MeKshiini. 

The three type specimens of this orchid (also the original 
description in pencil, with copious notes) are in the National 
Herbarium, Melbourne, having been located recently there among 
specimens of 7’. carnea, R'Br., and 7, rubra, FitzG. 

Tn the past, T. carne was incorrectly known as T, Elizebethae, 
F. Muell, (the latter being synonymous), while 7. rubra, which 
T_. MeKtbbints resembles very closely in its dried state, was thought 
to be the true 7, cavnea of Robert Brown. Mueller's diagnosis 
of f. MecKtbbinit is really insufficient as a hasis for certain deter- 
inination, and, in the absence (at the tite I established my T- 
Clusholnsit) of his types, I had considered McKibbtnit synonymous 
with T. ewbra. 

(4) PTEROSTFLIS GRANDIFLORA, R.Br. 

Very fine specimens of this terrestrial (over 20 inches high, 
with measurement of galea from base 2¢” and height of galea 
13") were collected in June af 1943 by Mr. W. Hunter in an 
extensive colony 5 miles south from Orbost, E. Victoria, “grow- 
ig in sandy loam among bracken in moderately well timbered 
country.” 

(5) PTEROSTYLIS LONGIFOLIA, BBs, 
The occurrence of exceptionally Jarge-flowered plants of this 
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well-known orchid is not generally known, but I have collected 
a robust form (Fig. K, on plate) near Mt. Wallace in the Brishane 
Ranges with flowers almost twice as large as in the typical con- 
dition (as portrayed by FitzGerald in Austr. Orch., Vol. 1). 

This form is found also in ‘“Were’s Paddock,” near Greens- 
borough, where Mr. A, B, Braine obtained it. In both localities 
(so widely separated) the normal form is present too, atid fairly 
abundant (Fig, L). 

KEY TO ILLUSTRATIONS 
Caladenia carnca var. subulata var.nov.: A—Flower (nat. size). B— 

Labellum tnid, Jobe. C—Column, ftom front. D—Column and labellum, 
from side. E--Calli from base of labellum lamina. F—Labellum lobes, 
spread out. 

C. cartéa var, ornata var.nov.: G—Flower (nat. size). H—Column, from 
front. I—Labellum lobes, spread cut. J—Calli from labellum lamina, 

Pterastylis longifolia (nat. size) : K--Flower of giant form. I—Flower of 
typical form. 

GROW YOUR OWN GUM TREES 

At the Scout Exhibition in the Melbourne Town Hall, the boys from 
Idandenong showed how easily eucalypts can be raised from seed. We have 
teceived a four-page illustrated leaflet issued by the Save the Forests Cam- 
paign describing how they can be grown. The method is simple and easily 
understood. Seed is sown in a shallow seed tray, but instead of “pricking- 
out” the young seedlings into flower pots, small metal tubes are used. 
They can be made by hand from scrap tinplate or used four-gallon tins, 
and an easily constructed appliance to aid in their construction is shown. 
A six-inch square of tinplate is formed into a tube. The sides clip together. 
The tubes are similar to those used by the Forests Commission to raise 
Mountain Ash seedlings to re-forest areas denuded of tree cover hy man- 
made bush-fires. They can be re-used. Many people have tried to transplant 
forest-grown scedlings with varying degrecs of success. They can now 
raise their own with every degree of confidence, provided fresh, sound, clean 
seed is used. 

Local bodies organizing a community tree planting effort for shade and 
shelter, beauty and profit are urged to order their trees now. To assist the 
community tree planting effort being organized by the Save the Forests 
Campaign, the Forests Commission has published a planting guide, contain- 
ing accurate information on the selection, raising and establishment of trees 
in Victoria. Descriptive notes on nearly one hundred species of trees, giving 
habit, size, hardiness, uses, site and climate required and methods of propa- 
gation, are included. 
A distinctively coloured map illustrates the major planting zones into 

which Victoria has been. divided. Species of trees suitable for cach zone 
are listed. While the zones are based on the original tree cover, rainfall 
and accumulated departmental experience, the writer gives warning that 
local factors such as exposure, soil and permanent water all vitally affect 
any tree planting project. 

Copies of these leaflets will be available free of charge from either the 
Secretary, Forests Commission, Melbourne, C.2.; District Committees of 
the Save the Forests Campaign; or from the Hon. Seeretary, Save the 
Forests Campaign, 314 Collins Street, Mcibourne, C.1, 
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AUSTRALIAN ORCHIDS, 1900-1945 

Ay the Rev. H, M. R, Royr, Northbridge, 4.5,W, 

This paper comprises the following sections: 
L Introductary. 

VI. An Alphabetieal Index of Australian Orchids described or recorded 
from LOO0 co April, £945. 

IH. A List of Species which iluring the same period have been trans- 
ferred from the genus in which they were originally placed ta 
another genus. 

T¥, Specific Names now cither (1) illegitimate (ic., obsolete) or (2) 
regarded as of doubtful validity 

1. Inrropuciorr 

No comprehensive work attempting to deal with the Orehidarcae of 
Australia has heen published since R, D. WitzGerald’s Anstralian Orchids, 
the last volume of which was issued in 1892. As is well knawn, this great 
work was never completed; and even if we include the unpublished plates 
presurved an the Mitchell Library at Sydney, it cmbraces little more than 
half the nuwinber of orchid species now known to east in Australia. Even 
PF. M. Bailey's Grecustand Flova, published cleyen years after FiteGerald’s 
death, voutains may orchid species not represented in dxstralicn Orchids, 
Since then, so many species have been added im all the six States of the 
Caminonwealth, and they have been described in so many different publica- 
tious (net all of them Australian), that it is often a very tiresome and 
tedious husitwess to trace the original descripticts: It seems most desirable 
therefore, before still further adcitions arc made fo this accumutation of 
descriptions, to publish an Index of all the Australian orchids described 
or recorded since 1900, giving references to the original descriptions and 
in séme cases to supplementary ones, T can discover no records of new 
species between 1892 aud 1900. - 

In addition ta the Index, T have compiled scpavate tists of (a) species 
which during the same petiml have been tesastvrred fram ohe genus to 
ancthery nnd (6) species which are now regarded as invalid or of doubtful 
validity. 

In the Index, T have thought it useful to indicate brieAy the distribuiiei 
af each species within Austrailia, as fav a3 is known to mes and this has 
becn done hy means of the initial letters of each State. Thos Q. stands for 
Queensland, N.S.W. for New South Wales, V. for Victoria, T. for Tas- 
mama, S.A. for South Australia, W.A. fur Western Austraha, and N-T- 
for the Northern Territory. In order to economise space, when giving 
references to descriptions, I have made free use of the abbreviations id. 
and Le. and L wish to explain just how these are to be understood. Nearly 
ali the references are to journals or periodicals, When “ibid.” is used, it 
refers to the last-precedioe citation cf a juurmal for the same anthor unty. 
“L.c." ts only used when the reference is to the ftdentical sumber of tbe 
journal cited, 

It is possible that T have omitted a few species; but I have endeavoured 
to the best of my ability to make the Index exhaustive. and I hope chat at 
Seast it wall save time and trouble for stedents of our orchids who wish ta 
cite cr consult original descriptions. 

Th Acerasnerican Inpex ro Sorcres Desenmen sas New 
Clnacluding new records), 

ACIANTHUS Ledwardii Rupp in Queenst.Nat,, x (1938), 113. QQ. 
Nee oe Nicholly and Goadby in Mict.Nat, i. (1958), 
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ANAECTOCHILUS alge eg Bail. in Queonst.dgrt Journ, xix (1907), 
148. Q. 

BULBOPHYLLUM nalehgene pant Schitr. in Fedde, Repert., var (19103, 

ciliozlossum Rogers aid Nicholls in T'rans-Roy.Sae- 
S. dustin, tre (1935), 204. Q. 

cochleatum Schler., /.s., 455. . , 
globuliforme Nicholls in Orchidologu Zeylowies, V 

(1938), 123. ©. N.S.W. 
trilobum Schitr., ke 453. Q, 
Weinthalii Rogers in Trans.KeySoc.S Austr, Lil 

(1933), 95. @., N.S.W. 
CALADENITA alpina Rogers, ibid, 11 (1927), 12, N.S,W., 

Atkinsonii Rodway i in P.& P. Roy.Snc.Tas., reed i tT, 
Audasti Rogers, /.c., 295. V. 
bicalhata Rogers, iid, XxX (1909), 17, S.A. 
‘bicolor Rogers, ibid., iv (1930), 46. W.A. 
‘Bryceana Rogers, ibid., XXXVI (1914), 359. W.A, 
cristata Rogers, abid., xuvir (1923), 337. W.A. 
Doren Domin, m JoxypnLinn Soe, 1912, Bot. xh, 281. 

A 
Doutchae Sargent. in Joirn Bot, utx (1921), 175. W.A. 
echidnachila Nicholls in 2. & Pp. RoySeac. Tas, 1932, 13. T. 
FitzGeraldii Rupp im Vict.Nat.. wv (1942), 198, ant 

Austr.Orch.Rew., vir (1942), 64. ©, NSW, + 
” SA. 

Gertrudae Ostenf. in Darsh Widensh Setsk.Biol.Medd., ti 
ne (1921), 43. (Copenhagen publication, ) W.A, 

» gladiolata Rogers, ibid., xxxt (1907), 210. 5.A, 
hastata (Nicholls) Rupp i in Miet.Nat..xuix (1942), 198, V- 
Hileae Pescott and Nicholls in Fict,Nat. xuv (1929), 235. 

integra Coleman in Fict.Nat, xix (1923), 246, WA, 
iridescens Rogers, thid,. xtty *(1920), 328. N.S.W,, V, 
lavandulacea Rogers, thid., it (1927), 11. W.A. 
longiclavata Coleman, ibid. xuVF (1930). 196. WA. 
Longii Rogers in_?. & P. Rav.Soc,Tas, 1931, 105. T- 
ovens Rogers in Tyas Roy.Soc.S-Ansir. XXX (1909), 16. 

pectinata Rogers, ibid., xiv (1920), 332, and xuvit (1923), 
341. W-A. 

Secor ne stb. in Pict.Nat, xm (1926), 156. N.S.W,, 

pantila Rogers, ibid., x1v0 (41922), 152, V. 
Purdieana Andrews in Jouren.Mfucl Soc W Ausir., 1902, 39, 

W.A. 
radialis Rogers, thid., ur (1927), 296, W.A, 
-tigida Rogers, zbid., 110 (1930), 46, S.A. 
-sigmoidea Rogers, ihid., uxt (1938), 12. W.A, 
triangularis Rogers, ibid, tp (1927), 10. WA. 
vtutelata Rogers, tid. xxxr (1907), 211. NLSIW., V., S.A. 

CALEANA Nublingii Nicholls, dtd... (1934), 239. N.S.W, 
CALOCHILUS euotetts Rogers, ibid, xp (1918), 24. NSW, V,, T., 

gracillimus Rupp in Vict.Nat., .x (1943), 28; and Orefr. 
N,S.W. (1943), plate xm. -N.S.W. 

Brandiflorus Rupp in VictVat., = (1934), 239. Q,, N-S.W. 
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CALOCHIT.US imberbis Rogers, gid, 11 (1927 

Richae Nicholls, thid., x1 (1928) 243, Vv, 
-sapraphyticus Rogers, ibid, crv (1930), 44. Vi, Ti? 

CLEISOSTOMA cornutum Rupp m N.QueensiNat,, Dee, 1935. 
gemmatum Rupp in MierNat., riv (1937), 112, Q., 

NSW. 
orbiculare Rupp it N-QueenslNad., April, 1934. Q, 

CORYSANTHES dilatata Rupp and Nicholls in ProvLim Soc.N.S. H., 
Litt (1928), 80. V., T. S.A, WA. 

Er Rupp in Vact.Nat., vis (1941), 83. Q., 
N 

CRYPTANTHEMIS Slateri Rupp in Proc. LintSoc WV Suir (1932), 
58; dbid., vir (1933), 225; ibid. urx (1934), 
Les. 2 Austy,Orch,Rev., ur (1938); 32, 37, 39. 

CRYPTOSTYLIS. Hunteriana Nicholls in Pict.Net, cory (1958), 182. V. 
DENDROAIUM $aurantiaco-purpureiim Nicholls ia NiOnerasl Nai, Mure, 

1942, Q. 
bifalce Lindl. in Lond.Jonmn.Bot., w (1843), 237, Q. 
Carrii Rupp and White in Ouecusl. Nat., x (1936), 26. (, 
Fleckeri Rupp and White, ibid., Lc., 25. 
Grimesii White and Summerhayes int Koew Ball. Mise, In. 

3 (1934), 106. Q. 
Jonesit Rendle in Joti Bot, xxxix (1901), 197, 0, 
Kestevent’ Rupp im Proce. LaimnSo0.NSH., tvi CI93l}, 

137, N.S.W. 
Muellerianum Schitr. in Fedde, Report. tm (1907), 316, 
Palmerstoniae Schltr. /c., ITZ. 
tenuissimutn Rupp, ibid., Lu (1927), 570. O., N-S.W, 
variahile Nicholls, ibid, Sept. and Dec., 1938, Q, 
Wilkianum Rupp ww N. Oneens!.Nat, Dee, 1941. and 

March, 1942. Q, 
DIPODIUM stenccheilun Schwara in Fedde, Repert, xx (1927), 80 

N.S.W., Q., N.T. 
DIURIS brevitolia Rogers, ibid, XL¥E (1922), 145. NSM, S.A. ; 

brevissima FiteGerald-Nicholls in Mie Nat, tyr (1939), 125. 
N.S.W., V. 

Colemanae Rupp in Mretat, wir (1940), 63. O., Nus.W, 
fastidiasa Rogers, iid, ra (1927), & = V, 
flavopurpurea Messmer in Rupp, Groh NSA. (1943), 41, 

N.5.W., T. 
lineata Messmer, te, 142. NSW. 
palachila Rogers, iid, XRT (1907), 209. NSW, VT, S.A. 
polymorpha Messmer, /.c,, 140, N.S.W. 
Purdiei Diels itt Journ dfuellSoc.W Austr. (1908), 79. WA, 
Thémboites Rupp an Conti. Nat.Heren.S WY, © (1941), 123. 

N. ' 

semilymnlata Messner, f.c., 139. IN-S.W- 
yenosa Rapp in Proe Lin Soe NSW, nt (1926), 313) and a1 

(1928), 336, NSW, 
victoriensis Messmer, Le, 140. NS.W.. 

DRAKAEA FitzGeraldii Schlir,, ibidi, xv taoal). “a W.A. 
Jeanensis Rogers, wid., xray (1920), 322. W.A, 

DRYMOANTHUS minitus Nicholls ia Miet.Nat. vox (1943), 173. 2 
EULOPHIA Carrii White in Proc.Rov.Soc. Queenst., xuvu (1936), 33. Q- 
GEODORUM silataton R.Br. f° M. Bailey int Queens! Bot.Budl., xvt 

(1903), 1). Q. 
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GOADBYELLA gracilis Rogers, ibid, v1 (1927), 294. W.A. 
*HABENARIJA Pannen F.M.Bail. in Quecins!.4grJonei., xvt (1906), 564. 

divaricata Regers and White in Proc.Queecns!.Roy.Soc,, 
xxxn (1921). 136. r 

ovaidea Rogers and White, hc. 140. Q. 
LIPARIS Fleckeri Nicholls in N.Qucens!.Nat, March, 1938. Q. 

Swenssonii F.M.Bail., /.c. Q. 

MICROTIS gyimiadenioides Diels, fc. WA. 
apres Rogers in Trims Roy SocS.Anstr., wiv (1930), 44. 

oblonga Rogers, thid., xtvit (1923), 339. N.S.W., V, T.. S.A, 
orbicularis Rogers, ibid, xxx (1907), 63. V., S.A. W.A, 
trancata Rogers, thid,, xu (1920), 326, W.A. 

‘PHALAENOPSIS Reseustromyi F.M.Bail,, ibid, xvi (1906). 231. QO. 

PHREATIA crassiuscula Nicholls in Miet.Nat., uxt (1945), 15). Q. 
-robusta Rogers, tbid., tty (1930), 39. Q, 

PRASOPHYLLUM acuminstum Rogers, tbed., cn (1927), 29). N.S.W. 
album Rogers, ibid, xxxmz (1909), 211. S.A. 
aureoviride Rupp ia VictNat., tvme (1941), 22, 

N.S.W- 
Brainei Rogers, ibid., xeyt (1922). 149. V., T. 
Reamer Nicholls, thid,, 11x (1942), 9. N. S.W,, 

Cotemanae Rogers, ibid., xevit (1923), 337. V, 
ciliatum Ewart and Recs in Prac. Roy. Sae.Vret. (new 

ser.), 25, 78 (1912). V. 
constrictum Rogers, thid.; xxxur (1909), 213, S.A. 
diversifurum Nicholls, ibid, Lax (1942), 6 ~V~. 
cllipticum Rogers, thrd., xurv (1920), 323; and XuviI 

(1923), 340. W-A. 
Elmae Rupp, ibid, urx (1942), 122. N,S.W- 
FitzGeraldir Rogers and Maiden in Tvons.oySoc. 

S.dustr,, xxxnr (1909), 216. See also Proc.Ltn. 
Soc.NSW,, uxm (1944), 73. S.A, NLS.W. 

gracile SABES. thid,, xxxi (1909), 213. NS.W,, 
A 

Hartii Rogers, thed., rr (1927), 8 V. 
Hopsonii Rupp in Pr oc.Linn,Sac.N Sa?7., 1a (1928), 

341, N.S.W. 
Pecbanvaraen Rupp jn Pct Nat, vex (1942), 122, 

A 
Janceolatum Rogers, ibid, xutv (3920), 323; and 

xuyrt (1923), 340. W.A. 
Morganii Nicholls, thid., xnvr (1930), 179 V. 
ta Nicholls, whid., xevtry (1931), 108. NLS.W., 

Nichollsianum Rupp, fc. 123. NSW, 
Nublingt) Rogers, thid.. vt (1927), 293. N.S.W. 
occidentale. Rogers, thid., XXNUT fir). 214. SA, 
odoratum Rovers, he., 209. N.S.W , Vi. T., SA. 
pallidum Nicholls in "Proc.Roy.Soe. Vict. (new ser.), 

1 (1933), 28. S.A. 
-parvicallum Rupp in Qieenst,Nat. Vol. 3 (1943), 52. 

parviflorum Nicholls in VietNat., ivi (1941), 191 
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PRASOPHYLLUM plumosum Rupp in Vtet.Nat., 8 Nagel 127, N.S.W, 
pruinasum Rogers, fc. 211. 5.A 
pyriforme Coleman in VictNat., xix (1932), 1 

Vv, 
regium Rogers, ibid, xxu (1918), 27. W-A. 
Rogersii Rupp in Ep TIMAS OLN SHE » Lin (1928), 

340. NS.W,, V., ‘T-. 
retundifiorum Rogers, thrd., ae (1909), 210. S.A. 
Rupri Rovers, tbid.. ur (192 7), 125. N,S.W, 
sagittiferum Rupp in Viet.Nat, rx (1942), 125. 

NS.W. 
subbisectum Nicholls, bia., nit (1936), 72. V. 
Suttonii Rogers and Recs jn Proc. Roy. Soe.Vict. (new 

ser.), xxv (1912), 112. See alsa Fuct.Wat, 2b 
(1933), 69, N.S.W,, V. 

Tadrellianum Rogers in Trans. Roy. Soc, S, Austr, 
xuvir (1923), 338. N.S.W., V- 

Tepperi Mueller-Rogers, Trans. Roy. See. §. Ansir,, 
xxxti1 (1909), 206. S.A. 

trifidam Rupp, ibid, avr (1941), 21, and Ovch. 
NUS. (1943), 31. N.S.W. 

unicum Rupp, aid. try (1942), 124 NWSW. 
validum Rogers, ibid., Lr (1927). 7. W.A. 
wilsoniense Rupp, Le, 126. N.S.W. 

PTEROSTYLIS allantcidea Rogers, ibid., rxiv. (1940), 139. W.A. 
alpina Rogers in Proc. Roy aoe tel. (new ser.), XVI 

(1915), 108. N.S.W., 
alveata Garhet in Mict, ee Lyt (1939), 152; and Lvuw 

(1940), 152. V. 
Boormanit Rupp. in Orch.N.5 M7. (1943), 98, N,S.W, 
eclans Rupp in Vict,Not.. ext (1944), 106. V. 
purists Sargent in Proc.Roy.Soc.W7.Austr, 4 4 (1907). 

vcrypta Nicholls, tbed., exi_(1945), 207, V. 
decurva Rogers in Trans. Roy.Soc. S.Ausir, XLVIE (1923), 

339. N.S.W., V,, 
faleata Rogers in Proc. Roy. pend Viet. (new ser,), xXvIIT 

(1915), 106. N.S.W., V., 
a te Rupp in Prac. Vn Son: W., ry (1930), 48S. 

N 
gracilis Nichalls, ibid., xiir (1927), 324. V., T. 
Hamiltonii Nicholls, ibid., L (1933), 8o. W.A 
Hildae Nicholls in. Queensl,Nat., x (1937), 39. ©., N.S.W, 
Jongicurva Rupp im Confrst, Nat.HerbN.SuW.. 1 1941), 

125. NSW. 
sreascialat Rupp | in Proc Litt.Soc.N SA. bxvin (1943), 

 N. 
pulchella Messmer in Prog.Linn,Soc.NSW., cyt (1933), 

429. NSW. 
pusilla Rogers jn Trams, Roy, Soc.§.Ausir, xanax (1918), 

26. N.S.W., , WA. S. 
robusta Rogers, ibid’, ur ’ any 206. Vu S.A. WA 
Rogerst1 Coleman in VictNat., XLVI (1929), 100, W.A, 
Sargentii Andrews in Javea. WAusty.Nat Hist, Soc., May, 

1905. W.A. 
Tovevana Ewart and Sharman in Pree. ete Soe Viet, 

(new ser,), xxvut (1916), 235, V. 
Vereenac Rogers, ibid, xxxvirr (1994), 360° T., S.A. 
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PTEROSTYLIS Whiter F.M.Bail. in Queenst Agr. Join, xxy (1910), 11, 

RHIZANTHELLA Gardneri Rogers in Jour oy.Secad’ Austr, xv 
(1928), 1. WA. 

SACCOLABIUM Tierucyanum Rupp in Gurens!,Nai., xu (1942). 18. Q. 
SARCOCHILUS Baneroftii FM. Bail, ibil., xxvtt (1912), 447. QO, 

Barcigonne Rupp 3 in Proc, Linn. Soc.N.S 1 ., Lexi (1938), 
8 

Longmanii FM. Bail. wid., xxiv (1909), 261, and xxvii 
(1912), 449. 0. 

minufifies F.M.Bail, in Compr.Cat-Queensl.Fl. (1912), 
845. Q. 

Newportiit F,.M.Bail. in Queensl.Fl,, yr (1903), 2014, Q. 
spathulatus Rogers in Tyrants. Row.Sne. 5, Austr, rt (1927), 

I. @., NS.W, 
-Weinthalit F.M.Bail, i arr AagrJown., xtr (1903), 

346; and xxvirz (1912), 448. GO. N, S.W, 
SCHOENORCHIS. detsifora._ Seat mm Fedde, Repert. Beih., i (1913), 

THELYMITRA azurea Rogers, ilitd., xtz (1917), 3442, V., TT, S.A, 
+ chasmegama Rogers, thid., Lt ¢ 1927), 4 NSW, V. SA, 
Chishotmii Nichalls in Pick.Nat., avi (1947), 98. V. 
D'Altomi Rogers, ibid, uty (1930), 42. V. 
Dedinanae Rogers, ibid, cx (1938), t3. W.A 
Holmesii Nicholls, tbtd., xem (1933), 263, V. 
Merranae Nicholls, ibid, Xvi (1929), 139, ¥, 
Murdochae Nicholls, ibid, 1 (1934), 219%. V. 
psammophila Andrews jn Sortie, Nat.Hist, Soe. W Aste. 

May, 1905. W.A. 
retecta Rupp it) Piet.Nal.. x (1944), 176. T. 
‘Sargentii Rogers, ihid,, urv (1930), 41. WA. 
«truncata Rogers, rbrd,, XLI (1917), 343. WV. S.A. 

ZEVAING attenuata Rogers and White in Proc. Roy.Sec.Quecisl XXxXIL 
(1920), 123. O., N.S.W, 

oblonga Royers ail White, te., 121. Q. 

THT. Syworvary.—Srectes Titansrenrep prox THEIk OrtemaAn Genera 

Original Name, Nae now Recorded as Valid. 
Buthaphylluns Hchenastrum FY Mueli, . Dendrabrea lichenasterae CP Muetl_) 

Nichalls in M.Queenst Nat, Sept. 
and Dec., 1938. 

Prenticet F’Muell.. — — Pendiabitim Prentice’ CF Muell.) 
Nicholts, Je. 

Cleisostoma Recklort F.Mucll. . 2... Sarcentins Becklevi (FF -Muell.) 
Rupp in ict Nat, two (1941), 219. 

brewilabre FE. Muell. . . — Saccolatiam brewtabye (F Muetl) 
Rupp, ie. 

congesiin FMBail. 2 2 Chrixspersuim allam CRidL) Schltr. 
aa Rupp in ALQueens!lNat., Dee, 
1940. 

gemmrratiwn Rupp (see In- 
dex ahove) . Surcuathus purpuratus (opt) Rapp 

in PretNat. iwi (1940), 4 
Keffardit F.M.Bail. . - Camarotis Keffardit OF ML ‘Bail } 

“at J Smith in NataurTijdschy Ned. 
fad:, Lxxu (1913), 



August 
1940 

Cleisnstama Macphersonit Fuel, . 

orbiculare Rupp (see Tn- 
dex abovey - 

tridentatim Lindl. . 

Carlostwis renifariis R.Br... 2... 

Anegehiy Endl... , 

Dendraliwmn criaecides F.M.Bail. . 

Gostrodia ovata F.M,Bail. - 

Listera aimpleaicaulis F M,Bail, 

Lyperanthus elipticns R.Br. . 

Oberania pusilla F.M Bail,» 2. . 

Osyricera purpurascens Deane... 

Sorcachilns Neceportit FM Bail... . 

bhyllarrhisus F Muell. . 

flatystachyvs FMMBail, , 
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Sarcanthns Macphersantt (F.Muell) 
Rapp in Mie Nat, uv (1941), 219, 

Saccalahinm — orhicttfitve Rapp) 
Rupp, ic, 220 
Sarcanthius  tideutatis (Lindh) 
Rupp, c., 218. 
Acianthys: reniformis (R.Br.) Schltr. 
oy Engl. BotJahrb. xxxix (1906), 

Acianthus Huegelit (Endl) Nich. aid 
Goadhy in Mict.Nat., 2. (1933), 106. 

. Grin criacoides (FE, ‘M. Bail.) Rolfe 
in. Orch, Rev, xvrt (1909), 95, 

. Chetrast Mis ovata (EF M.Bail.) 
Schitr. in HBnglBatJehrb., cv 
(1921). 452. 
Acinathys amplericauis (EM Bail. 
Rolfe in Orch.Rev., xx (1903), 344. 
Rimacalo ellipttca CR. Br) gee in 
{eiel, Nat. svi (1942), 

. Phyeatia Baitevata Sede. = ‘Fedde, 
Ropert., 1 (1911), 433, 
Aulhopiylinur MacPhersanit Rupp 
in Mict.Ner., 11 (1934), 81. 
Bulbapiadhin Newport  (CFLM, 
Bajl,) Rolfe in Orch.Rew., 
(1909), 94, 

AVIL 

. Chiloschisia phivllarriisa (F.Muell,) 
Schltr, in Exqgl BotJahkrb, vt 
(1921), 492. 
Phrivsheraeny plotytechys (¥. M, 
Bail.) Schltr. in Orchis (1911), v, 55, 

IV, (a) Sprcipre NAMES (OTHER TILAN YITOSE INCLUDED IN THE PRECEDING 
TRANSFERS) NOW REGARDED AS Ixvatin 

Acrantlus feumssanns Nicholls and Goadhy. Identical with 4. Hucaehi, 
qv. in transferred species, 

BHilbaphylhan purctatnin RD FRG. Identicat with 2. Baiteyi F.Muell. 
See Nicholls in N. Quvensl.Nat., Sept. 1940, 

Caladenia olpina Rogers. 
2 €1853), 247, 

Caladeniun Hildae Pescott and Nicholls. 

Identical with C. Lyallii Hook-f. in FLNew-Zel, 

Nicholls Jater (Wict.Not., Lv 
{1939}, 165) pronounced this to be a form of C. 

; testacea R.Br. 
Galochiluts cuprans Rogers. Identical 

Nicholls in ict. Nat., 
with C. campestris R.Br. See 

tvi (1941), 91, and Rupp 
jn Orch.N SW, (1943), 49, 

Chilogtatiis Mueltert R.D.FiteG, Identical with C. corneta Hook. im 
FL Antarci., 1 (1844), 69. 

Cleisnstonta copnitioe Rupp. 

Hipodium stenacheilun Se In 

Identical with Sorcanthus ividentatus (Lindl) 
Rupp. See NV.QuccuslNat., March, 1937. 

N.Queenst.Nat, xx (1944), No. 7h, 
» 2, | have expressed the ommion that this is not 
g good species and have reduced it to a variety of 
D. punctatiio R.Br. 
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Prasophylhwun album Rogers. The author omits this species (described in 
1909) in his treatment of the Orchidaceae iu J. M, 
Black’s Sonth Australian Flora, 1920 ed., but it is 
jacluded as a variety of P. odorafnm Rogers in the 
second edition (1943). The same remark applies 
to 2. pryinasnm (reduced to a var. of P. patens 
R.Br.) and P. Tepperi.. : 

Prasophyllim cihtaiunt Ewart and Rees. Identical with P. Archeri Hook, 
Sce Nicholls in Pict.Nat., xtyvire (1931), 109. 

Prasophyltum inteicatum C. Stuart. Identical with P. Archer: Hook.f. 
Sec Nicholls, Le., 105. 

Prasophytlum intricatum of R. D. FiteGerald’s Australian Orchids, t, 4, 
The plant figured here is not Stuart's species. It 
represents the species named by Hoole f, PF. nvdwn 
in Tasmania. (Hocker’s name appears to be fu 
valid, having been previously applied to a New 
Zealand species.) It has been named by Nicholls 
P. Beanaleholer. See Nicholls in Viel Nat, ux 
(1942), 9 (but the remarks on P. siftunt R.Br. 
must be read in conjunction with Jater information; 
see note on P. rufum below). 

Prasophyllum rufim of R. D. FiteGerald’s Australien Orchids, a, 4 This’ 
cannot now be accepted as PL rift R.Br. See 
Rupp in ProcLinn.Soc,.N SW, uxrx (1944), 277- 
FitzGerald's plant is at present without a valid name, 
and it ¢annot be said with certainty that it has ever 
been collected since its publication, 

Prasophyllum Tadgelhanune Rogers. Identical with F, alpinus R.Br. Sce 
Nicholls in Prac.Ray.Soc. Vict. (N.S.), Pt. 1 (1933), 
32. 

Pterostylis gracilis Nicholls. Identical with P. fofiuta Hook.f. in FLNow- 
Zel,, x, 249 

Thelymitva Chisholinii Nicholls. Identical with T. MeXibbinit F.Muetl, in 
The Metbourne Chesnist (1881), 44. (See note by 
Nicholls in the present mimber of Vict.Nat,, p. 62.) 

Thetymitra Holmesit Nicholls, T. Merranae Nicholls, and 7. truncata 
Rogers, Nicholis (Wiet.Nat., rx (1943), 55) has 
reduced the first of these to a form of T. paxcifora 
R.Br.,, and the two last to forms of T. irtoides Sw. 
Tam not convinced of the correctness of this treat- 
ment in regard to J. truncata, which seems to mc 
sufficiently distinctive ta retain specific rank, But 
I acknowledge that my experience with these fornts 
has been very limited. 

(b) Sprcmms WHose Vaurpity is ar Present Consmsrken Doustrun 

Ptevostyltis alveata Garnet. In Mict.Nat., evir (1940), Nicholls has expressed 
the opimion that this is identical with P, obtusa 
R.Br. Garnet has replied at leneth (lc, 152). [ 
have seen only two specimens of Garnet’s plant, 
and am therefore not very well qualified to express 
a definite opinion; I can only say that had [ 
coflected these two specimens myself, [ should have 
probably included them m FP. obtuse, which varies 
a good deal from the type form, 
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Prerostutts Boorwons Rupp, In Piet Not, axe (1944), 22, Willis and 
Nicholls express the view that the description of 
his species fits P. sqummata R.Br. Now the latter 
was named from the “scaly” character of the stem, 
which is almost covered by bracts. In none of ile 
six known specimens of P, Boormanii are there 
more than two stemebracts. Other differences, 
anostly in the flofal structure, are tabulated in a 
note tg the original description. The late Dr. RS 
Rogers, who was certainly familiar with 7°. sqwome 
arm, had writtet on the folder ia the National 
Herbarium of NISOW. containing Boorman's speci- 
mens, “An undescribed species," 

Pierostyliy Wiitet FM. Bailey. By courtesy of the Queensland Govern- 
ment Botanist, C. T. White, F.L.S., alter whom this 
ant was named, I have been permitted to examine 
Ue Queensland Herbarium material, collected by 
White many years ago, Jt is not ia good condition 
lut TI aim strongly of opinion that it is identical 
with P, pavvifiore R.Br. Fresh material from the 
type locality would probably settle the matter. 

Sureuementary Nore 
Genus Pogonia Juss—Schlechter in Engl BotJahrb., xiv (W911), 402-4, 

restored to weneric rank the section Nervilia (Comm. ex Gaudl ). 
All the Australian species belong to Nevwilia. 

Genus Corysaniies R.Br—Salisbury’s name Coryhas, having privtity of 
publication, is now restored. 

Phalaenopsis Rosenstyomi EF, M. Batley—I understand that this is now 
generally accepted as a variety of P. amaliis BI, but T have 
not been able to trace any publication to that effect. 

Piseatio linwnephylag (Endl.) Benth—This appears in Bentham’s /'l. 
Austr, vi, and in F. M. Bailey’s Queensl.FL, v, as a Queensland 
species, iu Proc.Roy.Soe.S.dustr., wiv (1930), 40, Rogers 
explains how Bentham, through no fault of bis own, wats 
misied into supposing the Queensland plant identical with 
Plexoure fimenophylax Endi., discovered by Bauer on Norfolk 
Island. Actually it is quite a different species, and Nicholls 
has now set the matter right by naming it FP, cragstiscula. 
(Refer to Index.) 

PRIMITIVE FIRE LEGENDS 

“Myths in, anany parts of the world illustrate the fireless period. Ouc 
irom Cape Grafton, Quecnstfand, relates that once there was tio fire on the 
earth, so the Red-hack Wren flew to the sky and got it—he wished to keep 
it a seeret, so he hid the fre ander his tail, and upon bis return told bis 
friends to try to tnake it with wood. They tried, but made their hands‘very 
sore in twirling and rubbing bits af wood together, until on one occasion 
one of them saw the fire hidden under the wren’s tails he laughed witl 
great glee at the wren for having it stuck there, and the latter had to reveal 
the secret. Another myth, from Buta Strait in the Solomoa Islands, 
relates that a mai and his wife noticed that when the wind caused two 
branches of a tree to rub to#ether sparks were produced, wherenpon they 
praduced fire with two sticks and were able to cook their taro, They were 
more generous than the wren and told all their friends huw to make. fire.”"— 
“Fire Without Matches.” by F. BD. McCarthy, in The Anstration Museum 
Magazine, May 31, 1945. p. 368. 
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QUEER FOOD PREFERENCES OF CATS 
By Francts Esperson, Bungarer, 

l have known cats ta eat the mest unexpected things. One of 
iny cats Tad a taste far inushronms and always helped herself 
largely when they were brought in; another one had a passion for 
iced calves, While a third disliked fish, So it secs that, in dealing 
with such highly incividualistic animals, there are sure to be 
some cats whieh do eat sométhing another one could not. This 
may throw Jight on the conflicthig experiences of observers that 
were anted in the Naturadist some time ago under the question, 
"Dea eats eat bandicools?” 

|My cat has always been attracted hy asparagus Shoots, avidly devouring 
anid abter dhe other ad these cooked delicarics, and doubtless other naturalists 
could add almost indefinitely to a list of feline fond vagaries. In ‘Tasmania 
T fad a cat which made friends with a batdicaot and ised to entice the 
harsupial into our garden and frolic around with it ol moonlit metts. 
Evemually the play must have become too rangh, for one morning the 
haldicoct ‘as food ling dead —J.HW.) 

ENTENSION OF RANGE OF ACACIA MUPLLERIANA AND 
A, SUBULATA 

The exmtence of the above very rare and beautisul species of the geis 
steects in Central Western NSW. has been prover by research by my 
brother Peter and myself, Previously both species were known only from 
the Upper Hunter River, N.S.W., ond adjacent areas, and the range of 
heth species hag been extended approxinately 100 nonles westward to the 
fringe of the Western Pisins near Dubbo, As long ago as 1943 4. subnuta 
was identified 20 miles cast of Duhbo on the Mendooran Road, Since then 
it has Ween found sparingly distributed drum there to within 10 miles of 
Mondopran—a distance of 26 imles. Aracte Muelleriana occurs only over 
a half-mile wide strip, 29 miles fram Duhhe on the same road. 

Geologically, the area where these rarities are found ix very interesting. 
Tr esnsists mainly of an fotermixture of sandstone and iroustone ridges. 
gently undulating country, with a heavy growth uf shrubs and trees— 
mainly Enealypirs siderocylen. Tt is said that (he country represents the 
frmge of an anecicut inland sea. Be that as it may, I think the most 
interesting feature is the incursion of typically coastal aml mountain plants 
such as represented by the following genera: Roronta, Eriastemon, Actinotas 
there represented by 4. heliantii as an wpright branching shrub to 4 ft.), 
Fropogon, Acrolriche, ete, 

Acacia Muycllerigna here is a shapely shruly of from S to 7 ft, densely 
branching, pyramid-shaped, with dainty pinnate leaves. Leaflets in the 
instances noted were always recurved (margins), otherwise they were lke 
sinalt replicas ef A. decnrreits, Flowers were of lighter colour than in this 
species and harne in abundance, Plants were scen Aowering at emily a foot 
high, 

4. subujata, ad opright, smooth-stemmed, small tree of from & to 12 it, 
was nowhere plentiful, Tris a handsome. species with linear phyflodes, and 
in summer bears masses of Jemon-yellow Rawers. A feature of this species 
is the long. tarrow seed pod (usually '6.1a 8 inches), In the 26 miles where 
these species accor, vpwards of MI different Acacias have been igund and 
the area is by aio means systematically explored. 

G. W.) Acrioren. 
Dripstone, NSW. 
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EXCURSION 'TO QUEEN'S PARK, ESSENDON 

‘Lhe cambined excursion with the Bird Observers’ Club on May 26 waa 
favoured with excellent weather.’ Between 50 and 60 members and a few 
Invited local residents were present, including Mr. Ivo C. Hawmet (Presi- 
dent FIN.C.) aml Mr, A, S. Chalk (President, BOC). Mr. Hanunet 
welcated the participants, arid Mr. H. CE, Stewart (Vire-Presidciit, 
F.N.C, atid a resident of the district) spoke on the botanical ieatures of 
the Park, His report is as [vflows: 

“The Park is net without some attractive botaitical feattres and Aus- 
traliim, trées are well represented. One or two Bunya Bunya Pines 
(Arcucaria Bidwillit} arau a fair giz¢, and eucalypts, principally Sugar 
Ghirng, are extensively set ont on the north-west beandary, but lopping back 
Hives them a bedraggleidl appearance A “Marri” (Eucalypins calophyllay 
was ttouiced in full Lloom, ariel the Red Ironbark (Fucolyptus sideroxyion) 
still showed colour with red peitdant flowers. A healthy young specimen 
af Stenncarpus stuuatas, the “Pirewhoel-tree,” was protusely embellisted 
with bright scarlet inflorescences. Silky Oaks, Sweet Pittosporums, Cab- 
bage-tree Palms, Mureron Bay Figs, Lilly-Pillies,; and Tllawarra Plame 
Trece flourish in the limited area of the Gardens. The prevalent fashion in 
arboriculture of cutting the lower branches of trees and chipping tijder- 
shrubs to obtain an open park-like aspect gives rather an artificiality to the 
vistas so obtajned, Swamp Tea-tree would be a good subject to plant on 
the lake isléts, to replacé such untidy species as exoti¢e ivy." 

Before moving to the Jake with its full complement of winter inhabitants 
the party was interester! in theee Syecies of black and white hirds within a 
jew feet ot each other a Whiterhacked Magpie, 2 Magpie-Lark on the 
sune branch of a tree atid a Black and White Fantail Gying lower down. 
A used nest ci a Black and White Fainjail was also seen At de lakeside 
attention was called to the historical interest of the Park; here it was 
that Burke and Wills obtained water and made their last camp Wefore 
startin on Ther famous journey northwards A #rahite sbulié marks the 
Irvee under which the explavers pitched their tent, now in the busy Mt 
Alexander Road_ wipe 
On the lake was a pair ef Black Swans and a cygnet about soven weeks 

ald—an unusual line af year jer these birds to have young. It was 
explained that these large-bodied. birds rising for flight im suinbers make 
a tremendous noise, caused by Ute rapidly beating wanas and the paddling 
of their webbed fect on the water far considerable distances, the noise and 
distances being greater in calm weather. They do wat touch the water 
with dheir wings, 

Grey Duck were the most vumeraus of all birds seen. They west most 
successfully cae the three isicta of the lake. Ward-head or Whiite-eyed 
Ducks were in numbers. Grey Teal and our fangest duck, the Cnestnur- 
Nreasted Shelduck or Mountain Thick, were represented. 

The Dusky Moorhen, with fully-grown young in very dtisky pluumor 
aud the Little Grebe, which nests in the open water, also had fully-grown. 
young birds. The Australian Coot was a bird of intercst, but the highheltt 
af ihe afternoon was the Nankeer Nught Herons their habiv of perelying 
all day in the same trees allowed of close obseryation, Na large striped 
youn were seen, generally plentiful at this time of year, 

Tt ig pleasing to note that Mr. Greville (Curator of the Pavk) dovg vol 
hetieve in pinioning birds, so they may come and go at will, General ites 
ot ivterest were twidreds of discarded mymphal cases af a species of 
dracou-Ay, Adheying to the holes and beaches al trees on the Jakeside, A 
very large specimen of “Witches? Broom" (calised hy a fungus) on the top 
af one of the largest cls, was slso a ecersqeuous object. 

M, Lo Wrean. 
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GRAVEL ON ANT MOUNDS 
(To the Editor) 

Sir,—In the June issue of your journal there 15 ” query by Marc Cahn. 7 
Benligo, rewarding: the gravel and stones on the mounds of the spound ant. 

Several years ago I made a sourney by caravau along the Murray Valley, 
ard had plenty of opportunities to study the behaviour of these ants, tar 
there wert many mounds of populous colonies, | regarded these as 
fridoingrmes detectus. As all uaturalists are aware, there are jew stones 
to be found in the red allitvial silt of the Valley, so in the absence o7 “native” 
stane, the top of the mounds was covered with a very liberal supply of 
small pieces of grey granite, Of course, there is none of this rack in the 
immediate vicinity, so the ants gathered it from the crushed material oo the 
road. The pale grey granite appeared to be white in sharp contrast with 
the ved of the silt. Investigation revealed that the granite bad heen crushed 
near Mount Hope, and had been transported to Gunbower Islaud by the 
Country Roads Board tor the topdressing of the road, which was al least 
200 yards distant fram the mounds. 

Th this case at least, the ants carried the pieces at night, tor I observed 
them many times at the work, although some af the granite fracments were 
very large. 

Mr, Colin suggests tat the ante use the stones to guard against the 
ersion of the mound by sain, OF course, the steites would afford a pro- 
tection m this way. There is, however, another aspect, ‘The stanes, when 
heated by the sun during the day, would raiiare heat at night time and thus 
serve to maintain a wore cquable temperature in the nest. In Queensland, 
stony hillsides are much sought alter jor banana plantations, because the 
sun-heated rocks thereon render such situations warnter thao they would 
otherwise be at mht. 

2s Takuan Ravunat, 
Sandringham, Vic, 

“VICTORIAN HISTORICAL MEMORIALS TO EXPLORERS 
AND DISCOVERERS" 

A brochure with the above title has been prepared far the Hestorical 
Society of Victoria by Charles Daley, B.A, and the Jate Sir Janes 
Barrett, KOBE. and issued recently, This booklet epitomizes the splendid 
wark performed by the Society i perpettiating by suitable memorials 
the pioneer achrevements of navigators and explarers in this State. Not 

only scholars in our schools and the public generally should read thre record, 
bet <cvery Field Naturalist should acquire a copy and help to faster a 
reverent Australian spirit, Already fire statues in our cities and Jings of 
stoue cairns ant tablets throughout the coumiryside have heen erecued to 
cominemorate Lye great trames of Cook, Blinders, Buss, Mitchell, Hlurne and 
Howell The work of the Society has been interrupted by war, Iut we 
trust dis activities will he resumed in dhe tuture, 
A ssientist of renown, Robert Brown, cf the Flinders expediton, and 

first hotaitist lo wisit these shores, requires adequate perpetvation of his 
memory, A small tablet exists at Arthur's Seat, Dromana, but we should 
see that a worthier expression is permanently established in Melbourne 
explaining the imtals ot R.Br on many plany labels in the Botanic Gardens. 
Also inseciptions on sane at The Horn, Mi, Bufislo, and al Mts. Hotham. 
Featherrop and Rogong, to record the first atcent of these puaks by the 
explorer and botanist Baron yon Mueller, nievit consideration, The His- 
torical Sociecy of Victoria is nor unmindful of the claims of such eminent 
men. 

H, ©. E. Seewart, 
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PROCEEDINGS re 
The monthly meeting of the Club was held on August’ 13, 1945, 

at the Lecture Room of the Public Library, thé President, Mr. 
H, C. E. Stewart, and about 140 members and friends attending. 

The President welcomed back the Hon, Editor, Mr, A. H. 
Chisholm, who had ,been serving for several imonths as Press 
Liaison. Officer to H.R. the Duke of Gloucester: atid also 
welcomed a visitor, Sgt, B. Boinin, of the Canadian Forces. 

The President announced that it had heen decided to hold a 
two-days show (23rd-24th October) at the Hawthorn Town Hall, 
and that 4 committee to discuss preliminary matters would meet 
at the Club rooms om Friday, August 17. 

The President announced that a Junior Branch at Toorak and 
a Country Branch at Bendiga were in the’ process of formation. 
The Bendigo branch would be inaugurated on October 27, and a 
week-end excursion for this purpose would be arranged. 

Letters thanking the Club for Honorary Membership were 
received from Mrs. Edmondson, Miss Freda Bage, Mr. Alister 
Clark and Mr. David Fleay. 

Recent excursions were cag on as follows: Bird excursion 
to National Museum, Mr, H.C. E. Stewart: Wattle Park, Mr. 
A. 5, Chalk. 

The following were elected as Ordinary Members of the Club: 
Mrs. E. *Chuge, 1 Mrs. C, Yollit, Miss A, Adams, Mr. K, ,W. 
Presser; and as Country Members: VX89007, Capt. J lL, €, Viney, 
and Mr. H. Woodlands. 

Goneval Business 

A letter from the Misses Wilson re Cheltenham Par k ‘and native 
flora was read. Mr, Hyam, in commenting, recommended the 
setting aside of a special area, which could he replanted with 
original species and properly fenced off Tt was emphasized that 
without proper pravection fram visitors any work along these lines 
woul! he wasted.” Mr. V. H. Miller suggested that the matter be 
further discussed by the committee, which was agreed to by the 
meeting, and the President thanked the Misses Wilko, for their 
interest in the matter, 
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Killing of Possunts by Coursing Dogs 

‘This matter, which had first appeared as a news item in the . 
Press and which was commented on at length by Mr. P. C. 
Morrison in a broadeast, was brought before the meeting, Mr, 
Morrison added somewhat to his previous remarks, and after 
further discussion the matter was referred to the committee tor 
action. “ 

Miss R. S. Chisholm, speaking of a recent gift of money to the 
Botanic Gardens, asked if the F.N.C.V. would have any say in 
the way the mancy was to be used. Mr. Morris stated that the 
income from the donation would he about £1,000 per year, and 
suggested that a letter be written to the Director asking for details 
of the gift and the administration. Mr. Stewart said he thought 
the money should be-used for enlarging the gardens, particularly 
in providing additional space for the Australian section, 

Mr, Marrison stated that the sum was £30,000 and was tc be 
administered by a specified board of trustees, including the Chief 
Justice (Sir Frederick Mann), Professor J. Turner, and others 

Nature Nates 
Mr. V, H. Miller reported having recently seen and heard the 

love song and display of a White-throated Tree-Creeper ar Ring- 
wood. He stiggested that this was something rarely seen. 

Mr. C_ C. Ralph reported that weeds have taken root on sand 
tovering scaweed at Pt. Cook, and he suggested it, was a natural 
reclamation taking place. : 

EVENING OF QUESTIONS 
The questions asked and comment§ given were as follaws: 

1. State the difference between “Magma'! and “Migma’’ in 
terms understandable by the ordinary person, Mr.O. P, Singleton 
gave a general reply to this question, —~ 

2, Will the indiscriminate introduction of D.D.T, as large-scale 
itsect-destroyer result in undue upsttting of the biological balance 
of wild lifer Capt, H, E, Young stated that D.D.T. definitely 
would tipset the biological balance, as it damaged only certain 
types of insects, eg., bees and wasps, whilst aphids remained 
unharmed. Thus aphids would rqultiply out of all proportion and 
the pollination of plants would he affected if the numbers of bees 
were greatly reduced. Lack of insect food would in turn affect 
the birds of the district, and they would either die put or lave the 
area. Again, fresh-water fish were also affected by D,D.T, and 
certain changes would take place in the rivers and Jakes of-the 
distnici, When the effects wore off, as they would after a time, 
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the insect and bird life would return, but the pests would be hrst 
back, with few tf any of their enemies to reduce their numbers. 
Replying to a suggestion that D.D,T, had apparently no effect on 
flies, Mr. Morrison stated that D,D.T. was a comparatively slow 
killer, apparently penetraung through the feet to the nervous 
system; to-take éflect quickly it had to be used in conjunction with 
a “knock down” spray. In reply to a question by Mr. R: G. 
Paintet ws. to whether D.D.T. would kill the Argentine Ant, Mr 
Morrison said the snbstauce was effective against all ants, as well 
as bees and wasps. . 

3. Do snakes walk? Mr. Morrison stated there were three 
elements tn locomotion of land snakes: (a) Seales on underr 
surface connected to the ribs at each end. The ribs moved in 
pairs, moving the scales with thém,; (b) movement in ‘sinuous 
eurves; and (c) a “shimmying” motion to find the reugher parts 
of the ground. ‘Vo illustrate these points a short Alm of 4 snake 
in motion taken at the Badger Creek Sanctuary was shown. 
Furthey to these remarks, Mr. Morrison stated thut a snake on a 
smooth surface, such as glass. goes through molions akin to 
swimming. In reply to a question, “Can a snake reverse?” Mr. 
Morrison said that the scales prevent it frau deing so. My. E, 5. 
Hanks reported that he had definitely seen a snake jump back- 
wards, Mr. Morrison, in comment, said that his reply was correct 
as regards a snake “back pedalling,” but he had noted snakes pull 
backwards by virtue of their grip of the ground with the curves 
of che binder part of the body. 

4. Ts it an established fact that no bird with pure white plumage 
or which lays a white egg has a tuneful song? Can any reason 
be arlvanced for this strange Jack of singing ability? Mr. A. H. 
Mattingley suggested that zt was known that the ancestors of the 
birds were the lizards, which appavently, like the living types, laid | 
white eggs. These eggs were obvious and were in many cases 
destroyed, so attempts at concealment were scon established. Birds 
in time hid their white eggs, but others able to better defend their 
eggs gradually laid coloured types, Mr. A. S. Chalk stated that 
pure white bitds ‘were rare, Birds that latd white eggs meluded 
the Boobook Owl, Kingfisher, Dollar-bird, Doves, Finches and 
Pardalotes, and some of these had pleasing songs. Mr, E. §, 
Hanks remarked that swamp birds were generally unmusical. “Mr, 
Morrison stated that layers of white cogs were of two classes 
primitive birds and birds which nested in hollows. The former 
Were primitive in song as well as in other characters; the latter 
included many good songsters, so the questiener’s first statement 
was arly half correct. Mrs, Pinches mentioned that a pure white 
canary at the Zoological Gardens had a definite sorig, 
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5. How does a case-moth caterpillar set about building the case 
around itself? Mr. Ros Garnet mentioned that there was a cam- 
plete account of this in Jnsect Wonders of Australie, 
6 A compass was affected by certain rocks im the Lamington 

National Park. Can anyone tell why the compass behaved sa? 
Mr, Colliver said that a basalt at Cape Schank, Victoria, known as 
a magna basalt, had a large percentage of tron mineral in its 
composition, and certain pieces of this rock definitely affected the 
compass, and he would suggest that the rocks were basaltic at the 
Queensland locality with possibly a similar iran concentration, 
Mr, Singleton stated that magnetite iron ore was a component 
part of all basalts, and it was quite possible that there was a larger - 
percentage of this particular mineral in the rocks of this Queens- 
Jand area. Capt. Young said that rocks of the district were 
basalt. Mr. A. A. Brunton mentioned that rocks of North Spain 
caused shipwrecks through the conmpass being affected, and Mr. 
Morrison stated that Magnetic Island obtained its name. from 
Captain Cook, through its apparent effect om the compass, and as 
far as he conld remember the rocks were basaltic. Mr. H. C. E, 
Stewart suggested that the plane crash in the Macpherson Range 
some time ago may Have heen due to similar compass troubles. 

7. Is there any law against pollution of the Yarra? Do firms 
on the river banks pay any pollution or damage charges, as 
pollution takes place from Hawfhorn to Newport? Mr, C. C. 
Ralph explained that the matter of pollution was within the control 
of municipal bodies, and the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board 
of Works was also interested. Mr. G, N. Iiyam stated that regu- 
lations were very definite about discharge of oi) in the Bay, but 
leakages did occur. 

8. Has it heen established whether the Boobook Ow! or the 
Podargus is responsible for the call “mopoke"? Miss Wigan 
stated that the Boobook Owl gives the “mopoke” call, the call of 
the Podargus being an “oom-oom." . 
9 What bird calls “mopoke" in New Zealand? Mr. Morrison 

said thal a relative of our Boobook Owl, but a species confined to 
New Zealand, produced this call, 

10, Does the dinga turn round and round like a dog hefore 
lying down? Mr, Colliver stated that this habil was an ancestral 
one in (he dog family, and the dingo heing a dog would certainly 
do it. This was confirmed by Mrs. Pinches, who had noted the 
Zoo dingos doing so. 

11, Can anything be done to restore the colour in blue and pink 
hyacinth hulhs which have reverted to the white-lowered con- 
chtion? Mr. G, N, Ilyam suggested that an acid soil might help, 
burt this generally suggested a reversion to type and could not well 
he overcome. Similarly, pink gladiolus revert to the scarlet form. 
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EXAIBITS ' 

Mss. P. Fisch: Eucaiypfxs Preissiana, garden-grown, 
Mr, N. A. Hatisen: Aspidistra in flower. 
Mr. P. Laird (through courtesy of Queensland Stations: [td ): 

Speciinens and photographs of the Buitalo My. 
Mr. C, French: Garden-grown specimens of the file towered 

Protea (Protea compacta. or Ruby Protea) from South Africa. 
Specimens from Canterbury. 

Mr. Tom Griffiths: A book ef pressed ferns, including Maidten- 
hairs (Adiantum) from Australia, Brazil. New Zealand and 
America. ; 

Mr. R. G. Painter: ieartion- ery native plants, including 
Grevillaa olevides var. dimorpha, G. rosmaranfalia, G, Thele- 
manana, Olearia flavescens, Cassia arlemisoides,- Banksia colina, 
and Hardenbergia monopluylle var, rosie, , 

r 

NATURAL HISTORY MEDALLION 

The current award of the Australian Natural Wistory Medallion has bec 
made to Mr. C. L Mountford, the South Australian ethnologist, in recoz- 
nition chiefly of his fine work ia stadying, Alining, and writing abont the 
natives and the landscape of Central Australia. Several nominations for 
the honeur were received from scientific and natural history. socictics in 
various States. and it a understood that Mr. Mouotford wow only after 
close compettion with certain other sound workers, ‘The presentation of 
the Medallion was made—Mr. R, H. Crall officiating am behalé of the 
suciehics concerned—at a meeting of the Melbcurne Bread and Cheese Club 
las¢ Siuiday, September 2. 
The choice will be generally applauded, for Mr. Mountlord has greatly 

strmulatet, both in Australia and America, interest in the Central Australian 
scene, inainly through his films but also through writings such as his hook 
on the Art of Albert Namitjica, the aboriginal artist. His recent lecture 
towr in the United. States was so successful that he has beer invited to 
return, and, morcover, he has heen asked to direct an American expedition 
in Austrafia. 

Aged 55 years, Mr, Mountford js an cuiployee of the Pastmaster-Generals 
Department, Adelaide. Practically all of his natural histary work has been 
done int hisyspare time. He was awarded the Sherlovk gold and silver cHips 
for amateur cine films in 1941 and 1942, 

WILD NATURE EXHIBITION 
The Hawthorn City Council has made the Hawthorn Town Hall available 

for a two days' exhibition by the Club on Tuesday and Wednesday, October 
23 and 24, kazether with Monday, October 22, for setting-up the display. 
Ali Club members are earnestly requested to help make the shaw an out- 
atanding “Victary” success. The ¢o-uperation. of country members in. for 
warding suitable native flowers and abjects of natural nilerest is specially 
invited. A meeting to formulate plans is fixed for Wednesday, September 
12, at 7.45 p.m., in the Royal Society's Hall, Victoria Strect. Will members 
kindly endeavour to he resent, so as to prepare a show worthy of Club 
traditions and the splendid gesture of the Hawthorn Council? 
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COMMENTS AND ‘*WONDERINGS 
By Jean Gabsraiti, Tyers, via Traralgon, 

I suppose there are many of us who enjoy The Naturalist every 
month, but whe, ior various. reasons, contribute little to it. Either 
we have no time to write at length or our little notes seem too 
unimportant to send. If we were speaking with fellow-members 
we woukd often exchange observations and discoveries. Even if 
we wrote to them, as we used to do in pre-war days of greater 
leisure, there are many things we would tell them; I know T 
should. But time, as well as material, for a full length article on 
one subject isn't often available. 

Realizing this, I have during the past year jotted down nature 
notes that I might have’ shared with fellow-members, had they 
been nearer. Not one of them was worth sending separately for 
publication in The Naturalist, Put together, they make a patch- 
work of the sort of odd bits of news that we nature lovers like to 
share when we talk together. 

First, two comments - 
One is.on Mr, Beck's article on the non-migration of Welcome 

Swallows (Naturalist, Aug., 1944). 
Intl 1927 Welcome Swailows gathered here in hundreds in 

aulumn, flocking before migration. One day they would go, and 
it would then be unusual to see a swallow until the return in 
spring, For several years following 1927 we were struck by the 
alisence of swallows, We rarely saw any, and if we did see one 
ov two it was as likely to be in winter as at any other time, Since 
that time there has been no autumn flocking and swallows are 
aever seen in large numbers, but there are a few about all the year 
round, I can suggest no reason. -Much of the timbered country 
in the district has been cleared in the last twenty years, but L 
cannot see how that would affect them. 

The sevond coniment is on “Notes on the Olive-backed Oriole” 
(C. E, Bryant, February, 1945), 

Orioles frequently visit our garden, occasionally nesting here. 
Regularly every year they mimic {or ‘borrow’ the notes of the 
J3lack-faced 'Cuckoo-Shrike,- mimicking the birds so exactly that 
until T sec them or hear them break into the familiar “‘Ori-ori-o-lee” 
T do not know whether Oriole or Cuckna-Shrike is responsible 
for the calls. Tess regularly, but very often, Orioles also mimic 
the. chattering notes of Eastern Rosellas as they talk together 
in the trees. : 

The rest of my notes are wonderings. 
T wonder; 

1) Why eacia vernictfua, when it grows on the irnnstote 
nirth of cue valley. has fairly straight phyllodes half an inch wide, 
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while in a gravelly hollow to the east of us, and on the limestone 
and conglomerate ta the west, it has sickle-shaped phyllodes a 
quarter of an inch wide? 

2. Why White-faced Herons, which we usually see alone or 
in pairs, and rarely in small flocks, should gather in a flock of 
about forty in July, and work over several riverside paddocks as 
systematically as. ibis: 

3. Why, when I had seen only one Nankeen Night Heron and 
one White-browed Babbler in this valley, and that in each case 
over ten years ago, 1 should see both in our orchard this week: 
and also this week hear a Whistling Eagle for the first time, 
the frst “new” bird here since the visit of White-backed Swallows 
m 1942? ; 

4. Why, when we visited a well-known patch of Pferostylis 
peduneuiata on July 16, one should de in flower, while all the rest, 
apparently growing under exactly the same conditions, were hardly 
in bud? | 

5, How one Hakee sericea came to a paddock a mile from here 
when the nearest wild anes grow ten miles away? Isn't it more 

likely to be a seedling from the one growing in our garden, carried 
by wind or bird? I{ so, may not other attractive garden-grown 
natives he spread im this apparently natural way? 

6 Why, after several years, a pair of possums (we suppose) 
have not learned that however many leaves and branchlets you , 
drop into a hollow tree you can’t fill it up when there is a hole at 
the bottom through which they fall ont? 

7. Why, every winter, three kookaburras go in and out through 
a hole in that same tree, and spend much time examining it? 

_BOOK NOTICE 
“De, Hubert Lyman Chirk reports that his long manuscript concerning 

the derivation of the Australian Sauna has been completed and accepted Jor 
publication by the Carnegie Institute of Washington,’—From 1944 Annual 
Report of the Museum of Comparative Zoalogy, Harvard, U.S.A, 

PURLICATIONS DESIRED AND OFFERED 
1. Me. 1). Greenwood (35 Grandview Gve, East Prahran, $.1) would be 

giad to hear from any member who je prepared to sell a copy of the 
Hortienltural Colour Chart, Vol. 7, 939 published by the British Coleur 
Cenacil in callaboration with the Reyal Horticuttural Society of London 

2. Mr. Harold Mecking (Flat 12, “Pajalo,” 25 Charnwood Rd. St. 
Kilda, S.2.) bas certain back numbers of Mild Life which he would be 
pleased to offer any person desiring to complete thelr set, The numbers 
available are: Vol. 2 (Nas. 4, 5,9); Vol. 3 (Nos. 4.8); Vol. 4 (Nos. 4, 
8 9, 10); Vol, 5 (Nos, 4, 5, 8): Vol. G (Nos. 1, 2.4. 7,9. 10, 19, 12): 
Vol. 7 (Nos, t, 2, 3). 
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' SEA LIFE AT SORRENTO 

‘Ry va Coneman, Blackharn, Victoria, 

For many years Sorrento has-been for wie a naturalists” paradise. 
A complete issue of the Victorian Naturalist would be madequate 
ta record the many interesting plants and animals seen in this 
locality durmg spring and suramer months. It is an especial 
pleasure when the grey days of antumn and winter provide 
abundant specimens for study. 

Some of the most beautiful of all sca creatures (Reroe) were 
an unanticipated prize in June, Hosts of the hollow, gelatinous 
bodies were seen in shallow water on the Bay beach, Longitudinal 
ridges, edged with cilia which act as oars for propelling the 
exquisite litle craft swiftly through water, caught the light with 
every movement, turning alinost colourless, glass-like bodies into 
some of the must beautiful of jelly-fish (Ctenophora). The shapes 
of the iridescent creatures changed freely, widening or contracting 
as they “dredged” for food, Some which were placed in a glass 
of sea water shed sand-like eggs into it. Tiese hatehed in a few 
hours into almost spherical larvae which navigated their little 
ocean as swiftly as thei parents had done. 

An Infant Cuttle-fish 

Sorrento offers a wide range of molluscs. among them at least 
vhree fascinating members of the Cephalopada, Although adult 
Cuttle-fish are often washed up on the ocean shores, a living 

spectinen, uot two ii¢hes across, is the only baby Cutthke I have 
seen, Tt was taken in shallow water on the front beach—another 
mid-June prize. Placed in a quart milk bottle, if instantly ejected 
its inky camouflage and as promptly disappeared from view, Twice 
the bottle was emptied and refilled with sea-water before the Cuttle 
again became visible. Even then, there was Jeft in the clear water a 
patch of smoky mucilage, like sooty cobweb, which probably serves 
as a “bait” for pursding enemies when the mfr sac is exhausted. 

fn a large yellow pie-dish filled with water. (his litth: sen-rocket 
delighted us: with many swift movements and frequent colour 
changes, us it blushed and paled to harmonize wiih the surround- 
ings we provided. When it came to rest on a tiny bed of sand, its 
silver, green and purple changed to the colour of the sand, inte 
which, with a few rocking movements, it tried to sik; suggesting 
that, like the octopus, it was able to nge its little funnel as a 
blow-pipe in hollowing out a bed in the sand. Tn this ir probably 
lies quite invisible, waiting the approach of unwary prey. 

Our Cuttle swam, or “rocketed,” bachward, forward or side- 
ways with equal factlity, It changed its course without pause, 
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apparently altering the direction of its siphon to avoid hitting the 

cdge of the dish. Well developed side fins undulated incessantly 
as it “trod water” or swam. In darting backward, with rocket-like 
speed, the eight arms streamed behind like a woman's hair, In 
sitooting forward, they were closed together as one places the 
hands to cleave the water when diving. 

Resting against the yellow surface of the bow), the Cuttle too 
became bright yellow, of exactly the same hue. A taft of greeutsh- 
brown sea-weed and a small rock were copicd perfectly. Most. 
vemarkalile was the sudden change in death to dull, silvery white, ~ 

At first J had inistaken the hittle ereature for an octopus, despite 
the fins and four rows of suckers, tor the cight aris were all of 
ane length and | could see no tentaculay arms. Fven when ihe 
tips af the tentacles were seen protruding between the third and 
fourth arms, they appeared to be merely tiny bits of skin, These 
were a little more evident after death. 

Then, as T arranged the little fellow for my photograph, 1 
inadvertently withdrew one of the tentacular arms from its tiny 
pocket, to a length of about an inch. Except at the apex, where 
it was crowded with suckers, the tentacle was white, quite devoid 
of suckers, The accompanying illustration (A) shows the Cuttle 
after death, with the suckered tips of the ¢entacles just visible. 
illustration {B) shows one of them withdrawn, and the other 
partly withdrawn, from the pockets. 

] had always heen puzzled over these retractile teutacles in adull 
Cuttles which I had examined. Some of them were up to 18 
mches tn Jength and thicker than the dowel ot a child's play-pen- 
Tt had not seemed possible that these could be entirely retracted 
into the narrow, tubular “poveh” between the third and fourth 
arms. 7 had never found a dead specimen with the tentacles 
retracted; Always they were fully exserted, the power of retrac- 
tion apparently being lost as hfe ebbs. The great suckerg on those 
dead specimens look formidable. One can well imagine their 
power to adhere to their victims. 

The use of these tentacular arms has frequently heen questioned, 
but there can be fittle doubt, [ think, that such specialized suckers 
seize and hold the prey, the retracted arm drawing it towards the 
tnouth while the rest of the well-suckered arms hold their victins 
az in a vice, Captive Squids, sa common along the foreshores, 
have been observed thus to capture small fish. It is interesting to 
recal! the old belief that Cuttle-fish angle with these tentacles. 
withdrawing them when a “bite is felt until the prey is im close 
proximity to the mouth. 

Says Izaak Walton, whose book records many queer beliefs 
copied fram Pliny, Gesner, Du Bartas and others: “The Cuttle-fish 
will cast a gut out of her throat which, like as an Angler doth his 
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line, she sendeth forth, aud pulleth in again at her pleasure, accord- 
ing as she sees some little fish come near to her; and the Cuttle- 
fish, beirig then hid in the gravel, lets the smaller fish nibble and 
bite the end of it, at which time she hitle by little draws the small 
fish so. near to her, that she may Ieap upon, then catch and 
devour it; and for this reason some have called this fish the 
Sea-angler.” 

As in many other old stories, there wes an element of truth in 
Walton's, which, handed down by oral teadition from pre-literary 
times, has been absurdly embellished. I¢ is evident from Wallon’s 
tale that early observers had noted the retraction of tentacular 
amis into the “throat” (pouch) but, knowing nothing of the 
piston-like action of ‘the suckers and their power of adhering to 
prey, believed them to be the instruinents of a very purposeful 
“angling.” 

Many small squids and octopuses are taken in the fisliersen's 
nets on the Bay beaches at Sorrento und larger ones are washed 
lip on the ocean shores (chiefly male specimens) after a lig blow. 
One jarge female octopus weighing 104 Ibs. was an exceptionally 
interesting “find.” 1 had watched large specimens crawling, spider- 
like, on the sandy sca-floor near the piers at Sorrento, Hastings 
and Eden (N.S.W.), but this was the first time I was able to 
exumine so large a female. It was packed with an unbelievable 
number af immature ova, bke small polished rice grains, many nf 
which had broken loose and filled ihe manile. 

In a not very skilful dissection, I unfortunately cut into the 
sepia sac, which appeared io be imbedded in the liver. Io a 
moment, every organ was ludden with the inky. rather viscid fluid, 
which seemed indelible. | doused it with several buckets of water 
before 1 could examine the parts, which even then were stained 

a dark brown, A 3-ft_ circle of the grass, on which it lay, remainerl 
brown for many davs. As I washed my hands I felt tile Lady 
Macbeth: “What! Will these hands ne‘er be clean ?'” Who would 
have thought an octopits had so much ink it it! 

At Rosebud, after another big blow, | followed a smaller living 
specimen with a spread of 10 inches, which was making frequent 
attempts ta get out mto the angry surf, only to he tossed hack 
time after time I captured and placed it in a hilty-can of sea- 
water which it syphoned aut four times, shooting the water to a 
distance of TS inches beyond the cai, as it tried to travel in the 
restricted space. No fhk was ejected, the sac doubtless having 
been exhanstéd in evading enemies. 

Many other interesting specimens are found alter a good winter 
hlow, even on the Bay heaches. At Rosebud J watched huadreds 
of stranded ‘Heart-urchins" burrowing swiftly into unceverrd 
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sand-banks. These mouse-like creatures so readily shed their fine 
spines that dead specimens are usually quite devoid of them. 

Thin-ribbed Cockles 

For sheer beauty, 1 think nothing can equal hosts of newly 
stranded Thin-rihbed Cockles (Cardium tenuicostatum). They 
lay piled up in tens of thousands on the fringe of an ebbing tide, 
surpassingly lovely in their wonderful range of harmonious colour. 
We watched many an elbowed “foot” emerge, press against the 
sand, straighten and jerk its owner in a great, but hopeless, leap, 
always towards the sea, which they apparently sense even with 
tightly closed valves—a leap greater for their size than a man 
might make with the aid of a pole. 

After lying on the sands, these delicate cockles lose much of 
their beauty, the colours soon bleaching in the sun, but while 
the living mollusc is within they are exquisite. One recalled 
Professor Beebe's words: “I am truly sorry for anyone, be he 
technical conchologist or casual naturalist, who, for some brief 
lime, has never forgotten all science, all studied objective, in a 
wild orgy over unadulterated beauty.” 

DECENTRALIZATION PLAN OF SAVE THE FORESTS 
CAMPAIGN 

The realization that forests are essential to the continued existence of 
the nation is ane of the reasons why the Save the Forests Campaign is 
achieving success. Since its inception early in 1944, the Campaign has been 
directed by a council composed of representatives of some 50 organizations, 
together with a few individual members possessing specical qualifications. 
To help achieve the objectives of the Campaign, district committees have 
been established to the number of 28 in varicus centres, as a result of 
mectings usually convened by the municipal authorities. Experience has 
shown that these committees, to be fully effective, should include repre- 
sentatives of all loca) organizations interested in community service and the 
preservation of our natural resources, as well as individuals with special 
knowledge. To evolve a practical way of giving these committees a direct 
voice in the Campaign, the present council held a special mecting on 
August 16th. 

One way in which the Campaign can benefit is by grouping municipalities 
inte regions along the lines proposed by the State Regicnal Boundaries 
Committec, A plan has been drafted and is under discussion whereby the 
Campaign will be directed by an executive of 27 members, 13 of whom will 
be direct representatives of groups of district committees, one group being 
established in each of the 13 regions into which the State is divided. It 
weuld be desirable to have more frequent council meetings than once a 
quarter, but at present travel disabilitics and manpower shortages make it 
impracticable. Stil, if our forests are worth saving they are worth saving 
now, and therefore the time has come when all of us must decide whether 
we are satisfied that all is well with our attitude towards forests and 
forestry. 
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COLOURFUL MYCENAS AND OTHER WINTER FUNGI 
IN THE DANDENONG RANGES 

By R. D. Lee, Melbourne. 

Sherbrooke is an excellent hunting-ground for the fungus 
enthusiast. More than 230 species from the different genera have 
been listed by Club members for the district, although one is not 
likely to find more than a few of these in a day's ramble. 

Notwithstanding the abnormally dry autumm season, a private 
trip to Sherbrooke Forest during the month of May rewarded us 
with a good collection of fungi, and other species were found on 
the Club's excursion of June 10, 

The Hooded Fungus, Xerotus arcleri 
tu. by KR. D. Lee. 

Dainty representatives of the genus Mycena were conspicuous, 
and the first species we saw was Af. sanguinolenta, a dull red 
specimeil growing on the end of a decaying log. There is no 
mistaking this toadstool on account of the reddish-brown juice 
which exudes from any damaged part, and another feature is the 
same colour which forms an edging to the paler gills. Noted aise 
vere red mycelia] threads or hairs at the base of the stem. 

Levin nhers in Mycology are at he to learn that t res 
all Mycenas are white, despite the colour of the gills on has fruiting 
body generally. M. pullata was plentiful. With long slender 
stems (up to 6 inches) and slightly striated caps of smoky brown, 
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they were found growing on the ground amongst leaves, etc., or 
even from the bark of living trees, +o, ; 

Perhaps the most beautiful of the day was M. rosella, growing 
in a cluster of about 30 from a rotten stick on the ground. Vary- 
ing in colour from pale lilac at the edge of the cap to a deeper 
shade at the umbo (the raised part or knob at the centre}, they 
made a very pretty spectacle. 

Numbers of M, subcapillaris, looking for all the world like white 
pins stuck in a dead stick, were intertwined by equally numerous 
thread-like Marasmius equicrinis, “Horsehair Fungus.” The latter 
is a most remarkable fuugus, growing in tangled masses on the 
ound or on logs, The stem, 12 inches or more long, terminates 

in a minute cap which is complete with the most symmetrical of 
gills, so tiny that one needs a strong glass to see them at all. ; 

We mustn't forget M; interrupta, the “Pixie’s Parasol,"’ another 
really beautiful member of this genus. Surely no one can fail to 
find delight in this dainty little blue fungus. Its first indication 
on a bog or dead branch is a tiny ball of bright blue which develops 
into a pileus or cap about a quarter of an inch across, pale blue 
around the edge and deeping towards the*shallow umbo; this 
surmounts a-]-inch high stem, springing from the biue basal disc. 
M. sudbgatericwlata was alundant on decaying timber, in dense 
<lusters as though arranged im galleries, one over the other, hence 
the specific name. The colour of the pilews varies from nearly 
white to a very dark brown, 

Not so common, perhaps, as the previous kinds was M, | 
efipterygin with a pale cap, white gills and, in oyr find, a Jong 
slimy yellow stem growing frotn debris on the ground and more 
or less solitary; its cucumber-like odour is pronounced. Another 
‘slimy-stemmed species (so slimy that we could hardly hold a 
specimen for examination} was Af. swhvwlgaris, Here the’ stem 

_ is white, piles dark dingy brown, and all specimens growing in 
dense clusters, 

But enough of the Mycenas, of which possibly only a few of 
our Australian species have been named and classified, 

Other Toadstaals 

The genus Collybia was represented among our finds by the 
species radicata, elegans and velesipes, C. radicata can casily be 
identified hy its long rooting “tail with which the rigid stem 
terminates. A dull brown, Rattish cap (three inches in diameter} 
has the margin incarved and is borne six or nioré inches alofl, 
The gills and spores are white, the latter, of course, v/pical of their 
penus, ‘ 

Collyina elegans was named from its charming appearance, with 
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retl velvety cap, white to cred pills and a stem somewhat the 
colour of thé cap, but shading to nearly white near the top. 
Beautiful indeed are the groups found amongst leafy litter on the 
ground. C,-radicale and ©. elegans are essentially terrestrial, but , 
C. velutipes is to be found clistered on dead trees or logs, par- 
ticularly Acacias. Here is another beautiful species, which can 
easily be recognized by the moist honey-coloured cay and gills 
and the dark velvety brown stem from which it derives both the 
specific and cominor names of “Velvet Foot.” 

Sturdy Cortinarius austre-venetns was almost overlooked: the 
tap of dull bottle<green tends to make it inconspicuous, but seen 
from underneath the vivid yellow stem and gills help to brighten it. 

Another gilled type is the rather uncommon Xerotus arcihert, 
which grows in the shape of a little cowl or hood from the sides 
of logs and sticks, hence the common name “Hooded Fungus.” 
My photograph 1s sufficiently descriptive so we will only mention 
that the colour is dull viewx-rose to warm ¢ocoa-brown, or some+ 
times reddish, : 

One could continue describing, aliost indefinitely, the different 
fungal gems we found: Pleurotus cinerascems, the tiny “Fairies' 
Fan”; Flosminla eaxcentrica, like a piece of orange peel, viewed 
from above; Lepiota gracienta, the elegant “Parasol Fungus"; 
Armillaria metlea, “Honey Fungus"; Psathyrella disseminate in 
troups; species of Pholiota Russula, Canthorellus and Citocybe 
were all observed ationg the agarics, 

Of other families were the genera Polyshetus, Polyporus, Porta, - 
Lycoperdon, Goastyum, Typhyla, Steroun, Xyloria, Heterotextus, 
several brilliant species of Clavaria, and the common giant 
“bracket,” Ganoderius 

‘ 

* NORTHERN TERRITORY BETTER THAN 200 

When Roya) Navy men saw their first kangaroo neay Darwin, ane com- 

mented; "By Geont! Chum, it beats London Zoo." The sailors had to go 
35 miles inland for their fvst glimpse of the famous Australians, stated 
Captain Champion, A-C.F, Commissioner tately on leave irom Darwin. 

Many. plicrtics into the tropical bush are arranged by Australian Comforts 
Fund for the men of the R-A.N. and RN. and they enjoy every mihute of 
them, showing a very live interest in our fauna, Australian Comforts Fund, 

besides arranging plenies, are doing their utmost to enable these men of our 
Royal Navy to sce as much as possible during brief leave periods Tf any 
interested readers would care to volunteer help in this regard, please vontact 

Mrs, W. Riddell, Offcer-in-charge, Atist, Comforts Fund Hospitality and 
Information Bureau, 243 Collins Street, Melbourne (MU 3130). 
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DEATH OF HARRY BURRELI, 

A very distinenve and important contribution Lo Australian fatural Nistary 
was made by Harry Jomes Burrell, O,B,E,, C.M,Z,S. (London), F,R.Z.S, 
(N.S W"), who died suddenty at bis hame at Randwick, Sydney. on July 
29, 1945. 

Born at Double Bay (N.S.W,.) on Janusry 19, 1873, Burrell had very 
littic schaaling and led «A “lenackahaut’ carcer (including some years on - 
the stagé) until he married Susan Emily Hill, of Caemarthen Station, 
Manilla, N.S.W., and began to take au interest in the wild hfe of the area. 
Seon, then, he developed a useful working knowledge of both mammals and 
hirds, but his attention was claimed chiefly by the Monotremes, and. in 
particular the platypus.- m3 
A keen, analytical and, with # strong faturat bent towards Geld research, 

became revealed as ‘lhe former comedian continued his studies cf Orhi- 
thorhynchus. Devoting all of his spare time to work on the rivers and at 
a “platypusars" of his awa invetttion, duting about 25 years, be discovered 
many new facts abour “the world’s anost curious mammal,” and eventually 
hecame the chief authority an the life-history of his subject Ife was 
instrumental in Having the vuice of the platypus’ recorded, and in addition 
he had a film made depictiug the habits at large of the Monowemes, Alsa, 
he was the first mai to keen baby platypuses in captivity, and he provided 
the living adult specimens that were taken to America and caused such a 
stir there mm 1922. 

But Burrell’s most notable monument, is his book, The Platypus (1927), 
which remains the most authoritative werkt of its kind in the world. Only 
a marmtnal as remarkable as the platypus could have provided material for 
such a book, and only 9 man of Harry Burrell’s resource and tenacity 
wauld have cidured the many years of gruelling work that went to the 
gathering of that material, Originally Ute book was prepared in association 
with Prefessor L. Harrison (who assembled. the historical and trchnical 
data), but after a difference with the publishers Harrison retired and eft 
Burrell lo carry on dhe work. 
A great deal of yaltabte material was collected by Burrell during bis 

years of study; some of this was presented to Sydney University, but the 
greater, portion, a unique aeries Of Manotreme exhibits, said to be valucd 
at about £10,000, was given ta the Australian Tnstitute of Comparative 
Anatomy, Canberra, ; 

Tt was through the medium of the platypus that Mr, Burrell gained the 
O.B.E. and various scientific honovrs. For his own part, however, being 
a hardy and breezy Auttralisn, he was Content to be known as “The 
Platypus Man.” ar, by way of variation, “Duckbith Dave"! ft was in the 
“Duckbill Dave" spirit that Ke wrote his toast amusing material, both 
prose and yerse—oddinenls {ull of quaint fancies and puns and general toying 
with words, ; 

Late im 1927 Burrell was stricken dowt—"donged,’ as tte tertned it—wlile 
working iq the cold waters o7 the Namoi, His left leg, feft aem, and side 
of the face became paralysed. It seemed them that the career of the 
“platypotitudinarian” (agai his own phrase) had ended. But, unlike his 
younser ighow-worker Harrison, who sustained a similar affliction at about 
the same timc, he mare a remarkable recovery and contintied te wark amd 
to jest in the old farmbiar way. . . 
Miter that. however, he spent all of his time with his wife in Sydney. 

They sald Cacrinarthen eventually and lived quietly at Randwick. There 
they entertained many eminent men of science, both Australians and others 
Mrs, Burrell died a few years ago, and the widawer married again last year. 
There are no children. 

Burrell was a very distiictive personatily—uet only a remarkable exarmnte 
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of a self-taught man rising to wninence in natural ‘history, but # minble- 
witted, hearty, and. amusing jellow who never lost bik scnse of fin, Many 
of vs will hold him in fond recollection. 

A, B, CathaouM, 

AUSTRALIAN ORCHIDS, 1900-1945 

By the Rev. H. M. R. Rupr, Northbridge, N.S.W. 

AS the compiler of this Index in the August number of the Itetarian 
Naturalist, T desire to express my regret fer certain inaccuracies and 
omissions which escapad my notice. Fhe following corrections should now 
be made: 
Page 66, For Anacgtachilus read Avorclachilus,, Both spellings have been 

in use, but the diphthong ec seems naw generally odoptcd. 
66. After Calademta Brycoane add CL coriformis Rogers, thud. XL 

(1920), 330, Vi. T 
+66. Coleadenim hastaia. Read Viet Nat, waa wot xix, 
Oh. Cadadentir mtegra, Read (1933), net (1923). 
66. Caletenta rigidt. Read p. 45, not p. 46. 
66, Colegna Nabhingit. Read ibid. seve (1931). 18; wot 1. (1934), 

4. 

67. Dendrobium Carrit and D, Fleckeri, Read (1937), nor (1936), 
67. For Divris rhambotdea read Diurts rhambotdalts. 
67, Draken Jeanensts, Additional reference, rit, NLW (1923), 340, 
68, Micratis truncata, Additional reference, thid,, xnvit (1923), 340. 
68. Prasaphylhen citetuen. Read (new ser) xxv (1912). 111; not 

as pritted, 
68. Prasophyllaut diversifiernm, Read p. & not p. Gr 
68, Prasophylune alfiptiouns, For py. 323 and 340 read pp. 325 and 

\ 344 respectively, 
68, Prasaphyllim pallida, Read (new ser.) snvy (1934), 33 not 

as printed; and add V. after S.A. . 
68. Prasophylhan parvicalttar. Read Val. xu, not Vol. 3, 
69, Prasophylhin Rupp Read p, 292, not p, 125. 
69., Pierastylis alveata. After (1939) read p, 91, not_p, 182. 
69, Ptevostylis consteleta, Alter thts reference te Journ? Asst, 

Nai.Hist.Soec,, u. (1907), 24, 
70. Zemeine atfewmeta and 2 oblonga. Read (1921), noe (1920). 
71.. Unnediately hefore Section TV, for Thrivspernuay. platytochvs 

read Thrixspersmnmn platysiochas, 
7}. dw Section TV (a), insert after Calactenia alpina the following : 

Caladewta cordifornis Rogers. Wdeutical with C. clovigera 
Curn, See Nichols in fect Nal. ran (1941), 126, 

T ami much indebted to Mr. J, H, Willis, of the Victorian National 
Herbarium, ior callings my attention to the necessity of making the above 
vorcectians, 

; SEARCH FOR TASMANIAN “TIGER” 

Naturalists cyerywhere wil) be interested jm an excursion which Mr, 
Davie Fleay, Director of the Healesville Sanctuary, is shortly to make to 
ihe north-west of Tasmania in search of living specimens of the Thylacine, 
the curioys Tasmanian “Tiger,” or Marsupiat Wolf. No specimen of this 
now tare manunal has heen held in captivity for many years: Mr. Fleay 
hopes to caplure 2 pair and cake them to breed, ‘His recard justifies betiet 
that he will siwcoed , 
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PROCEEDINGS 

The monthly meeting of the Club was held on September 10, 
1945, at the Public Library Lectnre Roam, the President (Mr, 
H, C.F, Stewart) and some 1§0 members and trends attending. 

Mr, Stewart, referring to the end of the Pacihe war, which had 
occurred since the. last meeting, suggested that we shauld he able 
to go forward us a club arc do our part toward the creation 
of friendly relationships between individuals and nations. The 
Club had suffered under the necessary restrictions imposed, but 
membership had grown and was still growing, and we could look 
forward to an impetus in the study of flora and fauna in the 
post-war periad. 

The President announced that Mr Chas, French, an Honorary 
Meinber and a constant attender at meetings and excursions, had. 
suddenly been taken ill. Letters from the cornmiuttee aud himself 
had heen sent to Mr. French and now it was pleasing to know that 
he was progressing tawards recovery. 

The President reported. that the lecturer for the evening (Mr. 
Tarlton Rayment) hed been taken il and it had beet impossible 
to arrange a substitule at short notice, It was proposed therefore 
to have extended remarks on the exhibits and nature notes. 

Excision veports were given as follows: Greensborough, Mr, 
A. S, Chalk: East Kew, My. A. J. Swaby. Mr. Chalk in his 
report mentioned the deliberate shooting of a yellow ‘robin on 
its nest. It was agreed that a letter of thanks be sent to Mr, Tonge 
of Eltham for his hospitality to the excursionists on this trip. 

Yhe following were elected as Ordinary Members of the Club: 
Miss E, Dixon, Miss D, G, Collier, Mr. and Mrs. A. Leigh, Mr. 
W. Mortilf; and as Country Member, Mr, C. O, Din. 

Tt was announced that a Wild Nature Show would be held in 
the Hawthorn Town Hall on October 23 and 24. 

The Secretary announced the proposed formation ha Gealogteal 
Discussion Group, which would meet monthly for the eschihiten 
of specimens and discussion of geological matters in general. 
Members interested in this are asked to advise Mr. A. A.-Baker, 
53 Carlisle Street, Preston, 
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NATURE NOTES AND REMARKS 
Mr. E. £, Lord spoke on some outstanding exhibits.of Eucalypts 

and a Hakea (H. tucullate) forwarded by Mr. G. A. Hately ot 
Stawell, 

Mr. R. G. Painter added some remarks on the Eucalypis and 
commented also on specimens from his own garden. 

Mr. C. J. Gabriel exhibited and spoke on the Cone Shells (C. 
textile and C. geagraphus) noted for their poisonous properties, 
and he mentioned that deaths had occurred through stings reccived 
from these animals. Mr. Gabriel stated further that Mr. Cotton, 
conchologist of the South Australian Museum, in a recently pub- 
lished paper, had proved that our common Victorian species (C. 
anentone) was also poisonous. Anyone handling Jiving specimens 
of these shells should take care to hold the shells by the large end, 
and keep the hand away from the opening at the small end. 

Mr. H. P. Dickins conmmented of his exhibit of water-colours of 
native orehids. 

Mr. Savage spoke on some specimens of garden-grown iative 
flora, and stated they were all grown on clay soil. 

Mr, Dickins mentioned that the Kew Council had decided to 
acquire the remaining portions of the river bank now in private 
ownership, and suggested that the Club could advise the Council 
on replanting problems. Mr. Hammett mentioned similar river 
frontages at Heidelberg, and suggested that the Kew Council 
should learn from that experience and never allow a mixture 
of Australian and exotic flora to occupy river frontages. Mr. 
Stewart reported having inspected portion of the area concerned 
whilst on the East Kew excursion and having noted that many of 
the trees were badly infested by borers. 

Mr. R, D. Lee reported having stopped boys catching silvercyes 
at Middle Brighton, and said that the boys had told him they 
were going to sell them to dealers at the Market. Mr. Lee asked 
what was the position regarding this lind, and what could be done 
about it, Mr. P. C. Morrison stated that the silvereve was known 
also as the Blight-lird and was protected all the year round, He 
suggested that the committee give consideration to the matter. 

Regarding the killing of possums by coursing dogs, Mr. Stewart 
stated that the matter had been discussed by the committee, wha 
understood the difficulty of collecting evidence to satisfy the law. 
A letter had been sent congratulating the Chief Inspector af 
Fisheriés an@Game on the action he had taken, 

Mrs. Pinches reported that a collector with a permit to collect 
birds' eggs had recently taken hve complete chiyches, which were 
certainly more than his permit allowed. Mrs. Pinches will make 
further information available to the committee and the matter 
will be discussed with a view to taking action, 

’ 
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Mr, Jord reposted that cnmson rosellas were destroying the 
tree ferns in Sherbrooke Forest in their quest for the fern 
spores, Mr. Morrison suggested that the birds were not doing 
this apparent destruction for mischief or even food but rather to 
trim the beale in a quite natural manner. 

Miss Ta Watson reported having seen a female lyrebird minus 
her tail in Sherbrooke Forest. The bird had looked very odd ane 
seli-conscious, - 

Mr, Colliver vead extracts from the annual report of the Royal 
Zoological Society of N.S.W, coneerning permits to shoot native 
animals, In a case quoled the police had stated that the animals 
were not doing the damage claimed, and in most cases the permits 
were asked for during the period when skins were at a high price: 

Mr. Colliver further reported having had a reprint from Dr. 
Flecker of Cairns (North Queensland) which dealt with ‘More 
Cases of Bites by the Taipan” Qne case occurred in Waters 
Street, Cairns, a strect well within the city, although near a swamp. 

. Mr. Stewart read portion of @ letter dealing with Cheltenham 
Park in which it was stated that several small lots of orchids had 
been dound recently. 

Mr, Stewart also read portion of a Setter from Mr. Fleay giving 
the amount of land being asked for as an addition to the Heales- 
ville Sanctuary, and conimenting on a recent question asked at a 
Club meeting as to whether use had been made of the middle claw 
of a cussowary for native weapous. , 
The secretary read a letter from Miss Adams asking could not 

samething be done towards informing people that the wattlus were 
protected plants and could not be taken without the permission of 
landowners. This matter was referred to the committee for 
further action, 

EXHIBITS 

Mrs. J. J. Preame: Marine specimens and spiders. 
Mr. R. Savage: Twenty-one species of garden-grawn nalive 

flowers, including “Acacia McReighuona,” Cassia Brewsteri, Har- 
denbergia heterophylia, Kennedya coccinea, 

Mr, G, A, Hately (Stawell): Eucalyptus cassta, £, anitrata, Ff, 
Desmondensis, E, Preissiana, E. sepulchralis, EH, tetvagona, By 
fetveplera and Hakem crteullata. 

Mr. H, P, Dickins: Five water-colour drawings of Victorian 
orchids, 

Mr. C, J. Gabriel: Victoriaiy marine shells, Conus anenome, 
Lam.; C. segravei, Gatliff; C. rutitus, Menke. Also C. tertile and 
C. gevgrapius. 

Mr, Tam Griffiths: Orchid, Serchochilus parviflorus, and a 
Strap Fern, Blechnwm Pefersonti, from Mt. Wilson, N.S,W, 
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MARSUPIAL MICE AT HOME 

By Sen, T. V, Grvens 

The ljtile Fat-tailed Marsupial Mouse (Stimthopsts crass 
éaudata) (s now fairly well Known to naturalists, having frequently 
heen kept in captivity. However, much less seems to be known 
about its near relative Sisuhopsis aaa, variously known as 
the Pigmy Macsupial Mouse and Little Mouse Sminthopsis. 

The establishment of a nilitary camp in moderately Hmnbered 
country about sixty miles north of Brisbane, in 1942, presented 
an opportunity ra study the species al home, for it soon became 
evident that a smaif touse-lke mammel was not uncennnon in 
the area. A trap baited with ant pupae was sticcessfal in catching 
a specimen, which, upon examination, proved to be S, sure, 
The little creature wags a female, and from the fact that the 
mammary area was in the active condition it was evident that she 
had young m some hidden spot: she was therefore released and 
the trap reset, liv all, Ave specimens were evenjually caught, two 
of them with young (seven and eight respectively) in the pouch, 
Only one male was discovered, hiding ma hallow log—apparently 
the daytime resart af the species, located with the aid of a dog. 
The nesting-place of this little marsupial mouse was discovered 

accidentally when 2 young specimen in a weakened condition was 
discavercd at the base of a stump. Investigation revealed a hale 
leading down into the rotting debris and earth filling the hollow of 
the stump, When this loose material was vemoved, the nest, a 
hollow ball of dried gum-leaves, came into view at a depth of about 
twelve inches. Further search revealed a second nest, containing 
a femate and eight young, in a similar situation—underneath the 
earth aud rubbish in the hottow of a stump in which a young tree 
two fect high was growing. For the purposes of observation this 
female was removed and kept in captivity for a time, 

Jn captivity, and still carrying her eight young in the pouch, 
she was given a jam tin as home, and soon constructed a new 
nest, carrying each leaf singly to the nest until it was completed 
to her satisfaction. Twigs were often picked up experimentalty, 
hut always rejected in javour of dead leaves, each of which she 
carefully pushed into place with her nose. Tt distirbed during 
the day, she always attempted to block the entrance to the nest 
by pushing leaves inta if, 

At first, while the young were still of minuté size, they were 
carried about in the mather's pouch as she went about her nightly 
Ectivities, but they grew rapidly in size and soon protruded from 
the inadequate pouch. At this stage, still naked and blind, they 
were one by one carefully detached by the mother cach time she 
made a journey, Before long, however, they acquired a covering 
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of fur and opened their eyes, while ihe mother began carrying 
the largest of the imsects with which she was provided, such as 
moths and grasshoppers, io the nest, where the young nibbled 
experimentally as she ate. 

The experiment was tried of placing the young some distance 
from the nest, They wopkd at once utter a plaintive rasping call 
and invariably endeavour to climb up the sides of the box. In 
responsé to this appeal the mother would instantly leave the nese 
and cust anxiously about for her offspring, seeming to locate 
them more by the senses of hearing and smell than by sight. Even 
with the object of her search! not more than a foot away and in 
plan sight she still cast about with her cars cocked and nose 
wrinkled until she found what she sought. Once found, the lost 
baby would eagerly allach itself to the mother’s for with mouth 
and claws: one by one she would collect the whole eight until, 
completely alscured by her offspring except for her head, she wis 
harely alile to stagger back to the nest. 

Like its better known relative, S. murina appears to be almost 
wholly inscetivorous; raisins and sultange were the only other 
foods observed ta be eaten, and then very sparingly. As with her 
young, mitch of the food provided scemed to be located more by 
sound and siell than by sight. The fluttering of a moth or the 
jumping of a grasshopper was sufficient to bring the little mar- 
supial past haste out of her mest, when she would seek intently 
in the direction o¢ the sound urtil t occurred in another direction. 
Onee having sighted them, she would often spring high into the 
air and catch slower insects like moths in fight: Aggression, and 
even ferocity, was often displayed in dealing with a straggling 
jngect: whenever possible the head was seized and bitten off- 
Two different calls were observed to be made hy this captive 

female: a rasping hiss, mede when disturbed at the nest, and a 
sharp explosive cough, delivered with the smourh wide open and 
uttered only when foraging at night. , 
When about half the size of the mother, the young would leave 

the nest at night and seek insects on their awn acconnt. When 
their' box was provided with small boughs a major portion of 
theit-time was spent in running up and down these and in crawling 
upside down on the wire covering the top. Gaps between boughs 
were frequently bridged by leaping from one to the other, while 
the mother was occasionally observed to leap a height. of eighteen 
inches to the covering wire, From these observations, and from 
the situation of the two nests discovered, it would appear that the 
spexies is considerably more arboreal than S, crassicandata. 

Tn marked contrast to the gentleness of the captive fenrale, the 
sole male discovered proved to he most intractable, hissing con- 
tinually when inspected and biting viciously rf handled. 
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OBSIDIAN AND ITS USE IN THE STONE 
IMPLEMENTS OF NEW GUINEA 

By Maurrce F, Leasx, Ballarat, 

Lavas which cool quickly become glassy and structureless: 
indeed they are dark-vuloured glasses W. W. Watts (in Geology 
for Beginners) poitits out that more usually there is sufficient 
time taken in the process of cooling to allow for the formation of 
a imperfect crystals, which are well seen in 2 slide of obsidian 
ava. ’ 
Obsidian, then, is a brawn, black, or red glass, transparent in 

thin splinters, and sometimes containing porphyritic erystals of 
sanidine, a glassy-lnoking form of orthoclase. In a frothy, 
scorlaceous state it is called pumice, 

Rocks in which silica predominates, over 65% being present as 
against 359% of the basic oxides, are called acid rocks and obsidian 
lavas are goad examples of -these. Quartz consists of silicon 
dicaide (SiO2), an acid compmind; orthoclase felspar may be 
regarded as i silicate of two basic oxides, alumina and potash 
Thus, obsidian is a lava contatning silica, alomina and potash. 
being the voleanic, rapidly cooled, glassy counterpart of pranite, 
which is a plutonic, slowly cooled, coarsely crystalline rock. 

These geological characters determine the use of this rock as 
a cutting tool, and the shape of tie typical implements. A 
specialized form is the spear point, Margaret Mead (Growing 
Up a New Guinea) indicates that obsidian ts found on the islands 
of Balowan (Baluan) and Lou in the Admiralty Islands, and on 
the main island, Manus, where “the men use spears with bamboo 
shafts and crue) arrow-heads of obsidian.” 
On the Finseh Coast (in the Aitape area) and the Hansemann 

Coast (around Wewak) no such working has yet been seen by 
the writer; somé hundreds Of pieces examined assume the more 
usuat form of hand knives, scrapers and gougers, 

Many of these flakes could be used as soon as broken. Here 
a long straight edge characteristic of a glass brealc, flattish on one 
side and bulged with the ares of conchoidal fracture on the other, 
serves as a forefinger knife without further shaping (Fig. A). 

Long thin “snouts” are usually converted into more prominent 
points and used as gougers, gimlets and drills (Fig. B}. Both 
knives and gougers, when re-sharpened and worn down to some 
extent, present the appearance of rounded stumps, in themselves 
all round cutting implements (Fig. C). 

Around the north-eastern coasts of the Territory of New 
Guinea, anywhere from Huon Peninsula to the Aitape Roads, 
may be found-collections of obsidian flakes left by Stone Age man, 
Instead of the heaps of fragments from quartz, chalcedony, jasper 
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and flint used in other areas—parts of Papua and Australia—this 
volcanic product has found favour. 

Pieces of obsidian usually indicate an old village site, and only 
rarely do they occur in localities resembling the true kitchen 
middens or sandhill camping spots. The hand of man is unmis- 
takably seen in secondary chipping forming the typical saw-like 
edge. 

OBSIDIAN FLAKES 

There are volcanic cones studding the islands and coastlines 
of those northern seas, as well as the eastern margins of New 
Guinea; in the latter area Mt. Victoria (5,967 feet) is an active 
volcano overlooking Collingwood Bay. The resultant effusive 
rocks, belonging to the Late Tertiary to Recent periods, include 
obsidian; in other places andesites, basalts and trachytes take its 
lace. 

: Near Aitape, on the sites of former villages at Sapi (Tumleo 
Island) and Vokau, the largest obsidian flake measured 2 x 1$ x 4 
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ins. In this area the fraginents are lying some 320 miles from 
their probable iu siti position in the Admiralty Islands, and some 
108 miles from their possible origin on Kairiru Island. Mr. N. H. 
Fisher, former Government Geologist af New Guinea, writes to 
me as follows. 

“T can find no reference to obsidian having been observed iu situ in this 
area and I have never seen it there myself. However, it is not impossible 
that it might cccur either in the recent volcanics of Kairiru and other 
islands or in the volcanics interbedded in the Tertiaries of the mainland, 
and islands off Aitape. On the other hand, it is known that the Manus 
natives have long been in contact with the Aitape natives and also with the 
Talasea and Siassi natives of New Britain, so the source of the obsidian 
flakes may be very difficult to trace. You may be able to get some 
assistance from the older natives.” 

Evidently this rock formed one of the important articles of 
trade in former times. A possible trading spot occurs at St. Anna 
(Aitape), located about 300 yards from the sea coast, where 
sparse pottery remains suggest an unimportant village site. A 
large proportion of the chips are thicker pieces, up to 11/16 in. 
thick, more like cores; there are numbers wf grey flakes thal may 
represent inferior quality not destined to be traded further. 

At Wom and Wirut (Wewak) considerable quantities of 
obsidian flakes are associated with pottery fragments and hammer 
stones where once populous villages stood. This area is some 
230 mile from Manus and within 10 miles of Kairiru Island, and 
there are indications that in general the rock in question appears 
in consistently larger size, with a higher percentage of finished 
implements. 

Material culture has long since been altered by white contact, 
and adzes shod with iron have completely replaced the older, 
clumsier tools of obsidian. 

THE WILD NATURE EXHIBITION 
Members are reminded of this year’s Wild Nature Exhibition, to take 

place in the Hawthorn Town Hall on Tuesday and Wednesday, October 
23-24. The official opening by the Mayor of Hawthorn, Cr, J, Fowler, is 
timed for 8.30 p.m. on the first day. The exhibition will be open afternoon 
and evening each day. 
A meeting to make final arrangements is fixed for Wednesday, October 

10, at 7.45 p.m, in the Royal Society’s Hall. Will members please 
endeavour to be present? 
A further appeal is made by the President and the show committee for 

every member to take an active part to ensure the show's success, Those 
who can obtain or suggest suitable material for exhibits are requested to 
notify the show committee as soon as possible. Sponsors are urgently 
required to demonstrate and explain the sectional exhibits to visitors 
throughout the course of the exhibition. , 

Ladies are invited to attend in force to assist to set up the exhibition on 
the preceding Monday afternoon and evening. A maximum effort by all 
will be necessary on the morning of Tuesday, the 23rd. 

Tickets (adults 1/- and juvenile 6d. each) are obtainable from the ticket 
secretaries, Miss N. Fletcher and Mr. H. Preston. 
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FLOCKING OF INDIAN MYNAS AT BLACKBURN 

By Emr Conran. 

Owing, doubtless, to the dry season, a surprisingly late flocking 
of mynas commenced here on June 25, 1945, ending on July 7. 
For the first few days they alighted on our house at about 4.45 
pm. The chimneys, ridges, and gables of a dormer window were 
heautifully outlined with birds, all evenly spaced. : 

Leaving in small bands, the birds roosted in some cypress trees 
iw a garden just across the road, where they slept for almost two 
weeks. At about 5 p.m. the cypress trees were alive with the noisy 
Hocks—occasionally a perfect Bedlam. Sometimes the mynas 
would fly out and ernise round before settling down. They 
chattered anti] about 5.45, when all was silent. All had leit by 
about 7.15 am, : 

T rose carly on several mornings jn order to discover whether 
they went in a band, as swallows do, but they appeared to depart. 
only in two and threes. The following notes, jotted down each 
day, will give an idea of their movements. There were about 130 
or more in the flock; 

June 25th, 1945: Alighted in sniall bands on the house at 4.50 
p.m, Entered the cypress trees until 5.20. Occasionally flew out 
and eruised round, when the setting sum tumed them into a lovely 
tose colour, heautiful as galahs. Noisy unt 5.40 p.m, when all 
was silent, 

June 26th: Arrived at 4,50 p.m, AJL in the trees at 5.15 p.m- 
Noisy until 6.15 pm, Cold and windy; a few heard in the night 
(moonlit). 

27th: 6.40 a.m., a few were heard. Had departed at 7,20 am- 

28th: Heard at 6.45 am. Many stillin the trees at 7am. Saw 
one or two leave. Bitterly cold at 5 p.m, Smatt flocks cruising 
round before settling. 

29th: All back at 5 pan. Several Iots cruised round as if to: 
warm up before settling, Very cold and windy. 

30th: 6.5 aim., no sound in cypress trees. Moor still bright 
and Venus beautifully clear, Watched stars pale and disappear. 
Still no sound of birds. Sky flushed with rose, and later the 
colours of a lovely sunrise. At 6.30 a.m. heard first bird-voice 
in the garden (grey thrush); at ten to 7 an English thrush, 
and soon others. were singing, but no mynas heard—apparently 
late risers. I carne in at 7 a.m,, having séen mone leave the trees, 
Certainly no “mass” departure. Af ten to 3 p.m. about & came 
in from the south and went straight to the cypresses; others came 
later. 
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July Ist: All in the trees at 4.50 p.m. ; terribly noisy until 5.10; 
all quiet 5.25 p.m. Fine day, lovely sunset, 

2nd: 5.30 am., bright moon (three-quarter full), Venus ii- 
tensely bright. No sound of birds in gavdew or cypresses. It 
seemed quite bright enough for them to fly if they wished. I \ent 
back to bed. 

3rd: No sound at 6 am. Sky very dark blie against which 
many white clouds stoad out. Too dark for flight, Returned to 
hed but mynas were heard at 6,30 a.m, 

4th: 7.20 am., garden full of bird voices. Could see mynas in 
the tops of cypresses; Appeared to drop to lower branches and 
leave one by one. Gone at 730 am. Hoine at 5.J0 pw; noisy 
until 5,55 p.m. 

. 5th: Cold and wet. Still in cypresses at 720 aan. Bitterly cold 
all day, Worse at 5 pau, when they returned: very noisy. A 
wet might. Silent at 5.25 p,m. , 

6th: Still in trees at 7.20 am. Did not see them leave, Rain 
at intervals all day, All back at 5 p.m. and silent at 5.20 p.n. 

7th; Wet and cold, One or two mynas heard at 7.30 asm, but 
ho sigh of thert since, ; ; 

They certainly chose a dismal day for their journey, One 
hoped they had not to travel far to find warmth and shelter- 

THE JOHN GILBERT CENTENARY 

On June 28 last, the 100th anniversary of the death of John Gilbert, 
pioneer naturalist and explorer, was commemorated in Sydney, This took 
the form of 4 pilgrimage to.St. James’ Church, Sydney, where the impressive 
memorial to John Githert stands. The ceremony, arranged by Mr. IC, A. 
Hindwood, President of the R,A,O,U,, was attended by representatives of 
various interested societies, including the Royal Australasian Ornithologists” 
Union, the Royal Australien Historical Society, the Australian Museum, 
the Linnean Society of N.S.W., the N_S\W, Naturalists’ Club, the N.S/AW. 
Gould League, and. the Sydney Wattle League. The Field Naturslists’ Club 
af Victovia and the Bird Observers’ Club, Melbourne, were represented 
at the gathering by Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Watson and Mr. E. S. Davies, 
through the kind instrumentality of Miss Thistle Y Harris, a country 
member resident in Sydney. 

ERRATA ‘ 

To the article on Winter Fungi in the Dandenongs (September Naturalist, 
Vol. 62, p. 8B) an erroneous caption was unfertungtely applied to the text 
iltustration, which should be entitled: The Slimy Myceua (M. sebyulgaris), 
not “Hooded Fungus (Xerotus archert),” as printed. 

In the same article (p. 90, sixth and third Nines from bottom), “Coit 
thorelles" and “Nyloris" showd read Cantharellus and Nalaria respectively, 
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FUNGI IN THE ORCHARD 

By Pave Fisce, Doncaster, ' 

After the lecture on “Mycorrhizas by Captain Young at the Juty FN.C. 
mecting, a Wseussion took place among Doncaster orchardist members and 
the question arose, Do our fruit trees bemefet by any sypybiotic relationship 
with mycorrhiza forming fungi? The inwnediate, rather automatic, answer 
was, “Prohably. Why not?" After more leisurely reflection, and con- 
sidcring observations made throughout the years [ have been on the orchard, 
T would consider tis happening to be rather unlikely. 
The specimens of fungi observed actually in orchard land are very few 

indced and are invariably introduced, 1 should gay, with organic manures 
scattered aver the soil, Beautiful specimens of Molter speciosa and 
Lepiin taucina have been found growing upon stable mature applied to 
orchard soil. To my amazement, one-hat December day, out of the parched, 
well cultivated surface of orcliard, a crop of Coprinur comatus emerged! 
Closer investigation showed that these fruiting bodies grew out of a Jump 
af cattie-dung, which I had been spreading on the sod some months befors- 
A shower of rain two days previously must have accelerated the saprophytic 
growth of the mycelium in the manure, camsing it to produce the "Shaggy- 
caps. 

Other toadstools found growing in orchard land at Doncaster are Boletus 
fntexs and Loctoritis dehciosns, but these are only found along the edges of 
orchards that have been sheltered by rows of pines (Prunus radiata) whose 
roots have grown into the orchard; they are good bean Ss at bungi 
growing in sytibrosis with the end-roots of Pinus radiata, That the twa 
plants rely on each other is verified by the disappearance of fungi as saon 
as the pines are cut down, On one occasion I found also a beautiful speci- 
men of Boletus portentosns growing in ploughed archard about 20 fers 
from a gum tree. This would seem to indicate that B. perientoses lives in 
symbiosis with eucalypts. 

Mycorrhiza-forming fungi are growing very vigorously during the months 
from April toa November, when there is usually abundant nioisture and 
when -eucalypts and pines also fuurish and wre producing the white ravts, 
‘This means that the periods of maximum fungus activity and the fcrmation 
of white rocts on the trees coincide and they obviously inust coincide if 
there is to be any symbiosis between fungus and tree, Mr. A. QO. Barrett, 
in his book The &ssential Eucalypes and thew Effects on the Sort of 
Awstralia, points out that the formation of white roots, and generation of 
CO. gas by them, together with the fermentation of hunrus, is at its optimum 
during winter months, At such ‘time our mative trees make their growth, 

But in Evrope, whence come our deciduous fruit trees, the Case ts altered: 
soil activity and tree growth takes place during spring, summer and autumn, 
During wintertime both the soil and trees are inactive, ie. resting. Tt thus 
follows thai ovr orchard trees are spending their resting ptriod under 
somewhat unnatural soi) conditions. Through the increased soil activity. 
many plant fouds are made available for the trees and yet they cannot 
heneht from ther, as they have no white roots and are dormant. I can 
event imagine that the effect on the dormant rout is detrimental to them 
and might in some way explain the dying off of fruit trees (especially 
peaches) early jm spring. . 
Now, the old orthodox way of attending to the orchard Jate in autumm is 

to plough vp against the rows of trees thereby feavind a good furrow 
between them so that much of the surplus winter rain water can dram 
away. Jt seems to me that in this ploughing operation the hest possible 
soil-condition for dormant trees is achieved, Organic manwres should be 
applied only towards the end of winter, when their stimulating cffect 
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comers wilt the atw growth of trees. Althougl: 1 am very much 
inipressed hy the new lea of Ploughlesa Parining, 1 think: it is very essential 
te provide a well-drained soil for deciddous trees and afso deliberately 
retard the chemical activities of the soil as much as possible during winter- 
hime. 

WIMMERA PLANTS UNDER DROUGHT 

Ey E. Mum, Diniboals 

As a resident of the Wimmera, 1 have been able to nole the effect of 
recent draughts upc the plant life in this district. The years 1944 and 1945 
were particularly dry oves im the north-wests less than hall the average 
rain fell, and in such small amounts that it was of little use Many plants 
failed ta appear at all, notably the orchids, 

T found na specimens of Caledonia, Pterostelix, or Thelymitra, except 2 
few yery sinall ones of C. vargea, At Sorviceton, Lyperorithns tignicons 
wes growing in hundreds on the sand hills wader stringybarks; however, 
they didl not bleont at all. [nu the same spat, Aciantiex casertus hloanved itt 
thousands, together with au odd specimen af Plerastyltt parvifiorn. Will 
orchid tubers survive underground and bloom again when coitdilions are 
favourable? There were many hloams of Presophylhae fusco-airide al 
Dimboola, but in both 1944 and [945 a good fall of rain occurred. prior to 
Howcring time. 

There were very few species of the daisy Family. Nelipterves coryurbe 
flerwa was exceptionally searce. Helchrasim apicrlatun was uncommon, 
as was ff. aduatan. The only other member was H. Bfandowskiani, 
observed growing i the dry hed of the Wimmera River at Dimboola, 

In the Tittle Desert, most shrabs growing near the river did fairly well, 
probably due te the proximity of underground watcr (about 20 to 30 feet}. 
Callistemon ragulosus, Leftospermum scoperina, Melaleuca nncniota, MM 
Wilsond. and what L take ba be MM. enteifolia, growing in the sall sivamp, 
all bloomed very well along the river, Away from water, in the heavy 
soil, Myoporinn daserti, At. platycarpum, Bursaria spinose and Stenachilus 
fongrotius, all produced an abundance of bloom, showing how well they 
thrive under dry conditions, In the Little Desert itself Bouksia ornate 
thrived as usual. 

All the Eucalypts, including &. ticolor, B. rostrata, &. foycarylon, &. 
hesniphiona and EB. cajiteltore, Wad alaindance of bloom, Some mallees did 
not bloom at all; 1 could not say why, but it nay not Haye been due entirely 
fo climatic <omditions. —- 

The most favanred spot in the district was the Lawlont Ranges mar 
Diaaur, pastahly due ta Aeavier falls of rain, [t was here that [ saw the 
only specimen of Diwris macwata, With a lack of grass in the lower 
Mallee around Lake Hindmarsh, rabbits have stripped the bark and cateit 
wood from the lower parts of trees! they favour Myopormm and Stenockdies. 
Where these frees do not grow, they ent the bark of Malice eunalypts. 
Will the Myoporums survive the attack and sprout again, Ike the Mallees? 

When the drowght broke in carly May fast, many planis bloomed out of 
season, Among such were Baeckea, Tea-trees, Flame-heaih, Grampian 
Heath-myrile and members of the daisy family, like Common Everlastings 
and Minnie Daisies’ The Baeckeas are still blooming a fitthe. In md-July 
iwu exceptional freezes were cecorited (of 20°F.), Among the plants to 
be severely frost bitten was Stenochilus Jongifoling C'Bervigan’), which 
docs not show premise of fowernnge this spring. ' 
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PARASITES OF ANTS 

In the Natusalist for fuly, 1 was much interested to read Mrs. Edith 
Coleman's “Random Notes” on Bird Anting and Lizard Tail-shedding, She 
has Gyoted Richatd Jefferies, as tollaws: "Have these highly civilized 
insects arrived in some manner at a solution of the parasite problem?" My 
own experience is that ants are ctterly unable to ¢ontral parasites infesting 
therr nests, and, no matter how intelligent they may appear in other 
matters, they seem to have no idea of cantralling parasites of any kad, 

Tn my sesrch for Inquilines (those insects that habitually live wity ants 
as guests or “lodgers), 1 have examined many ant neste—prohably handreds. 
Tnguiltiaes; embrace many Orders, same nf whith are Thysausre, Orthoptera, 
Henupiers, Coleoptera (several families), Hymenoptera, Diptera, and 
Lepidopiara, and last, but aot least in point of wumbers, Aceridac, belonging 
to the class Avachania 

Tn many instances these guesle appear to be very welcome, cthers seem 
to be just tolerated, while others again are hostile to the ants. Some bectles 
such as the Trichnpterygidae (smallest beetles known} are olten plentriul 
in nests in nwist localities bke the Dandenong Ranges and may be quite 
useful to the atits in controlling moulds, ete. Dthers such as Soaphylinidaé 
and Pselephidan destray acarids in the nest, and, in all probability, also 
remove these pests from the ants’ bodies. 

Severna] years ago, when living at Geelong, 1 was engaged jn marking out 
the life bizturi¢s of small butterAics that are associated with ants. The 
caterpillars of one species, vie. Miletus jonita, which feed nocturnally on 
Golden Wattle leaves (Acacia pycnantha) spend the daytime jn nest galleries 
of the ant Jridomyrmes aititus. The ants actually conduct them to their 
food-plamts and Jatcr turn theni te the nest, where they eventually pupate 
{deep down in the galleries) and finally emerge as butterflies. 
To And out the manner of emergence of this burterfy, I brought home 

portion of a dead stump, from a nest containing several caterpillars, and 
also a large quantity ot the anty in a bag, the latter being a iecessary factor 
in this symbioti¢ arrane¢ment: the caterpillars excrete a sugary substance 
beloved of the ants, which in retucn not only guard the caterpillars, but 
keep them clean by removing the excretions; if allowed to remain, the exuded 
matter would almost certamly attract fungt, which would be deleterious ta 
the caterpitlars ° 

Nests of these ants qavally contain acamds, and arc also noted fox the 
many beetle guests usually present {belonging ta several famites, ai which 
the Pscloplidee appear prime favaurites—teequently, when picking up chese 
sinall beetles by means of a fine camel-hair hrush, 1 have seen an ant 
rescue the beetle from my brush, only to release it agai at once), 

In bagging the auts that were swarniing on top af their nest, diwe to my 
disturbance, practially no beetles of any species would be gathered with 
thena, and. on my return home, the ants and caterpillars were placed in a 
large squsre gtuss box for feeding abservatious, ett. Later on, acarids 
iner¢ased alarnnigely, to such an extent indeed thar saine ants could hardly . 
walk an account of the acarids clustered on their leas and hodies; others 
must have been almost blinded by the huge tumber of mites fastened on 
their heads. . 
Now, if ants In general had the intelligence attributed to therm by Jefferies, 

surely these Would have removed the acarids. In all probability, [ridox 
yiyrines has irom time immemorial been kept tree [ram parasites by thé 
attentions of fmquilings, sa thac now they just depend For assistance (that 
jailed to arrivel), wistead of removing the acarids theinselves, which they 
could do very casily, had they enough sense. 

H, W. Davey, 
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1S THE CORMORANT AS BLACK AS PAINTED? 

By P, F. Mornrs 

A feeliva of repulsion for snakes ot snake-like fori seens almost 
instinctive, or it may be instilled by wrong teachings, false associations, bias 
or hearsay, 

In June, 1942 (Hick. Not., Vol, 59, p 23), I recordéd a most fascinating 
combat between a Little Black Cormorant and a long departed common ce). 
Much has been written in favour of or against the bird with the snake-like 
head and neck, but as an angler I haye always. regarded it with, stspicion, 

Further investigation of the fecding habits and analysis (or count) of 
starhach contents of carmorants in this State is long overdue, However, 
I now wish shortly to commend the “Investigation of the Stomach Contents 
of the New Zealand Fresh-water Shags," by R. A. Falla and G. Stokell, 
published in the Transactions of the Royal Society of New Zealand, Vol, 74, 
p. 320. Here, indeed, the authors {or the cormorant} rise to the occasion 
with 2 well-timed “knock-out,” A perusal of this interesting and jnformative 
article seénis to prove that, for food, a cormorant will at least try anything 
once. 

The following is a suintnary of the fond taken and the number and class 
of birds examined: 

Number of birds examined all contatring food—t adults, 3 frdly-fledged 
Ryvig young, 11 dasuny nestlengs—total 18 birds, 

No. of birds  Wighest No. Total 
Stornach contents. in which in ahy dre fromall 

found. bird, birds, 
PIsHEs 

Salmonoid Ashes .- ., ., . 12 3 24 
Golaxias specles “i 1 ] 1 
Isaspandylid Ashes — - \ 4 2 5 
Undetermined ., » . yy 2 1 2 

Iwsrcrs 

Trichoptera (Caddis flies) .. .- 17 500 2594 
Archicheuliodes (Toc Biter) B 4 20 
Stenoperla (Stone flies) .. .- 1 t ! 
May flies, beatles, weevils —, 12 & i) 

Mo.riuses 3 10 1h 

MisceLtannous Matrer 

Willow leaves, gorse, thistle 
heads, coal, pebbles, clay, 
sheep droppings, ets., etc. . -. 14 Too variable to record. 

The birds were not fully gorged and the amount of food taken is actually 
the amount required, which did not vary with conditions, place of feeding 
or availablity, Jt seems to me that the cormorant is untuclky in his 
snake-like construction and he is mot as "'black” as he is painted with regard 
to alleged destruction of fish. 

In Treland (Nature, March 24, 19455, M, J. Hickey and J. R. Harris 
found adult Diphyllobathrid tapeworms in seagulls and cormorants a3 well 
as in trout, pike and other fishes. The English Pike is known to he a 
second intermediate host of tapeworm of man. I have found large numbers 
of “worms” in two cormorants that T have examined. Can any reader 
etilighten me as to the nature of these parasites? 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR LECTURETTES AND EXCURSIONS 

By U, Ge Eurorn, B.Sc, ‘Leachers’ College, Melbourne. 

The opmions expressed by My, S. R. Mitchell under this headitie hy the 
July Fretorian Naturalist are worthy of serious consideration hy the com 
mitre, especially, iu view of the increasing menilership aud the policy of 
establishing and fostering jomor clubs, 

As suggested by Liberty H. Bailey in The Nature-sutdy Ideo, there are 
two objects with which one may stidy Natiere—to clisooyer Hew truths for 
the purpase of increasing the sem of human knowlelge, and tr develup a 
sympathetic attitude towards Nature for the purpose of inereasig one’s joy 
of fiving, The first, a practical object, is that of Science, and aims at 
making hvrestigaters and specialists. The second, a cultural abject, is 
essentzally that of Nature-stuily, ail aims at enabling p persom to five a 
richer life. irrespective of what his or her business or prefession may be. 

IT aim of the opinion that this Club is, or sliould be, primanly concerned 
with the second object, although some of its Jeading oenMers ace also 
investigators and specialists in the field of science. In dhe Club's activities, 
there 1s a danger of the first object damimating the second. For the large 
proportion of members, the beginners, this is a case of “putting the tart 
before ihe horse.” and may arise from the tendcney of specialists lo lose 
sight of a beginner's point of view. 

Nature-study has heen define! as the hahit c4# “seeing what one looks 
at and drawing proper conclusions [ram what aie sees.” Seeing, enquirmg, 
intterpretitg ate the steps leadmez to appreciation. If based wholly on 
seiiment, appreciation tends 46 be superhcial and artificial; if based of 
knowledge, especially that gained by direct observation, it is real and lasting, 
The social and entertainment values of Club meetings are nat to be derided, 
but the educational value shéald not be subordinate to them, One of the 
basic functions of the Club should be to give beginners some knowledge of 
first. principles and methods of study, as well as encouragement in the 
purswit of their chosen branch of natural histary. 

While there is roam for some Jectures on “foreign” and techyleal topics 
the majorly shoud cater for local interests, aud Jecturettes would fe 
preferable to lectures. Topics suggested by Mr. Mitchell are admirahlin 
In addition might be included the fimctions of living things (utvition, 
respivation, reproduction, etc.) and natural phenomena such as camuudage, 
parasitism. evolution, and the ike Trom ume to time, talks on eollreting 
and preserving technique, and the use of keys in classification and identi- 
fication would be useful for beginners. 

Atali times, speakers should aim at simplicity rather than, talk "above the 
heads” of the audience, emplasize siguificant facts and caver a snvall feld 
thorgvugtily rather than tey to present a mass of information in a hurried 
ovannes, usc a few well-chosen illustrations effectively for teaching purposes 
rather than show many for effect, and allow plenty of time for aueéstions 
and discussion at the end. After the mecting, the majority shoold leave 
feeling that they have gained something worthwhile in the: way of knowledge 
or ideas fov further study. 

Excursions should be organized so that a leader is in charge at not more 
than twenty peaple, beginvicrs and adyanced studewts being catered for 
separatcly, Soine attention should be given to methods of stady, eg. points 
to observe as aids to classification, the use of key, methods of collecting 
and preserving specimens, As Mr. Mitchell stiggested, ecological surveys 
af small areas might be-allempted, with some attention to the evolution of 
landscapes and geographical surveys (humaa-environmental rclationships). 
The type of field work carried out by the Le Play Socicty of Englaml 
suggested for cotsideration : 
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Now that mectings: are held in a larger room, and in view of large 
attendances at meetings, the committee should also give some attention to 
wnaking displays of exbibits niore effective than they ate. More space js 
needed for display, and more tine for theinbers to inspect. The value of 
exlibits would be grcatly increase) if exhibitors would place a few simple 
explanatory uotes beside each one. Labels giving nothing lput scientific 
names arc uscless to most beyrinners—an fact, they may even he discouraging, 
It would also be helpful af exhibitors were in attendance to. answer questicts 
and explain points to those parricularly interested 

Wauld it be possible for the committec to plan a syllabus for meetings, 
in addition to excisions, and distmbute it at the beginning nf cach club 
year? As at) initlal step towards tts preparation, at mht be worth crt 
sidering A questionnaire by which members could indicate their inecrests, 
desires regarding lecture topics and field work, as wel) as their qualifications 
and williraness to assist the Club's activities. Would Degimers favour 
sniall study groups in the variotty branches of natural history in which they 
are interested? These are bi a few ideas that nay help to further Mr. 
Mitchell's sugeestions, 

MISS G. NOKES AND CALOCHILUS IMBERSIS 

Many members will share my regret ior the recent death of Miss Grace 
Nokes, to whom J was personally very much fiidebted during the former 
big shows of our Chih. Almost fovariably she came to relieve the tedium 
of anptylig innumerable pars and packing up when T was very tired at the 
ehd of a crowded two or three days. 

Orchid-Jovers in particular should be interested to know that we really 
owe the discovery of a remarkable species to Miss Nokes, At the 1923 
Wildflower Exhibition, she was helping to unpack the country supplies of 
flowers and carrying them to various tables. To any orchid table caine 2 
bunch of Brownbeards (Calochilus Robertson) that meluded several whage 
lahella lacked the customary hairiness of the genas. My daughter's and my 
own conasity was aroused and we immediately sought Miss Nokes, who 
temembered the box jin whieh these specimens had arrived—tron Mrs. F, 
Rich of Rushworth, Next day [T wrote ta Mrs. Rich, wha sent along 
further material, and upon this Dy. R, 5, Regers was able to set up the 
flew endemic species Calochilns dmbesbis, Later, 1 found an identical plant 
in fall bloom ac Ringwood: it waz also sent to Dr, Rogors, who expressed 
great delieht at fnding the range thus extended ta southern Victeria. 

Eprrny) Coreman, 

FOREST WEEK, 1945 

With a background of experience pained dung the very suocessiul Porose 
Week in 1944, the “Save the Forests" Campaign is again organizing a 
Forest Weel, to commence on Monday, 29th Orteber. Delegates at the 
Aveust Council mecting approved the planned activities. . 

The highlight of the week will be a forestry exhibition in the Melhourne 
Town Hall. Exhibits <mplasizing the importanes of forest preservation 
wall occupy the main hall, while films will be shown and short talks given 
in the tcrwer all, District Committees of the campaign are being asked 
to arrange mectings and demonstrations and ta co-operate with rural Fire 
Brigades, the Forests Commission and other public bodies in the removal 
of fire hazards. ; r 
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PROCEEDINGS 

The monthly meeting of the Club was held on October 8, 1945, 
al the Public Library Lecture Room, the President (Mr. H, C. E, 
Stewart) and some 150 members and friends’ attending. 

Mr. Stewart referred to the recent death of Mr. W. H, Stevens, 
who joined the Club m 1908 and had attained his 87th year, and 
Mr. A. B. Braine (aged 91), well known for his interest in Vic- 
torian orchids. Members stood in silence as a token of respect 
to their memory. 

Mr. Stewart welcomed to the meeting Mr, C, Daley, one of our 
old members. who had not been able to attend for some time, and 
Mr, Cliff Beatiglehole, an enthusiastic country member from Port- 
land. It was anounced that Mr, C. French was still very ill, and 
fitting reference was made to his. very regulaé attendances at Club 
iInectings during more than 60 years. 

Excursion reports were given as follows; Hurstbridge, Mr. 
A. S, Chalk, who mentioned the birds seen; Brisbane Ranges 
(char-4-banc trip in which 94 participated), Mr. J. H. Willis; 
Rirgwood to Heathmont (orchids), Mr. H. P. Dickins. 

The following were elected as Ordimary Members of the Club: 
Mrs. GC. C. Seott, Miss Lola Lehmann, Miss H. C. Wilkinson, Mr. 
and Mrs, N, G. Gibson, Messrs. Max Benneit, H. J. Brady, 
and Wilkinson Joules; and as Associate Member: Miss E. B. 
Plumridge, 

THE SOCIAL STATE OF INSECTS 

Mr. Tarlton Rayment, dealing mainly with bees, explained with 
the aid of excellent slides some of the wonderful adaptations 
among larvae and complete insects, and discussed some transitional 
habits [rom primitive native bees to the present day hive bec. © 

The structure of the cell Lor specific purposes was accomplished 
with mathematical precision and reflected a high degree of intelli- 
gence, as shown by the results of experiments made j int this regard. 

Details of micro-dissection were also given by Mr, Rayment and 
many interesting anecdotes were told. 

Mr. A. H. E. Mattingley, in proposing a vote of thanks, asked 
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Mr. Rayment if the aborigines had any honey before the advent 
of the white man. Mr. Rayment instaiiced certain types of native 
bees (mainly tropical in habitat) that did produce small quantities 
6f a rather acidic honey, which was an article of diet. among 
northern tribes. The motion was carried. 

at EXHIBITS 
Mr. H. P. Dickins: Six Australian flower studies, comprising two cult 

vated Boronias, Melaleyca exarate (W.A), Greviltea chrysophaa from 
tne Brisbane Ranges, Dampicra saccwlata (W.A.), and Caladema alba from 
Heathmont 
_ Mr, C. J, Gabriel: A series of mollusc opercula from various Jocalities, 
Mr. Tom Griffiths: Young prayiny mantids, 36 hours ofd, 
‘Mr. Grassick: Rock phosphate from Ocean Island 
Mr, F. G, Elford: Plerastylis alpina, the Alpine Greenhood from the 

Dandenong Ranges, 
Mr. Paul Fisch: Basket Fumgus (Clathirus gracilis) fond in orchard 

country at Doncaster. 
~ Mr. E. E. Lord Retnarkable example of V-shaped fasciation in Bellis 
fovennie (double-Alowered English Daisy} fron a garden at Flemiigton- 

Mr. F. $, Colliver: Coal-field fossil plants, including Lepidodendron 
(nodulose stage), Stigmora ficotdes and Sigtllaria, 

ROCK TYPES AND TOOLS OF STONE-AGE MAN 

In [Wild Life, May, 1945. Vol. 7, No. 5, po. 147-8, i¢ was stated thet an 
aboriginal stone workshop is indicated by the occurrence of “stones ot a 
Tair geological variety, not natural to the spot.’ The same journal, in a 
Jeadmg article an p, 131, paints out “it there are stones of several different 
types in the one spot,” further proof may soon be found that ancient man 
has been responsible for their collection, 
Few localities could show this to betler advantage than Won village, Cape 

Wom, Wewak district, in the Territory ot New Guinea. There on the 
heach canoes were built. Among the vast quantitics of imported, stonce— 
Wom Penjnsula consists of upraised corak—some 363 implements were 
examined, These showed geological tpes in a serics sight throveh the 
Plutenic, Hypabyssal, Volcanic and Sedinentary rocks. The variation is 
better understood when it ts appreciated that the material comes maittly 
from the volcanics with their mumerous associated types, and from the 
pluronics which include the sills and metamorphic preelucts; the former are 
prevalent on the adjacent islands, while the latter occur in the coast ranges, 
the Prince Alexanders atid the Torricellis. 

Mavarce F, Leask, 

SAFEGUARDING WILD FLOWERS 
The committee of the F.N.C_ at its last meeting disepssed the question of 

protectinn of nave plants, st obligation that seems to have heen negleered 
by offclaldom in Victoria in recent years, A Ietter from the Rangers” 
League of N.S.W, conveved the information that the Native Plants Pro- 
tection Act in that State had been tightened Up recently (mainly in regard 
to the sale of flowers from private lands) and it was suggested that the 
two hodies should co-operate with regard ta interstate trading in wild 
Aowers. Opinions om this matter fron’ members voll be welcomed by the 
corrmittee. 
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AMONG ALPINE FLOWERS ON THE BARRY MOUN- 
TAINS, COBBLER, STIRLING AND BULLER 

By J, EH, Wirtrs, Melbourne. 

To the “Bavries” wie, Bright 
“Barry Moantaineer’ -what magical words! In walking circles, 

the title is assumed) by those wha have trodes that section of the 
Divide between Mounts St. Bernard and Speculatian—generally 
conceded to be the roughest and toughese bic of hill climbing that 
Victoria can offer. Every summer a few stalwarts make the 
crossing and I had long wished to be numbered among them; 
moreover, there seemed to be nothing known about the plant life 
of these high ranges, and that fact alone was suffictenl enticernent 
to a young botanist hungry for field explorations, 

At last my chance came: Professor T. M. Cherry was to lead 
same experienced Rover Scouts uver the Barrice and invited me 
to join the company. The prelimmary—but all-importanr—details 
oi clothing, camping gear, and eight-day food supply haying been 
settled, our small party of five entrained from Spencer Street at 
7.30 am. on December 27 last, with packs each weighing 40-50 
Ibs. Tt was sot until 10% hours ater, afler a tedious journey, rhat 
we alighted at Bright, only to learn that another four hours must 
pass lefore the departure of the late bus for Harrictyille, 16 mules 
distant. 

There was time to take stock of Bright, so clean and so prettily 
placed on the tree-girt Ovens that it amply deserves its name and 
reputation ag Victoria’s most attractive country town. We pre 
pared our first al fresco meal on a well-grassed camping ground 
agaist the rivet, and 7 thereafter clirnhed a high hill to the north- 
east io watch the sun disappear behind Mount ‘Buffalo, now in 
deep purple rehef against a sly of salmon and gold. Eleven p.m. 
found us at Harretville and we were directed to a nearby paddock 
where a Jong, iron-roofed stable gave good promise wl a comfort- 
able night's rest: there was a stall and manger apiece and the floor, 
though earthen, was deep with soft warm chaff on which we 
gratefully spread our sleeping bags. f 

Next morning we.were up at daybreal, took breakast on the 
bank of the West Ovens (the river forks at Harrtetville), where 
several blue flower-heads of “Paterson's Curse” or Viper’s Bugtoss 
(Lchinm planiagincum) were in evidence, and, after carrying our 
packs into the Lown, persuaded 4 local bus-rnan to drive us as far 
as Mount St. Bernard (5,060 ft.) for the sake of 10/- each, This 
obviated a lone up-hill climb of 13 miles with heavy loads, and 

saved us at least a half day’s walking. Till slopes were every- 
where covered with the dreaded St. John’s Wort (Hyperscri 
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perforatwm) in pretty golden masses, heralding a copious harvest 
o£ seed for 1945, but biological control of the pest (by means of 
Chrysolina beetles) is now fortunately under way im this district, 

It was sad to look where St. Bernard Hospice had stood for 
generations, perhaps the most tomantic, if primitive, hostelry in 
the State. A heap of fused bottles and a few scraps of rusted iron 
on the hillside are all that now mark the spot where so many 
distinguished people had stayed—I thought of Baron van Mueller, 
who accompanied the Australasian Association for the Advance- 
ment of Science there in January, 1890, visiting his beloved Alps 
for the lasé time. Sadder still it was to gaze down the East Ovens 
valley on a scene of desclation—gaunr stands of dead timber, 
recently and deliberately fire-kitled to make grass for a lrandful 
of mountain cattle, 

But the Barries lic south-west from here, s6 we turned our 
backs upon he Alpine Highway to Hotham, passed over the scarcely 
perceptible crown of St, Bernard, and struck out for The Twins, 
our prospective lunching stop two miles distant. 

Paucity of Scientife Data 
Before embarking on a detarled narration, it is relevant: first to 

state a few signficant facts about the area covered. As indicated 
on the accompanymg sketch, Barry Mis, is applied to the water- 
shed between St. Bernard and Mt. Speculation, from where the 
Divwde takes a sudden turn southward over the rugged “Cross-cut 
Saw” to Mt. Howitt—a preat hub of Victorian waterways, giving 
rise Lo the Wonnangatta, Macallister, Jamieson, Howqua, Delatite, 
King, Rose, Dandongadale and Catherine Rivers, which radiate 
from Howitt like the spokes of a wheel, 

Lands Department maps show the 26-mile Barry section of the 
Divide as a nearly straight line, yet this traverse is anything but 
straight (see iset) and cuts across the “bee fine” at four different 
points, Terminal peaks are the highest, ie, The Twins (5,580 
feet) and Speculation (5,650 feet), only four other intervening 
points attaining an altitude of 5,000 feet or more (¥iz., Selwyn, 
The Viking, The Razor, and Despair}. For the remainder, our 
Barry Mountains lie mostly between 3,500 and 4,500 feet—of sub- 
alpine elevation. It is doubtful whether any sccurate official map 
exists; none was available to me at the Department of Lands and 
Survey, but Mi. K. L. Cairncross had kindly given me access to 
a 4 mile/3 inch, form-lined traverse that he made for his own use 
in 1941, and this plan proved invaluable (altitudes had been care- 
fully determined by aneroid and were indicated against each peak 
and “saddle”’), 

Neither could any reliable geological data be obtained from the 
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Mines Department; even the boundary line betweeti the two 
principal rock outcrops (Ordovician and Carboniferous) was-found 
to be placed too far west by more than two miles! Botanical 
information was non-existent, except for several orchid recordings 
by Mr. W. H, Nicholls, who bad made the crossing; Baron von 
Mueller had never been there. 

Probable reasons for the Barries having remained officially a 
terra incogitita are their remoteness from tracks and roads, their 
inaccessibility to horses (at least in the Razor-Viking region) and 
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their Jack of water—you can walk for a whole day in the sumimer- 
dime without encountering a spring, and inuch time may be wasted 
ufiless one knows exactly where to go down to water from the 
Jow “saddles,” 

The Twins to Mt. Sehwyn 

And now, to resume our itinerary, slipping down the southern 
slope of St. Bernard, we were immediately confronted by the 
towering, rounded, double-headed inass of The Twins-—a formid- 
able looking obstacle, appearing very bald aud wind-swept, its 
scattered Snow Gum (Encatuptus mphophila) cover reduced to 
low twisted thickets, The stiff 900-foot chavb uj the face of The 
Twins provided a good introductory test of “wind” and pack- 
shouldering, and Professor Cherry wisely enjoimed to “take it 
very slowly.” 

At the commencement of the climb, a small patch of rave Jeafless 
Alpine Sunbush (Sossiea bracicosa} was passed, but observed 

' nowhere else berween St. Bernard and Mt. Boller; this pea has 
flattened stems or cladedes, as in the iutvoduced Ribbon-bush 
(“Centipede Plant”). Grassy inclines were everywhere resplendent 
in daisy flowers, the more conspicuous kinds beg: Hoary (golden 
form) and Camomile Sunrays (fHolipterwm albicans var, auraceps, 
and H_anthemoides) ; Azure, Fringed, and Snow Datsies (Brachy- 
come scapiformis, XM, ciliants var, robusta, and H. nivalis respec- 
tively); Violet Flea-bane (Evigeron pappechrame); Hoary and 
Silky Daisy-bushes (Olearia Frostii and O. wmyrsinotdes) ; Silver 
Daisy (Celmsia longifolta); and Yam Daisy (Microserts scaps- 
gera). I was reminded forcibly oi Dr. James Small’s yemark 
(1919) that, “The Coimpasitae, indeed, sees to have been formed 
with the mountains, by the mountains, for the mountains.” On this 
particular trip, two in every thirteen species recorded were of the 
daisy family, and it 18 interesting to note that Sawssurea tridactyla 
lives at a higher altitude than any other flowering plant, viz., 19,000 
feet in the Himalayas (Sikkint region), 

The very crest of The Twins 1s above tree-line (which descends 
lower on the cold southern eide of the mount) and aniong rocks 
there flawered the honey-scented Grevillea anstrafis—dwarted by 
exposure to an utterly prostrate habit. The substantial cairn com- 
mands breath-taking views in all directions, with spectacular Mt. 
Cobbler dominating the western skyline and Feathertop’s rerular 
cone rismg weli above ridges to the immediate north-cast. While 
sitting far lunch among cushions of Alpine Tussock, Graceful 
Bent, and Bristle Grasses, we drank in the glorious panoraina and 
traced out our route toward Mt. Selwyn and The Viking away 
beyond. It was surprising to see mounds of the jumping ant at 
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such an elevation, where the then very active little insects must 
surely be frozen under for months during winter. The entomologist 
of our party was delighted at finding a small bright red mantis on 
The Twins, which also yielded the one and only snake we saw— 
a baby Black (Pseudechis porphyriacus), coiled beneath a stone 
against the cairn. 

Summit of The Twins, 5,580 feet, looking west, 
Photo, by Fritz Hauer. 

The drop off The Twins (south-westerly) is almost as steep as 
the ascent from St. Bernard and on the way down I noted some 
gay flower patches of Digger Speedwell (Veronica perfoliata) and 
a few stunted plants of Snow Aciphyll (Actphylla glacialis). 
Cattle were ntimerous, and their pads led us up and down rocky 
hummocks of the Divide, through open Snow Gum groves where 
Silver Daisies rose majestically ail along the track. Here and 
there were evidences of early prospecting—is there a quartz reei 
anywhere that those doughty gold-seekers failed to discover? The 
day was warm and towards mid-afternoon we met two perspiring 
hikers, stripped to the waist and laden with knapsack tanks of 
water in addition to their ordinary camp impedimenta. They had 
walked from Mt. Selwyn that day and warned us about the miles 
of very dense scrub with which we would have to do battle on the 
waterless stretch between Selwyn and The Viking. At several 
points, one must guard against the temptation to branch off along 
side spurs, higher than the actual Divide. Valuable time can be 
lost that way. 
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The sun was declining when we reached Mt. Murray stockyard, 
and, to pitch camp at running water, we were obliged to descend 
(more correctly “‘slither”’) more than 1,000 feet, in vertical height, 
to one of the Buckland River heads. Beds were made on layers 
of tree-fern fronds and a very comfortable night passed—warm 
and starlit. Near the old stockyard were shrubs of Ovens Ever- 
lasting (Helichrysum Stirlingit), the only ones I observed, while 
Cluster-flower Geebung (Persoonia confertifiora) and the uncom- 
mon grass Deyeuxsia coniracta were met with for the first time 
here. 

Next day I was surprised to find a clump of Viola tricolor in 
bloom beside the track, doubtless introduced by stock, as were 
brome grasses, thistles, and the ubiquitous sorrel. Variable 
Groundsel (Senecio leutus), a form with finely dissected foliage, 
made splashes of bright yellow in rocky places, but the most 
abundant artd floriferous plants right to our journey’s end were 
Pale Vanilla Lily (Arthropodium milleflorum) and Derwent 
Speedwell (Veronica derwentia) ; the latter clothed acres of many 
hills with white or mauve-tinted blossom that harboured innumer- 
able nectar-seeking insects, notably flower-beetles, Our ento- 
mologist was kept so busy that he ran out of collecting tins and 
bottles. Willow-herb (Epilobium Billardierianum) and a tall, 
large-flowered Blue-bell (ahlenbergia sp.) were also plentiful; 
but the only orchids so far seen were musky Caladenia angustata 
(leaves and capsules), and a few late flowers of Bird Orchid 
(Chiloglotits Gunnit) on a very low grassy saddle where we 
stopped for lunch this second day. 

Soon the bulk of Mt. Selwyn loomed near and we made good 
pace towards it. Now and then a slight carrion odour betrayed 
the presence of humble Stinking Pennywort (Hydrocotyle laxt- 
flora), but fatled to dim our delight in the panoramas unfolded 
from every high vantage-point—we were completely enveloped in 
a world of mountain ranges, rolling back to far horizons like the 
waves of a purple sea; the changing moods of lofty Feathertop 
and Buffalo were ever a constant source of pleasure. Just before 
the final stiff climb to North Selwyn’s (5,050 feet) summit—an 
outlook probably unrivalled anywhere in the Victorian highlands— 
we passed along a short but extremely narrow razor-back, of the 
sort which early surveyors had to “shave” down so that the wheels 
of their drays would touch ground on either side! At this “razor” 
I noted my first plants of Dwarf Geebung (Persoonia chame- 
peuce)—later found abundantly all over the Cobbler plateau. 

Selwyn is a mount of contrasts: the higher northern peak is 
smooth in outline and composed of Ordovician sedimentaries, the 
southern a tumbled mass of whitened, Devonian granite boulders. 
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Between these high pe a sheltered grassy saddle, where Woolly- 
butt (Eucalyptus delegetensis) forest cames up to meet Svow 
Gum, invites you lo make camp. It is but a few minutes’ walk, 
down the north side af the saddle, to where a spring of clear water 
bubbles permanently from 2 grove of tall tea-trees (Leptospersuem 
pubescens var.) beset with Alpine Water-fern (Blechoton peuna- 
marina). Musk Monkey-Rower (Mirmuins amoschatus) is well 
established there, also in several other highland water-courses. At 
the time of our visit, the tea-tree spring and, indeed, the whole 
southern granitic peak had been badly scarred by recent fires. That 
night on Me. Selwyn was windy, with gathering nimbus cloud, so 
we arose early and weré away by 7 a.n,, hoping to negotiate the 
worst of the threatened heavy scrub before rain might add to our 
difficulties. A clamp of Royal Grévilleas (G. Victoria) stood out 
where our patlr left the south-west base of the granite knob. 

Selwyn to The Viking 
Throughout next day, the leaden sky was tinged red with dust, 

and views of all but the nearest hills quite obscured. Well defined 
cattle pads rendered the going easy jor some five miles from 
Selwyn, whence the Divide curned sharply south from the inter- 

section (theoretical) of Youpella and Coolungubra Parishes— 
exactly half way aloug the Barries, Then followed a succession 
of dreary burnt-out hills, steep and stony—evidence that the 
firebrands had been at work, ever striving to push their stock 
farther and yet farther back along the range, with what disastrous 
results to soul and timber! 

Pale green heads of the indigenous Graceful Fescue (Festuca 
asperwla) nodded from tall stems in this region, while floral swards 
af mauve and white showed how effectively the Pale Vanilla-lity 
and Prickly Starwort (Stellaria pungens) were re-colonising many 
charred slopes. One solitary orchid spike each of Thelyimitea 
media and Prasophyllum brevilabre was taken hereabouts, though 
“Cimamon Bells” (new name for our Potato Orchid, Gastrodia 
Sesamoides) were not infrequent. 

Then came the scrub! Progress was reduced to crawling pace 
for six painful hours, during which we covered only as many 
miles, sametinies going backwards and using our packs as battering 
rams against the hedge-like density of regenerated eucalypt and 
wattle saplings, often interlaced with wild raspberry braimbiles, 
Messmate (£wcalyptns oblique’) and Blanket-leat (Bedfordia 
salicina) were noted on 2 small granite outcrop some seven miles 
west of Selwyn, but they appeared on the crest of the Divide at 
only one other spot, viz., The Viking's north-eastern foot. We 
had hoped to make The Viking by this third evening, but were 
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still wearily struggling with heavy scrub at sunsef and were 
forced down to water before the twilight waned—another vertical 
scramble of 1,200 feet or more to a steep head of Riley's Creek; 
the babbling water made welcome music, but we had actually to 
find it by candle-light amang the enveloping canopy of gully 
vegetation. Tree-fern Trond: again provided soft bedding and 
it was mild enough to dispense with tents. Refreshed by a Tong 
sicep, we re-climbed the ridge at 10am. and beheld The Viking 
apamst a clear sky; yesterday, the prevailing cloud and dust (but 
mercifully mot rain) had marred its bold relief, in the few glimpses 
we had while “serub-shovmg." Lyrebirds were frequently beard 
and we stumbled across many of their dancing mounds in the 
thick undergrowth. Aun ovcasional eagle was scen, souring aloft, 
but smaller birds did not see at all numerous—strange, in view 
of the copious insect population. 

(To be continued) 

PROPOSED SANCTUARY AT DIMBVOLA 

(To the Editer) 

Sir.—I notice in the aunual report chat among the activities of your Club 
for 1948 was a proposed sanctuary for Dimboota. IT was the mover an this 
idea, and bad the focal Progress Associatian on the job, but like many other 
bodies, after due consideration (some six months), nothing has twen doxe. 

~ Adjacent to the High School is about i@ acres of land of a very light 
nature. It is covered at the present time with virgin scrub nate to the 
district, and is unfeneed. If this block cculd be fener) at a Inter date we 
could have a bell of eucalypts, as E. letwazylem and EF. cladocalyx, c# which 
we would in later years by very proud, The local schuol would benehe 
éreatly by the idea 

This block is the habitat of a fairly rare Atistrahatt orchid, Prasapheylhin 
fesco-wmride, found, as far as T know, only around Dimboola, very rarely 
at = spot near Portland, and at one 4pot of Eyre's Peninsula, South 
Australia, I would like tn see at least 4 acres of the land declared a 
sanctuary for native plants, becawwse there are many plants peculiar to the 
north-west of Victoria therein, and patches of virgin scrub are particularly 
rare near Dimbeola, The matter has been before the Dimboola Decen- 
tralization League, but they bave not moved in the matter of a sanctuary. 
A specioven of the orchid was exhibited at a Field Naturalists’ mecting 
last year and a Melipurne member of the Club proposes visiting Dimboola 
this spring to see at. This could be the forerumer of other such visits by 
naturalists to study our flora and fauna. Prasopleylten fasco-viride was 
found and described by an old Dinvboola resident, Mr F. M_ Reader, What 
better memorial to ihe Reader family than a park where can be grown the 
plants jhat they, and other ofd district naturalists, loved so much? At the 
present time this area is a menrce ta the towns stall boys armed with axes: 
and matches go a-pioneering there in summer months! T hope to attend a 
mecting of the Club at an early date and would appreciate an opportunity 
to amplify these remarks. 

EF. Murr. 
Dimboola, Vic, ; - 
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EVERYDAY APPLICATIONS OF ASTRONOMY 

By J. A. Buackeven, (A.LF.) 

‘ut what is the use of it?’ This question is aften asked ut 
naturalists by theiv unscientific friends. And it is a hard question 
to answer, for it is difficult to express the floral anatomy of a 
ninute orchid in terms of money, or to justify hours spent poring 
over 2 uew crustacean. By the common concept, astronomy 1s 
even further from everyday life: you can handle a botanical 
specimen or closely examine geological strata, but. the stars are 
millions of miles away. <A sceptic may even doubt their real 
existence, saying they are merely an optical iusiots, 

But the science of navigation brings astronomy down to earth, 
The most humble sailor realizes only loo well that, without the 
stars, it would be impossible to travel far from land. And the 
services of the astronomer are required to collect the data which 
the navigator uses in calculating his position from the stars, 

Astronomy is a science which demands a knowledge of higher 

mathematics and is nbviausty beyond the scope of all hut the mast 
erudite, Fortunately, for the purposes. of navigation, it can be 
reduced to a comparatively simple form. Copernicus stirs in his 
grave, for once more it is imagined that the earth is the centre of 
the universe: the stars are studded like gems om the inside af the 
“celestial sphere’ which rotates} the sun and moon move along 
fairly uniform paths among the stars, and the planets wander, 
appareitly, at will, Of course it is the earth that really rofates, so 
the apparent mation of the celestial sphere taks place about an 
axis which coincides with that of the earth. This axis cuis the 
celestial sphere at two points known as the north and south 
celestial poles, which, in the respective hemispheres, are elevated 
above the horizon’ at an angle equal lo the latitude of the place 
af observation. A star situated right at the celestial pole would 
appear quite stationary m the sky. Stars fairly close to it appear 
to mave in small circles with the celestial pole as centre. These 
stars never dip below the horizon as do others farther away. 

Right above the head of the observer is a pomt in the sky 
known as the zenith. This, of course, does not move with the 
celestial sphere and its distance from the pole remains constant 
for the one place of observation, but varies according to latitude. 
This distance ig known as the “co-latitude.” If the line joining 
the zenith to the elevated cclestial pole is produced downwards to 
eut the horizon, it does so due sonth of the observer, and if 
produced the other way, cuts it in the north, This liné is the 
meridian or north-south Tine and the augle berween au. object (star 
or otherwise) and the meridian is known as its azimuth. A line 
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joining the zenith to any star is its zenith distance and can be 
deduced by measuring its alutude above the horizon, A line 
joiming a star and the elevated pote is known as its co-dechnation 
or polar distance and can be found from the Nautical Almanac or 
similar tables, 

So we have three points: the zenith, the pole, and the position 
occupied by a particular star, and three lines joining these points, 
yiz., the coatitude, the zenith distance, and the polar distance, 
thus forming a triangle on the celestial sphere, Of the angles in 
this triangle, the one taken at the zenith between the star and the 
pole clearly gives the azimuth of that star Since the star 
apparently travels in a circle centred on the pole, the angle at the 
pole between the zenith and the star is a measure of the time 
which has elapsed since the star last crossed the meridian (which 
it does every twenty-four hours). This angle is known as the hour 
angle and enables us to determine time. The third angle, that at 
the stay, is not used. vs 

This triangle on the celestial sphere is a spherical triangle and 
its mathematical properties are similar to those of a plane triangle. 
It has six angles and sides, and if any three are known, the other 
three can easily be calculated. Two can always be found: the 
xenith distance by direct measurement and the polar distance from 
the Nautical Almanac, One of the other three useful components 
must be found in order that the remaining twe may be cabeujated. 

That ts briefly the theoretical basis of navigation. The methods 
by which zenith distance may be measured and the missing com- 
ponent found are numerous and varied, On land a theodolite or 
some modiheation of iL is wsed to measure the altitude, but at sea 
and in the ait a sextant is needed to overcame the effect af 
constant motion, Moreover, if observations are made to heavenly 
hodi¢s in certain positions, the calculations are considerably re- 
duced. For instance, a star is at maximum altitude when it is on 
the meridian: that is to say, due north or due soutl af the 
observer. So a star is followed with an instrument until its 
altitude ceases to increase. The altitude is then measured. At 
that instant, the star, zenith, and pole are in one straight line; the 
celestial triangle has ceased to exist, and the latitude of the place 
is deduced merely from the sum or difference of the zenith and 
polar distances. It js this observation which is mace to the sun 
at midday on board ship, - 

Fromm another observation taken to a star or the sun when it 18 
fairly low in the east or west we can compute the azimuth and 
hour angle, using as the third component the latitude obtained as 
deseribed, or scaled [roma g00d map. From the hour angle, either 
the longitude of the place or the correct time may be obtained, but 
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one must be known to give the other. If the correct Greenwich 
titte is known the Nautical Almanac will give the time interval 
which has elapsed since the star last crossed the Greenwich 
meridian. The difference between this time and the hour angle 
is the longitude wl the place of observation, If longitude is 
known exactly, as in the case of an observatory, the reverse 
process may be applied and the exact time of fransit of a star 
across the meridian computed, The actual transit is observed and 
the time noted on the observatory clock. Any discrepancy is the 
error of the clock, which is then adjusted. Thts wireless time 
signals are controlled, checking ships’ chronometers, arid permitting 
accurate longitude to be determined at sea. 

In this brief articlé, enough is given to enable the layman to 
realize that astronomy, that mystic science, is of very great 
practical yalue. Surely the stars influence our lives fat more than 
we realize. 

STRANGE ROOT FORMATION IN WEEPING WILLOW 

(Suliz babylonica) 

In a letter (25/6/45) Mr. A. O, Barrett describes a very imteresting root 
formaticn in a Weeping Willow which emphasizes the value af willows 
along water-courses, where onc may often see fheir roots holding the 
elsewhere miich-eroded banks, Ji bijilding a factory, the men had to 
remove a layge pollarded Weeping Willow. It was quite: rotten inside the 
trunk. About 8 feet 6 inches from the ground, issuing from a large branch 
@ inches thick at the triink, 4 root hed made its way down through the 
rotted wood ond had penetrated the ground, The roots reminded Me, 
Barrett of an old English beset. 

At first glance this appears’ lo be at instance parallel with that of the 
Strange root formation in Exocarpus (Pict. Nat.. March, 1944), but, in the 
case of willows, une frequently sees roots reaching down to a stream from 
a partion of the stem well above the water. In the first mstance, these 
probably shoot for hitlance and, as the tendency is for roots to grow 
downward, they soon reach the water. One may see this in cattings placed 
in a jae of water, when roots will appear on the cutting, six inches or more 
ahove the water, and grow downward towards it. 

According to Prof, E. J. Salisbury (1936), “the facility with which 
“willaw cuttings strike is probably largely, #4 mot entirely, due to the 
presence of rudimentary roots in.the stem, already deyeloped within the 
tissues of the parent axis, and merely awaiting the appropriate stimules far 
their development.” In the case of Mr, Barrett's willow, ote wonders j lis} 
earn stimulds may have been to cull forth a root at S¢ feet fram the 
ground, 

Prabably other Australian trees besides Eaocerfms are able ta save 
the siwwation when danger threatens. At Sorrento, where Ceswarine 
sivicta is still abundant, and where their ornamental value & recognized, 
# fine sapling she-oak is grawing right from the centre cf the still sound 

rent trunk. This fine specimen (2 feet thick) had been sawn of at about 
fcet from the ground. No other shoots had issued from the tritik, I have 

watched this sapling Cusxarina for several years. 
Eoivn Coreman. 
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_ FOSSILS FROM JERUSALEM CREEK, EILDON 
DISTRICT, VICTORIA 

By Epmunn D. Greo, 1.a., B.D. 

South-east from Ejidon Weir is rough mountainoys country, 
seldom traversed. The bedrock consists of sandstones and mud- 
stones with a few grit and conglomeratic bands. Intrusives have 
penetrated the bedrock in a number of places, The general 
character of the enuntry rock can be seen in the many cuttings 
along the road from Eildon to Fry’s Bridge, which one traverses 
a the way to the well-known fossiliferous strata at Howe’s Creek, 
oyala, 
The area referred to is drained by Jerusalem Creek, which rises: 

on Mt. Torbreck {5,090 feet) and travels northwards to the Eildon 
Reservoir, The strike of the country rock averages about N. 45° 
W., 1, it is transverse to the direction of the stream. The sand- 
stones and mudstones are not Inghly diversified and so do not 
seem to exercise a very strong influence on the direction of the 
Principal streains at this point. 
Many years ago, Mr, O, A, L., Whitelaw made a sketch physio- 

graphic map of the country from the better-known Wood's Point 
area to the Ejldon-Fry’s Bridge Road. On this map a small 
amount of geological information was also filled in. Mr. W. 
Baragwanath, of the Victorjan Geological Survey, has kindly 
made this map available to me, The original purpose was to 
continve ina north-westerly direction (i.¢., along the line of strike) 
the geological mapping of the Walhalla-Wood's Point district. 
' While mapping the country, Mr. Whitelaw collected a number 
of fossils, and these are now listed, as they provide same interesting 
evidence of the geological age im an area where the stratigraphy 
has not yet been descrited. The fossils have been preserved as 
casis and moulds, the original calcitic material having been leached- 
away. Many of the fossils are poorly preserved, but those named 
below were capable of identification. The nunibers given are 
Geological Survey Museum reference numbers. They are given 
se that anyone desrring to do so can check the determinations 
made. Nos, 18207, 18209, und 18210 are from “Bend two chains 
north from junction of Jerusalem and Barnwell’s Creeks, Jameson. 
Quarter Sheet.” 

No, 18207—Speckled grit, with brown, rust-red, buff, and whitisl 
patches; fine-grained inatix with inset lar ger fraing of 
quartz {clear and milky). felspar, ete, up te 4 em, diameter: 
usually. Reptarie sp. and a crinoid stem joint, 

No. 18210—As. No. 18207 and containing the same fossils, with 
the additon of an undetermined polyzoan, 
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No, 18209—Heavy, compact, indurated buff saridstond, mostly 
felspar but with some quartz and other minerals, Chonetes 
sp. 

The rest of the specimens come from “‘Spur between Wilson's 
and Barnwell’s Creeks, 70 chains south-east from junction of 
Jerusalem and Barnwell’s Creek, Jamieson Quarter Sheet.” 
No, 18218—Light greyish to Luft felspathic sandstone, with whitish 

patches ; contains occasional large grains of quartz; compact 
itt mass, but small preces are crumbly, 
Anoplia australis Gill, with faint incipient tibbing at edge. 
Nuculites maccoyama Chapman. 
Chaneies sp. : 
Also a small solitary coral. two spiriferids, orthids, and three 

kinds af crimoid stem joints . 
No. 18222—Anapha witherst Gill (small and large specimens). 

Spirorbis sp. 
Dalmanella sp. of the elegantidla@ gens, but small and with 

muscle ridges much Jess developed than in the specimens 
from Lilydale district (Yeringian).. 

Chonetes sp. with about 30 rounded ribs mostly bifurcated 
at the anterior ends; imedian sulcus; large papillae; longer 
median septum than Chonetes robusta Chapman with 
which it has affinities, This species is new but the 
material is not well enough preserved to be made ito a 
type. However, it is very interesting in that it is probably 
the forerunner of C. robusta, 

No. 18223—Many of the fossils named above appear on nearly 
all the specimens, but only those that are ditterent are now 
named as all the material comes from the same localty- 
Tentaculites sp. 

No. 18224—Frragment of trilobite. 
No, 18227—<f. Fesestrellina. 

Stratigraphical Position 
The beds, trom which the fossils listed above have come, are 

Lower ¥eringian in age, as defined hy the present writer ina paper 
on “Chonetidae from the Palaeozoic Rocks of Victoria and their 
Stratigraphical Significance” now in press in the. Proceedings of 
the Royal Society of Victoria (Vol. LVIT). The plentiful occur- 
rence of the Devonian genus Anoplia indicates this, as also does 
the faunal and lithalogical similarity between the Jerusalem Creck 
and Yankee Jim Creek beds (Proc. Roy. Soc, Vic.. 53, Pt. 1, p. 
157), The iossils suggest that the Jerusalem Creek beds are at or 
near the base of the Yeringian Series. However, it must be kept 
in iind that the base of the Yeringian Series in the type area has 
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not yet been proved, owing to the unlossiliferous. nature of the 
rocks there. I may be anticipated that Jordanian beds will be 
found in the vicinity of the Jerusalem Creel fossilerous straya. 
Whitelaw, aid recently Thomas (personal commiinication) found 
plant remains in the distriet, hut nut adjacent to the heds described 
here, The writer is mdebted tu Mr. W. Baragwanath of the 
Geological Survey of Victoria for the opporunity of studying the 
Jerusalem Creek fossils, . 

DEATH OF MR A. B, BRAINE 

A distinguished figure was lost to Australian orchidology through the 
death in Melbourne on October 6 of Mr. Arthur Belgrave Braine, whe had 
reached the age of 9) years on Septernber 9,° English-born, Mr. Eraine 
mogratel to Ceylon as a young man aod engaged for many years in coffee 
planting. That experience prompted him to become in later years a 
champion in. Austvalia of the Cingalese and to urge that they could be an 
importamt and healthy factar in the opening-up of the northern parts of 
this continent, 

Transtetring from Ceylon to Victoria, Mr. Braine entered the Education 
Departinent alld served in various parts of the State. Morcerer, he married 
a teacher, and a haopy alliance produced nine children, ectght of whom 
remain, One is the wife of Mr. W- II, Nicholls, the well-known orchid- 
olngist. Mrs. Braine, a cultured and charming woman, predeceased her 
husband by little mare than three ionths. 

Students of Australian orchids have reasow te hold the name of A, EB. 
Reaine in warm regard. Tle took up the study purely as a recreation, and 
his sound educatian and fraternal spirit combined to make him a sauree af 
assistance and insnisation io dthers. In addition he made some interesting 
discoveries, notably Chilogloitiz Pescottiana (the Bronzy Bird Orvhid), 2 
rare species first found when Mr. Erainc was stationed at Cravensville, in 
the worth-cast. Another of his achievements at Cravensville was the finding 
for the fret time in Victoria of the remarkable litthe Elbow Orchid, 
Spiewoece Auntiona. Tr was through such work 'that the late Dr R. 5. 
Rogers cammemorated him (1922) in Prasophyllin Brainei, the Green Leele 
Orehid, 

Mr, Braine. was “orchid-minded” to the Tast. Even on the verge of 90 
years he continue! te enjoy bush ramibles. “Isn't it ante,” he was asked at 
the age of 89, “that you left the traniping to younger men?” “Tutetut,” 
said the ok! orchidalogist, "Tm only a young man myself, But,* lw smiled, « 
"LE must confess that Um not quite sp good at the hills as 1 used to bel" 

A.H-C 

DEATH OF Mi BASSET HULL 
The Field Naturallsts’ Clul) of Victoria extends ite sympathy to the 

Royal Zoological Society of New South Wales on the death af its 
experienced secretary and editor, Mr. A. F. Bassct Hull. Porn in Hobart 
in 1862, Mr. Hull became a barrister anu served for malty years in a legal 
capacity tu the N.S.W-. Depariment of Mines. Meanwhile he developed 
strong interests in ornithology, cancholagy and philately, and was at varioua 
times president nf tre Royal Australasian Orrthologists’ Union, the Royal 
Zedloereal Society of N.S.W,, the Linnean Society of N,S.W., and the 
Sydney Philatelic Club. He was awarded the M.T,E, in 1936. A ecnurtly 
and sage personality, Mr, Hall will he much missed 
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ADDITIONS TO THE VICTORIAN PTERIDOPHYTA 

By N, A. WaKeFiecp, Orbost. 

1. Marsilea angustifolia R.Br. (in Prod. Fl. Now. Holl,, 1810). 

“Leaflets narrow-oblong, very obtuse truncate or slightly toothed 
at the end, the stipes slender, filiform, 2 to 3in, long .... glabrous 
or nearly so. Involucre hirsute and nearly sessile, and usually 
solitary at the nodes.” (G, Bentham in Flora Ausiraliensis.} 

This. plant, known originally only from North Australia, has 
since been placed on the tists for Queensland, New South Wales 
and Western Australia. In the Melbourne National Herbarium 
there are Victorian specimens from the Wimmera, collected by 
F. M. Reader in 1887; and Mr. J. H. Willis has noted the species 
at Mildura, ns 

Following is a key suitable for distinguishing between the three 
Victorian species of Marsilea: ‘ 

Leaflets obovate; involucres clustered, on long stipes , . M. 
Drummondit. 

Lealets obovate; involucres clustered and sessile . , AZ. hirsyta. 

Leaflets narrow-oblong; involucres sessile usually solitary . . 
M. angustifolia. 

2. Tsoetes huimalior P.Muell, (in Livnaea, 1852, 722). 

Synonyms: J, Hookert and 1, Stuartii A,Br.—1868, 

This species first came under notice in Victoria when Mré. Willis 
identified as such, plants collected by the writer in granite rock 
pools of the Genoa River in East Gippsland. Further investi- 
gation showed that most of the Victorian material previously 
passing as /, Drununondit was the same as the Tasmaman f. 
himifior, The two Victorian species can he distinguished as 
follows: , ; 

I, Drummendi inhabits shallow water or grows even on damp 
soil, the rootstock is 3-lobed, a few stomata are present, and the 
sporanigia are naked. The only known Victorian specimens were 
collected at Hawkesdale and in the Wimmera by the late Mr. 
H. B. Williamson (1904). The species ts recorded also from 
South and Western Australia. 

I, huntilior is permanently submerged, the rootstock is 2-lobed, 
there are no st'nata, and each sporanigium is completely covered 
by a membrane. It is recorded for Victoria by specimens from 
several localities including Mt. Pilot near Chiltern, Dimboola, and 
the Upper Murray, and is found also in Tasmania. 
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3. Cyathea marcescens N, A, Wakefield. 

An interesting sequel to the discovery, as a new species, of the 
Skirted Treefern in East Gippsland was the Jocation in Melbourne 
National Herbariuin of a small piece, undoubtedly of the same 
plant, collected in the Otway Ranges by George H. Marriner, in 
1880. In a covering letter to Baron von Mueller, the following 
notes were given: wt 

“From a tree about & or 9 ft, high and 8 or 9 in, in diameter, 
fength of frond 146”. J have seen them 176” long off a tree 
9 ft. high, This is the strong grower and only to be found - 
oceastonally > they both grow in company with one another.” 

The “both” here refers to C. Cunninghams and C. marcescens, 
and the notes on size and association could just as well have been 
written of Lhe two species at Mount Drummer and Combienbar in 
Gippsland. 

Mueller sent Marriner’s specimen of C. Cunnimghamit to Ben- 
tham, wha mentions it in the Flora Axstrafiousis (Vol. 7, p. 709) ; 
hut the Baron labelled the other speciinen “Hemitelia’ and put it 
aside. 

T wonder if the Skirted Treefern is still “to be found oecasiqn- 
ally” in the Otway Ranges? 

[Mr, Owen Singtetron found a solitary but healthy example of Cyathea 
snarcescons at ““Mait’s Rost” on a tribytary of the Parker River (main road, 
five miles east of Tlordern Vale) early in January, 1944. Good maternal 
was dodged at the Melbourne Herbarium and apreea perfectly with the 
types front Mottit. Drtiminier and Combienbar.—J.H.W., Asst. Ed.] 

A RARE VICTORIAN FERN 

When WN. A, Wakefield, in the Pictovinn Noinralisd (Jan. 1941), recorded 
Mr. W. Rebinsnn's discovery for the first time in Victoria of Lindsaya 
arcrephyta Sw. trom East Gippsland, a beautiful addition. was made to our 
native itm Aora. Now the species has been found a second time, 170 miles 
farther west in our State, and has been sent me fy Miss Ruth Clarice from 
Granite Ror, five miles from Hedley near Toora, Gippsland, 

The party consisted of Mrs. Ressiter (who with hee daughter is a well- 
known orchid epthusiast), her son, Miss Wigan and Miss Clark, Few 
know the bush acound Hediey. better than the fitst-pamed and it was a joy 
to her to find semething not previnisly noted, Granite Bar is an old tia- 
nuning area, aiid the sluicings left a raving in which the original flora has 
become re-established, Described as fairly high, but wot wet, the country 
has a good rainfall and is well timbered wlth stringy bark and box, with 
patches of dense scrub. In one depression Lindsaya was found growing on 
the damp, shaded, almost vertical sides, in soil containing much pipe-clay 
and gravel. The gember of plants was not counted, but although well 
estublished, the species was not abuidant; it should now be carefully soughd 
i the few remaining fern:gutlies of South Gippsland, 

A. J, Tapcett, 
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PROVOSED COUNCIL OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES , 

At the Planning pi Science Conlecence a Melbourne im June; 1944, a 
resolution was tarcied instructing the organizing committe, before it 
dispersed, to explord the possibility of forming a National Ceuncil of 
Scientific Societies, The committee communicated with, all those societies 
an Victona which had shown interest in the conference, and reccived many 
rephes supparting, ihe idea of a National Council, . A meeting of scientific 
Ssociéties was called in April, 3945. ‘Thirty-four organizations sent repre- 
weap ee aid the ainlg of the proposed council were explamed by "Dr. 

» Hendersom, President of the Australian Society of Instrument Tech- 
ee, This mecting: resolvexl that a Victorian investigating committer be 
appointed - 

(1) to list the societies which would be interested and praviile a statement 
of thelr membership, objects and facilities for meetings + , 

(2) Ww report ui the field for coflaboration, arnoigst these soueties; 
(3) to report on any existing joint associations, such as the A.N.Z.ALALS., 

ANRC, and Federal Engineering Council; 

(4) to consider all the practical factors involved, 5 

The result of this resolution, was the farmation of a committee of twenty 
mi¢mbers (including a delegate from the F_N.CV.) which worked ener- 
Retically Troi May to September to supply societies with data pn which 
they could base an informed decision em the proposal. A provisival 
cuistitution for 2 Council of Scientific Sac ities was even drawn up. Finally, 
al ils meeting on September LL, thy: hivestiguling commities decided ta 
reconimend to interested societies that a Victorian Council of Scientific 
Societies he sGrmcd To give cficct ta this recommendation, a wiceting hat 
been called far Tuesday, November 27, 

At an early stage in the investigations it was decided 16 aim ata Victorian 
rather than a National Council because of the numerous difficulties, spatial 
and legal, involved in the latter proposdl This decision was also mAuenced! 
by the fact that a Tasmanian Association of Scietitific Societies had recently 
been formed, the seventeen societies which founded the assaciation covering 
aowide fehl Some were learned arml strictly scientific, some were tech- 
nological, and others satalent; quite a nignber were branehes of Atistralia- 
wide senior socicries, e.g, Institution of Engincers, Australian Chemical 
lustitete, and British Medical Association. Whether the Victorian Council 
will be fornied on this all-inclusive basis or restricted to those organizations 
engaged in strictly sctendfc pursuits has not been determined by the invest 
gating committee, partly because the answer wall depend on Hie nature of 
the societies seeking admission, and also because the official views of 
societics on this matter were not known to the committec, 

The possibility of forjoing a Victorian Council of Scientific Societies as 
part af the A.N,Z.A.A.S. interested the committee for a time, $4 was 
constitutionally possible but would have been very diffieuit to bring alsout 
-without considerable delay. 

In regard to the work ir is envisaged the Council can do, the Following 
are suggestions: 

1. Ocganization of contlerences. (The Planning of Science Conference 
in Melhotrne in June, 1944, was Whe work of eighteen sociehes who 
co-operated an the preanizing committee.) 

2 Press and radio publicity far science. 
3. Improvement of facilities for trainmg of scientists and technicians, 
4, Co-ordination of professional activities on such matters as reginoal 

planning, 
5. Sette up of scientific ant professional libraries. 
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6& Setting up of an appaintments bureau, 
7, Provision of buildings to house scientific and technical sacietics. 

It is generally accepted that a closer Naison between scientific societies 
tun have nb other than a beneficial effect. With this a¢ a guiding principle, 
there should be no Jack of subjects on which somelies will find it advan- 
tagecous to-cceoperate, and it ss hoped the F.N.C.V. will be among the 
foundation ‘members of the council now in process of formation, 

IN DEFENCE OF WEDGE-TAILED EAGLES 

By. F. G. Evrosn, «se., Teachers’ Colleyo, Melbourne 

It ig more than a year sce T reported am incident involving the capture 
of a Wedge-lailed Eagle in a rabbit trap, and its subsequent treatinent in a 
Victorian conmtry town (wide Wirt. Nat. Vol. 6), No. 4, August, 1944, 
p- 62), Ina letter to the newspaper that reported the incident, & sapgested 
that the people concerned’ with the capture and exhihition of the bel 
would be better employed making careful observations of its feeding habis 
and reporting their observations, thus providing reliable evidence of its 
value. Since theo, two letters frony district farmers have exane to my 
fotice, and sone of the information they give is worth recording. 
One farmer. in writing to the newspaper, stated, inter alia: “We have 

had them nesting on our property for 70 years and have néver known them 
to Kill anything but snakes and rabbits. We have had shecp tansbing itr the 
same paddock and kaye not lost one lamh. I noticed the man who set the 
traps for that bird kuew what bait to use (yes. the rabbit}. 1h 1 had my 
way there would be a £50 fine tor destroying an eagle iy Australia.” 

The other farmee wrote to me and, apart from the introdyctory and 
conchsxling paragraphs, his letter is as follows: 

“LT have been on the land all my life and have had at least 32 years of 
experience with lambing <cwes, Io all that period [ have never krown « 
Wedge-tailed Eagle to attack smd carry off a lamb alive, and I very muclt 
doubt an cagle’s alility to do same, although I haye heard odd people say 
they have seen it bappen, I have known them 16 tear to pieces a dead or 
halt-dead Jamb, but never 2 sound, healthy lamh, On ome occasion T caught 
eme in a rabbit trap aud he gol away with the trap, but could hardly mse 
nore than 6 fect above the ground, and then for 50 to 70 yards at the must 
Since then T have very much doubted his ability to take away a whole 
lamb. They are always poking about amongst the lambs and | never 
warry aver them. My tamibing percentages this last seven years have 
always been 95% to 100%, so FE could not have lost many froin eagles ane 
crows, 

“While on the subject. T never shoot cr poison crows, and there are plenty 
here, This statement is not quite carrect, ax I haye a shot at any crow 
that troubles the fowlyard, and it's only one in a year or twa The crow, 
like the eaxle, does not attack strong, healthy lambs, bot only dead ones 
or weaklings; will also on occasions attack a sheep that is cast on ite Back 
and can't gct up Keée ywrr stock dn good cundson mnt you will have 
no worries from these birds, (Italics mince, F.G.E.] which are exectlent 
scavengers, and-the amount of vermim, blowflies, etc, the old crow cleans 
np mote than balances the small amount of damage they do There are 
many grazers in N.SW, who protect the crow and have nov regretted 1." 

Mr, Frank Rubinths, 12 Pleasant Steet, Castlemaiac, desires to obtain a 
hack number cd Hild Nife, viz, Vol. 3, No. 2 February, 1941) and would 
he glad te hear from ay Cluh member whi may have ave to spare. 
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PROCEEDINGS 

‘The monthly meeting of the Club was held on November 12, 
1945, at the Public Library Lecture Room, the President (Mr. 
H. ©. ©. Stewart) and some 150 meinbers and friends attending, 

Apologies for uot-attendance were received, from Mr. A, IT. 
Chisholm (visiting Tasmania) and Mr. R. G. Painter, who has 
recently lieen appointed Curator of Hepburn Springs Park. Mr. 
J. A, Blackburn, recently returned from. service in the North, and 
Mr. R. C. larvey, af Beechworth, were welcomed to the meeting. 

Me. Stewart referred to the recent death of three friends of the 
Club: Mr. C. C. Brittlebank, an @¢x-member; Mr. M. Galbraith, 
father of our meinber, Miss Jean Galbraith; and Mr. A. F, Basses 
Hell, secretary of the Royal Zoological Society of NSW. Mr. 
I’, Crosbie Morrison spoke appreciatively on the Nile and work of 
the Jate Mr: Basset Hull, and members stood in silence as a mari 
of respect to the memory of our late friends. 

The President announced that Mr. Chas. French and Mr. F- 
Salau were now much improved in health and expressed the good 
wishes of the Club for rapid progress toward a complete recovery. 

Excursion reports were given as Lollows: Maranoa Gardens, 
Mr: A. J. Swaby; Frankston, Mr. H. € 2. Stewart, for Mr. ‘I. S. 
Hart; Beaconsfield, Mr. A. S. Chalk; Bendigo (bird fife), Miss 
Wigan and Miss Ina Watson, who had noted 70 species of birds 
there; aud Werribee Gorge (geology), Mr. A. A, Baker, 

In reports of the Bendigo excursion, reference was made to the 
official opening of the Bendigo Field Naturalists’ Club, which now 
has a membership of 30. The President stated that films shown 
by Mr. R.'T. Littlejohns during our Melbourtie Club's recent visit 
were greatly apprecialed, and suggested that members of the parent 
club should correspowd with those haying similar interests at 
Bendigo; burany could well form) a basis of valuable corres- 
pondence. 

Mr. H. BP. Dickins reporied on the Wild Nature Show held 
recently at Hawthorn, anc stated that a clear profic of some £103 

was expected. The President thanked sponsors, members and 
exhiliters who had helped make the show such a success, and 
logked forward to tuture ones, whereby funds could be built-up 
for important project; ef the Club which, to the present, had 
£1,000 invesred in Governatent Joaris. 
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Mr. G. N. Elyam reported concerning a “Saye the Forests” 
show in which owe Club had participated at the Melbourne Town 
Hall; the campaign recommended abolition of grazing in National 
Parks, and rescarch inta vegetational types and water flow in 
calclinent areas. ‘The President expressed thanks to all who had 
assisted the Club at this show. 

The (ollowing correspondence was read: From Mr. G. Mack, 
thanking the Club for good wishes in connection with his new 
appointinent to the Queensland Museum; from Capt. H, E, Young, 
now back in the Forestry Department of Queensland, expressing 
gon wishes to the Club and thanks for past happy associations ; 
from the committee investigating a Victorian Council of Scientific 
Societies, asking that the Club consider the advisability of forming 
such a council, This last matter having been printed at length in 
the November Naturalist, a motion was called jor. Mr, PL F. 
Morris moved, and Mr. A. &. Challe seconded, “That this Club 
fayuurs the formation of a Council of Seientihe Sucieties in Vie- 
toria and desires to he sted as a foundation member of the 
proposed council,’ The motion was carried without dissent. 

Tt was announced thar our proposed Gevlogical Discussion 
Group would be formally established at the Royal Society's Hall 
on Wednesday, November 28, at 8 p.ni., when it is hoped to cleet 
officers and draw up a programme for the forthconimg year. 

Mr, P. F, Morris announced the formation of a second Junior 
Branch vf the Club, at Toorak. Initial membersijp should be 

about 120, the local executive would meclude juniors who would 
also preside at each monthly meeting, and it was hoped to publish 
a sinall mimeographed journal Lhere, 

The following were elected as Ordinary Members of the Chib: 
Mrs. A. W, O'Mara, Miss Margaret Douglas, Miss Joan Williains, 
Messrs. &. J. Bacon, A. H. Davey, P. G. Collins, James Railton; 
as Country Members: Mr. H. Palethorpe, Mr. G. H. Edwards; 
and as Associate Member: Master Ivan Collins. 

ADVENTURES AMONG BIRDS 

Mr. C. E. Bryant gave members an insight into the joys and 
perils of nrd photography. A series of excellent photographs in 
natural colour showed nesting birds of many kinds and in many 
places, some being exceedingly hard to photograph. This breezy 
yet most informative lecture was one of outstanding interest and 
at its conelusion an enthusiastic vote of thanks was moved by 
Mr. P. Crosbie Marrison, seconded by Mr, H, P. Tickins; and 
carried by acclamation, 
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EXHIBITS 

Mrs. Fentan Woodburn: Passiflora comatarina, “Red Passtoy Flower 
Mer. BR, Whitworth: White-bellicd Snake (iardenia lencobalia’y from the 

Northern Territory. : 
Mr, Ton Griftivas: Assassin Bug (Prilocnomus femaretus’) from Beacots- 

field (21/10/45), ; 
Mi, F, G. Eiford, Cicadas, (9) Yellow variety of the Green Monday, 

Coclselale australasiag, taken at Ferntree Gully; (Ch) a tropical variety 
from Balikpapan, Barneo, 
Mr. A. A. Baker: Rocks and fossils collected at Pacchus Marsh excursion 

€6/11/45), specimens melding glaciated pebbles, rillite, mica-schist, and 
chert ay a siliceaus replacement ot mudstone from the Werribee Gorge, also 
Fossil leaves, Friits, stenis, fossil wood, and concretions from the Tertiary 
herls of Korleaperrintul Creek ; 

Mr. €. J, Gabriel: “Clam” shelly Lrom various localities. ce. Tridaene 
alongata, 7, spiainosa, T. crocea, and 7. compresse. 

Mr. R. Savage: Might garden.grown native plants. including Prostanthera 
spinosa, P. aspaluthodes, Cheiranthera (ncorts, eo 

Mr. A. P. Picking: Mhuminated address in the making, shawing isc of 
Australian Rowers in the design. 

Mr. {, WH. Wilhst The renarkable and primitive arthropod, Qaperipatus 
oviporns from Mason's Falls (Kinelake National Park), kept olive in. damp 
moss for wore than a month witheup food. 

Mr. J. A. Blackburn: Some exanipies of native bandevatt from the Miine 
Ray avea of New Guinea and neighbourjne islande of the D'Tentrecastraux 
Group. Specimens jocludy grass skirt, hme hattlhe and spoon, strmg bag, 
fish hooks, waist bauds, arm hands, gras bag, etc. 

Mr. J. Ros Garuct: Same interesting plant specimens from the Wimmera. 
fa) Three species of mistletoe (Lystana erocartt, Amyoma linoplylin, and 
AL gnamdany. vac, Bouerolhi) parasitic on one “Buloke (Casworinc 
Ewchimonnit) at Arkona, 1/10/45. (b) Four Spider Orchids—Caladenia 
reticulata ¢typical form) from the red sandstone of Lawloit Ranges, Diapur, 
3/10/45; ©. fitanentose vars tentaculata. [ram the Mallee scrub at’ Dimboots 
(coll. Eric Muir, 10/9/45) > C. cardinchila (typical form, rarely found in 
Victaria} fram the red sandstone, Lawloit Ranges, Diapur, 3/10/45; C, 
reticufafa, an cunusadtl variety or perhans an undescriberl species, also from 
the Lawlort Ranves at Diapor 3/10/45. {e) A living specimen of Piere- 
styits rufa, from Dimboola, (4) Musiard plant (Bvassiea pirte) fram 
Kaniva, 4/30/45, where it is grown commercially, 

—_—_——— ———e 

OBSIDIAN IN NEW GUINEA . 

1 read with interest the article in the Octaber Naturalist dealing with 
ebsiian implements found in New Gusnea, and would like to place on record 
sume additional sformation on the subject 

T have found similar obsidian Hales at two Jacalities in the Milte Bay 
area: om: on the cogst at the eastern aid of the Turnbull AirGeld, and the 
other about six miles away near “Sagita louse.” The flakes were alk small 
and angular, and very numerous, suggesting extensive ust over a long 
pertad. The local natives’ statement that obsidian was used only for shaving 
supgests that the flakes belong to an eatlicr vulture. 

Obsidian ix found tw site-on ihe sonthern tip of Fergusson Island, in the 
D'Entrecasteaux Group, ubout sixty miles to the uovth-east. 1 exhibits a 
faint banded structure which is noticed in some ai the flakes, indicating 
that they probably came from that Jocaljty—J. A. BLACKBORN- 
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AMONG ALPINE FLOWERS ON THE BARRY MOUN- 
TAINS, COBBLER, STIRLING AND BULLER 

Ky ). H. Wirwrs, Melbourne, 
(Contanted’ trou previous Isaue.) 

faevodueuig The Wiking and The Rasor 
At the last law saddle before one commences to ascend The 

Viking (so-called from its fancied resemblance lo a Norsemau’s 
war helmet), a sharp gevlogical change occurs—from Ordovician 
slates and mudstones to Carboniferous conglomerate or “pudding- 
stone,’ with large water-worn pebbles cemented in an exceedingly 
hard matrix. The vegetation, too, undergoes a corresponding and 
pronounced change, and althouth, we were now three-quarters af 
the distance to Mr Speculation, I wrote down 58 new plants 
between here and that western bastion of the Barries. 

The Viking offered us many a thrill and nerve test as we climbed 
1.900 feet to the dizzy summit, whence indeserbable beauties of 
mountain-scape are enjoyable m every direction, The Razor was 
spread out beyond a deep valley in front of ys (immediately north- 
west), its eeclivities even mere rocky, bold, and precipitous than 
those above which we perched, How pleased we felt. to have 
scorned ilie easy route, around the base of the mount, that is 
pursued by less venturesome spirits! There is but a single safe 
means ot descent on to the low saddle connecting Viking with 
Razor—lown a gorge-like cleft between two rock piles on the 
west face of Fhe intmer, but one can easily miss it, These two 
complementary monntains have an almost identical flora, and their 
beetling slratified cliffs are rather reminiscent of the Grampians, 
Soil was scarce on both, and a feature was the variety oF shruhs 

that were firmly rooted in rock crevices and cracks: Acacia stcutt- 
formis, Dodonwa cuncata, Micranthenm hexandrum, Westringio 
renifolia, Kunson poduncutaris, KR. Mueller, C allistemon pallidus, 
Phebaltum podocurpoides, Olearia stricta, and Crowe caufata, all 
nuted for the first time, Crowea was in full rosy bloom (as large 
as orange blossoms) and no more handsome rock shrub was seen 
dicing our trip. 

Having “done” The Viking, we climbed in late afternoon to 
seme perinanent rock pools hish up.on The Razor's shoulder and 
gladly threw down the packs om a small grassy saddle, where 
massed banks of Tasman Flax-lily (Dianella tasmantica), tall 
fuwer-smothered Derwent Speedwells, Goiden Everlastings (Heli- 

. chrysune bracteatun) and blue Bugle (Ajuga australis) made a 
pretty camp setting, A high wind spon arese and darkeuing 
clouds advised us ta spend our fourth night under canvas—it was 
New Year's Eve. But the threatened rai held off and good pace 
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was made next day along the exciting knife-edge of The Razor; 
we fain would have scaled its highest point—a detached and very 
precipitous crag at the eastern extremity of the ridge—but, in 
order to reach Mansfield and board a train there on January 5, 
we were obliged to maintain a certain time schedule. A succulent 
alpine condition of the White Purslane (Claytonia australasica) 
formed sage-green mats on the most exposed sheets of con- 
glomerate rock—hardly recognizable as the same spectes of low- 
land swamps, yet samples transferred from the mountain tops to 
a Melbourne garden soon assumed the normal, bright green, 

On The Razor, looking toward Mt. Speculation, 
Photo. by W. H. Ferguson. 

etiolated: form. After The Razor, we gently ascended to Mt. 
Despair through some magnificent unburnt Snow Gum forest, well 
grassed beneath—no cattle have as yet desecrated this portion of 
the Barry Mounts. We lunched in a fine stand of Wooliy-butt, 
beside a ferny stream flowing north to join the Catherine River, 
Leafy Sunbush (Bosstea foliosa) and remarkably tall Purple 
Violets (Viola betonicifolia) being conspicuous in the vicinity. 

Mount Speculation 
From the wide, flattish summit of Despair, one drops to a short, 

deep saddle, dividing the waters of the Wonnangatta and Catherine 
Rivers, and is at once confronted by an almost sheer 1,300-ft. 
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wall of rock, above which lie the hidden peak and cairn of Mt. 
Speculation—such a formidable barrier is certainly conducive to 
speculation, whichever way you approach it. By worming our 
way gingerly upwards and testing every foothold (for there is 
much loose stone), we at length attained the rim of the escarpment 
and sauntered down through a park-lke expanse of old gnarled 
Snow Gum and soft grass to an ideal flat for camping. Tents 
were pitched beside the Catherine-—-here a charming streamlet, 
splashing merrily from its source just above, in a sheltered gulch 
where Shining Coprosma, Baw-Baw Heath, Waxberry, Tea-trees, 
Mountain Heath-myrtle, Mountain Peppers, Wiry Coral Ferns 
and Sphagnum moss made a verdant tangle. A cold south- 
westerly drove us early to bed, and during New Year's Night 
there was a light fall of snow. 

Mt. Speculation on the morrow was in calm clear air again and, 
breakfasting very early, 1 hastened up to the treesless summit 
(5,650 feet), half a mile distant, to consummate my Barry crossing 
and to absorb the scenes of grandcur revealed therefrom in morn- 
ing sunshine—more extensive than any witnessed hitherto. Floral 
sutprises cropped up everywhere on Speculation and among the 
first additions to my list were Aciphylla simplicifolia and matted 
Nertera depressa, the latter studded with tiny, four-angled star 
flowers that I would like to have seen replaced, later, by the more 
handsome berries of orange-red. Mountain Plum Pine (Podo- 
carpus alpina) clung to a few almost inaccessible cliffs, and Snow 
Aciphyll (Actphylla glactalis) grew luxuriantly on narrow grassy 
ledges, its honey-scented flower heads like celery run to seed. 
Snow and Silver Daisies shared with Aciphyll the wet slopes facing 
southerly, Celnisia here being quite broad-leaved:; north from the 
mountain crest, and thus over most of Speculation, Celmisia 
assumed the normal grassy-leaved form—an interesting dimorphy. 
On wind-swept expanses of conglomerate, Rosy Heath-myrtle 
( Baeckea ramosissima) and Yellow Kunzea (K. Muellert) where 
so flattened as to appear planed off level with the rock surface, 
but they afforded a brave display af blossom—charming crevice 
plants in Nature’s crazy pavement. Crustaceous lichens (par- 
ticularly the yellow-green Rhizocarpon geographicum) added 
another touch of colour and beauty to the russet rock masses. 
Mountain Shaggy-pea (Oxylobium alpestre) was abundant here, 
as on mast formations above 4,500 feet, but its close congener, 
O. ellipticum, seemed comparatively scarce. 

Purple Eyebright (Euphrasia collina—or perhaps a distinct 
species?) was represented by unusually robust specimens, with 
terminal clusters of large mauve flowers deeply veined in purple. 
Sun-orchids (in bud only, but doubtless Thelymnitra pauciflora) 
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ind Musky Caladenia (C. angustaia) were rather common above 
5,000 feet. Several bright everlastings were in evidence, but one 
regal kind, with slender, stiff, glandular stems and big pearly-pink 
heads, commanded special attention and later proved to be an 
undescribed variety, Helichrysum adenophorum var. H’addellae 
(see ict. Nat., April, 1945, p. 217). Grasses were prommnent and 
varied in this mtuch-grazed region, e.g.: Poa cespitosa var. alpina 
(dominant), Deyeuxta brachyathera, D. monticola, D. frigida, 
Trisetum spicatum, Danthonia semtannularis var, alpina, and a 
dark purple-headed form of D, pallida (the Red-anther Wallaby- 
grass). 

Cobbler Peak and Plateau 

It was with reluctance that we tore ourselves from the heights 
of lovely Mt. Speculation and set off toward Cobbler peak, eight 
miles to the north along a great isolated spur from the Divide. 
With the exception of an inconsiderable rise over Mt. Koonika, 
the grade is downhill from Speculation to the edge of Cobbler 
plateau, where a halt was made for our midday snack against a 
delightful, low-banked stream. We were now in cattle country 
again, free from sernh and abounding in good tracks, [n_ fact, 
there were too matty tracks, for, just after lunch, the party acci- 
dentally split, Professor Cherry and I continuing down one pad 
toward Cobbler “Lake” and thereby losing touch with our mates 
for 30 hours—in vain we ‘“coo-eed”; they had gone uphill toward 
the peak and were quite out of ear-shot, 
To do justice to the wonders of Mt. Cobbler, its “Lake” (really 

a ctreular treeless bog at the head of Dandongadale River), its 
gently sloping plateau, dissected by north- and east-flowing water- 
courses—sonie very deep,—and its precipitous escarpments, would 
take more words and space than I can command. The plateau 
(between 4,000 and 5,000 feet and about ten square miles in 
extent) has a uniform, park-like vegetation; Snow Gum _ pre- 
dominates, but is interspersed with fine straight Mountain White 
Gums (Euc. Dalrympleana) and bordered with Blue Peppermints 
(Euc. dives) toward the lower slopes; ground scrub is dwarfed 
and scanty, Persoonia chamacpeuce, Daviesia ulicina, and Leuco- 
pogon Fraseri being conspicuous entities. Apart from the ubi- 
quitous Caladenia angustata and Chiloglottis Gunnii, [ located only 
two other orchids (viz., Prasophyllum Archeri and Spiculea 
Huntiana) and then but a solitary specimen of each, so the season 
was evidently a poor one—if Mr. W, H. Nicholls’ fine tally be a 
criterion, 

At the immaculately neat, clean “Lake View” hut, Professor 
Cherry and | camped de luxe on the night of January 2, We 
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foods and by now twelve-days-old bread! We sank to sleep in 
cosy hessian bunks, and learned later that the rest of the party 
had spent an indifferent, cold night, but had relished a cooking 
of the locally abundant native “yams” (Microsers scapigera). 

The following morning was passed in exploring the “Lake,” 
then coloured with violet sprays of Mountain Milkwort (Brede- 
meyera retusa) and tall white heaths (Epacris breviflora and E. 
microphylla), though I missed the Veined Sun-orchid (Thelymttra 
venosa) which Mr, Nicholls found a-plenty there—also the pic- 
turesque surroundings of Dandongadale Falls, a series of high 

Mt. Cobbler and plateau, from the grassy summit of 
Mt. Speculation (5,650 feet). 

Photo, by Fritz Hauer. 

cascades and large rock pools, extending for hundreds of feet down 
from the northern escarpment of the plateau. Lovely ferns, wet 
with spray, hung from dripping ledges under the falls (H ymeno- 
phyllum cupressiforme, Sticherus tener, Blechnum fluviatile, 
Histiopteris inetsa, etc.). The steep rocky walls were gay with 
everlastings, tea-trees, bottle-brush and pink Crowea, recalling 
once more our recent happy impressions of The Razor. But my 
most exciting find at Dandongadale Falls, and indeed for the whole 
trip, was an insignificant little green lily, Chlorophytum alpinum— 
previously known only from Tasmanian mountains, and a new 
generic record for our State! (See Vict. Nat., March, 1945, p. 
187). 
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That afternoon we climbed the remaining 1,300 feet to Cobbler's 
caim—rongh going for two miles; but ah, the reward! I have 
heard from many sources that po other Victorian alp is more 
arresting, alluring, or spectacular than Cobbler (5,340 feet), and 
I can endorse the claim: its ultimate summit is a detached “pimple' 
at the exLlreme north-west of the rising plateau, and is a sheer 
delight. On steeply tilting "pudding-stone” strata, inaccessible to 
stock and immune from fires, there will ever he 2 few square yards 
of primeval loveliness, above the tree-line, We found it ablaze 
with colour—carpeéts of azure daisies, interrupted by golden sun- 
Tay5, purple Trigger spikes, and thickels of alpine mint-bush in 
palest” mauve blossom. Robust aciphylls are-also there, and I 
sighed for a “kedachrome™ film recording. From Cobbler cairn, 
one seems to stand on the brink of the world aa he gazes north- 
ward (a sudden drop of several thousand feet) over Mt Typa 
to Buffalo, wow in close reliel—head, horn, hump, and hind are 
all displayed in a panoramic vision, wonderful and-beyond the 
power of description as wé beheld it on a still, blue-and-gold 
suummer afternoon. 

There was somewhat of an anti-climax in turning hack along 
the’ plateau to where a track (the only one) fed down from an 
ancient stockyard, south-westward into King Rivec valley. but, 
just before heginning the descent, I was requited in the location 
of a patch of Baw-Baw Berry (Wittsteinia vuceiwiacea), This 
remarkable endemic genus (there are but two in Victoria) favours 
boggy ground and exposed roots around the bases of tea-tree, 
-sassafras, or evergreen beech, and I did not know of its occurrence 
anywhere bevond the Lake Mountain-Baw Baw area.. We left 
ditectional nates on several prominent landmarks. for the benefit 
of our “Jost companions, sould they perchance be: searching for 
us still about the plateau. but were relieved to find them at dusk, 
awaiting our arrival by the King River hut. 

The unburnt open forest of great Mountain White Gums and 
tall Peppermints on the King valley fall was very beautiful, as 
viewed in sunset glow, and a noteworthy find was the Surnmer 
Spider-orchid (Caladenia pallide)—tovely flowering specimens, 
and fairly numerous at about 3,000 fect. White Mountain Gen- 
fians (Gentiang diemensis) were also a-bloom nearby, though I 
had missed them from higher levels where they are usually more 
abundant, opening later. Down on the King were man-high shruhs 
of Movntain Beard-heath . (Leycopagon £7 aokert), already carry- 
ing red berries. At frst, I failed to recognize this tall lowland 
form as being conspecific with the pipmy specimens (about a foot 
high), so fat observed only at high altitudes, seldom below 5,000 
feet: 
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Up to Mt. Stirling 

King Rever hiv being dilapidated and rat-infested, we preferred 
to slvep out under the stars and tuade an carly morning start. The 
river is delightfully wild, rey cold, aud fordable oi stepping stones. 
Although the valley has a wide, flat floor hereabouts, it assumes 
gorgelike proportions about eight miles downstreaiy and 14 welt 
nigh impassable. his was to he onr Jast and biggest day, with 
Clear Hills, Mt. Stirling, Mt, Buller, and the Delatite mill settle- 
ment as objectives. 
A steep climb westerly, up a good track, brought us to the edge 

of a final “pudding-stone” escarpment where I bade jJarewell to 
Crowea exniata, Dodonea cuneate, Levcopogan FPraseri, aud 
Olearia stricta, first seen on similar Carhoniierous formation. at 
The Viking; Summer Spider-orelids appeaved again here, Then 
followed a long, more gradual rise ef some 2,000 fee throng 
Woolly-butt forest to the Clear Gills {af geanitic rock) whence 
heautiful glimpses were enjoyed af the lofty Speculatian-Howitt 
mass—great linge at the Divide and mother of waters, now a 
jagged wall of intense blue on the eastern sicyline. Some fine 
shrubs of Royal Grevillea (G. Victor) grew here. 
The Clear Hills are but. stage toward the much higher granitic 

bulk of Surling, where, alter passing a strongly built stockyard, 
we paused awhile io absorb Ivesh scenes from its crowning alpire 
meadow, nearly 5,800 feet above sea-level. The chief attraction 
was mighty ‘Buller, beckoning to us From a distance of five iniles 
acrass the upper Delatite valley, but the way on foot proved much 
longer. J was feverishly busy, noting down the many pfants that! 
thrs high moor introduced: Astelia alpina, Microtis oblonga, Caitha 
mutroloba, Havea longifotia, Phebalitin phylicifolinn, Oreanyrrias 
pulvinica, Richea continentis, Veronica serpyllifolia, Plantage 
tasmenica and Brackycome scapigera occurred m and around a 
trecless morass on the northern slope and were all additional to the 
Barry and Cobbler records. Then 1 descended to catch up with 
the rest of the party and partake of a zather hurried Junck on the 
deep saddle connecting Stirling with Buller’s long eastern spur 
and ski run. 

Magaificent Buller (5,935 feet) 

Ry fate afternoon the Buller springs were reached and there, 
in addition to all the new recordings already mentiond for Mt. 
Stirling, my list was enhanced by Ranunculus, Gunmanns (alas, 
with Aowers far spent), Borbor@a, stricta (rare Wintercress— 
perhaps rather an earty introduction to our mountains than a 
cosmopolitan native speties), Pleurandropsis trynoltaides; Dip- 
laspis Hydrocotyle (rare), and Lycopodium fastiqtatum, From 
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the ski hut and morass around the springs the apical hump of 
Buller rises steeply for same 30D feet above tree-limit and presents 
a curious mixture of rock types—Crdovician (or Silurian?) strata, 
granitic intrusions, and basalt are all there. The summit is clothed 
with @ galaxy of bright flowers in season (mostly blue, gold and 
white composites), a dwarfed alpine condition of Long-leaf Hovea 
(H. longifolia) being the predominant shrub, 

T recaptured Baron vor Mueller’s enthusiasm as he gazed from 
the sclf-same pinnacle on March 22, 1853, and later remarked, 
“T was delighted ta observe here for the first time this -Continent's 
alpine vegetation.” A century has robbed little of natural beauty 
irom Buller Peak, if we except the Forest Commission’s recently 
installed fire lookout which resembles a temporary soft-drink 
kiosk, anchored to the highest point by strong iron cables. Dr 
C, S. Sutton fittingly expressed his admiration of the Buller flora 
and scenery in this journal (Vol. 23, February. 1907, p. 175), so 
we shall dwell no longer on the stibject, save to mention that above 
the 4,5000-ft. contour I noted 120 different vaseular plants within 
the space al two hours, 

Mt. Buller is a massive outpost of the Alps, dropping sharply 
westwards to the open grassland about Mansfeld —the first 
clearings and signs of civilization that we had seen for eight days. 
Four thousand vertical fect bencath us lay the buildings ot Delatite 
River sawmill, out destination for the night. Mt.‘Timbertap was 
prettily silhouetted asa slender cone against the setling sun when 
we cammmenced our hurried desceni—a race against failing light. 
“Hurried” is m0 exaggeration since, for hundreds of feet, we had 
no choice but te die our heels into the slaty scree and slither clown, 
hoping for no collision with trees or boulders. Fortunately, the 
worst hazards of that 4,000-ft. drop from Buller's pinnacle were 
safely negotiated before darkness closed in, and we were then 
guided along the easier final gradient by friendly fights from 
dwellings of the little sawmill community on the Delatite. 

Conclusion 

A quick plunge into the icy river water removed much grime 
from our perspiring persons, and then we paid our respects to the 
local school-mistress, a friend of Professor Cherry's, Shall 1 
extol the virtues, nay luxuries, of a fruit-and- ~vegetable dinner 
with fresh bread, a proper shave, and a cushioned hed? But they 
belong to another story: the great hike was over. "We rendered 
thanks to the Almighty for bnnging us through, in Almost perfect 
weather and without one minor mishap. The beauty and acientific 
interest of this trip remain as food for reflection, while its mas 
humorous incidents and true fellowship enjoyed by ‘camp-fire and 
along the trail will long be cherished memories. 
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On the morrow (Janyary 5) a truck sped us the score or 90 
of relatively uninteresting miles to pick wp our train-at Mansheld 
whence we arrived in Melbourne nine hours later—painfully slow 
travelling, yet welcome enough as a means of relaxation to five 
tired “Barry Mountaineers,” 
My lists indicated 265 native alpine plants (222 ov the Barry 

section) and 58 aliens (9-4 per cent.) for the trip, It is impossible 
to print them here, where I have mteutioned only a few “high- 
lights,” but A typewritten check-list {systematically arranged and 
showing the rarity, or otherwise, of each gpecies in each mountain 
area traversed) 1s available for consultation at the National 
Herbarium, and js as complete a record as circumstanees and time 
pernutted, . 

LCorrection: tn the first part of this articl, W’iet. Nat, Noy., [945, halt 
wr wl page II4, read “B" instead of “HY in 1, citiavis and JJ, nivalis.— 
, 

THE PERILS OF CURIOSITY 

This is a sad Nittle stoty! It has is beginning, as far as [ personally stm 
concerned, in cvents of September 1943. At that time Mr. W. H. Nicholls, 
Mr. R. T. Littleiehns and myself, when returning from an excursion in the 
Mallee, found pear Maryboreugh a number of beautiful Sun-Orehids which 
Mr, Nicholls believed to represent a new species, Soon altorwards: (tre, 
Nat., Noveniher, '4L) he named the plant Tyelyutiza Chisholm, the “Babss- 
in-the-Cradle” Orchid. An accompanying sketch revealed samething of the 
charm of the gractful yiolet-coloured flower. 
A year or two Jarer T came into possession al a nansber of copies of 

the Swuthera Sctence Revord (the journal which preceded the ietarion 
Naturalist) and in the issue for April 883 [chanced upon an article 
dowling: with orchids of the Loddon Valley, by J. N. MecKibhia. The writer 
having. stated that he compiled his listof orchids, numbering 33 species, while 
living at Maryborough (my old town), T made inquiries and learned that 
tie was a school-teacher who had. been stationed in the locality for a few 
yeurs in the IS80's aad had collected-plauts dor Mueller. More important, 
J wade inquiries about some of his orchids, a few of which seemed to be 
wrongly identified, while one carried a name, Tielynitra McKibbin, which 
I had not previously sees. 1 was not mentioned at all in Pesoott's Orchids 
af Victwria (1928), Mr, Nichalls' comment was that 7, MeWibhine appeared 
to be synonymous with 7. vibra. Tt had been described by Mueller, in 
188t, in a Melbourne publication called the Chemist and Denasgisi, (Why 
“the Baron” had chosen such a medium, and why he had spelt MeKalbin's 
name it three different ways, were side-issues of the man puazte.) 
However, after further distussion My. Nicholls agreed to look mare 

closely into the matter, and io thar end he delved among old specamens an 
the National Herbarium. There, nestling among other species of Sun- 
Orchids, were three ariginal specimens of Thelymitra MeKibbinii. Brief 
examination revealed that, although Mueller’s description had been in- 
atlequate, na soubr could be felt regarding the validity of the species. Tt 
was the one which Nicholls had named 7 Chisholm, 

That, then, is the story behind a paragraph in Nicholls’ “Orchid Notes” 
in the Wirtorion Naturedist for August last—the paragraph in which he 
sinks 7°. Chisholont as a synonym of 1 McKabhina. In shart T haye Tost 
my charming litte orchid through my own inquisitiveness! Let this be a 

; rat. 
warning to.cthers! + ' A. H Crisyoim, 
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HYALITE FROM THE OLIVINE-BASALT OF 

CAVE HILL, LILYDALE 

By A. C, Frosticx, Melbourne. 

The limestone quarry of Cave Hill, situated about one mile 
‘approximately south-west of Lilydale, has been for many years the 
favourite haunt of geologists, chiefly on account of its compara- 
tively rich yield of fossils. Some time ago, however, subjugating 
the interest attached to the fossil fauna of limestones, I examined 
the basaltic lava flow which occurs at the top of ihe southern face 
of the quarry, and was rewarded by several specimens of the 
mineral known as hyalite, or “Muller's glass.” Though qttite a 
common mineral in Victoria, hyalite does not appear to have been 
previously recorded from Cave Hill, and since specimens may be 
procured with much Jess difficulty than is usual it was thought 
that a few notes on the occurrence might prove of interest to Club 
members likely to visit the locality. Examples of this mineral 
could then be sed ta supplement a collection of the mineral species 
which also, at times, appear in the limestones. 

The lava flow, in which the hyalite occurs, has been determined 
by Morris Morris’ to be an olivine-basalt, which he refers, on 
lithological grounds, to the Older Basalt series, It is much 
younger than the associated limestones, which it overlies, but 
from which tt is in part separated by the accumulated sands of an 
ancient pre-basaltic stream. The hyalite occurs as more or less 
expansive layers oft relatively sound. basalt in association with clay. 
earthy magnesite, limonite, and nodular cores of less weathered 
basalt. It appears to be restricted in distribution. to the proximity 
-of the base of the flow, where such is visible, and occupies 
irregular, approximately horizontal joint planes in the rock. The 
majority of the numerous records of this mineral, from other 
Victorian localities, mention it as occtirring in vesicles in the con- 
taining lavas. Such vesicles are generally best developed at the 
upper and lower portions of a flow, and in this case denudation 
has been instrumental in the removal of the former, while the 
latter was to some extent masked by a talus of rubble, and the 
whole subject to partial decomposition. Consequently few vesicles 
were discovered, and none were found to contain hyalite. 

From a chemical standpoint there is practically no essential 
. difference between hyalite and opal; due to a difference in physical 
:strticture, however, where opal exhibits the familiar play of colours 
in its precious form, hyalite remains typically clear and glassy, 

- Both of these minerals are amorphous, and both consist of hydrous 

silica. The amount of water present is variable and, according to 
Dana,? has a maximum range of from 3 to 25 per cent. in opal, the 
«common range heing from 3 to 9 per cent., while hyalite shows an 
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inferior range of from 3 to 6 per cent. Since opal has heen pro- 
duced in the laboratory by the gradual desiccation of gelatinous 
silica, it is generally considered to be formed in a similar fashion 
in nature. It is also thought that the amount and variable distri- 
bution of residual water held by such consolidated material can he 
considered responsible for the presence, or absence, of iridescence. 
This latter property is generally credited to the interference pro- 
duced when light passes through differently refracting lamellae 

Hyalite encrusting blisters of white, opaline sjca, from aliyu-- 

vasalt at Cave Hill, Lilydale. (Approximately twice natural size,) 

of the substance, and, as mentioned by Rosenbusch,? the refractive 
index is dependent on the degree of hydration of the material. 
This feature is well illustrated by hydrophane, a translucent opal 
variety which absorbs water rapidly and, in doing so, may become 
quite transparent. Iddings* lists a series of refractive index 
determinations made by Reusch on hydrophane from Czerwenitza, 
in Hungary, the dry mineral giving a value of 1:368. But when 
saturated with water, however, it showed a value of 1:443, and 
when saturated with alcohol a value of 1-451. It would appear. 
then, that the amount of water present in some varielies of opaline 
silica may be of importance in accounting for their variant physica! 
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properties and, im others, its uneven distribution may he equally- 
iwporlant. In the mnre opaque forms the presence of tmpnnities 
must ttulurally be cansidered. 

Hyalite, then, may be considered as a colourless form of opal, 
Tr consists of hydrous silica, is amorphous in form, and generally 
occurs as botryoidal encrusations, It is usually clear ani coleur- 
less, hos a vitreaus lustre, and a hardness of about 6 in Mohs’ 
scale. 

‘The above brief description typifies the Cave Hill hyalite, mucli 
af which is beautifully clear and glassy. There is, however, some 
variation in appearance from that of the common type. One 
smatl specimen, an aggregaiton, of tiny, almost clear droplets, 
reflected incident light in faint. iridescent flashes, dependent upon 
the orientation of the reflecting, or refracting, surfaces with 
réspect to the direction of the light source. Another isolated 
specimett, lying on a grassy bank and wet with dew, conststed of 
a thin, powdery film of vivianite sealed beneath a perfectly trans- 
Parent encrustulion of hyalite. Assuming the reflected blue-green 
hue of its opaque substtatum, this encrustation had the appearance 
of a gelaunous algal colony, and occasioned some stirprise when 
prohed with an exploring finger in the heliet that it would prove 
soit tn the touch. A specimen coJlected hy Mr. F. S. Colliver 
at Rowsley, and kindly leaned to the wriler, is a similar transparent 
encrustaton on red scoriacenus basalt which, in consequence, 
appears as If unevenly coated with pink lacquer, Incidentally, the 
above locality docs not appear among the twenry-four published 
Victorian records ofthis mineral which are known to the writer. 
A further form from Cave Hill occurring as small, sporadically 

distributed globules, was translucent, whitish in colour, and had_a 
dull, pearly Iustre. Tt was not unlike chaltedony im appearance, 
though this likeness was not substantiated hy a) microscopical: 
examination with the aid of polarized ight. For, while the stib- 
stance was slightly anisotropic, ic, double refracting, it showed 
nothing of the aggregate polarization of cryptocrystalline silica, 
and nothing of the black interference cross to he expected in 
spherical growths of chalcedony, or in amorphous, opalime, silica 
under straim induced by centnpetal condensation of a former gel, 
That the sample showed even feeble anisotropism was anomalous, 
for hyahte, being amorphous, should alsa be singly refracting, or 
isotropic. It would seem, from consultation of various works on 
optical mineralogy, that, in virue of internal strain produced m 
assuming its characteristic botryoidal,, or repeated sub-spherical 
form, hyalite rately is completely isotropic. A further anomaly is 
mentioned hy Tddingst (p, $92), m that mammillary froms of 
hyalite often show uniaxial interference figures al a negalive 
‘character in polarizer! light.. He likewise attributes this strange 
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behaviour of an amorphous, and hence supposedly structureless, 
mineral ta strain produced by shrinkage and radial compression 

Tn yet another Cave Hall specimen, pellucid hyalite was found to 
encrusl hollow bubbles of a white, feebly translucent mineral of 
slightly interior hardness; the floor of an occasional tyvbble, 
freshly broken open, sotnetines showing a small, hotryaidal prowth 
of clear hyalite, concentric to, but generally separate rom, its 
iiner wall, Independent samples af this white minéral were not 
available for a more specific determination, but on the jew tests 
applied to a small amount of material brolen frem the hyalite- 
encrusted specimen it would appear to be a milk-whiie, common 
opal. For, under the heat of the blawpipe it does not show the 
characteristic intumescence of the zeolites, is practically inf usible, 
does not appear to be affected by acids and, like hyalite, i$ sparingly 
soluble in dilute caustic potash. A freshly exposed sample was 
intmersed in water in the hope that it might prove ta be hydro- 
phaie, but failed to show opalescence ar ta become markedly more 
transparent. . 

[examples showing the variant appearance of the forms listed 
may occur in conjunction, ie, encrusting one another. The 
difference in their appearance is probably due to vanation in 
hydration and, to-some extent perhaps, to the presence of impuri- 
ties. It was very probably brought about by development uf the 
hyalite in ‘several closely related cycles. The specimen jnst 
described illustrates this feature in that it shows the bubbles of 
common opal encrosted with transparent, botryoidal hyalite, and 
the Jattér m tarn cierusted with translucent mamuillary hyalite, 
distributed as minute pearly individuals, with similar nvaterial also 
occurring ag tiny moniliform chains, generally traversing the 
depressions formed by the junction of contiguous convex surfaces 
of the supporting encrustation, 

Little can he said concerning (he origin of the hyalite at this 
junchure, except that its mode uf occurrence plainly indicates that 
i is Hota primary constituent of the basalt in which it occtirs, and, 
although obviously formed after the Jatter was outpoured, it is also 

clear that little time elapsed between the two events—despite its 
often close contact with earthy weathering products of the Java, 
the hyalire kas not berm found to include any of this material, 
Further, its probable thermal origin is also indicated by its com~ 
mon, atid almest universal, association with igneous rocks. Tat 

every one of the Victorian records af this mineral known ty the 
writer, It occurs in an igneous rock, and these, with one exception, 
are basalts chieAy of the Newer Basaltic series, Thus it would 
appear probable that the hyalite was developed within the Java by 
thermal agencies belonging to the same volcanic cycle of which it, 
in turn, is an earlier manifestation, : 
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LENGTH OF THE COMMON BROWN SNAKE 

Different reference books ot: Australian animals give the length of {he 
Common Brown Snake as “usually 4 to 5 feet,” “about 5 feet’ andl “reaching 
a length of 6 feet.” In the Naturalist of Decomber, 1947, (Vol. LIV, No. 
S$), as the summary of a “Suake Symposium’ at the Club, wherein Mr, 
Robert Eadie spoke on “the value of snakes in preserving the balance of 
Nature," and expressed the opinion that they-deserved protection, da 
auswer to a question about the largest snakes recorded in Australia, Mr. 
Eadic mentioned in his reply that the record for the brown snake was 7 fe 
2 in. ' 

Recenlty I received a Jeter (rom Mr. W. L. Murphy (bead teacher, 5.5. 
No. 2991), Latbert) in the Swan Hill inspectorate. He states, inter alia 
"Thos miotting thy father of one of my pupils brought an outsize in brown 
snakes to the school, lt measured exactly & icet - . . There is no doubt 
abuut the species... , Personally, T think he was quite a valuable member 
of sovlely as amany a mouse amd young rabbir must have gone to develop 
such a hutk.” 

F. G, Erpon, 

LORD ALANDROORE'S VISIT 

The Chief of the Imperial General Staff, Picki-Marshal Lord Alanhraoke, 
who spent two-nights and one day in Melbourne recenily, gave himself a 
free afternoon (followig important military conferencesy in order to sus 
something of Australia's birds and mammals in the Healesville Sanctisary. 
The Ficld-Marshal, who is a keeh student of birds and has a yaluahle 
ornithological library, was closely interested in all that he saw during the 
outing, and particularly in magpies of the wayside and the lyre-birds, 
bower-birds, mound-builders, and parrots ‘in the Sanctuary. He declared 
afterwards that the excursion was.a highlleht of his wortd journey. 

KGOKABURRAS IN TASMANIA 
Aq animated discussion has been proceeding recently in the Lauucestun 

Examiner regarding. the merits and demerits of kookaburras, which are not 
native ta Tasmania but were introduced from the mainland some years agu 
and ate bemnning to flourish, As in other States, much is being said tu 
the kookaburra’s favour as a destroyer of noxigus insects and small snakes, 
and, on the other hand, the bird is being impeached as a destroyer ol the 
young of small birds. The balance of opinion appears fo regret that the 
introduction was effected.. ' 
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A SUPERB WESTERN SUN-ORCHID 

By W. H. Nicnorts, Melbourne. 

THELYMITRA VARIEGATA, Lindley, in Herb, Benth. 
This brilltantly-coloured Thelymitra species was originally 

described by John Lindley as Macdonaldia variegata in his Swar 
River Appendix (Vol. xxu, of the Botanical Register, 1839, p. 
0) 

Bentham’s descriptioi in Ifora Australiensis, Vol. vr, 1873, 
p. 323, embraces also Lindley’s Thelynntra spiraits—ailied, but 
specifically distinct, Bentham based his determination of these 
plants on the exammnation of dried material from Lindiey's 
Herbarium. 

Tj) 1865, Baron von Mueller described a new specres, viz, 
Thelymatra porphyroshcta, This plant is undoubtedly Lindley's 
Th, variegata (see Fragntenfa Pirylographia Australie, Vol. ¥, 

Lindley's original descrpitions of both forms (in. latin) ar 
quoted. here for convenience = ve 

“Th. variegatu: floribu; purpurcis, sepalis petalisque lincaribus acumminatis, 
cuculli laciniis lateralibus laiceofatis subcarinatis intermedia obsoleta, anthera 
camosa obtusa elongata loculis brevibus semicircularibus membranaceis.” 

"Th, spiralis: folio. radicali spiralt caulino solitario ovato, caule uniflora, 
flovibus purpureis, cuculli Jacivins latéeralibus carnosis dolabriformibus inter- 
media obsuleta, anthera obtusa apice papillosa.” 

Dr. R. S, Rogers refers to these descriptions m discussing his 
new Th, D' Alton (= Th. Matthewsit, Cheesen.) 

He writes (Trans. Roy. Soc, S. Austr, Vol. rv, 1930, p. 43): 
“Tt will be'noted in these descriptions that the leaf is undescmbed 
in Th. zartegota but stated fo be spiral in the other; the Aowers 
are purple jn both; the intermediate lobe of the hood is absent or 
rudimentary in-both, and there is no reference to the presence of 
a erést in either; the lateral lobes in Th. veriegata are lanceolate 
and subcarinale, in Th. spiraits they are fleshy and hatchet-shaped. 
‘The same implies a character {presumably in the flowers) which 
receives no reference in either description.” 

Rh. D. FitzGerald's interpretation of Th. vartegata, Lindl., in his 
monumental work Australian Orchids, Vol. 2, Pt. 4, 1889, is 
incorrect. His plate of figures represent a form (among others) 
which is inchided for the time being under Th, spiralis, pending 
further and more detailed examination of the several forms 
involved. Mr, Alex Purdie (in avlecture, “Our Native Orchids,” 
published as Vol. 1, No. 8, of the Afusller Botanic Society, Dec., 
1900) seems to have been the only one correctly to interpret this 
Lindleyan plant, 

The present writer's material came from Boyup Brook (Col. 
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B, T. Goadby) and Yarloop (Mrs. E. Scouler). Lindley’s speci- 
mens were collected (both species) on the Swan River (Drum- 
mond ist coll.); also on the Kalgan River (Maxwell). Authentic 
specimens in the National Herbarium, Melbourne, are from the 
lasi locality, also from King George's Sound (Miss Franklyn, 
1884), 

Th. variegata sttrely occupies just such a position among our 
Sun-orchids as the Blue Tinsel Lily (Calectasia cyanea) does 
among our lilies. The rich iridescent sheen of both orchid and 
lily must be seen to be appreciated. 

Bentham’s description should now be amended and enlarged as 
follows; 

A slender plant about 30-40 cm. high. Leaf linear, channelled, much 
dilated at the base, often with a villous sheath, erect, and often undulate: 
Flowers 2-3 (in my specimens), large, about 4 cm. in diameter, Sepals and 
petals lanceolate, shortly acuminate, dark-coloured and variegated in shades 
of violet, purple, red and pure gold; the whole constituting a delightiully- 
britliant kaleidoscope pattern. Calunm about 7 mm. long to the anthers, the 
wings broad and brilliantly coloured, not produced behind the anthers, but 
with erect lateral lobes about 5-6 mm, long, oblong, obtuse, but not spathulate, 
cormected by a semi-circular crest behind the anther. Anther-cells short, 
the connective produced into a broad obtuse appendage as long as the lateral 
lobes of the column, Stigma small, pedicellate, situated just below the 
anther. Flowering fime Septetnber, October, Distribuiton West Australia 
(South-Western Division, between Perth and Albany). 

Key to Figures 

Thelymitra veriegata, Lindl. 

Fig. A—Typical plant in bloom. B—Lower portion of a plant with undulate 
leaf. C—Column from front. D—Column from side. E—Head of column 

from above, showing crest. (For natural size of figures see description.) 

FLIES AS FERTILISING AGE! 

Perhaps like myself various ohservers have seen innumerable flies of the 
house-fly type and a near relation with shining blue body, as well as the 
blow-fly, settling on the flowers of the garden Crataegus, or hawthorn. 
What are these flies doing? The answer is simply that they are not only 
extracting honey, but incidetitally pollinating the flowers as they cars (ye 
pollen from flower to flower, Diptera are well-known flower fertilisers, 
and though moths, butterflies, and bees are better known. to most people, not 
al] recognize the common flies as in some instances the more fruitful agents 
of many species of Mowers. The warm days have shown us in our gardens 
what previously we had not noticed, and that is how innumerable are the 
flies doing their work im the sunshine arnong the hawthorns, which, perhaps 
because of the mild winter, are now flowering so freely. In my own garden 
my bushes ae just holding as many flowers in a wealth of creamy-white 

5 5 ‘ll carry. Does this predict a colder ensuing winter, 
as people wie Bronk to say, when berries will be more abundant for the birds’ 

fu J. TADGELL, 
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PROCEEDINGS 

The monthly meeting of the Club was held on December 10, 
115, at the Public Lihrary Lecture Room, fhe President (Mr. 
TL. C. E. Stewart} and seme 160 members and friends attending. 

Extracts were read from a letter received by the Secretary 
from Mr. RG. Painter, now Curator of the Hepburn Springs 
Park, These cousisted of notes on the natural history of the area, 
progress reports and an appeal for seeds of Hardenbergia mone- 
phvila (Purple Cozal-pea). These should be sent direct to Mr, 
Painter at Hephurn, Victoria. - - 

Mr. H.C. E. Stewart reported on the excursion to the Botanic 
Gardens, aud stated that -60 to 70 members attended to inspect 

- Robert Brown's plants. : 
Mr. F. S. Colliver reported on the recent meeting held to form 

~ a Geological Discussion Group, This group will consist of Club 
members only, and only geological matiers will be discussed at the 
meetings. The first meeting will be held on the fArst- Tuesday in 
February at the Royal Society's Hal! (old Club Rooms) at 8 p.n., 
and subsequent meetings will be held monthly also ov the first 

Tuesday. About 25 names of members interested in this group 
have been noted so far. It is proposed to begin with a series of 
lectures covering a prelimmary course in geology, and Mr, F. G. 
Elford has agreed to open this series Interested members are 
invited to the February meetitig. 

Mr. Stewart reported on the stccessful formation of a Junior 
Branch at Toorak. This was sponsored by Mr. “P. F. Mortis 
and Mr. Wilson, headmaster of the school. Approximately 160 
children attended. After, the business had been completed, Mr. 
P. Crosbie Morrison showed three motion pictures of natural 
history subjects. . 

The following were elected as Ordinary Members of the Club: 
Miss May McAuley, Miss A. 5. Ball; as Country Members; 
Messrs. B. Brennan, L.. 9. Pryor, and Stanley Kelly; and as 
Assuciate Member, Mr. Gordon K. Scrambler, 

Mr. A. H. Chisholm reported that Mr, David Flesy was at 
present in Victoria and possibly would be in attendance at Heales- 
ville for Our excursion, but he expected to return to Tasmania 
shortly to continue the hunt for the Tasmanian ‘Tiger,’ fresh 
tracks of which-had heen seen just before his return to Melbourne. 
Mr Stewart asked, “Why has the vernacular name af Mferaps 

ornatis been changed from Bee-eater to Rainbow Bird?” Mr. 
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Tarlton Rayment had informed him that the birds do eat hees. 
Mr. E. S. Hanks stated that the name “Rainbow Bird” was the 
original mame used in Queensland, Mr. V. H. Miller suggested 
that far more bees drown themselves than are eaten by Merups, 
and instanced a case at Wyperield Park, where there were so 
many drowned bets in tanks and troughs that they had to be 
cleaned out. My. A. H. Chisholm stated the name was changed 
because the birds do not entirely live on bees. 

Mr, Ros Garnet stated he had recently inspected the Mallec 
area near Dimboola that Mr, Eric Muir hoped to have preserved 
asa flora and fauna reserve. He had been very impressed with 
the area and commended the project fo the committee for discussion 
and all assistance passible. 

LIFE IN TRE DEEP SEA 

Associate Professor ©. W. Tiegs gave an intevesting and 
instructive lecture on this subject. He traced the history of 
knowledge of the matter fram 1830, when soft animals were 
brought wp on cables from one oitle down, to 1850 when expedi- 
tions were sent to the Atlantic and Mediterranean; again to the 
British Challenger Expedition, and further through to the more 
recent “Bathysphere” descents of William Beebe. 

The depths of the ocean from the shore-line across the Con- 
uinental Shelf to the great depths were disctissed, and the various 
_sea-hettoms or “oozes” illustrated, it was stated that from about 
three-quarters of a mile down the temperature was about 2-3 
degrees above freezing point, and that generally the water was 
fairly still, with only slaw currents Howing from the Arctic 
towards the Equator. Illumination was discussed and it was 
stated that light only penetrates for about 1,000 fect, and the 
change in the light intensity was illustrated by a spectagraph chart 
actually taken below the sea, Pressure in the depths was stated 
to be approximately 1 tan per square inch for a mile of water depth, 
and thus many animals were under a pressure of upwards of 5 
tons ot) each square ineh of body surface. 

da discussing the life so far discovered, Dr. Tiegs stated that no 
really ancient forms have heen collected, although it was not 
heyand the bounds of possibility that such animals as trilobites 
would be still living iw the depths. The animals known were 
either adapted or modified forms of present-day surface grosps. 
Some groups had developed extra long legs and feelers to keep 
them out of the ooze; luminosity was common. some animals 
were blind, others had very large tyes. Many of the fish, were 
of the “Angler type and hada kind of fishing rod with a luminous 
bait and a pair of very large jaws which soon took charge of 
annals altracted to the light. 
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Besides tle Deep Zones, there ts an Tutermediate Zone’ of very 
different life; sowie of the yneer forms were illustrated and spccial 
mention was made of the parasitic male of the Angler Fish of 
this zone. In this case the male fish attaches itsel{ to the female 
and subsequently degenerates, being fed Ly the female’s blaod 
stream. The male may he atlached to any part of the fémvale’s 
body, antl instances are known of a feniale having three parasitic 
males attached. =. 

Foy food, in the snain these aniuals depend on the constant rain 
of deack creatures from the surface waters, and it should be 
remembered iat, owing to ike temperature, decomposition - by 
hacluria cloes not take place, the material falling being almost in 
cold storage. 

Mr. Colliver asked from what zone caine the recently discovered 
Coclacanthid Fish (Latimerta ehalssmae, |.L.B.Smith}- taken ina 
trawl off the west coast of Africa, Answer; Probably the middle 
depth. . a 

Mr, C, J. Gabriel asked ii deep-watey mollusca were coloured. 
Answer: Colour depends on the depth, as some forms known to 
be red at the suyface are black in deep water. For mollusca it wis 
possible there were various colours [nt these had mo meaning 
owing to absence of light, 

Mr. Elferd asked how fertilization took place in the parasitic 
fish. Auswer. The ova received the sperm in the water antl it was- 
possible the eggs just floated in the middle zone. 

Mr. A. IL I. Mattingley asked it light rays did penetrate to 
the betton: of the ocean. Answer: Photographic plates exposed 
showed no trace of sunlight. 

Mr. A, H, Chisholm proposed a cordial vote of thanks to Dr. 
Tiegs. This was seconded by Mr, Mattingley and carried hy 
acelamation, 

EXHIBLES 

Mrs. Fenton Woodburn: Tish from the Solomon Islands, 
Mrs, M. E- Freame: Marine specimens, including Caprillid, Squilla, Party 

Sheimp, Linulus oy King Crab, Stingray tail with ovo harba 
Miss M. LL. Wigan: Sponge and Loranthus aaracen pi. 
gee J, W. Raffs Marguerite freaks, garden-grown at Hawthorns, Bec, 

Mr. V. Tf. Millers Orchid (Dendrobuan chrysotasiwn) mm boom, 
Mr. R, Savage! Grevillea lexcopleris and Krsgea_serteoa, parden-grown. 
Mr. Tom Grifhths; Eges of Pond Snail Cutie). 
Me. J. A. Plackburn: Shark’s teeth and Whalebone (lossil) Tram 

Mr. C. J. Gabriel; Seallop Shells (Pecten vovacsolandiac, Reeve) from 
Western Port Bay. 

Mr. J. R. Garnet: Harvestmen, together with drawings showing the 
structure of the spider. ; 

Mr H. P. Dickins: Two ¢olow'ed drawings of native flowers (Laranrthus 
exocart, parasitic ow Casnartna stricta, and Nicotiana suaveolens). The 
latter was collected at the You Yangs. 
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CYLINDRO-CONICAL STONES 

By S. R, Mrresrent, Melbourte. 

The stone wniaterials used i the Jabrication af <ylindro-coni¢al 
stones by the aborigines of the Darling River basin, New South 
Wales, were clricfly sandstones and slate, but a few exaniples are 
recorded as being made from basalt and quartzite. One “cyelon” 
in the possession of My, H. Murray, of Hellsgrove, appears to be 
of fine-grained pegmatite. None made from clay or “kopi" has 
so far been identified hy the writer 

Fhe sandstones vary considerably in hardness and texture. from 
a soft fine-grained rock to one of extreme hardness, ‘I'lic sjales 
ave dark frey to greenish-black and dense m texture. They are 
not yery hard, and are fairly free from cleavage planes, As this 
rock: usually splits inte tabular masses, much work was involved 
in fashioning the long slender forms which are characteristic of, 
slate “cyclons."" No doubt at times naturally weathered pieces of 
suitable shapé were used, 

Betweert the Dasling River aud the Queensland border the 
sutface oF the countey is modified hy numerous vesiduals of older 
rocks which stand out as rises and small ranges, of no great 
elevation above the general level, with the intervening country 
covered with more or less recent deposits of alluvial and wend- 
borne sands, clays, red and black sotls, and rack-waste. It was 
from the outcropping rocks on the hills that much of the material 
for ihe making of the sandstone “cyclons” and also the “nardoo” 
tills and ijullers was procured. Suitably shaped water-worn 
pebbles af sandstone also were used, particularly for the smaller 
exainples. 

Many elongated water-worn pebbles are found shat bave had 
one end flattened, or cupped, auc others that show more or Jess 
hammer dressing, which appear to be cyclons in the making. 
Some of these were probably used as ceremonial stones in this 
partly Anished! stare This apphes alse to others that are inter- 
mediate between a roughly shaped blanks and the finished object, 
and also to irregularty shaped pieces that approacl: in fornt some 
types of cyclons. In the study of numbers af these interesting 
objects, it is often difficult ta decide which should be included in 
the group and which should be rejected. Every stage between a 
rough blank and the finished product is represented, 

These older roeks belong to at least six geological periods, the 
aldest being the Archeozoic series of the Barrier Ranges, followed 
by the Palaeozoic, represented by the Mootwingee series, which 
occupy a total area of abour 1,000 square miles im the Darling 
Basin, and are almost exchisively of sedimentary origin, com- 
prising beds of sandstone, coarse cotiglomerates ant clay shales. 
Keni, veferving to these sandstones, states! “These are usually 
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White when freshly hroken hut exhibit tints ranging fron pink 
through reddish-brawn (a dark brown on weathered suriaces 
according to the degree of oxidation and contents of iron oxide, 
Normally the grain size ranges from fine to medium, but coarse 
gritty varieties ate exposed over limited areas.” 

Rocks of Mesozoic age are the Jurassic formation, confined 
mostly to the north-west parts, and Cretaceous rocks which are 
fairly widespread, the most important and extensive development 
heing the White Cliffs belt. é 

“In the neighbourhood of White Cliffs and for a considerable 
distance north and south thereof, a. broad zone is occupied by a 
group of peculiar beds. This. formation may be described as white 
or cream-colored porous sandstones, usually very fine in grain 
size wit!) a inatrix essentially clayey. The material is shaley or 
thinly bedded and is light in weight, due perhaps to the removal 
of portion of the silica contents under capillarity.” (I€enny.) 

Portion of a cyelon of soit witte sandstone, on analysis, proved 
to he composed almost wholly of free silica and alumina... The 
alumina 1s uncombined and is bauxite and not kaolin (clay). The 
silica grains show no evidence of being water-worn and are 
rough, angular, and non«vitreous. The sediments forming this 
sandstone may be of valeanic origin (tufts), which through sub- 
sequent chemical changes have had the felspars converted to 
bauxite, by the complete remaval of the alkalis, and same of the 
combined silica, a 

The white sandstone from this formation probably provided 
much of the material used for the soiter cyclang, a iaterial that 
was easily worked and incised. 

In this series, silicification has taken place to a marked extent 
in the formation of precious and common opal, the opalization of 
wood, and the production of quartzite and a porcelain-like white 
or buff fine-textured rock. 

Through the denudation of the cretaceous rocks, rounded 
boulders and pieces af these rocks and other varieties in places 
caver the surface. They have heen extensively used by the natives 
for the making of flaked knives, adze. stones and scrapers. Mitch 
of the surface of the country in the White Cliffs area is covered 
with these slones, which range (rom 2:5 cm. to 20 cm. in diameter, 
forniing “gibber’ plains. On Youldoo Station, which is 20 miles 
north-west of White Cliffs, is a large ceremonial ground where 
the stones have heen arranged in heaps, circles, parallel lines and 
intricate desigus. ; 

The slates used for the more slender and tonger cyclons probably 
were derived from the older and more metamorphosed formations, 
These occur ju the vicinitv of Cobar, Bourke, and the Barrier 
Ranges, The locating of these outerops is important and should 
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inclicate to what extent these interesting aboriginal relics have been 
distributed, , 

The technique used in the making of cylindro-conical stones 1s 
a matter of considerable interest. Those made from hard rock 
have entailed much work in their fashioning, so that it is obvious 
that stutably shaped blocks of. stone were selected whenever 
possible. 

The form or shape of cyclons falls into four main types, i.e, 
cylindrical, conical, commute and phacoid, and their.dimensions vary 
fromm 15 em. ta 35 cin. in Jength and from 5 cm. to 12°5 em. in 
diameter in the casé of those made from sandstone; those of slate, 
usually the more cylindrical types, ace always niore slender, with 
a length up ta 170 cm. (33 inches). 
* As many sandstones show well defined bedding and jointing 
planes, particularly on the outerops, where they have been sub- 
jected to weathering, the rock tends to split into elongated blocks 
and rectangular slabs, Those having a square cross-section would 
naturally require the [east amount of work spent on them. 

* The techniques employed in the making of cyclons of hard 
sandstone appear to have been: 

}, The rough shaping by knapping off Rakes from the edges 
and corhers of suitably shaped blocks by means of a hammer 
stone. 

2, Reduction by hammer dressing, effected by briising with a 
harder stone, thereby. wearing away the surface until the final 
shape is attained. Ti this manner the taper towards the distal end 
and the cup on the base were formed. © 

3, Smoothing by means of a piece. of sandstone, or rubbing in 
a groove on sandstone, probably with the aid of sand and water. 

In the shaping of cyclons from softer sandstones, three methods 
were used, namely; 

l. Seraping with hard stone scrapers, 
2. Hammer dressing of pecking with a hard stone, having 

projecting points {which leaves a series of simall pits on the 
surface). 

3, Adzing with the native chisel, foflowed by smoothme with 
4 rubbing stone, 

Examination of finished and partly finished cyclons show that 
all these methods were in use, but the adzing method so far has 
not been noted. Similar methods, except adzing and scraping, 
were probably used in making the slate cyclons. 

A portion of a white cyclon that was given the writer by Mr, 
H, Murray, of Bellsgrave, shows distinctly the marks of the adze 
stane (Fip. 6). It is part of the basal end of a cyclon of soft 
white sanlsione with 2 well defined eup, together with the 
characteristic flaking on the periphery, and ig 10-6 cm. long and 

' 
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6 cm, in diameter. It shows a series of short flutings similar ja 
appearance to the stone adze marks to be seen m many of the: 
wooden implements of the aborigines. It was evidently used iH 
this unfinished state, 

ReerkeNcKS 

Fulreridge, Re Jnr, (1916), Ettmological Series No. 2, Meun Geol. Survey, 

Kenny, E af (1934), West Darling district, Mo. 36, Geol Sure. of NS 
Biack, Lindsay (1942), Cyclons. 

EXPLANATION OF PLATE 

“hy Cylindrical, bard sandstone; length 41-5 cm.; diatiater 5-5°cm.; weight 
4:75 Jbs.; section circnlar; base convex; tapers regularly ta distal end; 
has been hauimer dressed a shape and ‘bbed fairly sinooth, not incised. 
Darling River. SLAM. coll 

(2) Conical, maderately soft sandstone} length 1$ cr.; section slightly oval, 
7 om. x 6 cin; weight 2:5 Ibs.; hase cupped ; shaped by pecking and 
bagimer dressing, smoothed hy grinding, incised. Wileannia. SRM. 
co 

(3) Cylindrical, black slate; tength 27-8 em; section oval, 5-5 cm. x 4-5 em.; 
weight 2:75 |bs.- flattened towards distal end; base cupped with two 
slight clepressions; flaked argund basal per iphery : made from @ surne- 
what irrerularly shaped piece of slate; shows pecking and grinding, 
incised. Teryawynia Station, Darling River, NSW. BE. Saith coll. 

(4) Phacoid, hard sandstone; length 19 ci; section oval, 9:7 cm, x 7 cm} 
weight 3-5 ths.; base cispped and flaked; hammer dressed water worn 
pebble, Lake Petyuna. SRAM. call, 

* {4) Carnote, white sandstone; Jength 30 em.; section circular, 7-5 cm, 
diameter ; weight 5 tbs; base cupped and heavily flaked; shaped by 
seraping with stofe tools, incised. Albemarle Slation, S.A.AS. call. 
Darling River, N.S.W. 502. SARUM, coll. 

(6) Portion of cyclon, soft white sandstone, 10-6 om. long) seetion Cirriilar, 
diameter # cm,; base cupped and flaked : shaped by adzing, adze marks 
well defined. Dunlop Station. SRM. coll. 

(7) Conical, hard sandstone; tength 17 cm; section oval, 7-3 em. x 5 5 em.; 
weight '2-5 ibs.; base “fat : made fren a waterworn pebble; shows 
haininer dressing, partly finished, Darling River, NSW, SUPA. colt. 

THE BARRY MOUNTAINS 

I must apologize for an urroc and an omission in the second pari of my 
paper, dealing with this region (I’iel,Nat., December, 1945). On page 133, 
the <aption to. the text illustration shenld read "Viking," aat “Razor"— 
thanks for this correction are due to Mir, W. H. Ferguson, who took the 
photo At the head of page 136 two lines have been teft out; these referred 
ta the welcome change. from dried foods, vf a bag of potatoes found in 
Cobber Lake haw 

Mv. Ferguson wade a trianmnlation survey. of the Barry Range in the 
das 6, and advises me that he named Mt. Murray, aiter his chiefs, Mr, 
tA array (then Government Geologist), and alsa The Viking—on 
edn oF its wild, rugged appearance, This is valuable wforimation. 

JH, Wate, 
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HERBS AND BIRDS AGAIN ; WORMWOOD AND 
MULLEIN 

By Epirn Coreman, Blackburn, 

Birds have again shown fondness for the rare Pyréethrom whieh 
started! our herb and hired trail; but, so far, this plant has tot 
suffered so severely as a silvery-leafed Mullein and a Inghly 
aromatic Wormwaod. ; ’ 

Last season I found many branches of two large platits of 
an Artemisia almost denuded of leaves, but no birds were scen 
attacking them, ‘This year five plants have suffered, and sparrows 
were seen carrying “bunches” of the leaves into a nest in a nearby 
gumtree, 

One Sparrow dropped a bill-full on the letiuce bed while he 
refreshed himself with lettuce seedlings. The leaves were ex- 
amined ard found to have pieces pf stem-bark attached, showing 
that they were foreibly torn off, Here and there in the garden, 
even on a garden table, one finds leaves and tults, as if the birds 
had attempted to carry away more than their bills could securely 
hold, 

The use of this Wormwood ig interesting, for it is very closely 
related to A. absinthium which is grown so largely for absinthe 
and to flavour other liqueurs. It has the same powerful fragrance 
and is used hy Australian distillers as freely as A. abstnthinim. 
The late Mr. P. R. H. St. John determined it as A. abrotantm 
and as such it was labelled in our Botanic Gardens herb-beds. Jt 
has, however, quite a different scent fram the Sonthernwood we 
know so well,. Its leaves are less finely divided and mucli more 
silvery. Moreover, it flowers freely and sets fertile seed, whereas 
the true Southemwood has appaténtly not flowered in Australia, 
and flowers only shyly elsewhere. Mr. J. H, Willis has kindly 
compared specimens with material in the National Herbarium and 
now assures me that my stlver plant is A. arborescens (Shrubby 
Wormwoat). 

The choice of this one Wormwood out of 13 species of Artentisia 
in the garden is curious, All of them are mote or less hoary and 
all, with the exception af Tarragon, are niore or less bilter, some 
iniensely sa, yet the others are not touched. 

It is significant that 4, cine and other species of Artemisia have 
been valued for many centuries for their anthelmintic properties— 
as the “wormseed," used in pharmacy, denotes, 

The tiny dried flower-heads of A. cina (sold by chenusts and 
herbalists) are so small and seed-like that one is casily deceived 
into the belief that they are seeds, until they are soaked and 
dissected. Asa domestic remedy for both children and pet animals, 
these Hower-heads, powdered and mixed with honey of treacle, are 





Artemisia urborescens branches from which sparrows Aricmisia arborescens, showing silvery-white Jeaves 
have stripped the leaves. (flower heads are vellow}. 

Fhotos. by Edith Coleman. 
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said to be a powerful vermifuge. They contain several active 
principles, to one of which, santonin, the anthelmintic property 
is duc. 

Despite their bitterness, sparrows probably eat the leaves, as we 
have seen them eat those of the Pyreths'wat discussed m previous 
issues of the ict. Nat. (Jan, 1944, Jan, 1045). In at least four 
Senptural references to Wormwood it is associated with gall; yet 
birds are believed to dislike bitter fruits. Tt has long been a 
custom to spray berrying shrubs with the bitter decoction of 
Quassia chips to deter birds from eating the fruit. In some parts 
of North America large tracts of country almost destitute of other 
vegetation are covered with species of Artemisia. Tew animals 
will Loucd them, The Aesh'of those that do eat them is said to be 
rendered bitter. 

Bible-loaf . 
Southermvood, variously known as Lad’s love, Apple-ringie, 

Bible-leaf and, in Franec, Maiden’s-ruin, is one of the oldest and 
best loved of garden herbs. : 

The name Bibleteaf was applied by our ereat-grandmothers to 
certain herbs (Tansy, Rosemary, Peppermint, Bergamot, cte.), 
which they carried between leaves of the Bible, or in posies, “to 
smell at” during long sermons in crowded, badly ventilated 
churches. (Home-made peppermint bulls'-eyes, large enough to 
last through a lengthy sermon, were sucked cven under the eve of 
the consenting clergyman!) a 

In days when the dreaded gaol fever (typhus) took heavy toll 
such herbs were beheved to ward off infection, Although the 
cause of typhus is now better known, it is prohable that those 
aromatic herbs did to some extent mitigate the evil by acting as 
antiseptics, Mrs, Ewings, in the charming-story “Daddy Darwin’s 
Dovecot,” refers to this old ctistom, 

Little Phoebe, even though she did not suffer from “fainty 
feels” like her mother and her aunt, carried a posy of herbs to 
Sunday school to prevent them, Her mother said no herb 
equalled red Bergamot for church posies. Other times, other 
herbs. =” 

Most popular of all was Rosemary: “Nay sir, he was so taken 
up with the excellencies of Rosemary that he would needs have 
the Bible cleared of all other herbs and only Rosemary inserted.” 
(Brand's Antiguites.) As far as 1 know, birds do not touch 
Rosemary. 

The Plot Thickens 

Even wore significance must, I thm, be attached to (he use 
by goldfinches of {crbascum, particularly a tall (up to 10 feet) 
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woolly-witite species that Mr, Willis has provisionally named 7. 
isianianym, “Dalmation: Mullen.” UWhtil this season IT thought 
the lraves'torn from the plants in tis garden and one at Bayswarer 
were used as soft, warm nest-lintng, Several of the species have 
densely woolly foliage and stems and goldfinches have been seen 
to strip the “wool” fro the stems. Then 1 noticed that the very 
young, densciy-woolly, leaves were neglected while large pieces are 
tern from alder leayes which are thicker, less “blankety” and far 
less pliant. They have, too, lost most of the pubescence from their 

upper surfaces. 
Mulleins have long been used in medicine and as antiseptics. 

According to Dr, Fernie (1897), fresh Mullein Auwers steeped in 
oil are an admirable bactericide. Figs, Pliny tells us, do net 
puttrify if wrapped in Mullein Jeaves, An old name, Blatler-herb, 
for F’. Blattaria. the Moth-Mullein, recalls its use to tid the house 
of cockroaches (Blatta orientalis). An old Russian remedy for 
dropsy is Blaite orientalis in powder form. Tt was included in the 
Extra Pharmaco pea (Martindale and Westcott) in 1895, prohably 
later. 

So, after all, rhere may have been good reason Tor the custom 
of ancient Greeks and Romans of sleeping on fragrant Icaves. 
When Cheiron, who taught Jason the virtues of herbs, sang of the 

birth of Time, he lay on aromatic leaves of Marjoram and Thyme, 
as well as fragrant boughs nf Myrtle and Bay. Can it be 
dowbted that the ancients were aware of their antiseptic ail 
bactericidal properties? And birds! Ts it surprising, after all, 
that their nests are so hygienic? . 

SUMMEK BIRD-VISTTORS 
Once apo a time—say, up to twenty years or so agoethe pretty White 

browed and Masked Wood-Swallows wete regular springtime visitors to 
certain parts of Victoria, Their tisping calls could always be heard 
drifting dawn from high above on hlue days early in Octoher. More 
recently they have been very erratic in their appearances: sometinies 
numerous, sometimes rare, afd soietimes entirely alsent. In October of 
'45 it seemed probable that the birds were again to be “posted missing.” 
Tu November, however the White-browed Wood-Swallows becante quite 
numerous about Melbourne, and since then-ihey have been teported to be 
nesting freely in many districts. 

Their Royal Highnesses the Governor-Generat and ithe Duchess af 
Gloucester, Prince William, Captain Alex. Ramsay, A.D.C, and Miss Eileen 
Phipps, Lady-in-Waiting, paid a visit to Wie Heplesville Sanetuaty on 
December 13, Dhey were accompamed by Mr. A. Tf. Chisholm and ‘were 
received at the Sanctuary by the Chairnisn (Mv. Lindsay Field} and the 
Direetor (Mr. David Fleay). The yisiters showed keen interest in the 
platyyuses and yarious other exhibits, 
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PTEROSTYLIS BOORMAN RUPP 

An Interesting Orchid of the Central Western Slopes of 
New South Wales. 

(With additional remarks on the “Rufa Group” af the Genus 
Pterostylis.) 

By the Rev. H. M, R. Rupe, Northbridge, N.S.W. 

In The Orchids of New South Hales (1U43, p. 98), L published 
the description of a Pterostylis trom Peak Hill, under the name 
P. Boormanti, This description was worked out from the only 
specimens then known, collected by the late J. L. Boorman in 
October, 1906, and depusited by him in the National Herbarium 
at Sydney. Recently Messrs. G. W. and P. Altholer, of Dripstane, 
nearly 50 miles east of Peak Hill, have sent me living spectmens 
which 1 am now satisfied are specifically identical with those of 
Mr. Boormay, Exhaustive examination of buth the living and the 
dried plants was necessary before this conelusian could he reached: 
and in the course of it [ found that my original description of 1’. 
Boormantt was somewhat defective and in one er two respects 
erroneous. For instance, in the individual flower softened onl 
and dissected for the purposes of description, the long marginal 
setae of the labellum seemed to be directed backwards towards 
the interior of the flower. This, however, is not the case in other 
flowers which have now been examined, and was probably acei 
dental in the first. 

Now that living plants have been made available, [ feel that a 
fuller ancl more explicit description shoul be given of this very 
distinctive species than was possible when working fron cried 
material nearly 40 years old. 

A sturdy plant 5-15 em. high, with 4-7 radical leaves, ovate to oblong, 
shortly petiolate or almost sessile, about 2 cm. long. Cauline bracts 2, 
closely appressed, Floral bracts rather large with acuminate or almost 
filiform points, at least 2 cn, long. Flowers 2-7, relatively large, decoy 
red-brown with tratislucent spaces, on slender pedicels. Galea deeply 
cucullate, with a filiform upturned point 10-14 mm. long. Dorsal sepal 
nearly 2] ¢m. long round the curves, with a translucent space on cither 
side between the dark median ridge and the dark inflated maryinal 
portions. Lower sepals very large, connate for their basal thirds, about 
3 em. long and 14 cm. wide across the united part. abruptly deflexed 
near the hase, divergent from the termination ef their union, suddenly 
narrowing anteriorly into filiform points about Io cim. long, the paints 
curving variably; both sepals conspicuausly eiltate along their outer 
margins from the base for about a third of their length. Petals trans- 
parent, the acute apex situated at the base of the filiform: point of the 
galea, Jabellum very small, thick and fleshy, yery trritable. on a claw 
half its own length, [inear- to oyate-oblong, narrowing anteriorly, abet 
5 mm. long, concave above, channelled below, densely elandular-pubcacent 
at the obtuse, or nearly acute. or minutely cmarginate apex: beset alone 
the lateral margins with 4 to & Jong equal white setac; base slightly 
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gibbous, quite glabrous or with 2 or 3 rather short setae, or with 2 
clusters of still shorter ones; a few setae sometimes at the base of the 
channel on the under surface. Column about 16 mm. long, much curved; 
the wings devoid of upper lobes and often quite lobeless and square, or 
with short lower lobes; densely ciliate along the margins. Rostellum 
almost obselete. Stigma very conspicuous, broadly winged, the wings 
somctimes angular. 

Guntawang, Oct., 1945, G. W. and P. Althofer: Dripstone, Oct., 1645, 
same collectors. 

This is certainly one of the most attractive members of the 
so-called “Rufa Group” in Pterostylis, with its rich red-brown 
colouring set off by translucent or even transparent spaces. It 

will be seen trom the above 
description that the details of 
both labellum and ‘column 
show considerable variation; 
but I think it will also be 
obvious that none of the varia- 
tions can serve to unite it 
specifically with its nearest 
allies—P. squainata R.Br. and 
PP, Afitehellit Lindl, The scaly 
character of the stem in P. 
squaniata is, as the name 
implies, so eminently charac- 
teristic of the species that, in 
my opinion, it would be most 
undesirable to unite with it a 
form with a consistently non- 
squanuiate stem, tnless there 
were complete agreement in 
the morphology of the flowers, 
and this is very far from being 
the case, And the labellum of 
f’) Mitchellt is too distinctive 
tu allow a specific identity 
there, 

But it seems to me that the 
time is tipe for some discus- 
sion of the taxonomy of the 
group to which these plants 
helong. Undoubtedly it is the 

most difficult group in the genus. On morphological grounds, P. 
Woollsit is correctly included in this association; but it is the 
exception which proves the rule, in that it is readily identified hy 
its unique lower sepals. The remaining members of the group— 
P. rufa, P. squamata, P. Mitchellii, P. pusilla, and P. Boorman 
—have so much in common, and are obviously so nearly related, 
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that the question constantly arises whether 1 would not be wiser 
to follow Bentham’s precedent in the cases of Po sipeamata and P. 
Michelli, and to. regard all five as varying forms of one speciés, 
Robert Brown’s P, rufa, On the other hand, il can be argued 
with much weight of evidence that the diferentes between them, 
though insignificant to the von-botamist, and offen obscure to the . 
naked eye, are very real morphologically, aud aurst wat be glossed 
over. The difficulties of the proklem are increased by the fact 
that all five exbilit considerable and obvious variability within 
theiy own ambits, In some instances the variations appear to be 
suffiaently cohstint to warrant varietal rank and name; in ulhers 
they are too ephemeral and unceriain—which does not make them 
less puzzling. ? 

Tn the above description of P. Boorman, I have endeavoured 
to cover ail the variations observed tm about 25 individital flowers. 
Unless this species proves to have a wider distribution than is at 
present known, involving further variations, 1 think the description 
iS CoMmpreliensive enough to make identification fairly easy, Mr. 
W. HL Nicholls (Pict. Nat, vou, (1936), 135, and ibid. cvs 
(1941), 115) has dealt exhaustively with P. squamata, and if his 
interpretations of the type form and var. valida be accepted, lithe 
difficulty should be encountered in future over that species, The 
remaining three, however—P. rufa, 2, Mitehella, and P. pusitlu— 
call for fuller treatment than has yet been accorded to them. 

The type form of P. rufa was a Port Jackson plant. This form 
is sather widely distributed ovér nurthern N,S.W, east of the 
Dividing Range, and also occurs in southern Queensland. It 
exhibits httle variation, but in a dried state ig pot easy tu dis- 
tinguish from the rufous form of BP. Mitchell, 1 have seen no 
specimens of P. rsefa from southern N.S.W*; but in Victoria anc 
Sonth Australia there are forms accepted as this species which 
differ widely fram the type, with much larger flowers. wholly 
green- I think they miglit well be given varietal rant and described 
accordingly. 

P. Mitchell also has Torms with large and small flowers, the 
fornier always rufotis, the Jatter uften quite green, Brit for the 
different sirticture of the Jabellum, the rufous form might puss 
for the typical P. rufa. The colour, however, is a true red, and 
in My opinion this 1s the most beautiful kttle ovchid in the whole 
grow. Ilere again I think varictel rank would be warranted. 

P. pusilla, as described by the late Dr, Rogers in Trans. Joy. 
Soc.S. Austr, xo (1918), 26, is designated “a slender .___ plant, 
24 to 34 inches high, .. . Flowers I to 4." How far we have 
departed from this description is illustrated in my own herbarium 
hy plants wp lo 29 em, high with 8-12 flowers. This robust ferm, 
if is trite, has heen eiven varietal rank as var. proiminens. My own 
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view 3s that it should be raised to specific rank. ‘This opinion was 
shared by Dr. Rogers himselt. Other forms includect in the species 
are very close to the typical P. rufa and the rufous PL Meteheliii, 
A review of all these forms would be very opportune. 17 Vielorian 
orchidelogists would cominent upon the remarks here offererl, 
we nught see the way open for clearer definitions of Ihe meubers 
of this very iuteresting group. 

KEY TO TIGURES OF PTEROSTYLIS BOORMANI) RUMP 

I, Complete plavl. 2, Labelium Jrom above. 3, Anterior portion of 
fubellum, showing pubescence. 4. 3, Base of lIabellum, showing varisttions 
frota the comomeaner glabrous iovm. 6, Outline of labellum from below. 
7, Setae near base of the channel on underside of Ishellam. 8, 9, Coinow 
From the side, showing lobeless and Jobed wings, respectively Lf, Colunin 
from the front, 11, Column irom the front, with wings opened aut. 12, 
Labellum fran ihe side, 

EXCURSION TO POUND BEND, WARRANDYTE 

Over 70 ntembers and friends hraved the very hat afternoon of November 
24 and travelled by bus from Box Hill. As leader, 1 tried to uxplain, with 
the aid. of a map, how the How of the river had been diverted through a 
200-vards-long tunnel in the 80's to engble gold-scekers to win alluvial gold 
fram the 24 miles at dry river-hed thus exposed. There were nol many 
species of Huwerine lirubs and trees i) the aréa examined, but a few nmde 
up in showiness and profusian; the delicate sprays ol Christunas-busb 
(Prostanthera Jastienthos} along the river provided a beautiful sight. 
wesea poduncxloris was also very showy and the Yellow Box (&we. 

melindora) in full bloam filled the air with swvect scent, Other trees and 
shrubs representing the Myrtle family were Manna Gui (uc. viminalis), 
Leptospernion lamgertun, Mefalowed ericefalne and Callistemon. pabudtasus. 

Same charming bird studies were made, Mes, Hanks identifying several 
nests and occupants. A second broad of Blue Wren babies were seen. beg 
lavishly attended to by parents and grown-up prageny of the first brood] 
On a willow iree-stump, only inches away from the fovtpath, a Yellow 
Robins” nest with three Aedglings was ehserved by many oF aur parry. 
Quite ureuneerned, anc of the parent brds kepe watch alongside, while its 
mate brought along fead, jassed it to the guardian, who in turn fed the 
young, Dusky Wood-swatluw's, Scissors Grinder's, Magpie Lark’s, Firetail 
Finch's and Rlack-faced Cuckoo-shrike’s vests weri Jocated und watelied, 
while the White-winged Triller was artive, seumingly on the Jook-out for 
2 nesting pasition bieh up jn a Manna Gum, 
A fannly of Tawny Frogmouths attracted much interest; the two parent 

birds sat an characteristic Fashion, “seiek-hke” while only a few {wet higher 
up we saw their two offspring The soung did vot seem fa have yet 
acquire! Brogrmouths’ age-ald ability to camonflage, as they were moving 
around and looked just like ordinary owls. About d-niile farther down the 
Yarra another Progmouth family of fur was jocated, with theip nest built 
ona dead Paper-bark tree, Th was iterestihe tw note thal, witli such a 
short distance along the river, Frogmonths are breeding freely on. aecapnt 
Of the abundanee of food, whereas at Doncaster (away from the running’ 
water) T have never known 4 Frogimouth pair te produce nary Hien one 
young per year during the lasi teu years of observation, a: 

Pat. brsci. 
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EXCURSLON TO BACCHUS MAXSEL 

Favoured with eacellenl weather on Noyeniber 6 (Melhourne Cop Day), 
some sixty members and friends, with a sprinkling of the younger peneratian, 
Aik part m an interesting excursipa beyoud Bacehys Marsh, 

Gealegy; ; 

The first halt was amade at Korkuperrimul Creek, where it crosses the 
Builarat Road, aout one aod a half miles west of Bacchus Marsh. Within 
a iew yards of the road here are lo be seen dlocks of iroislouc continu 
impressions of leaves, fruits (as seed cases) and twigs of trees, as well as 
an accasinnal piece of wood replaced by the brown oxide of jron, Hmonite. 

These blocks, which are washed down the créek fram a deposit farther 
upstream, are composed of fine to coarse sand, cemented together wrth 
white and coloured clay, forming a hard mass. 

Other biovices are more af uw clay anixture, with various queerly shaped 
markings on and through them, such as might casily be taken for fossils, 
especially plant forms. These gre concretions, however, and are caused 
when the cerienting inaterial (in this case oxide of iron) is fornicd ip 
larger guantities, or the amount of evaporation is greater, that these lumps 
are found distributed throuphant the tock inass. If the rock isu nou-porous 
type, Ueew these sotid Minos pray fot exterel far, but te deposited a @ Ienut 
around an organism, such as a fossil plant or shell or rain of sand. 

‘Lhe ironstane heds were doubtless formed when earth moyements, such 
gs faults and folds, caused the lifting and subsidence of the land am) lava 
paured ovt from volcanocs at Mt. Blackwood atid Mt. loeliston, filling dhe 
river valleys, ands forming large lakes, |.caves from ithe trees, and otlier 
vegetation, which grew round these likes were deposited in the sediments 
that washed inta them fran adjacent streams, and were slow?y buried. 
The present Korkuperrimul Creek has cut its valley thromeh these deposita, 

which are now exnosed to our view, The leaves are plentiful, and very 
clearly preserved; é¢he foidrib and larger veins are very distinct, while on 
many impressions cyon the finer leaf vessels cen be scen jay the unaided eve. 
Como types described from these deposits have deen atiribuled ta the 
Cionamon, Laurel, and Beech gronps. 

The fossil truits are found as external casts, the orignal woody structure 
and kernels kaving perished. Sometimes the kernel is found as a limonire 
“pea.” The petrificd wond, replaced by limonite, is very poorly preserved 
and its origin could not be determinet. Tle age of these beds is considered 
fo be Miveene, in the Cainozais or ‘Vertiary Periad—mauy tilliany of years 
Jater than the gceac Glacial Period. 

Adter lunch, the party proceded to Werribee Gorse, by the Ballarat Road 
entrance, and from this vantage point cleay views were obtwined: to ihe 
vorth, Mr, Blackwood (2,432 ft), fram which lava flowed ta a depth of over 
1,000 ft. along the Korkuperrimul Creek, whale ta the south the You Vanes 
tat Asvalsies (1.350 it.) were outstanding on the vast basalt plain, 

Another ieresting featuce was the Rowsley Scarp, a huge tault, about 
SO mules long, necessitating a lone deteiir it the construction of Ue railway 
line from Bacchus Marsh to Ballarat, and a tise in elevation Fram 343 ft 
at the former place We 1,606 ft. at Ballan. 

‘The jiarty then proceeded towards the Gorge, the rente taken following 
the, course of Myrpiune Creck to iis junction with the Werribec River, 
“The Esland,” au almost isolated, Aat-topped hill, around which the 
Myrniong Croele flowed, was Conspicuous by reasun ot the deen valleys on 
three sides, qwhile on the fourth side is a low wind eap, | i 

The late Mr. C. C. Brittlebank deserihed this islind as icing "thrice a 
valley and now a hill” Tts base is aninly glacial: above tts, Tertiary leaf 
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beds occur, and basal) forms the ¢ap, giving Uhree disdnet periods of 
deposition, cach of whieh was possibly a valley pliase, . 

The party neXt moved on towards tho jonctron of the two civer valleys, 
and appreciated the grandcur of rugged scenery. On acuount of the rough 
track, most exeursionists rested at this. point, but several continued on to 
get a closer view of this interesting section of the Gorge, Where cliffs in 
the viemity rise up to 600 ft, in heighe. 

Tho rock specimens observeil aud cullected were as varied as ustal in 
the case of glacial deposits Several good striated and facetted pcbbies 
were found, and attention also dirceted to blocks of tiWite Cte imaterial 
depasited by aiaciers, after they Nave melted, and composed of pebbles of 
all sizes and of saany different kinds of racks, cemented together witlr clay, 
from the grinding action of #lacters). 

Several Jaree erratics were examined, one of mica-sehist beije trole- 
worthy, while another was a fine-grained sandstone, showing only one 
pebble mmbedded an its surface; this was tn strilinss contrast with the tillite, 
often termed “pudding-stone.” 

Members af the party retraced their way to the starGng point, and were 
sorry that such a glorious day had came to an end. 
An excetlent description of the Werribec Gorge appears in Malhabont, 

Det. 1946, entitled “A Glacial Age in Australia,” by Professor Skeats, avid 
readers are referred to papers by Bridtlebank and Sweet (ust, Ase. Adv, 
Scionre, Val. V, 1994) and to “The Physiogeaphy of the Werribee Areca,” 
by Fenmer, Proc. Koy. Sor Mic, Vol, al, new series. 

Alfred A. Baker. 

Birds: 

At the precincts of the upper section of the Gorge, the richness of bird 
lie in the aret soot became apparcrt to 4 tfio Of members wha lageed 
behind dhe mam party intent an geology, A variatios in the normal gattera 
of nesting sites and species association Was néticed in a place where once 
a habitation stood. The -scene comprised) several exotic trees, af mature 
age. Ome, a Rlack T.ocust or “False Acacia” (Ralinia psende-acacia) in 
full fowee with wistariatike white ranvimes, was alinost a bedlam of sound 
and movement trom many native birds: Dusky Wood-Swallows, Yellow- 
winged Honeyeaters, White-winged Trillers, Rufous Whistlers an! Thorn- 
bills of several species, The deportment of a Dusky Wood-Swallow 
betrayed its nest—typical flimsy structure with three eggs, an a branch a 
few feet above gtound level. The continued observation af this mest brenght 
to notice the hehavioyr of a pair of thorabills around the bole of the same 
tree, Presently these binds, later ientificd as Buft-tailed Thornbills, Aitted 
id and out a tiny hole in the bark. Closer examination revealed the west, 
tightly squeezed inta a narraw fissure behind the bark, and sparingly oo- 
steucted of grass, but liberally upholstered with feathers. The swursery 
contained callow youry, Both nests were on exactly the same level, and 
within eight feet of each other, 

The adjacent, almost touching, tree was a large Pepper (Schinns weolle}, 
which also contained two neste. Low down, a double-decker home of a 
Yellow-tailed Tharnbill pair hung pendant, Again an the same Jével, and 
ahout four feet away, another nest, cup-like, neatly built, with three young, 
came to view, al first pronomiced to be that of Yellow-winged Haneyeaters 
hy reason of their proximity. But the antics of Whrite-winged ‘Lrillers, 

after an interval of watching and discussion, prayed tic nest as theirs, later 
confirmed by the lirds nurturing the young az we viewed developments frans 
a further distance. 
A commotion, five or six yards distant in a dwark boxthoru, next attracted 

attention. Out flew Golifinches and a White-tronted Chat, the later 
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performing the broken-wing wick Its diminutive nest, situated very low 
down, with lwo pink spotted eggs, was seen. ‘- | 

‘Lhe question arses as to why these Australiad birds should choose exotic 
{rees one deciduous, in preference to ihe many ani varied native trees 
crowding the yicinity* Also, is is usual for such avian species to nest im 
close assoviation and at a low, yuloetable level? The White-wiliged Trilkers' 
esi, Morcaver, was bujlit a few feet above a cain fireplace with evidence 
of recent use, . 
A dramatic interlude was provided in the long-range spectacle of sé¢y¥eral 

magpies assailing 4 Brown Hawk. The hawk appeared exhausted as soon 
it deopperd inte the side or the “island.” Two of the magples dropped too, 
and what appeared like a furious combat ensued The hawk presumably 
was “settled,” for the magpies flew off chortling jubilartly. 

H.C. E. Stewart. 

Arachnidae: 

Tnseet-minded excyrsionists found the Gorge of mich entomological 
interest. Numbers of spiders were collected, and included Dipturidac 
(Trapdoor Spiders), Lyvesidae (Wolf Spiders), and Salticidce (Jumping 
Spiders}, Unrer stones, the Red-and-Black Spider (Nicodamar bicator) 
was especially plentiful. . 

—A, P. and R, A, Dunn, 

INTRODUCTION OF LATRODECTUS TO THE 
PACIFIC ISLANDS 

The poisonous ed-back spider, Latrodectns Hasetlix, common throughout 
Australia, hus now been introduced to at least two Pucitic islands, where it 
is increasiug rapidly. First observations were tnade on Meorotai, aw island 
in the Halmahers group 4 degrees north of the equator, Aw area record 
which J made there in July, 1945, showed that in an area of approximately 
400 sq. It. 37 actule fewiales were found. OF these, 28 liad equ-sace. ‘The 
area examined was 3M yards from the nearest camp, which had then been 
it, operation for seven months. Vegetation consisted ‘of secondary growth, 
and a large percenyage of the spiders had utilized natural objects (burnt-out 
stumps, etc.) am which to build their webs The remainder were in rusty 
tins and drums, Many empty egg-sace were noted, and the abundance of 
insect life will undoubtedly bring about a rapid increase of the species. 

Frora a further examination of the area it became ohvious that Lotvoddctis 
had been introduced from Australia in boxes und crates containing teres, 
vehicles and folded canvas tents and canopies. “(hese mems+were, it aeany 
eases, retained in mainiand ordnance depots for long periods belore being 
sent overseas, An interesting sidelight is that the area deseribed had dean 
subjected to acrial spraying hy T).1,T. : 
A second introduction of Lafrodectus was noted in the Koepaug (Dutch 

Timor) area. 
An examination of stores and disyosal areas in Manila (Philippiics) 

revealed mumerous examples of Cofrodectns mactans, the “black. widow,” 
Latest figores from America show that fram the earliest yecorded case in 
1726 to this year (1945) there have been 1,291 cases of spider bite ot 
arachnidism attributed to ihe black widow, There were 55 deaths in that 
period. These figures are taken from Ainerica’s Most Poivanons Spider, 
a recent book on the black widaw written by Rayrtond W. Thorpe and 
Weldon D. Wilson, This valuable addition to the unfortunately shert Tist 
of works on Hie Arachnids is published by the University of North Caroline 
Press, and the Oxford University Press. ~ 

Bryan M, Sioscerr, Ser, 
Army Tducation Service, Timar. 
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EXCURSION TO PRANKSTON 

About iwoity-live. dieluding thece visiting anembers trom the New South 
Wales Naturalists’ Club, attended the outing or, October 2. The weather 
ane rides and a ramte was chosen i open couutry south of the Hasan 
tented. 
Much of the area visited was occupier! by Scented Paper-barls (Mf clnliwca 

Syuarrase), indicatty the exastence ardinarily af ample motstare, chough 
zk present the surface was dry for stich country. Othet wel-place plants, 
lidwever, were present, such as Pink Swamp Hearh (Sprangelia tacarnata) 
and the Blunr-leaf heath (Apaceis abtustfolia). ‘The latter was of rather 
shurter growth than usual ii some exampies gathered. Much of the Scented 
Poper-bark had yuung tips withered, either by unusual Jack of nimistare or 
frog some recent late frosts Flowers of Mefaleyem were not abaadant but 
enough were found tn show their weneral arrangement, i eroups of three 
in four raws, agreeing with the leaf arrangement. - 

Att wiusual forin of the Tangled Dodder-taucel (Onssytha glabeiln) bad 
fruits approaching a spherical shape. ft does nou appear to be mentioned 
in text huaks, and, so far as T know, has only been noticed in a layited area 
near Frankston. As the inver part of the frit was already hardeniug and 
the young plantiet in the seed avith its large cotyledons well advanced, it 
dacs tot seein likely thay it sduld cabtract lo the tisual narrow snd 
eloigaled fcuit of this species, ‘ 
A pink Howermne tea-tree has, T think, been previously mentioned far this 

district. Though taece are in celtivalion several pink and red New Zealand 
forms af Manuka (Leplaypernuan scoparia), ds species an the wild here 
rirely, if ever, slows omore than a faint rasy tinge, A decidedly pial wild 
fori as however, not sare in Silly Tea-tree’ (Leptaspermian sayesieodns), 
wualiy a plant of dricr provid Both specica were seca un this exeursiasy. 

Y. S. Hane. 

THE LATE A, B BRAINE;| & TRIBUTE 

The death of Mz. A. B. Beains removes une of the inst successful 
callectaré of orchids that we have had. The story af "my" orchid (Chilo. 
glottis, Pescattiana) is worth recording Wher Fred, a Cravensyille achool- 

“a boy, arrived oue morning with an wiusval orchid. Mr Braine at onue packed 
wie h 4 up and seve st ta me, That weelt Charles. French and I jound a new 

h Prasophylins at Ringwood, T recogaized Mr. Braine's orehid asx a new 
pecies aud wrote telling him this. In the same box went the two new 
pecies to Dr kt. S, Rerers of Adelaide. Dr. Ragers named the Chilaqlotels 

Khas) Piter me and the Prasophylien alter Mr. Brawe. “Lbat was ai 1917. 
4 fy Mr. Braioe has left a fine record of his collecting at Cravensville in a 
vad, AS |series Of 23 arheles which were published in the Medera? Staidorad, a 

ets [Chiltern vewsuaper, in, 1917-18, These articles fori the best record of 
yirrve, “local! collection that T have ever seen, 1 guppase that my set is unique; 

and in memory of Mr, Braine it will shortly he presented to our National 
nein, * 7 tHuerharium. . 
BLE Ve r. Brune's father, the late C. J, Braine, at one time held ay iiportane 

Es osition in Hour Kong. While there (1855) lic dieeawererh a 
tree-Jern. whith ava FS ate het Bosh the 

aenis and, the. species are monotypic The fern is Bratrea gnsignis, Tt as 
described 25 having a teank from 3 ta 4 inches thick, witlt franta 2 tq 3 feet 
Jang ahd 8 to 12 inches bread, and as being w “very handsome and iftercst- 
ine” fern eee” . - 

The late 4. B. Braine was one of the happiest af cultured inen T have 
ever met 

E, BE. Pescors, 

hoewts 
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A HARDY ALIEN ORCHID 
By A. J. Tancetr. 

The orchid Epdendrim voedicuns var O'Bricniawwn, though a nutive of 
Brazil, las “gone bush’ in Queensland, so Mr. W. H, Nicholls told me 
whe, identifying Uns orchid recently. Moreover, 1 think it must have 
ateracted attention in Australia becuuse of its long flowering period and the 
ease With Which it may he grown and propagated "in captivity.” 

But for those who, like imyself, did not know what te do for many years, 
these is probably disappointment mi the refusal of Bpidewdriny to flower. 
My Queensland orchid grew well enough, but J could wor flower it, Later, 
1 discovered the secret for myself, ‘Someone told me that at should be 
hune on, & fenué out im the sun, that it would be wseless to Lope for blossom 
either in a bushi house or u glass house. All three suggestions proved false, 
ior L have sé¢en it Aowering m beth glass and bush houses. But I vearly 
Jose my “Queenslander” by taking wreng advice! } 

In my green louse, open on the «ast side, it thrives susperded fran the 
lace root im 4 Jarge hanging basket aud atlaiis a heseht of 30 inches. It 
has flowered continuously from Apnil 22 to November 22 (seven months), 
with still another dozen buds to develop: every week new ones open as 
each onc or two flowers fade and fall, Tt does not seed, perhaps because 
the natural insect pollinator is abscm The Aower-hcad now bas nine 
perloct flawers, each 14 iiches in diameter on pedicels of the same length. 
The five broad segments are browil, snd the Jabelluny ts shaper like an 
eet fimbriated Maltese crass of canary-vellow, large ix proportion to the 
ower. - 
My plant has the morriing iin, bul is protected on the north side by a 

wood-shed. Though there are many succulent branches, so far onty one 
has developed a flower spike, which is 13 inches Jong. This is essentially 
a "poor man’s orchid," though 4 not-too-recent London orchid catalogue 
prices. radtcans at 31/6 each! 

Later.—Since my votes on the above (as at 22nd November) oné of the 
present 10 flowers has become fertilized so that the former apparent pedicel 
has developed mto an efongated, horizontally-lined ovary for two-thirds af 
its length, Like the Tabellum, it was originally canary-yellow, bur bas 
assumed the dark brown of the floral lobes. At ihe base of the last, 
outside, several glass-like globules are seen resting also on the ovary, which 
on being tasted are found not to be sweet, but of wncevtain favour which | 
remains on the lips for a considerable time. This secretion is, to me, an 
unasual prehid accompaniment, , \ 

F.N.C¥, JUNTOR BRANCH NO. 2 
Nature Stody fas n¢ver been more popvlar than it is to-day. Thousands 

of people, young and old, have heeded the cal) of the wild to become 
lovers of the bush or the coast and their manifold charms. ~ Our Club, 
having done much te foster the cause vf natural history, has recently formed 
two Junior Branches. In these the State has a splendid asset, which we 
should iend with care and intelligence. 

The inaugural meeting of the Toorak Bratch was held in the Presbyterian 
Memorial Hall on Tuesday, Detenber 4th, at 3 pme The President, 
Mr. HH, C. E, Stewart, welcomed the 180 foundation members, and in 
flecartng the new. Branch open hoped for a tong ant prosperaus existence, 
Mr P_ Croshie Morlison gave an educative opening’ Jecture, supported by 
films im coloer. The Headmaster, Mr. W. J. Wilson, thanked the President 
ani) wembers of the parent club in attendance, while the Mayor of Prahran, 
Couicillor W Cole, expressed mppreciation af this worthy project, Items 
‘J trarmeny by ihe mixed choir of 100 voiees added much te the pleasiire 
of this propitiows occasion 

PF. Morrrs, Or gamer, 
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PYEROSTYLIS SQUAMATA R.Br, IN THE WIMMERA 
- By Ear: Muie, Dimboala. 

Whiltt at Rainbow on November 17, [ visited = small parch ol serub 
(9 or 10 acres) about 4 miles soot) of the town ‘The purpose of the visit 
was lo collect Bitter Quandong fruis (Santolan Merrayanne), not to seek 
orchids, rarc or otherwise. 

Bue f was delighted tw find, when walking near a water chaznel passing 
through the scrub, a colony of five greenhoods, PBirst rhourhys were that 
they were late specimens af Prerostetis pusiéa, examination, however, 
showed that each plant bad six stem bracts, the lower anes imbricate and 
spreading further aparr as-they progressed ap the stem. FP. pusilla has 2 
bracts only. : 
The fabclluny had no appendage, bat was thickened at the base, with two 

bristles; the edges were ciliate, longer towards the base and short at the 
tip. The column wings were blunt and ciliate, the margins tearned with 
a fringe of hairs. This suggested P. sqramwta to me. The plants were all 
V7 to 20 inches high, As Black (in Flora of S.A.) and Rupp (in Orchids 
of N.S.) both give the height-as about 20 om. the talluesy may be due 
to the fact that they were growing jn tall grass and Wear water The 
flowers, four in tumber, agree with descriptians by doth authorities. Rey. 
Rupp says “flowers on short peduncles,’ while Black specifies lone ones— 
pérhaps this is also a amatter of envirannent , 

J. Ros Garvet has verified my idemiftcation and remarks, “It is a curipus 
thing that the plants Fitzgerald identified as Po sqninnatie can fromt.arounrt 
Urangeline in the Riverina, since settled and sown with wheat and grazed. 
Both Rainbow and UWrangelime are wheatgrowine wreas, with httle of the 
origimal flora left. so to come across a rarity, surviving the march of 
progress, is indeed a miracle of gaod hunting.” It wag actually good [uck! 

BIRD COMMENTS FROM LARDNER 
With reference to a suggestion ia the (set, Nal for October that Crimson 

Roselias were trimming their bealts on young fern fronds, we haye a small 
Excalypis coesia at this ‘moment in Aower with a pink carpet of Rowers 
and buds beneath the tree—the result of parrots’ sheer mischief. Puchsias 
aitd Habrothamnus piants are also atacked, Our tiny plant of Red Correa 

+ at the house door has to wear a shield of newspaper to keep the flowers 
oti it from the birds, They annoy us with their depredations, especiatly om 
the buds of apple trees, to prove disasivous later te the apple crap. 

A White-brawed Scruh-wren built its mest in a pocket above the clothes, 
pegs m the peg “apron” that hangs just inside ovr wash-house «oor, 
grasped the bag one day aud went outside before the mest was discovered, 
lt was replaced st once, and the birds are now jn camplete possession. - 

{Mies} & C. Curnte, 

SPECIMENS WANTED 

(To the Editor) 

Sir—1i am tnterested in the anatomy of the head and neck of sborrant 
reptiles, and I want to study the mueculature and skulls of the legless 
lizards, Pygogns, Delma and Cryptodelua, as well as the almost limbless 
fotsus of Lygosomm I am also desirous of studylig the deecnecate oplidian 
genus Tvphlopgs. I would be indebted to any of your members who could 
send Te specimens of auy of these reptiles, Preservation in either formelin 
or spirits would be all that could -be desired, 

Yours smeerely, ; 
H. Lercuror Kesrevrn. 

91 Balaclava Rood, 
Caulfield, S17 
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PROCEEDINGS 

The rhonthly mecting of the Club was held on January 14, 
1946, at the old Children’s Museum Room; Melbourne Public 
Library, the President (Mr. H. C. E. Stewart) and some 150 
members and friends atiending. 

The President referred to the death of Dr, Georgina Sweet, 
a Club member of many years’ standing, and the Secretary 
referred to the death of Mr. F. I. Baker, who was interested 
in shells and micrascopical work, and who had been active in the 
Club in earlier days. Members stood in silence as a mark of 
respect to the memory of our late friends. 
A letter from the headmaster of the Central School, Toorak, 

thanked the Club for establishing a branch at the schol. 
Excursion reports were given as follows:—Healesville, Miss 

Ina Watson; Shoreham, Mr. A, C, FB. Stewart; Beaumaris, 
‘Mr. F. 8. Colliver. 

The following were duly elected as ordimary members of the 
Club:-—Mrs. D. ©, Peowrie, Misses C, S. Stewart, Freda BR. 
Neilson, M. TI. Orford, Mr, J. Seaton, Mr, Albert C. Nilson; 
as country member, Mr, Richard Cudditry; and ‘as associate 
member, Master L. R. Adler. 

NATURE NOTES 

Miss Ina Watson imentioned that Mr. A.-G. Campbell had 
recorded, for the first time, the red-backed kingfisher at Kilsyth, 

Mr, Stewart imentioned that the Rutherglen ‘bug had been 
recorded as stinging human beings) Mr. C. C, Ralph stated 
that recently at Portsea bathers were forced to leave the beach, 
Mr. Colliver said it appeared that the bugs were able (c 
exist on any vegetable or animal juice, .Mr. G. N. Hyam stated 
that the Agricultural Department would he pleased to receive 
eggs of the Rutherglen bug. These are not commonly found. 
they penecaly ectur in bunches of seven, and possi ly. wonld le 
found on members of the Gompositae. 

NATURE STUDY IN THE NORTII 

_ A summary of natural history work done m North Queens- 
land was given by Dr. H. Mlecker, a one-time member of the 
Club, now resident in Cairns, A motion picture, taken by Mr. 

' 
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Bruce Cummings, was shown, Je dealt im the main with the 
bird fife of Michelmas Cay, some 26 miles from Cairns, The 
picture showed the vast numbers.of birds on the Cay, the nesting 
groups of the three terns which are the commonest birds there, 
and gome wonderful slow-motion photography which illustrated 
the command over the air possessed by these birds, Jr. Flecker 
stated that the Naturalists’ Club was formed soon after his 
arrival in Cairns, and was. based on the F.N.C.V. Monthly 
meelings were held until the war years, and a journal, the North 
Oucensiond Naturalist, was published, A nature column ts a 

regular feature of the Cairns Post. The Club had been working 
for the establishment of a Museum, and the Council had made 
a grant of a piece of land and a store-room had been built and 
a start made collecting material. A herbarium of over 10,000 
sheeis has been built up, and a hbrary staried, Protection of 
fauna and flora aud bush fire control were twa items always 
under consideration by the Naturalists! Club. 

Miss R. S, Chisholm asked if Service men ahd women were 
interested in natural history. Answer- Yes, many were very 
interested, and the Club had received a great deal of help from 
visiting naturalists in the Services. 

Mr, Siewart asked for information on the Taipan, Dr, Plecker 

said this large brown snake was upwards of 10 fr long, andl 
had very large scales, [t was recarded as one of the most 
dangerous snakes in the world. Clinical records had been kept 
of recent cases of bites. Dr. Flecker added that the evidence 

‘seems to indieate that this snake occurs in large iiumbers in 
certain greas [rom time io time. Cerlainly il was not as rare 
as was previously believed. 

Miss Wigan asked if anything had come of experiments for 
the extraction of rubber from weeds. Answer: The rubber 
vine, am African weed, had been subject to experiment, but it 
was not economical, “This was justas well, Dr, Flecker believed, 
as the yine was possibly as bad as the prickly pear at covering 
the ground, and indeed was a curse in cerlaim parts now, 

Mr. A. H, FE. Mattingley asked why ,were there ao fies or 
mosquitoes at Lake Bartine. Dy. Flecker suggested that the ant 
population was the main factor in controlling the flies, and as for 
the mosquitoes, apparently the Leight of the lake above sea-level 
(2,000 ft.) prevented them from breeding in any numbers. 

Mr. Colliver asked how close to Cairns did the crocodile 
necur, Answer: Crocodiles were common in the Russell River. 
A Clrnese girl had been killed by a crocodile about 27 miles 
from Cairns. : 
“Miss Ciishal asked if the Dodd collection of insects was 

still in existence. Dr. Flecker replied that the collection had 

yee 
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been kept on show for some tine by Miss Dodd, but it jad sluice 
been sold and be did not know who had purchased it, 
A vote of thanks to Dr. Flecker was curdially carried, 

EXHIBITS 

Mrs. Paul Fisch: Eucalyptus Stricklandi, garden-grown, with this and 
Jast year's buds. and flowers, which incidentally took three years 10 
develop : 4 

Mr, A, N. Cartér: Marine shells: Livonia ontmilla, Victaria; Amana 
undulata, Victorias Ericusa sowerbyi, N.S.W. 

Mr, C. J. Gabricl; Marine shells: Chlawys frigtdus, Norwegian Sea, 
957 fathoms: CAlamys imbrifer, East Greenland, 90 fathoms. ; 

Mr. E, E. Lerd: Humea alegans, garden-grawn at Ringwood. (Plant 
1D fe, high and now in third year.) : 
Mr, A. HH, Mattingley: Little Whip Snake (Dewisonia flageltum). 
Mr, Tom Griffiths: Collection of mosses in book, 
Mr, T.S. Hart: Helichrysum and Cassinga tu show distinctions. Spring 

fowering and suminer fiowering forms of Leptospermum seoparinar 
Mr. J. R. Garnet: Germinating vreen peas. 
Mr, €, C, Ralph; Fossils of Carbo-permian age, Eaglehawk Neck, Tas. ° 

PLAGUE OF LOOPER CATERPILLARS 
The foliage of young wattle-trees im the “Forest of Arden,” a few 

miles fram Marysville, has been killed by a plague of looper caterpillars, 
whick hang by a spider-hke threat! Visitors are smothered with them 
along tle Keppells Falls track, continuing on from the end of the Talbot 
Drive. We are wondering if the trees will recover; every one in the 
area has withered, The caterpillars crossing the Talbot Drive are 
being attacked by small black ats, so much cursed by city folk. The 
devastated area, witich Inoks as if it has beep fire-seorched or (rost-hitten,- 
ean be clearly scen from Woods Lookout on Mount Gordon. Nearer 
Marysville the caterpillars are not so numcrous, but a few can be seen 
along the Steavensons Falls :rack, and on Mount Kitchener end Wilks 
Creck. Bird life is not very abundant in the district, x0 it Jooks as if the 
ants will be the main destroyer of the plagnc- 

: Lesuig M Carritr 

THE LATE FRANK HENRY TAYLOR 

The death occurred suddenly in. Sydney on December 2) af Frank 
Henry Taylor, PRES, F.Z.5, of the staff of the Sydney University 
School of Public Healih and Tropical Medicine. Mr, Tavler was an 
crtomologist specialising in insectetarriers of diseasc, and it is mainly 
through his efforts that the school possesses the finest collecbon of 
{ropteal masects in the Southern Hemisphere. He was the author of 
several works on, insect-carners of malana, dengue fever, and other 
tropical diseases in Australia and the lands immediately to the north, 
and at the time of his death was callaborating in the production of @ 
book on yenomous and disease-carrying insects, spiders, scorpions, centi- 
pedes, etc, of Australia, It is ta be hoped that the production was 
suffictently advanced to permit’ of the completion of such a valtiable work, 

P.M, 
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE EGG-CASE AND YOUNG OF 
THE BALER SHELL, MELG UMBILICATA Brod. 

By jovce Autan and I. Gurton Minm.eton 
(Published by permission of the Australian Museum) 

: Jntroduction 
The following observations an the laying of is egg-tase by 

ihe Queensland Baler Shell (Melo wmdilicata}, and the subse- 
quent hatching and growth of the young Balers up to the age 
of cight months, were made by one of the authors (T4CM.). 

No sunilar observations appear ta have been recorded in 
Australia. Therefore, the notes accumulated during the invesliga- 
tions are presented here, and, although these are not as complete 
as the authors would wish, it is hoped the information will assist 
future work in this direction. If possible, T.C.M. had intended 
fo proceed with the experiment until the young reached at least 
three years’ growth, but he was forced to discontinue the work 
when the young reached eight months of age. This was indecd 
linfortunate, since at that age the young Balers were thriving 
well, and there seemed no reason to believe that their grawth 
would not continue successfully, 

Experimental work of this nature, especially when dealing 
with tropical marine species, netds to be carried out as much 
as possible under natural environmental conditions, as T.C.M. 
Was. fortunately able to do. Although the egg-case of a Baler 
shell is a conspicuous object ona coral reef, and of a size suitable 
for experimental work, ne scrious study of this nature has been 
attempted befere on the species. Few individual persons have 
the opportunity or the time for the necessary research that 
such a study entails, Ttis work which could be carried uut ideally 
by a Biological Station situated on the spot. 

_ Two experimental tanks for thrs work were kept im the sea, 
but. the young were hatched out in a small glass aquarium. Fach 
tank was divided inte sections, to held varios growth stages. 
Five sets of growth-stages of the young Halers, from birth to 
eight months, were watched, and the mdividual stages in the 
sets showed a uniformity of growth with one another, through- | 
oul, 

The Bater Sheil and Egg-Case 

Baler Shells (Melx) are exclusively tropical and semi-tropical 
in distribution, ranging from the Indian Ocean to Austraha, 
They are noted for their large size (often reaching over a foot 
in length), their pinkish-orange colouring, and the very wide 
body whorl, with spies round its upper margin, which permits 
the larger specimens to be used most effectively as balers or 
water carriers. 
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The species of Baler shell used in the following investigations 
is Melo umirilicata Brod., formerly regarded as confined rather 
to the mainland waters than to the coral reefs of north-eastern 
Australia, Its type locality being Moreton Bay, Queensland. The 
adult specimen measured 11 inches long, and 654 inches wide, 
but much larger specimens have been seen an the reefs, 

The egg-case, when fully developed, consisis of ‘a creamy-horn 
mass of leathery capsules cemented tugether, row upon row, until 
the whole farms a more or less rectangular case, reaching it 
some instances over 16 inches long and several inches broad, 
On its emergence the case has a gleaming frothy uppearance, 
but soar becomes firm. Though a number of embryos probably 
develop in each fertile compartment originally, as hatching-time 
approaches, only one young Baler is present in each, No 
particular place seems to be chosen by a female Baler for de- 
positing her eggs; they are tound in both very deep and shallow 
water, in sheltered and im exposed environments. The cyg-case 
in this instance was attached to a small piece of dead coral, which 
helped to keep it submerged. Others are quite unattached to 
any object, 

Laying and Development of the Ega-Case 

The parent Baler was found on October 10, 1942, laying its 
egg-case at low tide, im water about one foot deep, on the north 
side of Heron Island, Great Barrier Reef (nurnmially at high tide 
the water in this situation ts about &9 feet deep}. Observations 
have shown that October seems the most favoured month for the 
Baler to deposit its egg-case, 
When the parent with its egg-case was first observed, the case 

already then measured 9 inches in length. Therefore, the time 
it had taken the molluse to prodoce such an amount can only 
be conjectured from subsequent observations on the remainder 
of the case. A week later (17/10/42), its length had tncreased 
by 134 inches (1034 inches}, By October 23, thirteen days 
later, it measured 12 inches, and on October 31 it had reached 
a length of 1344 inches. The case had therefore increased its 
length approximately 114 inches per week, Growth continued 
Practically at this rate until, by November 24, it had reached rts 
maximum length of 1634 inches, having taken approximately six 
weeks to increase its length by 74 inches. A vompartment 
opened on that date disclosed no developing Baler, but may have 
been inferttle. 
On December 3, almost eight weeks after laying was noticed, 

an -egg-compartment was removed from the first-lain portion 
af, fhe sac, It-contained a single, well-formed, living Baler. At 
this stage each cormpartmetat had a small hole punctared at one 
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end, through which protruded the mollusc's siphon, and through 
which the young ¢ventually emerged. Only a small number of 
compartments (about six) proved infertile. The parent, in the 
meantime, did not appear to feed and refused any food placed 
before her, 

Hatching of the Youxg Balers 

Hatching commenced on December 22, almost 1] weeks after 
the egg-case, then measuring 9 inches, had been discovered. As- 
suming that it took the same degree of time, at 134 inches per 
week, to increase its stze from emergence to the 9 inches, about 
17 weeks would have elapsed from the commencement of laying 
to the date of hatching. 
Two young Balers emerged on the above date, each measuring 

26 mm. long and 1S mm. broad. On the following day eleven 
individuals, of approximately the same measurement, emerged. 
Hatching continued daily until completion. Unfortunately the 
notes showing the number hatched daily after December 27, 
and therefore the total number which emerged during the hatch- 
ing period, were mislaid, but the latter number would have been 
somwhere near one hundred. The following figures give an 
indication of the hatchings to December 27 ;— 

Date of hatching Number Measurement of shell 

December 22... 2 26 mm. long, 18 mm, broad 
fai 23 -- - Ul 26 we ir ” ” UI 

“ 24... 3 Bink on hn ee ” 
«i 254.\-° | z Ys ny " 
is 26... 3 23 oy " "> alt ‘b 
” 2? we ohe rd 26 ” " " " ” 

Tt will be seen fronts the above table that little or no variation 
existed in the young shell af the time of hatching. Their progress 
growth from birth to eight. months covered the gradual 
strengthening of the shell, intensity of its colouring and pattern, 
increase in the size of, the body-whori mainly, and the develop~ 
ment of spines—all useful evidence. 

Being flesh-eaters, the young Balers from the first were fed 
chiefly on the mollusc Meloraphe scabra. These seemed easy 
for the young to manipulate at that early stage in their growth. 
Later, cowries were fed to them, and were eagerly devoured. 
Incidentally, this proved an effective and clean method of re- 
moving the animals from the cowries, in order that the shells 
might later be placed in a collection! ‘The young Balers, even 
at that early age, were able to make a “clean sweep” of the cowry 
seen despite the narrowness in the mouth-opening of its 
shell. 

The young Balers displayed a strong cannibalistic tendency 
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by deyouring the weaker of their number, when a jid, covering 
the aguarium in which they were kept, was unfortunately moved 
and the living food placed there jor their benefit allowed to 
escape. This materially reduced the number of young Balers. 

Development of Young Balers 

No observations were made on the developing mollusc, as 
T.C.M. was more concerned with its progress as a whole; the 
shells, however, provided an interesting study. An unborn 
specimen, reniovéd on December 3, had a white delicate shell 
with few teeth on the inner lip, and a suggestion of brown 
marking along the back upper part of the body whorl, near the 
outer lip. At one day old the shell differs oniy in being slightly 
larger, and at a week old it remains practically the same size, 
but the brown blotching is heavier; with slight increase in growth, 
a pinker tinge appears over the shell, especially on the spire, and 
brown blotching with wavy brown lines between, extending over 
half the back of the. body whorl, is apparent at two weeks. old. 
A brown blotch appears for the first time on the iront upper 
part of the body whorl at four weeks; also, two spines on the 
suture of this whorl have developed. At six weeks these spines 
become stronger, and the ridge bearing them, as well as the 
future spines, commences ta develop, - 

Three well-formed spines and the commencement of two 
others, were characteristic of the shell af. eight and ten weeks. 
When twelve weeks of age, the shells showed stronger spines, 
and their markings had extended over the whole of the back of 
the body whorl, confined approximately to an upper and lower 
row of separated blotches, united longitudinally by fine, wavy 
brown lines. 

The next stage considered by T.C.M. was at six months, By 
this time the young Baler had a strong, well-formed shell, with a 
marked increase in length, confined principally to the body whorl, 
The polish within the mouth and on the columella, which had 
gradually developed over the previous stages, was now quite 
high. At eight months of age the shell was a fraction larger and 
the body whorl had increased in width. By this time it was 
quite a handsome, well-developed, little shell. 
A surprising factor noticed in the development of the shell 

was the comparatively small increase in the size of the spire 
throughout these stapes, the main alteration being associated 
with strengthening, and change of colour from white to pinky- 
yellow, In face at eight months of age the spire approaches 
practically the same size as that of the parent, in which, of 
course, it is sunk well below the level of the spines. The 
extensive growth-increase is exhibited throughout in the body- 

> 
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whorl, as will be seen in the following table of measurement, 
Whereas the spire alters only by one to four millimeters, the body 
whorl shows an increase up to 15 mm.> 

Age Measurements of shell 
Total Spire 

Unbom -. 5, «- -. .- 24 mm. long 3mm. high 
10, broad 9. bread 

iday -. .. eeu ee 26 mm_x 14mm. 3mm. x 9m, 
} weet Ee a ede: 3. x10,, 
Z Weeks...) ewes cs 2, xiI?,, 4, %*10,, 
4weeks 22 2... 2, x20,, 4, -i0,, 
6 weeks .. 2 2, 3B, %x2l, Non “Madly 
Bweeks .. .. -. .. 33, xa, 5. “xt. 

10 weeks «2 ., -- .. 34, %21,, 5, x«ll, 
12 weeks .. 2. - a4. 6K 22, 5, x11, 

' 6 months . .. ., .- 37, x»22,, 5, x12 
&months . .. .. .. 39, x24, $, x1, 

As observations similar to the above have not been recorded 
previously, it is impossible to say whether the rate of growth 
was absolutely normal, or was retarded somewhat through being 
subjected to aquarium conditions. Five sets of growth stages 
conformed to approximiately the same rate of growth, and the 
specimens throughout did not give the impression of being 
weaklings. If this rate can be accepted as normal, then to reach 
the size of an average adult shell (like the parent of these young 
Balers) would, it is imagined, take at least five to seven years, 
or even longer, and normal growth, other than the increased 
thickness which develops with age in all shells, might continue 
for some time after maturity. This might account for the very 
large adult specimens of Balers sometimes found, which far 
exceed fhe measurements of an average adult. The parent shell 
in this investigation had the appearance of a specimen which 
could not be far past maturity. When he was forced to abandon 

. the observations, T.C_M. killed both the parent and young. 
At the first’ opportunity, another aitempt is to be made to 

rear young Balers, commencing from the time the parent first 
begins to breed, to a mitch more advanced growth than cight 
months. In this prospective project, it may be possible. ta eluci- 
date several points, such as:— 

The age at which the parent reaches maturity. 
Breeding habits. 
Stage, if any, when growth of young may be rapid. 
The number of times a parent may breed in a year. 
The possibility of a parent nat surviving a breeding 
season, aS is known to happen with some particular 
molluses. 

6, The corresponding development of the mollusc itself. 

mew 
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SUMMARY 

Ohservalions.on the laying of its ega-case by the Baler Shell, Meia 
gindifivata, and the develapment of the young Baler Shells were made 
at Heron Island, Great ‘Barrier Reef, Queensland, 

Observations were carried on until the young Balers reached the age 
Of ci@ht months, when the work unfortunately had to be abandoned. The 
young Balers at that age were thriving well and there were indications 
thot the work could have been carried on successfully. ; 

Five sets of growth stages of the shells were kept, ranging irom birth 
to eight months old. These show a marked similarity to one ancther, 
and a carresponding rate of growth in the yarious stages in each set, 

The observations, though unfortunately abandoned, provide most 
interestittg and useful information on the development of the shell 
characters to cigiit rhoriths, and provide a sound basis for future research. 

It is proposed, ac the first opportunity, to attempt the reating of young 
Balers to several years of growth. Should this meet with suecess, it is 
fraped to clarify several dcowbtful points associated with breeding habits, 
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A PLANT ODDITY 
J have been interested in green peas which, after storage for several 

dajs in a closed jar at about 10°C., have germinated. Growth has 
contimucd at this sclatively low femperature diting several weeks, even 
thengti the jar has been almost continuously in the dark. The rate of 
growth, though at first quite rapid, slows down after about one month. 
Altheugh the occurrence appears to be uhusual, it js actually common 
engugh in Nature, since many plants germinate very well during a cold 
spell or following a series of frosts, the cold apparently providing the 
Teqiisite samulus 

J. R. Garner. 

THE "RAAF-BIRD" ' 
"Can you tell me,” a reader asks, “what is @ ‘Raaf-bird’? I'm not 

iryving to be funny, and don't really men a member of the RAAF 
The fact 1s, a largish bird in New Guinea 1s always known as the ‘Ranf,’ 
and none of us knows what it really is and how tt got its name.” This 
qucstion having been submitted to the office naturalist, he produced the 
odd scrap of information that “Raaf" is the Dutch name: for the raven, 
He added that he had never known the name to he applied to any bird 
in this part of the World, and he had no idea how a New Guinea bird 
acquired it, So there you are—the Dutch, with the aid of the raven, 
lrave beaten the Royal Australian Alr Force to the Use of the. picturesque 
wort, “Raaf."—-"Rouseahout,” in the Melbourne Herald. 

DEATH OF DR, GEORGINA SWEET 
Dr Georgina Sweet, a distinguished scientist and member oj the 

Victorian Field Naturalists’ Club for many vears, died in Melbourne on 
gastacy 2, in her Phst year. A sketch of her career will be published 
ater, ‘ 
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NEW BEES AND WASPS -- Part | 

Nates on ihe Biology of Exoueure, with a Spevifie Description 

Ry ‘Tawatow Rayment, Melbourne. 

Inivaduction 

In this paper the author presents the first accounts of the 
remarkable habits of two bees and two wasps in very divergent 
genera. These records are due to lhe unstinted collaboration 
of enthusiastic collectors, whose carefully recorded observations 
are a real contribution to our knowledge of the native species, 
and incheate a field that may be cultivated with profit and pleasure 
by amateurs who seek the True and the Eeautiful in Nature, 
The author studied the Cerceris wasp while engaged on a 
“Critical Revision” of an entirely different family (1941), which 
work was assisted by a small grant from the Conimonwealth 
Endewment Fund for Scientific and Industrial Research. 

Bees with a Communal Cradle 

Doctor Hans Brauns (1926), in South Africa, was the first 
to investigate scientifically the hinlogy of the Allodape of that 
country, aml his observations revealed the extraordinary  life- 
history of these small bees. He found that one grotip has a 
“communal eradic,” that is, a number of eggs are laid together, 
not m separate cells, as is the tule for almost all bees; the older 
larvae moved nearer to the front, with the pupac nearest to the 
entrance. He found, too, that the larvae of this group possessed 
a pair of fleshy appendages on the incipient thoracic segments, 
and with these they held the pollen-pudding to the mandibles as 
they ate the food. ' 

Australia has three genera related to Alledepe, but Protessor 
Cockerell (1934) separated the Australian Allodapes, placing 
them in the genus Jllodapula. The larvae of typical Atfodepe 
ate said to lack the fleshy appendages of Allodapula, and, gener- 
ally, the latter have simple trochanters on the hid Jegs, while 
those of the former are dentate, All are dwellers in plant- 
tuhes. The other genera are Exonenra and Neocerotina, The 
author has nests of all three, but hitherto had been unsuccessful 
in obtaining cither eggs, larvae or pupat of any species; conse- 
quently, the early stages of the life-history were quite unknown. 

Fer several years I have been receivmg fine collections of 
insects from Alex, Holmes, of Woollahra; N-S.W.. who has 
been very successful indeed in the Comoe and Heathcote districts, 
both of which are adjacent ta the Georges River, thirty or so 
miles south of Sydney, Among the many Bxoncura@ rervivyed 
from him is a new species, clase ta E. perpensa Chil, for which 
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I propose the name holmesi, and append a description of the 
type and the allotype. 

Perhaps the most satisfactory feature is his discovery of both 
sexes, with egrs and a larya, in a gallery in a branch of a 
Banksia shrub. This observer captured the bees, and al once 
placed the eggs and larva in a formalin solution before posting 
them, and his careful work has supplied me with the éssential 
material for this short biological survey. 

The material arrived in excellent condition, and I was able 
to study the eggs and larvae as well as the sexes, Professor 
Cockerell had only the male of E., perfense, \out recently’ the 
author received a nest-series from John Hardcastle, Macpherson 
Range, and whe specie description of the allotype is imcluded. 
1 was very fortunate to have nest-series of these two species, 
otherwise it would have been difficult to associate the sexes 
correctly, 80 alike are the two females. 

The eggs are white and slightly bowed, the cephalic pole being 
little if any larger than the caudal pole—most other eggs of the 
Apidae are largest at the former end. They measured 2.1 mm. 
in length, with a diameter of 5 mm,; a very large egg for 
such a small bee, but tt is known that the eggs of certain species 
do increase in size after being deposited, The time taken to 
hatch has not been determined, but there was na food whatever 
about either the eggs or the larva, and it is permissible to 
assume that the female was feeding the young since it appeared 
to be about fifty hours old. The eggs have an exceedingly 
delicate héxagona! sculpture, 

‘Three eggs were laid “ertss-cross'’ in the base of the common 
gallery, and two females were giving the young “‘some attention.” 
Of three vigorous bees captured as they were departing from 
the nest one proved ta be a male; the sex of the two that escaped 
was not known, The presence of the eggs and the larva preclude 
one from assuming that the sérics of imagines had only just 
emerged from thetr natal chambers. Moreover, other nests in 
the collection of the author reveal the remnants of empty silvery 
larval skins from which the adults had emerged. 
We may say, then, that a truly communal cradle is used by 

these bees, but we do not know tor certain whether or not one 
fermale—or several—deposits the eggs, though it is clearly demon- 
strated that two females were attending to the young in a common 
chamber. It would seem that several Females had contributed (he 
eggs, 

The utter absence of food in the cells appcars te indicate that 
the very young are fed by the mothers with a predigested pap 
analogaus to the “royal jelly” of the bee-hive, and which is fed 
after the larva hatches from the egg. This is in sharp contrast 
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to the habit of almost all other genera of wild bees where the 
complete pollen-pucding is supplied before the egg is deposited. 
I believe that this evidence almost completely establishes “pro- 
gressive feeding” of the Jaryae, at least during the early stages. 

Field Observations 

Tn-a letter to the author, Mr. Holmes detailed the circumstances 
iw which he found the nidus:— 

"On December 15, 1940, while walking along Uloola Creek, in the 
National Park, Heathcote, Waterfall District, I noticed a srnall, red 
bodied bee enter a hole in a dead litib of a Banksia serrata, and counted 
five bees corning out of the saine entrance; I captured three of them, 
The stick was about seven inches im diameter, and the wood was quite 
firm, though Banksia has a rather soft structure, as you know, 1 think 
the gallery had been bored by some other insect, probably a beetle. 
I followed the gallery in with my pocket-lnife, and about the middle, 
found a bez giving a young larva same sort af attention, I took this 
per and then transierred the white larva to the preservative in a test- 
tube. 
“The bee attending ta the larva was facing the interior when I opened 

the gallery, but when disturbed, compressed her body into a sphere, 
and turned completely over, even though the diameter of the gallery 
was less than the length of the beo's body; she then flew cut of the 
entrange. 

“T continued te follow the bore, and near the extreme end found a 
secand bee altending to three small white eggs, laid just criss-cross. 
I lifted these also into the formalin, There were no chambers, and 
wertainly no cell-divisions of any kind, although my cutling was not 
altogether good owing to the cirtumstances, but J would haye found 
any abstructions in the gallery. 

“The cntrance was on the under side of the dry limb, and the gallery 
went in almost vertically for about an inch, and then turned, and sloped 
sharply down into the heart of the wood for ahout three inches; the 
entire bore being nearly five inches in length, with a diameter of a trifle 
Tess than one-eighth of an inch. JT have packed all the material in 
<ottan-wool, snd trust You will receive it in good arder,” 

Brauns found that the Jarvae of his species of Ailodape pos- 
sessed distinctive fleshy appendages on the anterior segments; 
these were used to grasp the pollen-pudding while the creature 
fed itself, and he gives a sketch of the processes, Microscopical 
studies of the larva of Exonewra holmes? reveal similar struc- 
tures, and the majority of the segments exhibit small lateral 
processes that certainly could retain a hold on a wall, or keep 
a spherical ball in a convenient position on the curved ventral 
surface. Since the author has taken many hundreds of Exoneure 
im the field carrying a load of honey and pollen, it will be demon- 
strated Jater that the pudding is supplied to larvae of ali ages 
until the mesenteron is full, 
+ Brauns said all the females of his African species take part 
m the feeding until they are impregnated, after which they 
construct their own “nests.” He also observed that the males 
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returned at night for shelter, and thus crowded the plant-tubes. 
' The fact that a male emerged from the Heathcote nest would 
appear to indicate habits parallel with those of the South African 
Allodape. He concludes that the bees of this family exhibit 
a transitional stage from purely individual effort to active social 
co-operation, and my studies certainly confirm Brauns' con- 
clusions. 

Conclusion. 

These observations definitely link the habits of African dilodape 
with those of Australian Exoneura in the family CERATINIDAE, 
which includes the Australian genus, Neaceratina; but, unfor- 
tunately, the early stages of the larvae of the latter are unknown. 
They are small bees, rarely exceeding 6 mm. in length, and few 
people have observed such trifling honey-gatherers, 

The first “nest” of Allodapyla was received from John Hard- 
castle (1935), and he also sent Exoneura “nests,” while the first 
nidus of another Exoneura came from R, Willey (1935), Woy 
Woy, NS.W. Neoceratina was discovered by Phillip Whiteley 
(1935}, now of Orange, but sometime of Marrickville, near 
Sydney. No wood-pulp cell-divisions, pollen-puddings, eggs, or 
larvae were found in any of these, but the imagines were all 
in contiguous positions, neatly arranged along the gallery. 

The communal cradle approaches the habit of the bumble-bee, 
which feeds several larvae on the one pollen-pudding during the 
earliest stages, but Exoneura is evidently much more advanced, 
since it apparently practises “progressive feeding” after the 
manner of the highly developed hive-bee. 

It is to be regretted that such a remarkable phenomenon has 
received so little attention. Surely any evidence bearing on the 
evolution of this social state is full of interest for all mankind. 

Sreciric Deseurrrion 
Superfamily: 4POIDEA; Family: CERATINIDAE, 

EXONEURA HOLMEST, sp. nav. 

This is very clase indeed to E. perpensa Ckll., which has heen known 
hitherto only in the male, but now both sexes in a nest are to band 
from the New South Wales- Queensland border. Because of the hike- 
ness, ibis considered advisable to describe the new species by comparison, 
The new species fs dedicated ta the collector. 

E. hobmesi E, perpevisa Ckil, 
TYPE: Male—Length § mui, Male—Leneth 6 mm, approx, 

approx 

Clypeat Mark 
An ivoty T, with hooked exten, [vory, widest at hase. 

sions above, ‘ : 
Hair of clypeus long and pale. Hair of clypeus Jone and black 
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: Scape 
Quite naked. Much long black hair. 

Anterior Orbital Margins 

Diverge below, Converge below. 

Mesothoracic Disc 

Long pale-yellow hair. Long pale-yellow hair. 

Tergites Red 

1 and 2 black, with much, long 1 and 2 black, and almost naked, 
pale-yellow hair, 

Legs 
Red, more or fess black on femora, Red, more or less black on femora, 

coxae black, coxae black. 

Wings 

Dark; nervures and pterostigma = Pale-yellowish; nervures and ptero- 
blackish. stigma clear ferruginous. 

ALLOTYPE: Female—Length ALLOTYPE: Female—Length 
6 mm. approx. 6 mm, approx. 

Clypeal Mark 

An ivory T, extensions hooked <A stripe, reddish, subobsolete. 
above, 

Labrum 

Black. Reddish. 

Scape : 

Ferruginous stripe on front. Dark. 

Anterior Orbital Margins 

Parallel. Converge below. 

Genac 
Narrower than eye. Wider than eye. 

Tergites . 

Red, dusky only apically. Small black patches on 1 and 2, 
4 and 5. 

3 Wines 

' Basal nervure far short of Basal near to nervulus. 
nervulus. « 

Neryures and pterostigma Light ferrugitious. 
blackish. 

. Locality 
Heathcote, N.S.W., Dec. 12, 1940, White Swamp, N.S.W., Feb. 10, 1940, 
Alex. Holmes, John Hardcastle, Junr . 
On flowers of Leptospermum On flowers of Lemeitia sp. 

arachnoideum. 
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(Captured in Java, and now in the hands of the Japanese.) 

KEY TO FIGURES 
Front of head-capsule of male Exoneura holmest, sp. nov. (Type). 
Front of head-capsule of female (Allotype); hair and flagellum 
omitted, 
Ege of the species, 
The chorion of the egg bears the delicate impress of the cells lining 
the ovarian tubules. 
The larva showing the extraordinary appendages of the incipient 
thoracic segments. 

Anterior appendage enlarged. 
Front of head-capsule of male Exoneura perpensa CkIl- 
Front of head-capsule of female (Allotype). 
The communal galiery of E. helmesi in a Banksia. CaN Wo Aw Ne 

A METHOD OF PREPARING SPIDERS FOR EXHIBITION 

By A. P. and R. A. Dunn, Melbourne 

Although the majority of writers merely state that spiders should be 
preserved in alcohol, the following method of preparing them for 
exhibition purposes has been used by us with fairly good results, and. 
judging by the interest aroused at a recent exhibition, may prove to be 
of some interest to students. 

After being killed with chloroform fumes, the spider is fixed, for 
which a formula recommended by Petrankevitch (1933, Trans. Conn. 
Acad,, xxxi, p. 307) has proved quite successful. After fixing and washing 
in three or tour changes of 70 per cent. alcohol, the spider is laid out 
and lashed to a thin sheet of tin in the required position, which should 
be as close as possible to the natural attitude assumed by the spider. 
In this respect, it may be necessary to study the spider for some time 
when alive. The tin on which the spider is tied is then placed in 
full-strength methylated spirit, the clear industrial spirit being preferable 
to the violet commercial type. 

In about two days it will be found that the spider has hardencd 
sufficiently, and it is removed, washed in 70 per cent. alcohol, and tied 
to celluloid, or glass, with hair passing through two holes in the celluloid 
and across the cephalothorax between the second and third pairs of legs. 
The specimen may then be placed in 70 per cent, alcohol and sealed 
im a specimen-tube or other container. If a cork is used it 13 advisable 
to first dip the cork in molten paraffin wax, as alcohol reacts on the 
tannic acid of cork and will deposit a black sludge over the specimen 
and. at the bottom of the tube. 

Sometimes the freshly-killed specimen may be tied to the tin and placed 
directly in methylated spirit, but often the spirit causes the abdomen 
to shrink, and so ruins the specimen for purposes of comparative study. 
Moreover, it is necessary to point out that the shrinking action of the 
methylated spirit makes its use inadvisable in any case where the 
specimen may ultimately be required for a study of the internal anatomy, 
and so the method described above should be uscd, as stated, only for 
exhibition purposes, 
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ON KEEPING NEWTS AND SALAMANDERS 
By H. W. Davey, Melbourne 

A few years ago it was my privilege to possess as fine a 
collection of living amphibians as any to be seen in Australia, 
and in this connection I have largely to thank Mr. Norman 
McCance (now of the Melbourne Herald staff}. Together we 
imported from Europe, America and other. regions (often at 
considerable expense and many disappointments) various species 
of amphibia. 

Most people have kept pets of some kind, but in many cases 
the interest has waned from lack of knowledge, the pets having 
failed to receive those proper living conditions necessary to keep 
them if good health. In this paper [ purpose to show how 
amphibians can be maintained in health, and thus afford pleasure 
to those keeping them, ; 

1f any kind of animal is forced to endure uncongeniai living 
conditions, it becomes a different being from one that is well 
fed and contented, A newt, for instance, when living under 
adverse conditions, snon becomes quite an uninteresting creature; 
yet the same newt, given a congenial environment, becomes a 
creature of great beauty and interest to the observer. Few 
naturalists are quite sure what newts are, and where they belong 
in the animal kingdom, so perhaps [ may be forgiven for stating 
that, along with frogs, toads and Caecilie, they comprise the class 
Amphibia. 
Among vertebrate animals, Amphibia is an early class in the 

evolutionary time-scale, like fishes and reptiles; its important 
distinguishing feature is the kind of metamorphosis that takes 
place after birth. The great majority of amphibians commence 
life as gill-breathing larve, the gills being later replaced by 
lungs; but there are ‘exceptions, same forms retaining their gills 
throughout life, such as, for example, the Proteus of Europe and 
the Sivenidae of America. The young newt develops legs in a 
manner somewhat similar to that of a frog tadpole, but differs 
from the Jatter in that its front legs are always the first to 
appear. me 
When T first began to keep newts in Australia, I was surprised 

to notice how much better they thrived here than those 1 had 
kept in England, the reason being simply a matter of water. 
The water supplied in London for domestic purposes is much 
harder than that in Melbourne and, owing to the extreme sensi- 
tiveness of a newt's skin, hard water is very distasteful to it— 
even with the almost neutral water of Melbourne, newts cast 
their sking nearly every time the water is changed in their 
tank or bowl. This excessive skim-shedding has a pronounced 
weakening effect, therefore the water should be changed as little 
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as possible, Tt may be mentioned here that no amphibian drinks 
by its mouth, its water requirements being absorbed through the 
skin, showing that, in nature, ihese creatures liye where water 
is readily available. Toads as a rule favor dry situations, but, as 
they also must have moistyre, a saucer of water should always 
be provided for captive specimens, so that they can sit therein 
and absorb water like a sponge 

Tt has been claimed that newts in captivity should be supplied 
with art island of wood or cork on which they can crawl and 
bask in the sun, but if newts ever avail themselves of such 
islands it merely goes to show that they are not happy with 
their surroundings: newls do not enjoy basking in the stm as 
do many frogs. Of course, during very cold weather some species 
ualurally leave the water to hide away for winter hibernation. 

AJl amphibians, so far as T know, will live for many years 
in captivity, provided the living conditions are good, On one 
occasion I gave my friend, Mr. McCance, a icmale Japanese 
newt that had been m one of my tanks for 25 years, and he kept 
this same newt for another ten years, At the beginning of her 
35 years' captivity the little amphibian was fully matured and of 
uncertain age. 

Newts very sekdom leave the water durmg warm weather, 
except in the case of rain falling, wheti at once they have an 
irresistible urge to roam, ‘This, of course, aids the distribution 
of species, as newls dare not travel during dry weather—they 
would probably dry up and perish before reaching water or a 
moist retreat. 

The most beautiful newt L have seen is the Marbled, Molge 
atarmarata, which jnhabits Southern France, Spain and Portugal, _ 
and grows to a length of 6 inches. Its general color is of a 
lovely oak green, covered with small jet-black markings. The 
crest of the male is ornamented with black and white vertical 
bands, while the female, in hea of a dorsal crest, has a lovely 
carmine streak running down the centre of her back. The sides 
of the tail are, in both sexes, ornamented with a silver stripe, 
this becoming especially pronounced in the male during the 
breeding season. The toes of both sexes are green, banded 
with black. Tt was a pleasure indeed to succeed in breeding 
this handsome specics in Melbourne. 
When the young were about 4 inches long I had the misfor- 

tune to learn, on returning from a holiday trip to Papua, that 
most of them had escaped. It happened this way: Before going 
north, | had put these newts into a small enelosare around two 
cement ponds, The enclosure was of galvanised tron sunk into 
the ground for six inches and turned well over and inwards 
at the top, so that rt was absolutely impossible for any newt 
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to climb out, Tadpoles of the bull frog, Lyimuodytactes dar- 
salis, having grown too large to be eaten by newts during the 
previous season, had imetamorphosed into frogs and then bur- 
rowed deeply into the ground (as these frogs invariably do 
during the summer months}. Having burrowed down below 
the iron, they had come {o she ground surface outside the 
enclosure, so allowing the young Marbled newts to escape by 
means of these burrows. I feel certain they escaped in this 
way, and were not stolen, because [ found one of the newts 
insidt the cover of a waler meter. Tt was the only one [ found, 
the others in all prebability having dried up and perished. 

Another splendid mewt, especially in fhe breeding season, is 
the Alpine, Molge alpestris, hailing from Belgiym, Germany, 
Switzerland, and Austria. A small species, growing to about 
4 inches long, the color of 1s upper parts varies from brawn 
to purple; the sides exhibit a series of small black spots on a 
whitish ground, beneath which, in the male, runs a sky-blue 
band. The crest on the back and tail is ow and nearly white, 
with small round black spots; the throat is dotted black, while 
the belly is tinted a uniform red or orange, I was also successful 
in breeding this newt in at aquarium. 

Following ts a list of newts the writer has kept in Melbourne, 
those species that he has bred being marked with an asterisk:— 

© Molge ertstata, Gray (England and Northern Europe), M- 
bles, Gray (probable hybrid between cristata and marmorata), 
*M, mormorata, Gray (Southern Europe), *.M. alpesiris, Gray 
(Northern Europe), Af. wittata, Gray (Asia Minor, Syria), 
* M, uuigeris, Gray (England), M. vulgaris, variety meridionalss 
{close to palitate), * M, palmate, Gray (England and Northern 
Europe), * M. pyrrhoegastra, Gray (Japan and China), M. torosa, 
Gray (United States of America), * Af. waltt? (Spain and Por- 
tugal), * M. sinensis (China). ; 

In addition to the above species, the axolotls, native of Mexico, 
bred very freely in aquaria, always providing they were well 
fed and had plenty of aquatic plants for shelter. Axolotls are 
very interesting fram the fact that they usually spend aif their 
lives in the larvae condition and breed freely without really 
growing to the adult stage, Occasionally some will metamorphose 
and lose their gills, but this very seldom takes places wher living 
under best conditions, and never did with any af mine. 
A remarkable little salamander, Salamandra moculosa, is beau- 

tifulfy marked in black and yellow, and is a land species. It 
only enters the shallow edges of water in which to deposit its 
young, for it is viviparous. The larvae are comparatively large 
in size, being weil grown tadpoles with 4 legs. I well remember 
the pleasant surprise I once had in England upon finding 17 
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larvae, deposited during the night in an earthenware saucer by 
the mother salamander. Mr. McCance had this spectes which 
he kcindiy lent to me for exhibition at one of the Club's Nature 
Shows. It has a cylindrical tail and is thns quite unfitted for 
an aquatic life. 
The writer dealt more fully with breeding habits, reproduction 

of limbs, ete., in Victorian Naturalist, Vol, 29, p 90, 19)3 
(“Breeding of English Newts in Victoria”), also Vol. 31, p. 135, 
1915 (‘Notes on English and Japanese Newts”). 

AN ENTERPRISING ORCHID 

I was very interested In Mr. Tadgell’s votes on the orehid Eptdendrnte 
x O'Brienonunt in the January Nateraliss, In the Australian Orchid 
Review for March, 1943, p. 14, I called attention to the origin af the 
plant. Ft us a hybsid raised by the late Mr. Seden in Veitch’s famous 
English nurseries, in the 1890's. The parents were E, radirans of 
Guatemala and E. eqretune of New Granada. ‘The hybrid was described 
and feured by R. A. Rolfe in the Gardener's Chronicle, Lil, s, 3 (1888). 
B. ‘ . 

if ever a hybrid can be exalted to the status of a species, the honour 
should be gtanted to this fuscimating orchid. Tt produces secd inmost 
abundantly, and reproduces itself in kind. In my Sydney subutban 
garden it is almose a weed, albeit a much-appreciated one, It produces 
young aerial plants literally by the hundred; it dowers the whole year 
round without a break; two out of three racemes develop from two to 
seven plump capsules of secd. From the tangled “forest” of plants outside 
the north side of my hush-house, seedting plants have appeared in several 
of the pots of plants inside. The Epidendrum itseit I never grow 
inside. In this climate all it asks for is plenty af sun and plenty of 
water—the soil does nat matter, ft can, however, have too fitch stn, 
The fierce heat-waye whiol affticted Sydney a few weeks ago (January 
scorched the leaves badly an sotne of my plants close to exposed rock- 
surfaces. Nevertheless, the plants appear to be quickly recovering, and 
they have not stopped flowering, The flowers last well in water. 

Notwithstanding the abundance of seed-capsiles, I have failed to 
discover the pollinating agent for &. O’Brigiianwm, T am wondering 
whether nocturnal insects are responsible. Ants often visit the racemes, 
but. I haye not defected them doing anything which might effect pollina- 
tion, and though [ suspect they are up to no good, 1 cannot prove it— 
the plants are perfectly free of scale and smut. 

Tf any of your realers want plants, I shall be glad to hear from them. 
I dislike the idea pY throwing orchids away; but we have plants of 
BE. O’Brienanusm in every corner of atit extenstve hillside garden where 
we can find room for them, and every plant is producing youngsters ab 
a rate that will soon put us im a quandary, 

Northbridge, N.S.W. H. M. R. Ruer- 

"CYLCGONS," NOT "CYCLONS" 
In Mr, S. R. Mitchetl's ethnolegical article iy the last issue of the Fee. 

Nat, “cyclon" was inadvertently used instead of “cyleon” The word is, 
of course, an abbreviation of the term “cylindro-conical,” 
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THE LATE CHARLES C, BRITTLEBANK 

By E, E. Pescort, Melbourne 

Charles Clifton Brittlebank, who passed away on 2nd November last at 
the age of 83 years, was little known to the present generation; but to his 
coniréres, and earlier members of the Field Naturalists’ Club, he was con- 
sidered one of the most versatile and knowledgeable men of science thirty 
years ago. : ; 

The young Mr. Brittlebank came from Winster in Derbyshire in 1875 
with his parents and brother, who settled in the New Hebrides as planters. 
After a period af two years there, the family moved first to Queensland and 
then to Tasmania. Later they settled at Spring Vale, and finally in the 
Pentland Hills near Bacchus Marsh (1893), carrying on chiefly the work 
of a dairy farm. : 
From early boyhood Brittlebank was drawn to natural history, Ins chief 

interests being’ geology and ornithology. In the Pentland Hills district, his 
farm overlooked the famous Werribee 
Gerge, and there was much in the home 
district to keep him busy with his two 
hobbies. He was by no means conserya- 
tive in his tastes and all nature was fish 
for his net, so that interest extended to 
botany and entomology as well. 

{t was imevitable that he should find 
congenial companionship among members 
of this Club, C. French senior and junior, 
Db. McAlpine, A. J. Campbell, George 
Sweet, Professors Gregory and Skeats 
being among his chief friends, These and 
others were always made welcome at the 
“Dunbar” farm, which home became the 
centre for Werribee Gorge explorations. 
In the 90’s Brittlebank had become a 
Club member. 

se wae Ht only gifted with a facile 
: pen, but his water-colour drawings of 

C. C. Brittlebank natural history subjects were remark- 
able; for beauty of delineation and 

accuracy of detail his work became world-famous. He first commanded 
notice as an illustrator through a water-colour drawing of an ichneumon. 
This painting was exhibited at the Club, and Charles French, senior, at once 
engaged him to do the drawings for his coming work. 

In 1891 his first coloured illustrations were reproducedsin volume 1 of 
French’s Destructive Insects of Victoria. The work was continued until 
volume y was issued in 1911. Plates for vol. vr were prepared, but the 
volume was not issued, for reasons of economy, These drawings (more 
than 100) were remarkably accurate; they remain as good reference illus- 
trations for to-day. Also included in the volumes were a number of plates 
of insectivorous birds. 

As a token of appreciation for his friend, the senior French, first Govern- 
ment Entomologist, and founder of this Club, Brittlebank prepared a large 
series of water-colour drawings, featuring every beetle that had been 
scientifically named after French, These framed drawings, which cover 
seven large sheets of drawing paper, came into the possession of C. French, 
junior, who had succeeded his father as Entomologist, and who later suc- 
ceeded his friend Brittlebank as Biologist. Mr. French recently presented 
these beautiful delineations to the National Museum, where they will be 
exhibited as a permanent memorial to both men, 

While at his farm Brittlebank began the study of ornithology, a pursuit 
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that resulted jay colozred drawings of whe eggs wf over JO different 
Australian birds. These went to illusttate Campbell's Nests ant Eggs of 
aturtralian Sirdy, 1900, and a coloured plate of the Rase-breasted: Robin alse 
appeared jn the same volume. ; 

Tt-was in the late years of Jast century that Brittlebank made a discovery 
which immediately made him worli-fameus, Carrying aut hs geological 
stidias at the Werribee Gorge, about 1894, he was amazed to discover pebbits 
which were so strialed as to afford evidence and proof ef a former ice age 
in that district, Upon referring his discovery ta Mr. George Swen, the 
two made many and tong visits to the ice-age areas, and the results of their 
work Were piresented ta (he Australian and New Zealand Association fur - 
the Advancement of Science, in a I4-page report fo the meeting held at 
Adelaide, September, [898. Professor David, Mr, E. J, Duny, and others | 
visited the Gorge, and letters poured int freon scientists ad the other side of ' 
the warkd- 
Tn his “spare” time, the farmer-naturalist, while studying the work ot tte 

Mistietue-bird, began to work out the Ife history of the mistletoe, 
Lorauthus exocarpi Behr. This research was published in Proceedings of 
the Lripean Soctety of New Sonth Mates for 1908, with & plates of clever 
drawings, hoth natural-size and micraseupie delineation. 
About this time (in 1908), Mr, Daniel MeAlpme,'Plant Pathologist of 

the Department of Agriculture induced Briltlebank to join him as an 
assistant. Thus began his. studies it mycology, which also uchivved world 
fame, His offictal collection of fungi became oH extensive, and he began 
iustrating in colour McAlpine’s works cn mycology; as well as come 
mencing work in mucre-photography. There pre dozens of coloured plates 
in the publications of McAlpine, and Tnterally hundreds of wonderfal micro- 
photographs) When McAlpine retired to mke up his “Bittee Pit" investi- 
gation, Brittlebank took hit place as Plant Patisalagist (1913). At this time 
he was about 48 years of age. Since 45 years was the limit at whieh one 
could be made a permanent officer of the Public Service, the Commissioner 
reported that Mr. Brirthehank was too old for permanent appointisent Naw, 
in his early days our scientst had been an ainateur pugilis(, and there is an 
uncensored story that he strongly suggested that the Commissioner should 
come dowr and “try aut a few rounds" with him He was made permanent! 

Britvlebank’s lustrations in ihe realra of mycology are found in nearly a 
dozen of McAlpine’s warks. Ac-study of these, as well as his earlier ches, 
shows fim to hare been a most exacting artist. Much of the delicate work 
was done by the aid of a large bandens, In 1924 he tecame Biglogist ‘in 
charge of the Science Branch of the Department of Agriculture, _ position 
af which he was very proud, and held office until] 1928, when he retired full 
af honotrs. : 
A few years Melore bis retirement he was ivivited to attend an Tnternational 

Congress of Plant pathologists at Washington, U.S.A., and also ta work 
there on the Aug smut of wheat. Although the tvitation was likely to be 
honoured, some jealous official action prevented his going: Ti addirion to 
other duties. Britthebank was lecturer on the fungus disease; af Fruit ta 
students at the School of Hoerticulure, Burnley, and also uri plant patholrury 
10 students at the School of Agriculture, Melhourne University, from 1923-28, 

After his retirement he settled down to prepare, in a large folie honk, a 
romeplete list of all reeerds of Australian fungi anti fungus diseases of 
plants, with a Jict of host planls afd a record of the works lly which these 
were recorded, At the same time he was retained by the Council for 
Scientific and Industrial Research ta prepare ati indexed reoard of his 
wark, so that it should be permanently available to fotire sdeidents. This 
compilation occunied about 2b yeurs, and the results are now held by the 
CS and ER. Brittlebank then completed his large folio book of reoards 
and presented it to the Botany School of the Melbourne University: 
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He lived some years lo enjoy a complete relaxation in his garden, and 
with bis hooks and many hobbies. He always gave freely of his knowledge 
and never turned any away. His experience as a "man on the jand”” was 
of great value te growers of fruit and grain crops alike, anf his opinion 
was dagerly sought by all. ; 
The remains of this #reat yet friedest man were interred in the Bacchus 

Marsh cemetery. aot far fram Werribee Gorge, where his discovery of the 
ict-age was meade, 

‘ 

SOME BIRDS OF BENDIGO 
Consequent Upon adverse conditions over a number of years, coupled 

with the fact that the weather was now broken, members of the F.N.C. 
were resigned to @ scanty bird-list during their yisit to Bendigo on 
Octaber 27-28, 1945. Eiowerer, az the rain ceased on our arrival, and _ 
as excellent atrangements had been made py the tocal president (Mr. 
M. Cohn), the hot. secretary (Mr Ipsen), and the Commiittes aid 
raembors af the FNC, at Trendiga, we had after all a very pleagant tine, 

The first nest scen, yt Diamond Hill, was a very pretty picture in 
Mr Eddy's garden of a Bluc Wren in a pink-flowering ivyryeradium on 
a sce atet Just outside the garden fence in 2 tall cucalypt was 
te first highlight of the afternoon—a pair oF Painted Haneyeaters were 
seen io change over om their delicate, cup-shaped nest, which was 
gracefully swinging at the tip of a high branch. Later ir the afternoon 
we saw another nest of this Honeyeater, and again watched with 
interest the male and female change places on the nest. Mistletac-birds 
were numerous; four nests at least were seen in siltiations less than 
12 fect up. These nests were all constructed oi sheepswoal and decarated 
with the brawn larvae of beetles. It seems dur to the lack or paucity 
of vegetable materisi usually used i their mest constriction that the 
birds have found 2 substitute in wool, the qualities of strength, lightness 
ant warmth of this superb animal hatr being excellent for their purpose 
and evidetitly in gaod supply, 
The view ef a pair of Tawny Frogmouths in a good position for 

observation, wilh two young emerging from the downy stage was much 
enjoyed, In much of this warked-out mining area, pitted with shafts 
and a great propartion of bare subsoil, it is surprising haw many ‘species 
of birds find a home, A small colomy of Pairy Martms had 12 hotile- 
shaped nests on the ceiling of a small shaft, Several Red-tipped Pat- 
dalotes and a Sacred Kingfisher had hyilt their tuimels near the top 
and on the sides of shaflx, A Grey Shrike Thmsh had a nest with 
young on a tedwe 15 feet or more down & shadt, safe from cats and foxes. 

In addition, two nests of the Yellow-tuil Thornbitl and a nest of the 
Black-faced Cuckoo-Shrike were seen, OF the two dozen species of birds 
recorded, half of them were nesting. 

Before breakfast next morning, the hard-working president took Mr, 
Ray Littlejatns to Diamond Hill to photograph the Mostletoe-binds, and 
atso showed his party the Black Hoteveaters Gther members visited 
the Look-out Tower in the gardens of the city, and. were delighted, 
for here the scene resembled a huge aviary, the birds being so numerons 
and fearless. Most of! the birds were feeding on the pink~and-white 
hlossams of the eucalypts, and included three af our smaller parrots—the 
Musk, Purple-ccowsied, and Little Lorikeets, Wattle-hirds and White- 
_qlumed Homeyeatets were at the feast, but the Regent Honcyeaters out- 
nimbercd all other Honeyeaters, ‘She Regent is a2 common bird in the 
city streets, and nests in the eucalypts. 
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The party to the Whipstick scref was in charge of Ms. Cohn, and 
small groups were led by members af the Committe: of the Bendigo 
Club, Here, the most sought-after bird was the rare Black Moneveater, 
which ts a bird of the inland of Austraha, and ony migratory to the 
south jn ceriain seasons. The feeble, blugh-pitehed call of this bird 
could be heard, but it was not numerous, and not many of us saw at. 
‘Tawny-crowned - Honoyeaters with nests and young in low sitpations, 

and the habit of the birds in petrching on the tops of low bushes in the 
open was of great interest. The .Purple-backed Wren with nest and 
eggs gave much pleasyre to members who had not seen it before, Three 
Whistlers —. the Golden, Rufous, and Gilbect — were seen, the twa first- 
named havitrig nests and cegs. It was very salisiying to see the Gilbert 
Whistler in this year of the L00th anniversary of the death of Jotn 
Gilbert, the great bird-collectar for Jolin Gould. 
The eggs and nest of a shy Ground-Wren, built of fark in a very 

_ exposed position, were gaven much attention. An Owlet Nightar was 
fiished fram its nest containing three white eges. Two or three small 
parties of Budgerygahs made some lovely colour. Red-tailed Thorabills 
held pride of place amongst the small fry, and a Blue-faced Honeyeater 
was reported. On the return tn Bendigo, Mr, Cohn and party saw sone 
Rainhow-birds, aud shortly afterwards eight Galahs Acw over the cars, 

Tt would be hard to choose the most mteresting of all binds seen 
at-Bendigo. T must leave that to the particular faneies of the par-. 
Hcipants. The total number-hsted was 70, 

M. L. Wiean. 

NUTRITION OF DIPODIUM 
A nov’ on this subject by Mr. R. FT. Croll, in Wild Life for January 

indicates that the facts are not so widely known as thicir interest warrants, 
The Flyacinth Orchid (Dipodium) is not; ia my knowledge, found 

away from eucalypts, Invartably, in cases I haye examincd, the rhizonie, 
or whatever it may be, is closely associated with cutalypt reots. Put it 
will alsa be noticed that a muss of One white threads enfolds both 
root and orenid. This is a very interesting case of symbiosis of three 
plants. The gum-tree has fimsshod with the Fhrevs outer portion of 
jhe root, Tt as dead. The fungus dnyeelium brevks dowt the food 
material for its own use, and is able to: pass some on for the orchid, 

The last har not been heard of these symbiotic fungi. Im some canes 
they ate said to be necessary te cerlain orchids for germination or for 
survival immediately alter germination Epacris will not grow from 
sted without fungal assistance. Fungus mycelium has frequently heen 
observed in association with germinating grass-seeds; but the question 
of assistance or even tolerance does not seein to have been worked out. 

A. J. Swany. 

TAME-WILD BIRDS 
"You would be amused if yon were here," says Miss Florence Irhy, 

of Casing ¢N.S.W.), it a letter to the Kditar. "“Black-faced butcher- 
Mids, blue-faced honeyealers, grey butcher-birds, and soldier-birds (noisy 
miners), all come to eat out of Our hands, They sit on the window-sills 
and fly into the pantry. This moming my mother setarned From the 
verandah to the house for crumbs because a bird Wad flown on to her 
koec while she was reading, And a day or two ago a niece from 
Sydney, who had been lying on a couch oninde, called for bread because 
the birds were so hungry that they were silting all over lier, and ‘their 
litle t\mmies were pong in and out?” 
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PROCEEDINGS 
The monthly meeting of the Club was held on February 11, 

1946, at the Lecture Hall of the Public Library, the President 
(Mr. H. C. E, Stewart) and about 150 members and friends 
attending. The President extended a welcome to the many visitors. 

Excursion reports were given as follow: Footscray Gardens, 
Mr. H. P. Dickins (for Mr. W. H. Nicholls) ; Aquarium, Mr. 
P. F. Morris. 

The following were elected as Ordinary Members of the Club: 
Misses Corili R, Fletcher, Lola V. Gent, June Elliott, Denice 
Frielser, Mr. John Sinclair; and as Country Member, Mr. J. W. 
Glover. ' 

The first meeting of the Geological Discussion Group was 
reported on by the Hon. Secretary, Mr. A. A. Baker, who. stated 
that 27 mentbers were present. The programme for the evening 
was a lecture (the first of a series) on “Introductory Geology,” 
by Mr. Elford, a-lecturette on “Geological collections and how they 
should he looked after,’ by Mr. F. 5. Colliver, and exhibition of 
Specimens. 

The Hon. Secretary reported that so far returns of the ques- 
tionnaire to members had been disappointing; only 90 had heen 
returned whilst over 600 had been sent out. It was proposed 
lo hold a special committee meeting to deal with the suggestions 
given, and it seemed possible that some change in the procedure oi 
meetings would take place, : 

Mr. A. D. Hardy gave a brief report from the Save the Forests 
Campaign regarding cattle leases on Mount Buffalo. It was hoped 
that these would not be renewed this year, 

" GENERAL 
Mr. J. Ros Garnet stated that a bush of Olearia, grown from a 

cutting and now iwo years old, wasin flower, This plant is usually 
a spring-flawering type. 

Miss R. S, Chisholm asked if it were true that a spring existed 
near the Shrine of Remembrance. Mr. Colliver replied that he 
thought Mr. C. French had once mentioned having used water 
irom this particular spring for making billy tea, but it was only a 
very small spring and would be of no yse as an additional source 
of water for lawns in the area. 
A 
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EVENING WITH SPIDERS 

_ A Spider Symposium was given by Messrs. R- A, and A, P, 
Dunn, tt was stated that some 1,500 species of spiders were ta 
be found in Australia from a total of approximately 20,000 in the 
world, ang im Victoria the only poisonous species was the well- 
known Red-back Spider. Information regarding the habits of 
various spiders was given and it was emphasized that life-histories 
of quite familiar forms were not yet known. — Illustrations shown 
by the epidiascope were before members st relevant patts of the 
lecture, and sundry live specimens were exhibited. 

Mr. A. J. Swaby asked for information about the Mouse Spider. 
Answer: The male has a red head, and the form known as the 
Malleé Mouse Spider 1s found sll over Austratia, It is chocolate- 
brown and hairy, with very long palpae, 

Question : How long do spiders live? Answer: Some have been 
kept three years in captivity and have gone 18 months without 
food. Possibly seven to ten years is the natural life-span. Mr. 
Colliver stated that a spider in Mrs. C. L, Barrett's bush-house 
has been there 15 years. 

Mr, A, D, Hardy asked if Trapdoor Spiders sometimes make 
new lids for their holes. Answer: Yes, definttely. They some- 
times enlarge the hole and the lid also and add a new hinge, If the 
spiders referred to were noted about Bendigo they were probably 
Wolf Spiders. 

Mr. P. F. Morris asked if the Messrs. Dunn had ever noticed 
the Red-hack Spider illuminate itself, as he had noted in his own 
garden recently. Answer: No. 

Mr. H. C. E. Stewart asked how do spiders burrow. Answer: 
Wolf Spiders dig with their sharp fangs and carry the soil in the 
form of rolled balls upwards of 12 inches fram the burrow. The 
methods used by some of the others spiders are not known- 

Miss G. Neighbor: How many young do spiders have? (She 
had noted some pale small types in a burrow.} Answer: It 

_ depends on the spider, but the lecturers had noted a Trapdoor 
Spider with 59 young, all pale at the time, this paleness being duc 
to recent moulting, 

Mr. H. C. E. Stewart asked for information regarding the Pish- 
catching Spider, Answer: This is a large tropical form which 
sits on the top of a pool and dives on to any small fish which 
happens to come close. The fish is then brought to the bank and 
absorbed. = 

Mr, Garnet asked for information regarding the toxic effects of 
a bite from a large Huntsman Spider, Mr, Dunn said there would 
be a slight local reaction from the bite, Mr, P. C. Morrison stated 
that the effects of the bite from a large specimen of Lhe Huntsman 
Spider, which had produced drops of blood from a thumb, were 

. 
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no more than would be experienced from the prick of a needle. 
Mr. Dunn emphasized that the health of the person bitten would 
muke a difference to the effects, and stated also that the bite 
differed from that of a snake in that it was not automatic. Spiders 
bite first, and by another set of niuscles inject the poison later. 

- Mr. Colliver showed illustrations of two fossil spiders from the 
Tertiary limestone of Ulm in Germany. One of these was a perfect 
hollow cast, and the other a spider preserved as a munimy in a 
running position, The rock is the product of a therinal spring in 
an pen cleft and as the water stood some 40-50 feet below the 
grourid level the carbon dioxide gas from the spring filled the clefr 
and formed a natural gas trap for its vietims. These two spiders 
are porlion of a large fauna, including insects of many kinds, 
caterpillars, a swarm of honey bees, birds, bats and small mouse- 
like rodents that have been described from this deposit, 

The appreciation of the Club was conveyed to the Messrs, Dimn 
by acclamation. 

EXHIBITS 

Mrs. J. J. Preame: Meduseid jellvish, Planuta stage, (These attach 
themselves toa rock or weed and form a Strohila, like a pile of saucers, 
fram the top of which individual saucers break off as young Medusae,) 

_ Miss M. Wigan: Leeteurling Spider (Phonagnotha wogneri) and Spiny 
Spider (Gasteracantha minax). 

Mes. Fenton Woodburn: Ineised cylindro-conical stone fron) (he Darling 
basin, N_S.W.; specimen 12 inches long by 3 inches thick, 

Mrs. Paul Fisch; Nicehiaia suaveolens, garden-grown from a snvall, ravhér 
withered plant collected at Werribee Gorge, Nov., 1945. Bush now over 3 
feer in chameter, and bas been blooming for weeks. - 

Mr. Chas Daler: Walking stick of Fazel (Podjadevris apetala) natirally 
gcoved by the constriction of the "Supplesjack.” (Stick was cur at Ferntree 
Gully in 1879.5 

Mr, A, N. Carter: Lingule qnatina, abeachiopad from Bowen, Queensland, 
preserved’ in spirit and showing the pedicle and “ancher™ by which it 
attaches itself Geep down iv the mud in witich it tives. 

Mr, H, C. E. Stewart: Wedge-leal Oschataia (OQ. eunetfolie) , ‘Thyme 
Mitreworst (Wilrasacme serpalfifalia) ; Twiu-flaver Knawel (Sclerantlias 
diflorie); Alpine Everlasting (flelichrycum Hoakert) > Mountain Flun- 
pine (Podocurpus alpina); also varicgatcd foliaged form of Tcafy Bogsea 
(faossiaca foliosa). Al) from Mount Buffalo, Also nest and ege of the 
Varge-billed Serub-wren (Svricurmis magnirastris) Soom Mami Ruffalo. 

Mr. J 3. Seaton: Beavfurtia sparse, a West Austvalian species, garden. 
grown at Caulfield, 
“Mr. '. Griffiths: Golden-ceyes of Green Lacewings (Faui. Chrysopidac. 

apecies Clirtyopa ravilurly with ees and young larva 

Mr, H, P. Dickins: Etchings by the late C ©, Brittlebank 
Mr. FE. Swarhreck + Insects collected at Mount Duffele. 

Mr. ¥. 3. Colliver: “Burrow of Trapdoor Spider, collected at Broken 
Hill aver 50 years ago. 

a 
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CENTENARY OF THE MELBOURNE BOTANIC 
GARDENS 

By Cuas, Davey, B.A, #.L8., Melbourne. 

Not long after the appointntent of Charles Joseph [2 ‘Trobe as 
Superintendent of the Port Phillip settlement on the Yarra River, 
following the example set some yeats before at Sydney of reserving 
an area as a site for a Botanic Garden, Mr. La Trobe instructed 
Robert Hoddle, surveyor, to mark off a block of 50 to 60 acres at 
Batman's Hill for a Botanical Garden, 

The block selected, including Batman’s Hill, extended from the 
western side of Little Collins Street ta the Yarra River and the 
verge of the Western Swamp, Beyond the survey, no further 
action was taken for a few years, when with rapid increase in 
Melbourne’s population tending westward, and the growing need 
of increasing wharfage along the river front, it became evident that 
the retention of the reservation would be detrimental to the growth 
of the town, In consequence alternative sites for the garden were 
recommended, ¢,2,, Richmond Paddock, Fitzroy Gardens and Flag- 
staff Hill. 
A committee from the Town Council was appointed to make the 

selection: they recommended an area adjoining the Government 
Domain, with a verdant slope stretching dawn to the river, 3 
position which Superintendent La Trobe had favourably regarded 
from his residence at Jolimont across the river. He cordially 
approved of the choie, and on March Ist, 1846, appointed John 
Arthur, a trained landscape gardener from Scotland, to be super- 
intendent of the garden. Enclosing five acres tear Anderson 
Street, sloping to the lagoon, Acthur planted flowers, shrubs, ancl 
trees, At his death in 1849 John Dallachy, also a Scotsman, who 
had been heal pardener at the Earl of Aberdeen's famous garden, 
and also in the employ of Sir Witham Hooker at the Kew Gardens, 
was appointed in preference to the botanist Daniel Bunce, who 
was alsa an applicant. 

Dallachy, with a letter of introduction ta Mr, La Trobe, had 
come from a coffee plantation at Ceylon to Australia, and for a 
short time was gardener to Mr. J. B. Were at Brighton. 

Under competent care and skill the plantations throve well. As 
required, they were enlarged. The flower garden was allowed to 
be used in conjunction with horticultural shows. In a report for 
1851 Dallachy stated that 5,00) exotic plants and 1,000 indigenous 
plants were under cultivation. ; 

In the year 1852 Governor La Trobe, always keenly interested 
in the garden, decided to appoint a Government Botanist, Dr. 
Ferdinand Mueller, well known for botanical research in South 
Australia, being then in Melbourne, and well accredited by Sir 
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William Hooker, was appointed to the position, undertaking the 
scientific duties. Jn 1857 the posts of Director ‘and Government 
Botanist were combined, Mueller officiating in the dual capacity 
and Dallachy occupying a subordinate position, The latter did 
excellent work as botanical collector in remote parts of Victoria, 
also in Queensland, in which State he finally remained at Rocking- 
hatn Bay, where he died iy 1871, Numerous plants are associated 
with bis name. 

Dr. Mueller, as Director and Botanist, had full charge up to 
1873. From 1853 to 1855 he explored Victoria botanically from 
the Murray to the sea, ar] especially the alpine system. He 
thereafter developed the resources and usefulness of the gardens, 
extending the plantations widely. He got closely in touch with 
kindred scientific institutions at home and abroad, arranging for 
mutual exchange of specimens, [nm a special section the chief 
families, orders, ard species of plants were shown, Indigenous 
plants from every part of Australasia were obtained from explorers, 
hotanists, collectors, and private citizens, many plants being also 
cultivated im an Australian section. The Econome Museum was 
founded, also the National Herbariumt, Incidental to these, prac- 
tical experiments in régard to plant ctlture, adaptability, fitness. 
utility, productiveness, etc., as affecting agriculpire, Aoriculture, 
sericulture, vineyards, and orchards and forestry were undertaken. 
A classification pavilion on the Kew system was in use. In 
addition, al this time the newly formed zoological collection in the 
33 acres of Richmond Park, which had been founded in 1856 by 
Dr, Black, was attached to the Botanic Gardens, remaining until 
1861, when the menagerie, except some monkeys and an aviary, 
was shifted to Royal Park, - 

The old Herbarium was about half-way between the present 
well-equipped building and the Shrine of Remembrance. Here 
became assembled the largest collection of dried specimens of 
Australian plants, identified and classified, and a valuable botanical 
library containing many tare and highly prized volumes, as well as 
useful works for reference, research and information for botanical 
students, 

Early in the ‘seventies the Director sought to enliven matters 
with musica! recitals on the lawn by the band of the 40th Regiment, 
then ‘stationed in Meflioume, at which popular functions, under 
vice-regal patronage, he appeared with vanous insignia on his 
breast. At this time discussion arose as to the use atid muanage- 
ment of the garden, public opinion being more favourable to the 
aesthetic than to the scientific view, to the attractive aud pleasing 
than to the technical and utilitarian aspect. ~ 

Qn June 30, 1873, the dual office was formally abchshed, much 
ta Baron yon Mueller's humiliation, and the Botanic Gardens 
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placed under the control of the Department of Lands and Titles. 
Tienceforth, Mueller was to confine himself, as Government 
Botanist alone, to the demands of the Herbarium. 
> Meanwhile, Mr, W. E, Guilfoyle, a capable, skilful and artistic 
landscapé gardener, was appointed as sole Director, under whom 
the garden, jn time, was transformed from its formal aspect into 
an attractive and pleasing resort, whilst still retatning its botanical 
features intact, if not so obvious. 

Mr. Guilfoyle made effective use of the favourable natural 
features of contour ta produce a pleasing prospect, satisfying in 
its varied contrasts. At the straightening of a bend of the Yarra 
River part of the bend in the river was added to the garden, 
making the lake 10 acres in extent Mr. Guilfoyle was Director 
until 1909, since when Messrs. Cronin, Laidlaw. Peseott (acting), 
Rae and Jessep have sought ta maintain the tradition of the Rotani¢ 
Garden in its charm and beauty, with its variety wf Alora, its fair 
vistas, pleasing undulations, broad lawns, choice trees, mative 
vegetation, fern gully and lake. 

Adding greatly to its popularity as a cool leafy retreat, an 
acceptable haver. ir) all seasons, is the fact that ir is a safe and 
much frequented sanctuary for bird life in great vaticty—songsters 
and whistlers. disporting water birds. graceful gulils—all iu its 

_ peaceful environment losing their instinetive distrust of mankind. 
Many historic memories cluster around the garden. Jt was a 

favourite retirement for vice-royalty, The Baron used to walk 
frequently with the Earl of Hopetoun ist its verdant paths. Many 
trees, now vigorous, were planted by very eminent visitors. The 
Separation Tree recalls the time when the revenues from Port 
Phillip were being mostly used for Sydney's advantage. ‘The 
Temple of the Winds recalls the attiable personality af Governor 
La Trobe, whose foresight gave us our public gardens now se 
much depleted—partly from sales by needy Treasurers, partly by 
tise for Government purposes. In the Centenary year (1935) a 
hew and commadions Herbarium was erected at the Garden gates 
ard once again both Herbarium and Garden staffs came under the 
same departmental head, viz., the Lands Department, with one 
director acting as Government Botanist. ' 

From the foundation of the Field Naturalists’ Ciub up to the 
present dav there has always been a close and friendly association 
with the Garden, whose officers and workers, from the “old Baron” 
to the present entourage, have mostly bee members or well- 
wishers of the Club. Among the former will be recalled Messrs. 
Neale. C. French, senior and junior, F_ Pitcher, P. R. H. St. John, 
and J. W. Audas, while Messrs, P, F. Morris, J. H. Wallis, 
P. N.S, Bibby and R, VY. Smith, of the present Herbarium staff, 
are all active members. 
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POLLINATION OF CALOCHILUS CAMPEST RIS: 

By F. Foxorast, Brunswick Heads, N.S.W.; with Introductory 
Note by the Rev. HM, R, Rupp. | 

Mr. F. Fordham, headmaster of the Brunswick Heads Public 
School, an the North Coast of N.S.W., has sent mea mast valuable 
account of observations made hy his wife and himself, covering the 
procedure of the pollination of the orchid Catlochtins campestris by 
the imales of a ower wasp. 

Mr. K. C. McKeown, of the Australian Museum,-Sydney, has 
identified the wasp as Campsomeris {Diehs) tasmoniensis. He 
remarks: “This species is widely distributed along the south- 
eastern coast of Australia. The males of the flower wasp (family 
Scolitdae) are much smaller thay the females, In this family both 
sexes are winged. Scoltds are parasitic upon the grass-ront feeding 
larvae of beetles, especially thase of the fatnily Scarabaeidae, The 
female wasp hutrrews down into the soil, and deposits an egg upon 
the beetle larva. On hatching, the wasp larva feeds upou the body 
of its host and, when fully fed, pupates in a brownish papery 
cocoon, The perfect insects emerge in the following spring. Both 
sexes of the wasps are commonly taken upon the blossoms of 
Rowering stirubs, where they feed upon the nectar." 

The three “apparent stings” mentioned by Mr, Fordhain as used 
hy the wasp in stroking the hairs of the orchid labellimt are 
appendages, the functions of which seems to be unlniown, but they 
are probably concerned with the mating of the insects, 

Following is a summary of Mr, Fordham’s report. 
HLM. ER, 

At 11.45 aim. on September 9, 1945, in bright sunshine, with a 
light S.-E. breeze, a wasp-like insect was observed flying about a 
vase containing flowers nf Culochilis cumpestris, which was stand- 
ing on our verandah, The insect wags a little ander an inch in 
length, dark in cotour, with light yellow bands on the abdomen. 
Our attention was at once attracted by what appeared at first to 
be a supplementary pair of antennae. These were pale yellow, and 
were not in apy way like the usual types of antennae, but resembled 
a capital M across the “face” of the wasp. The effect was gro- 
tesyue. As the wasp was flying, we could not make a closer 
inspection, ; 

Same fifteen minutes later it reappeared. The “M"” antennae 
were still conspicuous. The wasp new definitely manifested interest 
in the orchid flowers, It circled the vase, darted in, and hovered 
in front of a Hower, then flew off a few feet, returned, and repeated 
its performance. This was done several times. At last it made a 
selection, and landed on the hairy labellom of a flower towards the 
apex. Immediately it deHexed its abdomen, and made severa! 
stabbing movements, a$ if it were slinging the hairless "ribbon" 
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at the apex. When these movements ceased, it began to brush of 
stroke the Jabellum hairs with three apparent stings. (See intro- 
ductory note:) This action continued jor fully half a minute, and 
was obviously deliberate. No other body movements were observed 
at this Stage. The wasp then began ta move slowly towards the 
column behind the base of the labellum, the brushing of the hairs 
continuing all the time. Its head was then pushed up under the 
auther, as if searching for nectar, but at this point something caused 
it suddenly to fly away. 

During these observations we had forgotten the IM” antennae. 
But ten minutes later the visitar—or another of his kind—returned, 
and flew directly to the flower previously visited; and it was 
immediately noticed that the '""M" antennae were absent! Light 
broke: these imaginary antennae were really pollinia froma flower 
visited before our observations began. An inspection of the flower 
under observation during the wasp's absence showed that no 
pollinia were visible. Upon the return of the insect, exactly the 
same perlormance was repeated as described above. But this time, 

when the head was pushed up under the anther, it made sharp 
upward movernents, almost as if trying to dislodge the pollinia, 
There being nune present, the wasp flew off and, so far as we know, 
returned no more that day. 

At 9 o'clock next morning the orchid flowers were again pliced 
in sunshine on the same verandah, and watch was kept. At 10,28 
the first visitor arrived. It went through precisely the same per- 
formance as T have descrihed- This wasp was captured and 
consigned to the killing butele for examination. Less thatt a quarter 
of ar hour Jater, another similar wasp came fo investigate, but it 
went off again almost immediately. Soon after t] am. a fine 
specimen flew in, and at once alighted on a flower. Before its 
head reached the anther, another wasp, with pollinia on its head, 
came ifung. It was at once attacked by the one in possession, and 
was driven aff, The aggressor appeared very agitated by the 
incident, and after fying about ior a few seconds it disappeared. 
Shortly afterwards another pollen-bearing visitor arrived. This 
was captured and sent to join its fellow in the bottle. The pollen 
was found to be identical with some we had taken from a flower 
in the vase. We could now no longer doubt that this wasp does 
remove pollinia from. the Aowers of Calochilus campestris: it 
remained for us to try and ascertain whether it also places these 
pollinia on the stigmatic plates of other flowers of the same species. 

The next visttor that came along gave us no evidence. Fresh 
flowers were now oblamed, for we thought that the old ones, 
having been in water for several days, might be lesing their power 
of attraction, We ourselves could detect no odour of any kind in 
the flowers. Na sooner had the fresh lot been placed in position 
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than a pollen-bearing wasp flew in and alighted on a Jabellum. The 
same movements were gone through; and so engrassed was this 
insect with its labours that it paid no attention to us when we made 
close-up observations with a magnifying glass. It succeeded in 
removing the pollinia from this flower, then flew away ; immediately 
we turned our attention to the stigmatic plate, and to our great 
delight we found a pair of pollinia caught there—indouhtedly those 
which the wasp had brought with it. We were now fully satisfied 
that, in our district at all events, we had discovered the pollinating 
agent for Calochilus campestris. 

It is worthy of notice that this wasp paid no attention whatever 
to the flowers of another species of Calochilius (probably C. 
Robertsont:) which were placed in the same vase. And I would 
finally remark that on both days during which our observations 
were tnade, the attraction of the flowers for the wasps appeared to 
end a few minutes after noon. Although watch was kept, no wasp 
was seen to approach the vase later. 

DEFOLIATION OF FOREST TREES 

The note by Mr. L. M. Carritt in the Vict. Net. for February brings to 
mind three examples of extensive damage to leaves, 

About 1928-9 torest officers in the Otway district observed large patches 
of Mountain Ash “dying out.” They were much concerned, Several areas 
along Turton’s Track showed not one green leaf. One large infestation 
could be seen like a burnt area from Apollo Bay. In 1930 [ camped near 
one of the patches and examined the fallen leaves, They were completely 
eaten out by leaf-miners. Next vear there was not a leaf to be scen with 
the miner, and the trees were as vigorous as ever. A similar visitation 
occurred between Stawell and Horsham in 1932: but there were no 
ill-effects. Quite recently we had reports of cup-moth caterpillars killing 
the trees. Has anyone observed these areas since? 

Defoliation in a large tree with healthy wood and roots would have to 
continue for several years before all the food obtained by the leaves could 
be exhausted. Here is an example in illustration: A resident of Brighton 
bought a well-grown apple-tree in the hope of getting guud crops without 
wasting years, All through the next summer, it did not budge. The 
wood remained flexible, so he left it in, In the next growing season it 
still remained dormant, but a “false spring” wm April started a few tufts 
of leaves. This year it is doing fairly well, With its raots in a had way, 
that tree persisted fully two years without leaves. 

A. J. Swapy. 

EXCURSION TO AQUARIUM 

A large number of members, young and old, attended this excursion on 
Saturday, February 9, and enjoyed seeing the excellent series of Australian 
marine fishes on exhibit. The Toad, Old-wife, Leather Jacket, smalt Cow 
Fish, Fiddler Ray and various crustaceans (Hermit Crab, Spiny Lobster, 
etc.) were of absorbing interest. Miss Wigan rendered a signal service in 
naming many birds also housed at the Aquarium, while the leader was 
endeavouring to cope with the throng of enquiring excursionists clustered 
around the fish tanks, 

P. F. Morris. 
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“THE CASE-MOTH MYSTERY 

By EpitnH CoLteman, Blackburn, Vic. 

Here is a problem that may be solved by some enthusiastic junior 
held naturalist. 

At the present time (November) many Case-moth larvae of 
various species are active on eucalypts, the native cherry, and ever 
alien trees and garden plants. From September Ist the Great 
Saunders larvae were busy on male and female catkins of the alien 
Goat- or Pussy-willow (Salix caprea), feeding on and sewing 

them into the foundations of their 
first caravan homes. It is said that 
the adult female lays her eggs in 
the case, but who knows? 

There is no mystery about the 
male, which many of us have seen 
and photographed after he has left 
his case, leaving his pupal skin 
protruding through the opening. 

Tt is almost certain that the 
female never leaves her case. She 
is destitute of wings and has only 
rudimentary traces of legs and 
antennae. <A glance at the beauti- 
ful illustration in C, French’s 
Destructive Insects of Victoria 
stresses the, surely, insurmount- 
able difficulty of return, even 
should she manage to leave the 
case, Mr. French says: “I must 
here express doubts as to the cor- 
rectness of the assertion that the 
females never leave the case, as 
good observers have noticed that 
these do occasionally leave the 
case, but only for a short period 
and for the purpose of mating with 
the male.” 

Has anyone seen eggs in the 
case? 

Mr. French says: “With regard 
to egg-laying, I cannot say for 
certain whether eggs are deposited 
by the females of these insects or 
not, but the bodies of the females 

Caravan home of Saunders Case- : moth, Metura elongata (male). contain vast numbers of eggs. Pro- 
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fessor McCoy doubts whether any eggs of this curnous creature 
have ever been found,” : 

However, Mr. French gives an illustration of a small cluster of 
eggs found in the body of a female. They were given to hint by 
Mr. Spry, "who is an excellent observer and on whose responsi- 
bility the egg-cluster Is figured." . 

It would be interesting to know at what stage those eggs were 
found in the adult female body. It seems probable that the 
eggs hatch within the female, where they remain wll the day of 
emergence. This takes place, not one by one as hatchiug might 
occur, but en masse. 

One sees a stream of dusky larvae droppitg on threads fram the 
opening of the case until ail have left.. Has anyone seen larvae (i 
the caravan? Tf the eggs hatch within the [emale, on what do they 
feed as they wait for “the call"? - 

Jt has been suggested that they feed on the tissues of the parent 
body, but I have been unable to satisfy myself on this point, At 
whatever period I have opened a case I have found nothing bur 
the pupa in various stages of development, its last shed skin neatly 
suspended at the top, Wher all the larvae have emerged the dried 
body is a mere skin filled with a mass of dusty debris which may 
he portions of ¢gg membranes, parent-tissues or excrement. How 
matty observers have noted empty pupal skin and adult female 
ease-moth in the one caravan? 

Although the larvae are vegetable feeders, it is quite possible 
that they feed on dried tissues of the pupal cradle while waiting 
for “the call,’ a tropism to which the larvae appear to respond 
simultaneously. Other caterpillars make their first meal of cge- 
membrane and first-shed skins. Spiderlings waiting within the 
egg-sac for their day of emergence exist for long periods without 
food. These, however, are carnivorous, and are said to male an 
occasional meal of their brothers and sisters. 

[ have never been able to verify this, I have opened sacs and 
counted eggs, fertile and infertile, of the Huntsman Spider and 
have found the number of fertile eggs and spiderlings to talty. 
‘(Fertile and infertile eggs are readily distinguished by their shape, 
Fertile ones swell, but infertile ones collapse is they dry.) 

Another interesting feature noted is that while Case-moth larvae 
are able to repair a damaged case, they appear unable to build a 
new one if. accidentally deprived of the one in which they have 
lived from infancy, They will wander, houseless, over the leayes 
of their food plant, but T have not seen them feed, It would sees 
that their life-pracesses are a set piece of mechanism in which false 
steps cannot be retraced, yet the mending of a daniaged caravan 
could not have been included in the “set piece.” 
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NUTRITION OF THE HYACINTH ORCHID, 
DIPODIUM PUNCTATUM 

By A. J. Swaay, Hampton, Vie 

Mare notes nn this subject, mentioned in the February issue of 
the ict. Nitt., may be interesting and stimiilating to further study. 

Mr. V. Rennett, of Surrey Hills, writing to Mr. Charles French, 
tells of a Difodtwim which he grew and which was exhibited in 
flower by, Mr. French. It was lifted in flower in January, 1939. 
The sail was shaken off in transit, but was used for repotting, It 
was kept on the bench in the glass-house, but it did not bloom in 
the simmer of 1940. In September, 1940, after lying on its side 
acveral months to avoid over-watering, it began to grow. Thar 
shoot flowered late in December, carrying into 1941. It was again 
tested; but the rats found it and the record closed, 

Enough had been done to indicate: 
(a) The plant flowers in altetnate years, 

_ {b) Ttis more than biennial, 
{c) It can live and flower away from other living plants for 

some years, 
The biennial fowering has been observed in normal surrotindings 

by Mr, Bennett, some of his friends and miysell. 
The matter of existence away from guim-trees seems to call for 

further observation. After writing the last note, 1 saw the THya- 
eimth Orchid at Myers Creek, Healesville, The season had been 
the worst on record, | have never seen bush anywhere so dry. 
But the. orchids were better in numbers and quality than I have 
ever seen. Jt about two acres we counted 24 large clumps up to 
3 feet high. In the bracken at least the same nuniber could have 
been missed, | tried to get specimens to demonstrate the closeness 
of gum-trec root, fungus and orchid, bat could not find any actually 
in contact with roots, 

That, however, proves nething, The myeclium of a fungus was 
there in each case. It could easily extend ror several feet to where 
there might be a root. Or, again, since the fungus could use dead 
organic satter, it is possible that fallen leaves might provide 
nutrimenit, 

Mr. P. Crosbie Morrison throws more dowbt on the exclusive 
association with gum-trees. He has found good specimens amongst 
tea-tree, with no gium-trees anywhere near. It should be noted 
that tea-tree is related to gritvtree hoth in morphological classi- 
fication and in the nature of sap and oily extracuves. 

This is 2 most interesting orchid and further observation is 
worthwhile, Tt is hoped that members and their friends who visit 
its habitat will keep definite notes on their observations. It is 
further suggested that the Club commence an index of researches 

a 
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being carried out by members—cither individually or collectively. 
This would direct and stimulate field chseryation, Possibly we are 
wasting our time going aver the same ground each year when 
there is so mich stil! to be discovered. 

Here are some leaders: 

1, How long does Dipodinm live? 
2. How often does it bloom? 
3. Do dry seasons stimulate fowering? 
4. Are gunt-trees ar other Myrtaceae always near? 
5. Which other native plants are near enough to contribute? 
6. Can it be grown in soil not found about it? 
[The special attention of members is invited im regard to Mr Swaby's 

suggestions for organized research -—Editor. ] 

VICTORIAN COUNCIL OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES 
The F.N.C.V, was represented by a delegate (Mr. J. H. Wilhs) at the 

first inceting of this newly formed association, held jn the Assetnily Hall 
on Tuesday, February 26. Tneluding our club, the foundation member- 
societies of the council number fifteen and at least five meetings will be 
held each year, As stated in clause 2 of the adopted constitution, the main 
objects of the council stall be da “promote a closer haison between the 
scientific societies and to establish contact between the societies and the 
general public.” To dememstrate its eagerness for constructive work, the 
council has ak once engaged on tie planuiipy of a conference on Atoniic 
Enerey,” which will probably be held during May or June, 

“THE MONGOOSE IN AUSTRALIA 

The follawing nates are offered as evidence of the danger inherent in the 
jrtroducing of fauna to a “new” country = 

In 1884 the mongoose was introduced from Ceylon inta North Queensland 
40 vope with a plague of rats which threatened ruin tu the sugarcane planters. 
For some inexplicable reason the creatures did ant thrive, numbers were 
turned adrift 1 the caneficlds, hut with the exception of oné, which had 
evidently been a pet, and which, in consequence, soan established itself as a 
member of the nearest household, the whole fot mysteriously disappeared, 

What the result night have heen in North Queensland, had the mongoase 
thrived. as was expected of them, none can say, but judging by preeedent 
established in Jamaica, Queensland escaped a worse infliction than the 
Imtermittent one of rats, In 1872 wine mongoose were imported into Jamaica 
in the hape that they would thrive atid exterminate the “cane-rat,” which 
was making impossible the cultivation of sugar. The mongoose throve and 
multiplied, and by destroying the rats restored the sugarcane industry, and 
also made the cultivation of cocoa possible. Bot when the cane rats became 
dew and the mongoose many, the latter turned their attention ta groand- 
‘nesting birds and killed these. 

Betweeh the mongoose and the tree-climbing rat the birds suffered terribly, 
and the disappearance af insectivorows birds was soon followed by the 
spread of the cattle tick (which heretofore the birds had kept under) until 
the lichs became so prevalent as to be a perfect scourge. Cattle tick has 
caused immense damage m Queensland, and would, in all Jikelihnad, judging 
by the experience of Jamaica, have-occasioned much more had the mongovse 
caught on im the manner that was expected of them, 
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STONE ARTIFACTS FROM WOODSTOCK, MOLONG 
AND CALOOLA, N.5.W. 

By C, C, Towrs, Eastwood, N.S.W- 

The three stone artifacts Hlustrated in the plate were found in 
a relatively small area of country situated between the Macquarie 
and the upper Lachlan Rivers. They are now in the collection of 
Mr. C. 5. Ashley, of Rockdale, near Sydney. 

1. An Uncowenon Axe-lke Form 

Mr. Ashley informed me chat this artifact was ploughed up some 
years ago on a property known as. "Chiel,” situated four smiles west 
of Woodstock. 

The artifact, which is 254 inches long, is most symmetrical in 
every respect. In cross section ‘it is circular, its circumierence 

heing only 64 inches, It appears to be composed of a very hard 
sandstone. The entire surface of the stone has been shaped by 
hanuner dressing, and smoothed both by grinding and. as it seems 
{o me, more so from the handling which it has recetved. One end 
of the stone has been ground to form a synimetrical cutting edge; 
the other tapers somewhat and is well rounded. A flake about 44 
inches long has been broken off at this end, but the fracture has 
been rubbed smooth. 
On close inspection it is seen that a small series of fine lines 

have been engraved around the stone, Most of then ave faint, 
hut some are sufficiently distinct to be definitely identified as 
engravings. Apparently, in their original state they formed rings 
around the stone. 

Although the specimen is axe-like in forni, its dimensions are 
such that it does not appear to have been intended tor utilitanan 
purposes, It should be placed, in my opinion, amongst the cere- 
manial objects of the aborigines, Except for its axe-like ground 
edge, this artifact fs similar in other respects to the cyleons, 

2. Double-grooved Canical Artifact from Maetong 

Of late years a few specimens of the same type have been found 
in localities usually not far removed from the ypper Lachlan River. 
Their -purpose is unknown, but they are probably ceremonial 
objects. (See McCarthy, Mankind, Vol. 2, No. 6, 1939,) 

The specimen illustrated is 11 inches long. Near the second 
groove it is @ inches in circumiference, its cross section being 
circular. It is composed of a very hard sandstone. One end of 
the stone tapers to a point; the other, although somewhat battered, 
is rounded and masstve. The entire surface has been shaped by 
hanuner dressing. There is no trace of grinding. 
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Stone Artifacts from Woodstock, Molong and Caloola, N.S.W. 

Photo. by C. C. Towle. 
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3. A Stone Axe Grooved, for Hafting 

This implement, made from a very coarse hard sandstone, was 
found at Caloola,‘south-west of Bathurst. It measures 84 in. x 
San, x [} in. Its entire surface, which is weathered, has been 
shaped by hamuner dressing, There is no trace of grinding. The 
well-defined hafting grooye goes completely round the stone. 

lf this implement is compared with the artifact found at Wood- 
~ stork, It becomes clear that the Woodstock specinien is of a type 
entirely apart from stone axes as such, 

Axes grooved for hafting are not plentiful in the more eastern 
parts of this State. 

OF the three specimens illustrated, the purpose of two of them 
is unknown. So little has been learned from the aborigines of the 
area that we are not able to give adequale explanations. of such 
specimens. We have to be content to treat them as ceremonial. 
Owe of them, the grooved conical stone from Molong, is perhaps 
associated in inland N.S.W. with the cultural development which 
produced such types as the cylcons and the artifacts shaped! like 
bicycle saddles. (See Black, Cyleans, 1942; Etheridge, Etimol, 
Series Ne, 2, 19167 Casey, Mem, Nat, Mus. Fic, Nos. 8 and 9, 

1934-6, ) 

BATS WANTED . 

(To the Editor) 

Sir—T am engaged in tesearch on the animal and bird malasias of 
Australia. ‘The flying foxes in Queensland have been shown to harbour a 
malaria parasite and L am attempting to transfer this parasite to any other 
species af small bat which can be kept in captivity. For the purposes of 
this experiment { reqdire an almost anlimited supply of bats. As far as 
J can gather from personal contacts im many different parts of Victoria, 
the bats seem to be retreating from their usual haunts, .I was wondering 
if some of the readers of your journal might be able to let me have some 
information as to where there are any colonies of bats which could be 
eaught, [ am particularly interested in the bats which would be found 
south of the Murray because these are unlikely to be already infected with 
talariu, Y 

For the same purposes I require musk duck and wood duck (maned 
geese} and would also be grateful for information as to where these birds 
fould be found in any nutnbers. 

Yours. faithfully, 
DIANA DYASON. 

Department of Physivlogy, 
The University of Melbourne, 

DEATH OF MR, J. A. KERSHAW 

The death occurred on February 16 of Mr. J. A. Kershaw, a former 
Director of the National Musevm and sometime President of the Ficld 
Naturalists’ Club of Victora. He was aged 80 years. A biographical notice 
will be published later. 
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ON KEEPING FROGS AND TOADS 

By H. W. Davey. Melbourne. 

i have always turned large frogs loose in my fish-house, where 
they lived very happily: a cement pond, Jevel with the floor and 
holding about 200 gallons of water, enabled the frogs to enjoy 
themselves either by day or night. 

The Tree-frogs, especially the large Queensland Tree-frog, Hylx 
caerulea, mostly frequented some large Staghorn ferns growing on 
a wall near the pom A. caerulea is very common in northern 
Queensland and often, after heavy rains, I have seen them every- 
where, scores of their crushed bodtes killed, by motor cars on reads 
at Townsville, These frogs even invade letter boxes, and if one 
go outside the house at night with an electric torch he could 
collect many in a very short space of time, 

That lovely coloured frog Hyla aurea, so common in Victoria, 
does not possess the adhesive toes as in many hylas, but is never- 
theless a pood clinsber. It seems hard to believe that a frog caw 
show temper, but I have frequently noticed the failing in this 
species. Often at feeding time, should one frog succeed in seizing 
a worm which another one appeared to consider his, the latter 
would jump at the successful competitor, making several bites at 
it‘and. at the same time emiling sharp croaking noises; but in spite 
of its demonstration, I have never known one to succeed in taking 
the worm {from another frog. 

With H_ avrea were also kept the Edible Frog of Europe, Rend 
esculenta, a pretty species, arid more aquatic than H_ avrea, On 
one occasion atisfortune overtook one of these frogs, A cigarette 
butt on the cement foor of the fish-house was sending up a thir 
spiral of smoke, which a frog evidently mistook for life, because, 
like a fiash, it leapt at the end of the cigarette, which was swallowed. 
instantly. The unfortunate frog then jumped into the pond, but 
I found it dead next murning from, I expect, tobacco poisoning. 
One of the most entertaining amphibians I ever possdessed was 

the Chinese Singing Frog. This was a very ordinary looking, 
brown-coloured tree-frog. It reached Mejbourne in a small cage 
with dome made of fly-wire gauze, a small door, and hook by 
which to hang it up, as a canary cage. The netting done is attached 
to a bowl by means of clips that make it easy to detach for cleaning. 
The howl has a small plug for letting out water when necessary. 
The size over all is 5 x 4 inches, so evidently, fram the trouble 
taken, the Chinese set some value on the singing of this frog. 
Needless to say, I immediately transferred the little singer to better 
and more roomy quarters—a cage 18 in. high and [4 in. x 9 in, 
three sides being of glass. 
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The Singitig Frog prospered under these cotiditions and fed 
well, trilling out his little sang during the warm weather. The 
first occasion on which © heard it, 1 rushed ont of doors to find 
what bird had honoured me with a visit, only to discover it was 
my Chinese frog. During cald weather [ kept it inside the house. 

The Singing Frog had for company two delightful little tree- - 
frogs, Hyla citropus; were it not for the white stripe on their jaws, 
the prevailing beautiful green colour made it a difficult matter to 
detect them amongst the leaves of die small orange wee in which 
they sat, These frogs do not occur in Victoria, being native to 
New South Wales. Another pretty little frog ts H. swingit and 
remarkable for spawning so early in May or June. Once J came 
across two small Hylas sitting on a leaf of a Croton bush at 
Townsville, North Queensland. These frogs were white in colonr’ 
and, even after [ brought them back to Victoria, they always 
‘remained white. so apparently this was their normal colour. 

The noisy Bull Frog, by many people called a “toad; is the 
species that creares such a din in most swampy parts of the State. 
Its name is Linnodynastes dersahs; the generic epithet anay be 
rendered “Jord of the Marshes," and is most appropriate for such 
a noisy creature. This frog fs a great burrower and I blame it 
for the escape of marbled newts from a tnud-bottomed enclosire 
in which they were securely housed. 

There are no typical tuads of the genus Bufo native to Australia, 
but their family, Bufomdae, is represented here, I have had some 
very fine specimens of Bufo irom Japan. 8. wulgarixy occats in 
England and, I believe, also across Europe and Asia to Japan, 
increasing in size as it goes east, Toads haye great appetices and 
these big toads would swallow large garden snails, the wonder 
heing how they were able to dissolve the shells so quickly; in fact, 
it appears to me that # toad will swallow anything that can mové; 
providing the dimensions are nut tuo great. J have seen these toads 
swallow large golden beetles (Lamprima) and, stranger still, the 
large mole crickets thac are dften so noisy in suburban gardens 
aiter rain, I trained these toads to take strips of beef dangled 
in front of them when living food was scarce. 
A toad is an interesting sight when shedding its skin, which f¢ 

dragged off the body by means of its feet (both back and front) 
and mouth; the skin ts swallowed as it comes away from the body. 

The Giant Toad, Bufo marinus, from tropical South Arnerica 
did remarkably well in my collection during the hot months. This 
fine toad can attain a length of 8 and a breadth of 5 inches, and 
has been successfully introduced to most sugar growing countries 
for the purpose of controlling insect pests attacking sugar cane, 
Tt is now finnly established in West Indian Islands, Puerto Rico, 
Hawaii, the Philippines, and now in North Queensland, fronv 
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where | received my specimen, In every country where this toad 
has become naturaultzed it is very highly esteemed. J have seen 
Jarge speciinens swallow live mice at rhe london Zoo. 
A delightiul little toad known as the TIoly Cross Toad, Votaden 

Aennetti, of Queensland and northern New South Wales, derives 
its common name from a bright green cross on its back, the rest 
of its bady being pale yellow with small rosy spots, These toadlets 
thrived well with me, 

Another pretty little tuadlet is Psendephryne oustralis, confned, 
as far as I am aware, to the Hawkesbury sandstone area of New 
South Wales, It is coloured black and orange or coral red, with 
white spots behind! arms and thighs, and ts less than an inch long 
when fully grown. These Pseudophrynes would not eat flies, and 
the smaifest of earthworms appeared to be too large for them, but 
1 discovered they would eat enchytree—iiny white wonns nsually 
bred for the purpuse of feeding very young fishes, A ¢ornnon . 
toadler, Pseudophryae bibrent, is very plentiful in the Otway 
country, laying tts eggs on land often far from water, The egps 
hatch out during wet weather, and the young tarpoles pass through 
their metamorphosis very rapidly. I found that if the eggs were 

‘placed i a saucer of water they jailed to hatch, but when eggs 
were placed on a piece of wet rag in che saucer they soon hatched 
Out small black tadpoles. 

NATURE IN A WOODSHED 

On (9th January last, dusing a visit to Mount Buffalo, a nest was 
hrought to me by Mr. Peter Hargreaves, engineer at the Goverment Chalet. 
It had been found by Mr, Douglas Alexander, also of the Chalet staff, in 
the enginchause woudshed, whilst pulling out foes to steke the boiler fires. 
alhe nest, placed of a substantial foundation of dry bark of Alpine Ash 
CAugalypris gigantea), was deftly woven of tussovk-grass and lined with 
jeathers of the Crimson Rosclla, Gf the Uiree fresh eges in the nest, two 
were broken and the remaining one chipped. The nest hos been identified 
as that of the Large-billed Scrubewren (Sericorts magnirostris). The 
species was recorded for the Plateau, sight observation, by L. L. Hodgson 
in the Viel, Naf. (November, 1927, » 190), A previous sight record, piven 
ty A.B. A. McHaffie in samejoumal ¢March, 1904, p. 149), though shown 
as Sericorats oserlons, is assumed ta he the Large-Inlled species 

In January, 1944, T closely watched. in the vicinity of the Gorge, a bird 
which resembled the Large-billed Serub-wren. On checking op at the 
National Museum with skins of both the Large-billed and the White-browed 
(S. frowtahs) species, in various plumage phases, positive identification canted 
not be established. The general opinion expressed at the tinue was that the 
Targe-billed Serub-wren could not he a denizen of he Buffalo, that being 
outside and ahove its normal range, 
The nest and cees now place heyund all dowht the presence of the bird or 

the mowitain. The bird's Victorian range must therefore be extended to 
the North-east of the State, with a breeding record of 4,500 fect slritnde, 

H, C. E, Srewarr. 
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THE LATE DR. GRORGINA SWEET, O.B.E. 

A link with “official natural history pf a generation back was severed 
with (he death, ot January L at her home in Canterbury, of Dr. Georgina 
Sweoy, former Associate-Professor of Zonjogy an the Universiry of 
Melbourne. Her father, George Sweet, figntey in the sclonife hteraturc 
of fis day it company with suck picturesque figures as Braccbridec 
Wileon and Sie Frederick McCoy, and other pianecrs of biolagival study 
in Victoria. The family consisted of two worls, both af whom 160k 
doctors’ degrects—Elizabei) in Medicine, and Georgina in Science—at «# 
time when it was exceptional for a woman to take any University course 
otict tan Acts. Indeed, Dri Georgina Sweet was the firse woman in 
Australia to take the degree of Doctor of Science. Br, Elizabeth Sweet 
died some vears ago, ; 

Joining the Victorian Freld Naturalists’ Cluh in 1901, Dr, Geergina 
Sweet was for many years a valued member Edueaeed at Parkville 
Ladies’ College, Dr. Sweet mairiculated ane entered the University sovn 
after Sir Frederick McCoy retaréd from the chair of Natural Sciences, 
and so was one of the earliest sludems of the new Schaoi of Biology 
under Professor (tater Sir) Baldwin Speneev, another enthusiastic 
member of the F.N.C. in its early dave, She completed a_brilltant 
course, and after graduatian she was awarded the McBain Research 
Scholarship an 18v8. 
From thea until her retirement in 1925 she continued her association 

with the School of Biology (later of Zoology), becoming Associate- 
Professor ij) 1920, when Professor W. E. Agar soceeeded Sir Baldwin 
Spencer in the Chair. She continued as honorary lecturer in Zoology 
une! 1934, On several occasions during the absence abroad of the Pro- 
feasof, she hejd the post of Acting Professov of Zoology 
Her work overlipped several University science schools, and at various 

times she was Lectirer in Parasitology (1909-1925), a member of the 
Faculty of Science (1911-14), and of the Faculty of Veterinary Scienec 
(1914-42), snd of the Board of Social Studies (1940-44). She was 
Acting Dean of the Faculty of Veterinary Science from 1914 to 1918, 

Tt has been sven to very few people, men or women, to slow such 
brilliance a3 did Dr, Sweet in so many fields, Tn her researches slic 
chose deliberately some of. the mosl dificult groups in the animal king: 
dom—she was at one time a leading authority on such diverse subjects 
as the patasitic worms, parasitic flies, vertebtate osteology, and atrmal 
geography As a member of the Australian National Research Council 
she travelled phread for the Federal Goyernmere to investigate Oneho- 
cérca gibroni, a worm parasite causing worm nodules in cattle, and later 
shic made a further tour abroad in connection with her researches on the 
buffalo fly in its reJation ta veterinary disvaso—twe major pieces of work 
which were of great value to the Commonwealth. 

Then, as a lobby, she entered with the same boundless energy into 
the field of womens social services, and became world vice-president af 
the Young Women’s Christian Association, first president and life honor- 
ary president af the Pan-Pacific Women's Assaciation, and a delegate to 
world conferences concerned with women's work in Kyoto, Japan (1929). 
Banff, Canada (1933), Spain (1928), and Cracow, Poland (1936). And, 
Lo complete merely the outline af o Jon and strenuows career of service, 
sli¢ was a founder, frst president, and lide member of the Universuy 
Women’s College Council, a member af the Council of Queen's College 
since 1920, first president of the Victorram Women Graduates’ Assoria- 
tion, and, since 1936, a member of the Counei of the University of 
Metbournc—the onle waman ta hold that position in her awe, right. 
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Those who were privileged to know her and study under her remember 
her as a brisk and confident lecturer, and a worderfolly helpful tutor, 
with a quick command of detail. More than thal, she was a shrewd 
administrator, and withal a woman of decp and wide sympathies. 
Seldom way an honour ¢arned so thorougiily, and lived up to go con- 
sistently, 2s the O.B-E. with which her services were recognized, 
The disposition of her estate of £100,000 was characteristic of her wide 

interests and of her care for detail—dozens of charities and educational 
organizations were mentioned specifically, the Methodist Cluurch fal which 
her family were stauieh inembers) benefited, and she beqieathed funds to 
found three University research fellowships, besides other bursaries and 
scholarships, and the University Women's College will receive half of the 
very substantial residuary estate. ret 

PREPARE NOW FOR PLANTING TREES 

Now is the time to make plans and prépare for planting trees im the late 
zutunm, wimter and early spring. In every district, even in forested areas, 
there is. some soope for further planting, Mos districts are woefully shart 
af trees and few projects are more deserving of public suppart than the 
State-wide cammunity tree-planting which is now being orgamized by the 
“Save the Forests" Campaign. 

The first step to be taken in every locality ds to form 8 district committee. 
The municipal council ig asked to take the initiative in forming such a 
committe: and (o be represented on it, Mast councillors will have had the 
experience, however, of sponsoring moventents and thei finding that the 
work is all left to them and their offeers. Offers of support by responsible 
citizens may induce councils jo take up this impenant work. Where a 
conunittee has already been formed, it may be strengthened by adding 
expenenced tvee-plauters and representatrves of organizations willing to 
take part im a community plating effort, . 

The second stage is to make w survey of the tree-planting needs of the 
district, Municipal coancits, the Forests Commission, thre Lands Department 
and the Country Roads Board are all supporting the catnpaigit aml can be 
rehed on to help as far as lies im their power. ; 

The third stage 36 to decide on the particular project ta be undertaken 
this year. Trees may he obtained free of charge an conditions set ont in the 
1946 community tree-planting notes. Adyice on the best tees for the district 
may be soiight fram successful local growers, Where a clear space is 
available, ploughing and harrowing prior to the planting will contribute 
greatly to the success ot the young trees. 

From the Poresis Commission's nurseries Pinus radiata, the insignis Pine, 
as the main species available. To supplcment this supply, a member of thre 
Campaign Council has raised 50,000 eucalypt seedlings in trays. These wil) 
be supplied free of ehatge for commmnity planting, one tray to cach district 
applying before the end of February, provided suitable arrangements can be 
made for Uansport and applicants are prepared to wansplant the seedlings 
mth tubes or pots a9 soon as they are received, Species available include 
Sugar Ginn, Mahogany Gum, Gippsland) Grey Box, Red lronhark, Forest 
Red Gum, River Red Gum, Blue Gue, Yate, Bushy ¥ate, Tuart, Lemon 
Scented Gum, and Spotted Gum. [ach tray contains irom 200 to 500 
plants of one species onty, Applicants should state order of preference. 

All enquiries should be addressed to the Honorary Organizer, Save the 
Forests Campaigh, 314 Collins Streel, Melbaurme. 
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PROCEEDINGS 

The monthly meeting of the Club was held on March 11, 1946, 
at the Lecture Hall of the Pubhe Library, the President (Mr. H 
C, FE. Stewart) and about 150 members and friends attending, 

The President referred to the death of Mr, J. A. Kershaw, and 
mentioned his long asseciation with the Club. Mr. PF. S. Cotliver 
spoke of Mr. Kershaw’s consistent interest in all phases of natural 
history since his retirement from active work at the National 
Museum, and told how, just a few moments before he diced, a 
discussion on the names of shells was in progress, so that he 
actually passed on whilst engaged in natural history discussions 
Wath the death of Mr. Kershaw the Ciub has lost a member of 
more than 40 years’ standing, and science had lost one of its 
grand old men. 

‘The President welcomed to the mecting a namber of visitors, 
and specially welcomed Mrs, Chuge and Mr. Chas, French, both 
menibers who have returned to meetings after serious illness. 
A letter was received from the Forestry Department stating that 

a watch was being kept on the Gunyah Gunyah reserve, and that 
the stealing of ferns from the area had been nated, 

The McCoy Society wrote stating that the grave of Sir Frederick 
McCay had been put in order and they would now be smterested 
m assisting the F.N.C.Y, in replanting the plot, (Mr. Stewart 
said it was proposed to have a planting ceremony at the grave 
irt the near future, ) 

_ Reports of excursions were given as iotlow2—Yarra River trip, 
Mr H. P. Dickins; Blackburn Lake, Mr, A, S, Chalk; Botanic 
Gardens, Mr. H. C. E. Stewart 

The following were elected as Ordinary Metubers of the Club — 
Miss Lynette Carver, Mr. J. K. Moir; and as Country Member, 
Me. R. G. Taylar. 

It was repotted that supplies of club badges were now ayailable, 
at 2/6 each, and badges similar to those worn by meimbers of 
Committee could be obtained by ordinary members at 2/3 each. 
Members interested in these badges are asked to give their names 
10 the Secretary. 

The chief item for the evening was a Symposium by four 
members of the Plant Names Sub-committee, whose lecturettes wall 
appear elsewhere in the journal. 
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Mr. W. F_ Gates asked what had happened to Mr, H. B. 
Williamson's list of Victorian plants, Mr P_F, Motris replied that 
it was used in compiling the first Census, and the original list was 
still (uy the library of the National Herbarium, 

| The appreciation of the Club was conveyed to speakers in the 
symposium. 

EXHIBITS 

Mrs. M, E Fresnie: Angler Fish, found at St Kilda, 11/3/45 
Miss Ina Watson: Wild flowers (Berre-Heath, Snow Berry, Gentians 

aud Mountain Rockets) and Mountain Shrinips (Anaspides tasmenite) [ron 
Cradle Mount, Tasmania. 
Miss H. Kniep: Mounted specimens of West Australian wild flowers, 

including—Grevillea ilsomt, Dryandra nivea, Petroplile biloba, Lamber tia 
miiifora, Scacvala striota, Leschenutiia biloba, L. formosa, Antyoanlhus 
hicalor, A. Mangtestt, A. dunnitis, Blancos canescens, Triboninthes nealtifiora, 

Mr. J. H. Willis: Two Alpine flowering plants new to Vietoria. 1, A 
small undescribed species of Bluehell (Mahlenbergia), collected by the 
exhibitor on Older Basult of Dargo High Plains, Jan. 1946. 2. Actinalus 
belhdiaides, a dimnutive Flannel-flower previously known only from 
Tasinaniz, collected at the suuree af the Thompson River, Baw Baws, by 
Miss Coryl Skewes, Jan, 1944, (This latter is a particularly interesting 
record, and adds another genus to our Victorian Census.) 

Mr. T. 8. Hart: Dipodtum, rhizomes and. buds to show style of growth, 
specimen from private property at Cravdon, Ceittela asiattea (Indian 
Peanyvore3 a plant widly spread in many countries, 

Mr. R. DB. Lee: Fungi (Boletus furidus) from Fern Tree Guily- 
Mr H, P. Dickins: Two studies of Orclnds: Disris pediuicilgtae and D. 

pructata, 
Mr. Tom Griffiths: Collection of 13 matses from Kallista, 
Mr, R. Savage: Garden-grown native plants, including :—Mfelatenca tule 

chella, My: thynvifatia, Correa alba, C. glelva, C. rubra, Cassia anstralis, 
Pholidia gibbosifolia, Grevillea Hoakeriana. 

Mr. Py Siseh: Fungi, Boletus portentasis, Amaucta frrinacea, Pleurotes 
lasipas_ (° Ghost fungus". 

Mr. F. S- Calliver: Glass pope sporwe, ad feure of living animal. 

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN GEOLOGY? 
The GCluh has recently formed the Geological Discussion Group, jor the 

benefit of members who are interested m this branch of Nacural History. 
The Group meets on the first Tuesday of each month, 8 pan. at the Royal. 
Soctety’s Hall, in Victoria Street, between Exhibition and Spring Streets: 

These meetings, which are entirely directed to Geology, are hoth varied 
and educational, An excellent programme has been prepared, the ott- 
standing feature being a series of elementary discussions by Mr, PF. G, 
Elford, of the Teachers’ College, Mellourne. The subjects ta be discussed 
at coming meéungs include, lencous Rocks, Weethtring, Sedimentary 
Rocks, Metamarphic Rocks, Structwres of Rocks, Fossils, Relationship 
between Rocks, Geological Maps, and the Camplete Geolory of an Area. 
The meetings are followed by field work, to jocalities having bearing on the 
previous discussion, 

Members of the Club who are definitely mrerested are invited ta attend 
the mectings oc lo communicate with the Hon. Seerctary, Mr. A. A, Baker, 
§3 Carlisle Street. Preston, N-18. 
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“FAIRY DELL'—A JUNGLE PATCH NEAR BRUTHEN 
(E, VIC.) 

By N, A. Wakertern, Orhase, 

One late spring day last year, Mr. Frank Johnson, an apiarist 
of Brutheén, introduced the writer io a small patch of typical Hast 
Victorian jungle about three miles west-north-west of the township- 
Our route led through the village of Wiseleigh, then along a 
foresiry track and across a small stream known locally as Deen 
Creek, and thence upstream along a small dry tributary thereos,-— 
the leads of which constitute “Fairy Dell.” 

As is usual with these isolated jungle ‘islands,’ the change 
frou ardinary apen forest of White and Yellow Stringybark, 
Maintain Grey Gum and Cammon Peppermint on stony hillslopes 
with shrubby Acacias and Bracken Fern, to a dense forest of 
Lilly-Pilly and Treeferns festooned with lianes and epiphytic ferns, 
was startling in its suddenness. One inpment we were in the open 
Eticaly plus forest with a wall of greenery in front of us; and the 
next, we had pushed through the jungle margin to find ourselves 
in a senil-tropic world of tree and fern trunks, with a dense mass 
of foliage many feet overhead to the exclusion of all direct sunlight, 

Ags usual, the Lilly-Pilly (deniena Sutin) was in great 
abundance, and there were numerous Blackwoods (Acacta 

ntelanoayton) but no species of Lncalyplus in the actual jungle. 
Smailer trees were represented by *Bluc Oliveberry (Elneocarpus 
cyanens), *Yellow-wood (4cronyelna laevis), Sweet Pittosporum 
(P. undulatem), Prickly Currant-bush (Coprosna Billaradiert), 
Musk Dajsy-bush (Olearia argeplyite), Hazel Pomaderris (P. 
opetala) ancl Bine Howittia CH. trilaculertis), 

The jungle hanes comprised *Austral Sarsaparilla (Sider 
eustralis), *Wombat Berry (Eustrephus tatifolius), *Erect 
Clematis (C. ulyeinoides), *Stah Climber (Celastrus australis), 
Twining Silk-sod (‘Lyonsia straminee’’ so called), *Stalked 
Doubah (Marsdenia rostrata) and *Jasmin, Morinda (M- 
jasminoides}, Other flowering plants noted were Scrub Nettle 
(Urticw ireisa), *Bearded Wort-flower (Tylephora barbata), 
Toothed Nightshade (Solanum aanthocorpim) and *Rose-leat 
Bramble (Rudus resacfolivs) - 

Ferns were much in evidence, with *Felt Fern (Cyclophorws 
rupestns), Fragrant Poltypody (PF. pistiiatum), Necklace Fern 
AAspleninne flabellifohiumy and Mother Spleenwort (4, hu/bi- 
ferunt) epiphytic on tree and fern trunks. Terrestrials included 
Shining Woad-fern (Dryapterts Shepherdi), Mother Shield-fern 
(Polystichwin. proliferwi), Shade Spleenwort (Diplasian australe) 
and *Jungle Brake (Pieris umbvosa), each farming dense patches ; 
while Tender Brake (Pteris treme), Gristle Fern (Blechaseet 
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cortiigmmewin), Fishbone Fern (8B, nad), Strap Fern (8. 
Paterson), Sickle Fern (Pellage faleata), Bat's-wing Fern 
(Histiopteris incisz) and Swamp Hypolepis (H. Muetlert) were 
less in evidence, 
The Treeferns were represented by an alanidance of Rough 

Treefern (Cyathen austrais) ancl Soft Treeiern {Diclsenta 
antarctica) ; but more mteresting stl] were some scores of fine 
speciinens of the *Prickly Treetern (Cyathea Letehhardtiana) bath 
young and old! The Prickly ‘Treefern was first noted in Victoria 
by Mr, Frank Robbins at Mount Drunimer, and tater hy the 
writer an the Howe Ranges beyonel Mallacoota, heing very 
abundant in both areas within the hmits af the jungles; it is rather 
remarkable to find it so strongly established nearly ninety miles 
farther to the west, aiter having completely missed (apparently) 
the jungles of the Thurra, Cann, Bemmn and Snowy Kivers- 

This hundred-acre area was extensively, though hurriedly, ex- 
plored during the few hours available and probably iany species 
of plants were overlooked, but it seems unlikely that such climbers 
as *Guit Watler-vine (Cissus hkypoglauca), *Big-leaf Vine 
(Sarcopetalum Harveyanum) and *Scerambling Lily (Gestono- 
plostum cyimoswr) could have escaped notice had they heen present; 
and all (hree are very abundant in the lower Snowy River Valley, 
(See also ect, Nat. Vol. LX! p. 139—*A Remnant of the Snowy 
River Jungle'’). - 

The species 1 have indicated by an asterisk are restricted in 
Victoria to the far cast, and it will be noted that they comprise 
just 50% of all the flowering plants seen at Fairy Dell, ft would 
be interesting ta hear from other observers, through this journal, 
and thus have brought te notice the western-muost records of many 
such plants of the subtropical extension into eastern Victoria. 

[The Asst. Editor has recently collected Rough Maidenhair (Adiantum 
hispiddhwr) in the jungle gorge of Deadcock Creek, Parish of Gicnalurlale, 
15 miles N.W, pf Batmsdale, thus extending the range of this tropical fern 
moce than 120 miles farther west than-existing recards for the Genoa area.j 

REGISTER OF RESEARCH 
Several tnembers have Imdicatetl awrecment with the suggestion under 

“Nutrition of Dipodiivn” (March, po 204-5) for an index of research, 
The President bas approved of an offer by Mr. Swaby to camunence the com- 
‘pitatron of a register. Members who undertake an itvestigation—however 
simple—in any branch of nature study are requested to send a memorandum 
to Mr. Swaby. Annoancements will be pasted at Club meetings and 
published in this journal from tine to ume Requests for seasonal 
observation should he at least (Wo imonths ahead (o ensure inclusion 
Requests for specimens, abservations, tests or other datz wil) be advertised 
among members. Tt is expected that their characteristic readiness to 
co-operate in field work wall he extetided io all research. 

Please address communications to Mr, A, J. Swaby, 17 Avondale Strect, 
Hampton, 8.7, iv =, 
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AUSTRALIA’S TINIEST ORCHID (BULBOPHYLLUM 
GLOBULIFORME NICHOLLS) 

By W. H, Nicwotts, Melbourne, 

This very diminutive Australian orchid was originally described 
by me in Orchidologia Zeylanica (Vol. 5 (1938) pp. 123-124), the 
official Journal of the “Orchid Circle of Ceylon,” a publication 
somewhat inaccessible to Australians, and it is felt that a description 
of such an interesting epiphyte, in an Australian journal, may be 
welcoined. 

B. globultforme is closely allied to F, Mueller’s 2. minutisstinum, 
also to B. momiliforme Reichb.f., a Burnia species. It is specifically 
distinct from Mueller’s plant in its still more diminutive size, in its 
globular pseudobulbs (as opposed to the flat, shield-like pseudobulbs 
of B. minutissimum) in the different nature and the colour of the 
flowers, and in the dissimilarity of the labellum and column, From 
B, monitliforme it differs in the different size, structure, and colour 
of the flowers. 

The author’s specimens of B. globudiforme (the original) came 
from Mr. A. W, Dockrill, who wrote: 

“They were collected on the New South Wales side of the Macpherson 
Range, the border between Queensland and New South Wales. The 
Nearest town is Kyogle, which is 15 miles away. It grows in small 
colonies, often strung out on high branches of the Hoop pine (Araucaria 
Cunninghamit). I found it on a number of trees in a limited area, 
about 1 mile this (the New South Wales) side of the Queensland border, 
and about 1 mile west of the Sydney-Brisbane railway line. The only 
other orchid in association was B. Weinthalni, Rogers.” 

Mueller’s specimens of B. minuttssinsum are preserved in the 
National Herbarium, Melbourne. Among this material (the 
TYPE) the writer found additional specimens of 8. globuliforme— 
collected by Hartmann in 1883, on the Condamine River, Queens- 
land, Even ina dried condition, the pseudo-bulbs of B. glabuliforme 
do not lose their characteristic globose appearance, thus they are 
readily distinguishable from those of Mueller’s species. 

Further material of B. globuliforime (plants in tull flower), and 
in perfection condition, has been forwarded to me by the Rev, H. 
M. R. Rupp of Northbridge (N.S.W.), enabling the following 
amended descriptions to be given: 

BULBOPHYLLUM GLOBULIFORME Nicholls.— 

Rhizome creeping on the bark of trees. Pseudobulbs very small, 
globular, green, about 1-14 mm. in diameter. Leaf solitary at the apex 
of the pseudobulb, linear-subulate, fugacious, about 24 mm. long. Flowers 
small, solitary, about 3-5 mm. in diameter, white, suffused with pale 
yellow, and in some flowers with crimson on the spur and sepals. 

Perianth-segments widely expanding: dorsal sepal lanceolate; lateral 
sepals broad. Spur short and obtuse. Petals lanceolate. Ovary short, 
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(For Key see page 219). 
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glandylar-rough, the "pper part of pedicel also marked with glands. 
Pedice) rather long, the subtending bract long, loosely sheathing, 
Labellum with entire margins, oblong. curved, chatinelled towards the 

hase, cream or pale yellow, the apex hardly acute. Column very short and 
broad, the hase produced inte a slender, curved foot, about 24 times the 
et of the column, 2 prominent upward curved siihizlate lobes in 
ront. 
Flowering; Ovtober, November 
Date of collecting: January 1937, November 1939 (Dockrill) - 
Nistribution; S.L. Queensland, NE, New South Wales. 
(TYPE imaterial in the Author's Herbarium.) 

KEY TO ILLUSTRATION 
BULBOPHYLLUM GLOBULIFORME, Nicholls. 

A typical colony of plants (natural size), 
Pollen tasses. 
Label}wn. 
Flower (side view), 
Flower (viewed fram front). 
Calunin, , 
Labellum (from rear), 
Plant colony, with flower, 

(Note: Figs. B to Hoare yarjously enlarged.) 
mans oow> 

BOTANY DISCUSSION GROUP 

Ata prelinimary meeting held on March 22 it was resolved to form a 
Hotany Discussion Group within the Club. The following were appointed 
as a sub-committee: Mr. A. J. Swaby (chairman), Messrs. J. H. Willis. 
B.dc., and R. D, Lee, and Miss N. Fletcher, with Mr. H, C, E. Stewart 
4s Hon. Secretary (pro tem). <A forther meeting is arranged tentatively 
far Monday, April 29 in the Royal Society’s Half, ot 8 pm. Mr. j. H. 
Willis will give a shart talk on “The Collecting of Native Flora’ ‘The 
Wildflowers Protection Act will be explained, and there will be discussion, 
questions and exhibits by group members. The group i5 open to all 
F.N.C.V. members, especially begmuers. It is hoped to meet on the fourth 
Monday in each qonth, and regular botanical excursions to link up with 
the monthly meetings are projected, 

URGENT NEED FOR: EWART’S FLORA OF VICTORIA 

(To the Editor) 
Sir, —We have tnore than double our tisual number of senior students at 

the Bowny School this. year and we arc almost in despair about the supply 
of Ewart’s Flora for their systematic work. We have about one copy 
‘between two or three students, which males seriotis work difficult. 

T wonder whether you could inform your Club members of our need, 
We are willing to buy copies at current rates, or to hire them subject te 
proper arrangements) about their care. It is just possible that ‘some 
members no longer use their copies ov that they have a friend who is in thal 
position, Many of our students nre returned men and we want to give 
them the best we can. 

Yours sincerely, 

University of Melbourne; N.3. J. S. Turnex, Professor of Botany. 
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OBSERVATIONS ON AUSTRALIAN SPIDERS 

By A. P. & R. A. Dunn, Meibourne, 

Of all our little neighbours of the fields there are few that are 
more universally shunned and feared than spiders; and fewer still 
that deserve it less. 

There 15 a widespread belief that spiders are liable to bite and 
that their bites are very venemous, This may be true of certain 
species, but the spiders of temperate regions are practically harm- 
less. 

It is true that spiders bite and inject into Me wounds sufficient | 
yenom to kill an insect. But they are exceedingly shy creatures, 
jearing man more than they are to be feared. Tf an observer will 
réfrain from picking up a spider, there is not the slightest danger 
of being bitten, and except for one or twor species lo Spiders are 
known here whose bite would sertously affect a human being. 

On the other hand, spiders are exceedingly interesting subjects 
to study, for some of the most remarkable exhibitions ci instinctive 
powers are presented by them; and what product of instinctive skill 
is more wonderlul than the web of an arh-weaving spider? 
For the spider enthusiast, holidaying in the country holds promises 

ot delight. Autumn is the best time for the iairy spinners to be . 
observed at theis best, for small dainty wehs, usually overlooked, 
stand out in perfect design against the green of leaf and grass, the 
fly silk glistening with dew. Webs—webs everywhere, hundreds 
of them, thousands of them. There are funnel-webs, shect-webs, 
hammock-webs, webs o7 indeseribable shapes, and, finest of all, the 
beautiful orb-webs, bejewelled in their radiant symmetry. 

Whiie the web-building spiders are thuse that most often attract 
attention, there are many, differing greatly from these in habits 
ane] the stratevems entployed, to escape their enemies and to obtain 
their prey, that are scarcely less wonderful than those of web- 
building spectes, In a word, fhe abundarice of spiders, the great 
variation in the habits of the different species, and the high 
development of their instinctive powers make them very suitable 
for purposes of study of animal behaviour. 

The structure of spiders also offer an attractive held for study- 
‘This is especially true if attention be given to the correlation of 
structure and habits. Some spiders are sedentary, either trapping 
lhejr prey hy snares or lying in ambush for it; others, like wolves, 
stall their prey ; sorte make use of any retreat that they find, while 
others dig tunnels in the earth, Of the burrowing species, some 
mercly strengthen the walls of their burrows with silk, leaving the 
entrance & simple opening inta the earth; some build watch-towers 
or turrets about the entrances, and some close the entrance with a 
cunningly constructed hinged door. In each case the structure of 
the spider is speciahzed in a way that adapts it to its peculiar mode 
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PiateE XII 

1 The Tailed Spider, -frachuura higgimstt. - 1f. 2 The Turret Spider, 
Dotephones turrigera. + 4 3 The Red-and-black Spider, Vichedauius bicoler. 
+ 24, 4 The Triangular Spider, Areys clrtatus. 4+ 34. 5 The Red-back 
Spider, Latrodectus fasseltii, + 1. 6 The Gliding Spider, Saitts vofans. 
+ 4. 7 The Bird-dropping Spider, Ceflaenia cxcacvata. + 1. 8 The 
Enamelled-back Spider, Alranens bradfeyi, + 1). 9 The Spiny Spider, 

Gasteracantha iminar. + 4. 
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of Tife. Students helieve that the first web evolved from the drag- 
fines used by the spider going im and out of a hole in the ground, 
which was its first retreat. The threads of sills finally lined the 
nest and radiated from the evtrauce. Striking against these lines, 
victims would be detected and seized by the watchful spider. Webs 
of this type are still constructed by the spiders of the family 
Segestriidae, and species of this family are fairly common about 
Melbourne, in brick walls or in corners of fences, etc, These 
spiders make merely a single tube, but the spiders of the family 
moaurobidae make a similar type of tube but with the Ermge 

portion relatively much larger. 
The next stage was the extension of the lower part of the web 

into a horizontal hammock-like sheet, which earned for its makers 
the title of Sheet-web Spiders. This type of web is spun by the 
Agelenidae ; it can often’ be seen between the rafters of a shed rooi, 
although i¢ is not confined to indoor positions. Out of doors, 
however, such closely woven sheets offer dangerous resistance to 
the wind, and spiders have modified sheet-webs in twa ways, They 
may bring the side of the web upwards to produce a hanimocie or 
bowl, or downwards to forni a dome, 

The dome-shaped web is better suited for catching insects rising 
frorn the ground m flight, a5 many do ahout dusk or in the 
moming. Irregular or tangled net-webs, being haphazard tangles 
of threads of all lengths, are spun by thac annoyer of honsewrves 
in all temperate climates, the comnion house spider (Daddy Long 
Legs. Pholeus litoralis}, The red-back spider (Latradectus) also 
builds a tangled web. Once considered priniitive, such welis maw 
are regarded as degenerate, They probably represent an evalution 
from the sheer type altered to decrease resistance ta the winds and 
to facilitate mending. As fly traps they are effective and, in 
addition, usually serve well for rearmg the brood of spiderlings. 

Like human fishermen, many spider species have learned that a 
plain net of two dimensions is not only econanical of weight and 
material but ideal for landing a catch. The orh-web built on this 
principle may le put in exposed places where prey is niost plentifil, 
singe with its open construction it offers little resistance to the 
wind. Jn the net-snare method oi catching prey, the orb web 15 the 
spider's last word. Few other animals, whether human or other- 
wise, have equilled it, 

‘Spiders catch their food in a variety of ways, of which web- 
spinning is but one. Many spiders are merely night wanderers and 
seize Whatever they cnectinter, provided that it is allve. Others 
hunt by day, and the wolf-spiders are capable of a very iair speerl 
in chase. Others stalk their prey and leap upon it, covering several 
inches at a bound. Others again are more cunning and fie hidden 
berieath stones and logs, or under the barle of trees, until an insect 
approaches, when they leap upon it suddenly, Even among the 
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web-weavers, some stretch their webs hich in trees, while others 
huild aniong the low herbage. The student should therefore pursue 
his studies in as great a variety of situations as possible. 

Although the finer details of the life-histories nf the majority of 
our spiders have not yet heen recorded, abl apiders may be said to 
have a smmilar general life-history. Eggs are sniall yellowish or 
creamly-coloured spheres, Jaid in silk cocoons in varying nutbers. 
The spider that hatches from the egg is at first wnable to feed or 
to spin, but after its first moult it ts able to do both and exactly 
resembles its parent, save in colour and size, ‘Thus there is nothing 
itt the life of the spiler which corresponds to the caterpillar or the 
pupa of an insect, The development is direct and is only an increase 
in size. Only in rare instances does 2 social or [amily life exist 

Mast. spiders are cannibals and when the young ores break out 
at the cocoos they are generally bent upon dispersal. Some species, 
but by no means all, effect their distribution by a flight on a thread 
of gossomer, us has so often been described. The small spider first 
climbs a3 high as possible, and, having reached an exposed positon, 
turns its head towards the breeae. It then raises its abdomen and 
exeretes a drop of silk which is drawn ont by the wind into a 
streamer a yard or nore Jong. When the right moment comes the 
spider js lifted away upon a flight which, be it yards or miles, helps 
to spread the race, The crab spiders use this method, which 
accounts for many of the species heing so widespread. 

Spiders can vat large meals and car store some oj they food in 
tubes which open out of the intestine. This enables them to tide 
over long periods of scarcity and to jast for motiths at a time. When 
they are well fed their characteristic method of grawth can be seen. 
‘The supperting skvleton of a spider's body is un the outside, so 
that growth within makes this coat become tighter and tighter, and 
when, it becomes too sal! it ig moufted. The spider hangs itseli 
up; with its feet close together and the ahdomen supported by a 
thread from the spintterets. By bending its legs it causes the skin 
of the abdomen to split along the middle of the back, the split 
extending round the sides of the cephalothorax, The skin soon 
shrivels off the abdomen and the carapace falls away easily. Then 
the legs are slowly pniled from their ald casing by a series of jerks. 

After the moult the spider is of a paler colour than usual and 
is quite soft at first. Sevets or e(eht of these moults may take place 
before the spider is mature. Male spiders, which are almost always 
smaller than fetnale, cease to spin webs and become wanderers 
until they find their mates. The popular belief that the female 
spider always cats the male is an exaggeration. Such happenings 

do aceur and do so more frequently with some species than with 
others. but it often happens that the two sexes live together in the 
web for a short time and that a sort of common life is possible, 

‘The cocoons in which the mother spider lays her egga vary from 
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pla réund cases of silks to elaborate and beautiful Stractures which 
take a whole day ot more to make, Very often the cocoon ts. al 
ance abandotied by the mother, but some spiders remain on guard, 
and a jew even tear open the egg-sac to help the young unes io 
escape, (thers carry their egg-sacs about either 1 their jaws or 
attached to their spinnerets. Woll-spiders carry their young ones 
clustered upon their backs for the first few days of their lives. 

if itis a callection you require, spiders may. be caught everywhere 
at all times. The best niethods of finding them are by beating, 
sweeping, sifting and digging. in beating, a good thing to use ts 
an ald umbrella, held apen and upside down under bushes and 
trees. When the foliage above 1s vigorously shaken or beaten, a 
shower of creatures falls and is caught in the umbrella, Instead 
of an umbrella, an easily-made cateher is sometimes used. The 
catcher is made with a light triangular wooden frame with a tight 
canvas bottom. The top has an overlap on the inside of the frame. 
The point is pushed into the bush and the bushes above are hearen. 
The arrivals on the shvet run to the sides and, meeting the over- 
hanging rim, crouch there instead of running over the top, Sweep- 
ing 1s done with a stout cunyas net which is dragged through the 
undergrowth. 

In winter and spring spiders can be caught by sifting; that is. by 
using the sniallest mesh wire-netting in which fallen leaves and so 
un are shaken é6ver a newspaper or canvas, Half-erntedded stianes 
or logs should always he tured over for inspection, and then 
replaced. The spiders that are revealed by any of these methods 
should be covered with a small specimen tube, up which ihey will 
run and in which they cau be kept until preserved. By digging, 
you very carefully follow the hole or burrow dewn 10 the nest nm 
which the spider sits, which may be from four inches tu twelve 
inches or even as much as two feet deep. 

Orb spiders are best caught at night, alter they have built or 
when they are building their webs. You go uut with a torch and 
bottle ar speciinen tubes and place the mouth of the tube under the 
spider, upon which she will drop inte il, as orb spiders usually drop 
when touched. 

Tt has been said by many writers that spiders cunnot be set like 
butterflies and will never form a beautiful collection. With this 
statement we disagree. Spiders, properly set und mounted, form 
a very fine collection, jor many are very brightly coloured and 
marked, When ready to preserve, first kill with fumes of chloro- 
fur in a killing hottle, then lay out in desired position a5 naturally 
as possible, Thien place in spirits in a corked specimen tube, 
eoinutless industrial spirit being hetrer than purple methylated 
spirit, Some brilliant colours may fade, especially the green, but 
the spider is always readily available for exantination, With large 
spiders the spirits may go brawn at first and must be changed after 
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a few days. Evaporation of the spirit may be reduced hy dipping 
the worl: m melted paraffin wax; when the tube is corked the top 
ef the tube as dipped in the wax, The name of the specimen and 
details of its capiure should be kept either hy aumber in a book or 
written in pened or Indian ink on paper and kept in the tabe with 
the spider, Spiders are best examined in spirits lying im a small 
white china saucer, A micfoscope should”be used with the one-inch 
abjective and a strong direct illumination. 

For elementary work a microscope is not essential and much 
may be done with a good pocket lens. But it ts well to remember 
that spiders, like other animals, may alsa be studted alive. Col- 
lectors should therefore carry a number of specimen tubes m which 
living spiders may be brought home, All kinds of spiders do not 
take kindly to heing kept in captivity but most of the web spinners 
will spin webs in cages and catch live flies and other insects. For 
cages, plain cardboard boxes with glass on top will serve, but it is 
always possible to construct more elaborate apparatus, often with 
profitable results. The addition of stones or paper tubes to provide 
shelter or ready-made burrows is an advantage, and a constant 
supply of water is somictimes 2 necessity. (Many spiders which 
can go without insect food for some days cannot live without 
water.) With a little care and originality in the making of cages, 
mast spiders can be made to live normal lives, undisturbed by 
captivity, and some of the most interesting observations have been 
made in this way. 

In order to study spiders or any other animals it 1s necessary to 
he able to name the species that are found, so that already existing 
knowledge may be traced and newly discovered facts made ayail- 
able jor others. ‘here are at least 20,000 species of spiders in the 
world, classified nowadays into five suborders and 64 families, The 
first practical problem that the student enceunters is therefore to 
decided to which suborder and to which family any given spider 
belongs, Three of these suborders inay be very briefiy discussed, 

The suburder Lipthtshtonterphae contains spiders characterized 
by their segmented abdomen, and their eight or seven spinnerets 
placed underneath the abdomen towards the middle, but these 
spiders are restricted to a very small area, which includes portion 
of the Malay Peninsula, The suborder contains three familtes, 
two of which are extinet and helong to the Carboniferous Period. 
These spiders are very primitive 

The suborder Hypochilomarphas agrees with the Liphistiv- 
wuarphae and also with the Mygalemorphoe by the possession of 
two pairs of hook-lungs, but differs fram both those suborders by 
having their fangs articulated so us to give a true bite. There is 
only une rare farnily in this suborder, aud one specits has been 
recorded from Tasmania. 
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The suborder Apnenmonomorphae differs from all the other 
suborders mm that their members have no lungs, but breathe entirely 
by means of tracheae. Prohably many of the smaller spiders belonz 
here, but a Jot more work is required before the extent of this 
suljarder is at all cectum, ‘The majorily of the approximately 1500 
Australian spiders, however, belong to the Myyalomorphae and the 
Dipnewmonomorphae, and it is necessary to discuss these two in 
greater detail- 

The suborder Mygalomerpiae, contaming the trapdoor spiders, 
can he characterized by the two pair of lungs and the fangs striking 
downwards. These spiders are particularly well represented in 
Australia—tive families have been recorded here, but I intend to 
mention only three of these families. First comes the family 
Theraphosidas, which iucludes our largest Australian spectes, 
Selonatypus pluimpes, which is almost 24 inches in body length. 
Second is the fannly Ctrentzidae, which contains the true trapdoor 
spiders. Outstanding in this family is Misswlena oceatorta, some- 
times called the Mallee Mouse-Spider although it is distributed ali 
over Australia and also has been found in Papua. What is probably 
the male of this spider is the Red-headed Trapdoor Spider, until - 
lately knuwn as Missylena rabracepitatuim No males of occatoria 
and no females of rubrocapitetat Wave been found, and on fis 
circumstantial evidence the name sudrucapitefom has been dis- 
cared, 

But probably the most interesting at the moment is the family 
Dipluridec, to which belongs the Melbourne Trapdoor Spider, 
Anome butleri. Although called Trapdoor Spiders, nune of the 
spiders of this family constructs a trapdoor to its burrow in the 
ground, and in this connection it is interesting to note that some 
species vE burrowing Wolf-Spiders (which are not Trapdoor 
spiders) do constrict a door to their burrow. 

Although science has exploded most of the exaggerated fears 
oF spiders in general, it haus convicted three species as heing 
dangerously venomous. These are Atrax robustus, A. formidalnhs 
and Latradectus hasseltti, Of these, the twu former, also belonging 
to the family Dipluridae, are closely rebated to the Melbourne Trap- 
door Spider. 

Eight species of the gentis diraa are known from eastern Aus- 
tralia aud Tasinania, but toxic bites have been recorded wnly from 
the two named. Both are found only in New South Wales, where 
they live in natural crevices, such as holes in the ground, under 
logs, in stunips or under hoyses. They are very pugnacious and 
allack on the shghtést provocation. Their venom is very deadly ; 
in saint cases an inferval of 4 few huurs only has elapsed hetween 
the hite and rhe death of the person bitten, Awar rolustus is 2 
Jarge black or reddish-browu spader between 7 inch and 14 inches 
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in length, and is, as far as we know, confined to.a small area 
arotind Sydney. A. fortiidedilis is very sinilar in appearance but 
ag slightiy larger than 4, robusius. It is apparently confined to the 
North Coast of N.5.W.,, but only a few specimens have been found 
and the female is unknown, 

Although both the 4fraa species cause the death of the individual 
directly by venom injected at the time of biting, the Red-hack 
Spider (Latradectus hasseltit), hecause of its normal habitat in 
outdoor privies and other unsavoury localities, apart from inoculat- 
ing its own venom, may introduce at the same time very virulent 
organisms which cause the death of the individual indirectly. Ina 
few cases some doubt has arisen, as a considerable time elapsed 
between the bite and the death af the person, but it is impossible 
to rule out the fact that these deaths have been due to the bite of 
the spider, 

The genus Latrodectus is spread over all the world and imehwes 
the well-known “Black Widow of America,” which is very similar 
to aur own Red+hack. These spiders Inild them wehs in «dark 
corners, in eniply tins, watering cans, and finwer-pots, or among 
loose rubbish ; they also occur wider stones or rock shelters, while 
their favourite haunts are im the iron covers of water-meters, and 
under the seats of closets in country districts where the dry earth 
closet is in vogtic. It is impossible to estimate the number of 
actual htes fram Redback spiders, but in the medical literature of 
Australia there are references to 98 cases, although only 56 are 
described, An analysis of the actual recorded bites show that 64% 
were bitten on the burtucks and neighbouring parts, 89% on the 
hand, 8% on the arm, 5% on fool, 5% on lez, 5% on thigh and 
5% on head, 

Ari analysis by the Government Statistician of New South Wales 
of the desths from venomous bites from: 1927 to 1932 reveals that 
deaths from snake-bite totalled ten, while deaths from spider bites 
totalled seven. . 

Also belonging to the family Theridudae is the Red-and-black 
Spider (Necodamus bicolor’), winch is perfectly harmless but which 
has offen heen mistaken For the deadly Red-back. The abdomen 

is all black without the stripe atwl the cephalothorax and legs are 
red, whereas in Latrodectus they are black. Nicodemus is common 
under bark, stones and logs, and seldom roams from these positions 
We may naw consider briefly the family Epeiridae—the orb-web 

spiders. The Tailed Spider (Arachne higginsii) 1s lawn coloured 
with lighter patches at the front of the abdomen, which is leughened 
inta a tapering tail. The spider is abowt half an inch in length. 
it is net very common about Melbourne. 

The Turret Spider (Dolaphones turrigera) is one of the rarer 
and more remarkable of the spiders occurrmg near Melbourne, Tt 
is about five-eighths of an inch in Jength and brown inv colour, and 
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has 2 cylindrical “tower” standing upright irom the centre of the 
abdomen, Nerhing is known of the habits of this spider, The 
Triangular Spider (Areys clavatns) is another spider whose habits 
are unknown, [ris ghour half an inch in length and has a mosaic 
pattern on the back of the triangulas abdomen. 1 

The Bird's-Dropping Spider (Celoenia exeinita), although rot 
very common, ts so remarkable that it is probably one of our best 
known spiders, The habit of choosing leaves and twigs on which 
to sit huddled up with the leps folded close to the body makes the 
name particularly appropriate. The male is unknown. 

The Enametled-back Spider (Aranens bradleyi}, which is very 
comution ir the Dandenung Ranges, is about five-eighths of an inch 
in Jength. The abdomen is long and tapered to the rear, and the 
back 15 beantifully enamelled and creamy in colonr, with a dark 
brown or reddish pattern, sometimes with a touch of green down 
the sides, 

The Spiny Spider (Gasteracuitha mingx) is another spider 
having an enamelled finish to the abdomen, which Is black and 
white. About half an inch or larger, this is a distinctive and casily 
recognized spider - 

Another interesting spider is the Lent-curler, Phonogaatha 
wagnert, which although fairly common is not often seen. The 
spider itself is about hali an inch in length, yellow-brown in colour 
with darker brown anterior patches and green marking on the 
abdomen, A dried curled leaf is built into the centre of the web 
and here the spider hides. The leat must cotrmionly used ja that 
af a eucalypt, which is rolled into the desired shape, the edges 

bound down with silk and the inside lined to make a snug retreat, 
Where eucalypt leaves are not available, other leaves may be used, 
and even an empty snail shell may be made to serve 

One of the commonest spiders around Melbourne is the Futel- 
web, Ireutiens robustus, which belongs to the family Amawrobridae- 
This spider is abcait half an inch i length and the whole body is 
eovered with fine black hairs, while the abdutnen also is mottled 
with grey hairs, which sometimes form a distinct pattern. The 
web of this spider is usually very distinctive, for not only fs it of 
furinel-web type but is also of a bliish colouring due to the silk 
combed irom the cribellu which this spider possesses. 

AlLof the spiders so far mentioned haye been of the web-building 
families, but there are many others, equally if not more interesting, 
which extst by their skill 4s hunters. 

Foremost amongst these are the Wolf-Spiders—the family 
Lycesidas—-umong which are some that live in holes in the ground 

and even have lids to their burrows, and so are somtetinies confused 
with the Trap-dour spiders. In another way, too, they have added 
to the confusion existing in the yse of common names, asthe term 
“Tarantula,” in spiders at least, was applied originally to a woll- 
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spider irom southern Italy. In Australia the name “Tarantula,” 
as well as its corruption “Triantelopé,"’ is applied to those large 
spiders Lelonging to the family Eusparassidae, the Crab or Hunts- 
man Spiders. Althougii these crab-spiders look very formidable, 
they are actually quite harmless, and are one of the most useful of 
all spiders, Instead of killing them when they enter the house, it 
would be a far more sensible idea to encourage their presence by 
opening all the doors and windows to enable sufficient flies to enter 

to provide the spiders with food, 
The name “Crab-Spider” has been suggested on account ot their 

ability to run sideways, One of the connnonest of rhese spiders 
is fropeda fmmanis, which is about one and a half inches in body 
length with a leg-span of about five inches. The body is mottled 
with Llack and white and the legs are broadly handed. with the 
same colours, One of the distinguishing features of this spider is 
the black patch at the front end of the abdomen, Altogether it is 
a rather striking spider when examined closely. 

While an the subject of Crab-Spiders, tc may be of interest to 
mention a remarkable spider discovered in Tasmania in 1939 hy 
Dr. V. V, Hickman, who is Australia’s chief authority on spiders. 
Although only about a one-tenth of an inch in hady length, this 
spider, Toxops montanus, differs so much from the other known 
spiders that a new family was established fer its reception. 
Although the majority of crab-spiders have only two claws on cheir 
tarsi, this spider has three, and the arrangement of the eyes also 
differs from all other farmlies. 

There is another very rare family of which Dr. Hickman has 
done njuch to increase our knowledge, namely, Hodraotarsidae. 
Only jour of this family appear to have been found up te 1942, and 
some authorities suggested that the family should be abandoned 
and that the two genera known should be transferred to other 
fantilies, Dr. Hickman, however, then described three new species 
and shewwed that the characters of the spiders were such as to 
justify the retention of the family, Of these three species, two have 
been found in Victoria, Although the largest is less then ane- 
sixteenth of an mech in body length, their eves are almost sufficiently 
distinctive to he used as.a guide to the jamily- 

Reverting to the more contmon spiders, there are three families 
which I feel I cannot pass without same rewiarks. One of these, 
the family Gnephosidae, has a well-known representative in the 
White-tail Spider, Lesmpora obseoene, Although actually a forest 
spider, the White-tail is fairly commonly found on walls inside 
houses, Itis about five-eighths of an inch in length and is black 
in colour, but has a dirty white patch on the tip of the abdomen 
which gives the spider its name. This is one of the hunting spiders, 
it does not tuild a web to capture its prey. For such a common 
spider, it is remarkable that more is nat known of its Labits- 
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Fairly close ta the family containing the White-tajl is another 
family, the Clabronidac. Generally the spiders of these two 
families have similar habits, Lut there are some representatives of 
the Cibronidae which build a flat web, generally on the underside: 
of stones and logs. One oi these spiders is Milsrga ayelenina, 
which has a range from Western Australia to Victoria and Tas- 
mania. This spider favours open sunny situations and avoids the: 
dense forest and shady gullies. At times the web is built ti a 
thick shrub and may be about two or three feet Irom the ground, 
but generally at 1s clase to the earth, Apparently this spider has. 
found it easier to sit in a web and wait for its food than to go out. 
and hunt for a living, 

Finally we vome to what is probably the most specialized group 
of spiders, the Jumping Spiders of the family Saltteidoe. ‘This. 
family las spread all over the world and contains more species than. 
any other fannly of spiders. Many of the species are beautifolly 
coloured, especially those from the tropics, Tliese spiders capture 
their prey by a slow approach, followet hy a sudden spring. ‘The 
structural peculiarities make them very easy to recognize, The- 
eyes are in ree rows, the first consisting af four large eyes which 
necessitare 2 broad front to the cephalothorax, It is obvious thar. 
these large eyes are associated with the spider's mnde of life and 
the keener vision which it demands; and Jumping Spiders are in 
fact more loug-sighted than any others, for they respond to the 
movement of insects ten oar twelve inches away. Before a Jumping’ 
Spider jumps, it always fastens a line of silk to its resting-place, 
Thus, however fur it may go over a precipice it is always safe [rom 
a fall, Ky means of the silken line, it can regain its former position, 

NOTES FROM A GULLY GARDEN 
“T was very Interested iy Mv, L, M, Carvin’'s remarks ou looper cater— 

pillars in the February isxue of the Mictarian Noturalist, They tranhle ny 
garden in the Dandenong Ranges, where they attack 3 Mewhai and the 

oyeas. 
Regarding the death of a platypus at the Zoo. A frend of mine found 

at the back of a gully bore w platypus lying dead in a shallow pool of the 
creck. Te was fully grown and imust have died trom the heal, 
A great avent (pec the Mictorian Naturalist) is the centenary of the 

Melbourne Botanic (rardens. My mother often told me of her picnics there 
in the early days, when she was a child—how 1 was alt bush where: 
Gavernment Tlouse now stands, and how she used to eather wild flowers, 
especially sky-blue pincushions (2runoma nustralis), which she always 
loved. IT have tried to grow chent here, but without avail. Somecue teld 
toe that the way to grew them was to ect them up irom fecshly gathered 
seed. Jt I cauid obtain seed T would try azain, 

This mening (March 7), far the first time this seasan a lyre-bird wae 
reported, in the gully singing for all he was worth,” 

(Extract from letter from A,1.1., country member in Datwiesong Ranges.) 
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NEW BEES AND WASPS — Part Il 

Deseribing Two Black Species of Exoneura. 

By Tartton Rayment, Melbourne. 

In August, 1945, several “nest” seties of K.rovewra were received 
from New, South Wales. The bees were all black, and taken by 
my correspondents to be Allodepula, and. since the typreal species 
of Exonevro have a red abdomen, it was a very natural conclusion. 
Despite a singular likeness, two related but quite distinct species 
were involved. . 

In the absence of the larvae, this determination might have heen 
regarded as a debatable one, but the structure of the Jarval forms 
is so remarkable that their specific position cannot be debated, 
One has a simple lateral appendage, and the other a conspicuous 
dactyliferous structure, as will be seen from the figures. The simple 
appendages of /5. roddiana measure 650 mer. in length. 

The taxononiic position, too, is remarkable, but nevertheless 
clear, EF, reddiawa sp, nov., is to FE, dawsoni, in the black series, 
what £. frolmest (see Pict. Nat, Feb, 1946, p. 181) is to &. 
perpensa, in the red-bodied species, but the accurate separation 
certainly would only be determined with difficulty in the absence 

uf good nest series, The clypeal mark of the female of E. lawsont 
is very like that of the female of &. kolmesi, but the male resembles 

&, perpense. The female mari of BE. perpensa has a close resem- 
blance ta that of F. roddiane, while the clypeal mark of the male 
resembles that of £. lazusons: 

There are thus not only parallel, but also diagonal, lines of 
relationship: between these four remarkable species (g.v. text dia- 
pram}. These black species, in a genus typified by red bodies, 
find a parallel in the genus Parasphocodes. 

In view of the very unusual taxonomic positiun, the author 
presents his diagnosis of the two new species by comparisan, as 
ftollaws > 

Sreciric Description 

£. LAWSONT, sp. nov. E. RODDIANA, sp. nov, 

TYPE: Male—Length, 4.5 mm. TYPE: Male—Length, 4 mm, approx. 
approx, 

Clyjwal Mark 

With tiny lateral marks. No suc marks. 
Female with a “T.” Pemale with a “Eh” 

Scape 

Yellow a front. Black. 

Antennae 

Ferruginous betieatt: i Black. 
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Anterior Orbital! Margins 

Converge below, Converge helow. 

Labrum 

Ivory. Ivory. 

Mandibles 

Ferruginous on apical half, Blackish. 

: Mesothoracic Disc 

Polished. Shining. 

Tergites 

A few white hairs. More white coarse hairs. 

Legs 

All knees and tarsi ivory, All knees and tarsi red, 
Anterior tibiae red. Anterior tibiae red. 

Wings 

Hyaline. Somewhat dusky, 

Nervures 

Light sepia. Dark sepia. 
Cubital cell narrower at apex. Cubital cell wider at apex. 

Locality 

Canberra, F.C.T. Lane Cove, Sydney, N.S.W. 
Newton R. Lawson, July 1945, Norman W. Rodd, August 1945, 
(ALLOTYPE and COTYPES in (TYPE and ALLOTYPE in the 

the collection of the author.) collection of the author.) 

Detaitep Descriprion or E.ronenyrit 

LAWSONI, sp. nov. 

TYPE: Male—Length, +.5 mm. approx. Black. 

Head transverse, shining; lateral face-marks ivory-coloured, 
somewhat finger-shaped at apex; frons raised to a carina; clypeus 
entirely ivory-coloured ; supraclypeal area finely aciculate. sparsely 
punctured; vertex wide, with polished areas below the ocelli; 

compound eyes large, convex, strongly converging below: genae 
polished, Jarge; labrum ivory-coloured; mandibulae obscurely 
brownish, with an ivory dot; antennae black, brownish beneath, 
scapes ivory in front, with a dot of like colour at the base. 
Protherax not visible from above; tubercles large and ivory- 
coloured; mesothorax shining, with extremely delicate sculpture; 
scutellum and post-scutellum dull; metathorax with microscopical 
lineation ; abdominal dorsal segments shining, minutely lineate, 
a few large punctures, hind margins obscurely brownish, a few 
white hairs on tergites 4-5-G; ventral segments shining. 

Legs black, knees ivory, anterior and median tibiae light-red:; 
tarsi ivory-coloured ; claws bifid, reddish; hind calear ivory, finely 
serrated; tegulae pale-amber, with a dark dot; wings hyaline; 
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Fig. 1 

1. Ventral view of young Larva of Exroneura lawsonti, sp. tov. 
2 3 4. Various views of the larval appendage. 

. Pollen granules from Myrtaceous plants formed only 10 per cent, of 
the food in the mesenteron. 
Small granules (undetermined) formed 90 per cent. 

. A partly digested Acarid mite was among the granules. 
A minute insect, too, was taken from the mesenteron. It could be a 
triungulinid. 

. The few oenocytes present were creamy-coloured, large and opaque, OO we mM 

mervures brownish; the second cubital cell wide, but sharply 

contracted at apex; pterostigma large and brown; hamuli five. 
ALLOTYPE: Female—Length 6 mm. approx. Black. 
Very like the male, but larger, and head longer than wide, face- 

amarks limited to an ivory-coloured “T” with a thick stem on the 
clypeus; compound eyes parallel, not converging below; antennae 
black, flagellum brownish beneath, not any ivory colour on the 
scape; tubercles ivory-coloured. 

Legs black, with anterior tibiae bright-red; wings sub-hyaline ; 
axillae all ivory. 

ALLIES: &, roddiana, which has black scapes. 

Notes on the Biology 

The series of eighteen (11 males and 7 females} was taken 
alive by the author from a small dry twig of introduced Hydrangea, 
6.5 cm. in length and 6 mm. diameter. The gallery ran the entire 
length of the twig, with a diameter of 2.3 mm,, the soft, loose- 
celled pith being easily excavated by even such tiny bees. 

There was no trace whatever of any cell-divisions in the gallery, 
although most other bee ‘‘nests” investigated by the author have 
contained cells separated by substantial divisions of some material. 

Obviously, none of the imagines had own, and they were packed 
closely along the gallery, heads touching tails. There was no doubt 
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whatever that the imagines had developed in the positions in which 
the author had found them, and that all were in a state of semi- 
hibernation, and had passed through the winter in that condition. 

Qne place only showed a trace of pollen, and there was a 
considerable stain from the yellowish oils of the pollen-granules. 
It would appear from this fact, and the utter absence of cell- 
divisions, that there is a communal feeding of the young in this 
genus, hence the Australian species would have a close relationship 
with the African species of Allodape studied by Doctor Brauns. 

Fig. 2 

1. Front of head-capsule of Exoneura fawsoni, sp. nov. 
2. Front of head-capsule of male. 
3. Anterior wing of female. 
4. The remarkable sagitta of the male genitalia with its 17 spines. 
5. Maxillary palpus of the female. 
6. Plant-tube showing the imagines, also the pollen-stain, "P.” 

In August, 1945, more plant-tubes, together with mounted 
specimens of young larvae, were received from Norman W. Rodd, 
of Lane Cove, Sydney. The youngest had just hatched from the 
egg, and, examined microscopically at that stage, there was a 
stud-like indication of the fleshy lateral appendages. These 
constituted the new species just described, viz. Exonenra roddiana., 

The mesenteron did not contain any pollen-granules whatever, 
and since the contents were clear when viewed by transmitted light, 
it would appear that either the larva had been fed with predigested 
colorless “pap” regurgitated by the mother, or had not received 
any food up to that time. There were a few ocenocytes along the 
dorsal area of the hind portion. 

The older larvae had the mesenteron distended with yellowish 
pollen-granules massed into a pasty condition, and it was evident 
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that the conjunction of the mesenteron and the proctodeum had 
not yet been effected, although the union was not far off. The age, 
then, of these would be probably about eight days. 

The really remarkable feature of the older larvae was the long 
lateral arms which were quite simple—not a trace of the “hand” and. 
“fingers” observed on the larvae of Exonexra holiest. These 
“arms” are quite rigid, and project at a right-angle from the first 
thoracic segment, However, although these are much more 
elemental structures, yet they couw/d be of service in holding and 
maintaining the larval position in a smooth plant-tube. 

Whichever way one views these lateral appendages of the larvae 
of Exoneura, they are full of interest, because they are unique in 
an Order where the larvae are singularly deficient in appendages, 
and therefore extremely helpless during the nursing period. 

One tube from Lane Cove was excavated in the dry pith of the 
stem of a weed, Lantana, and it contained five adult bees (three 
females and two males) and 25 larvae in many stages, but not any 
pupae. It was plain that these had been nurtured during the 
winter, and were being fed progressively, for the mesenteron of 
each was distended with bright-yellow granules from a species of 
wattle (Acacia) and many from another leguminous plant. 

There was not a trace of either cell-divisions or of a pollen-store, 
and the larvae when received were being pushed into a confused 
heap by the head of a female, but it was observed that some were 
attached to the wall by a few threads of white silk. On this 
point Norman Rodd writes: 

Although I have not yet thoroughly investigated the habits, yet they 
would seem to be similar to those of the African species of Alludape 
mentioned in your monograph, 4 
Cluster af Bees, for there is no nh Be OPA YOelG on 
permanent store of pollen-batter; ~ ™ sc 
the larvae are fed from day to day. =. 9. 
They are attached to the walls by 
the anal end, and project out at ‘ ~ 
right-angles. All stages of de- 
veloping larvae are present, 

Tt will be observed that the 
anal segments of the larva differ 
from the typical form of bees. 
being long and pointed, and 
probably adapted for adhering . > 
to the wall of the tube, The ; Si. $3 
mass of larvae, with the = 7 ; ESS 
numerous rigid projecting — — j 
arms, presented an astonishing Diagram showing relationships of four 
spectacle for a student of bees Specs of Evronenra, circles represent. 

accustomed to the normal enialead nttowe Shs makes. 

disposition of one larva in a distinct and separate cell. 
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There is, of course, some communal feeding of the first brood 
in the Bumble bees (Sremus = Boimbus), but this genus has never 
reached Australia naturally, The author introduced a number of 
Bumble “queens” to Victoria many years ago, but insectivorous 
birds defeated the experiment. 

These are the first nests of Eroneura to be described, for, while 
the bees are often collected in the northern parts of New South 
Wales and Queensland, the nesting sites remained unknown until 
these twigs were received from Canberra in July and August, 1945, 
and John Hardcastle’s tube in 1933 and, later, Norman W, Rodd’s 
specimens, 

Fig. 3 

1. Front of head-capsule of Exonenra roddiana sp, nov. 
2, Spiny hair at apex of male abdomen. 
3.45. Larvae at various stages, showing development of the appendages. 

(N.B. No, 5 was drawn from a glycerine-jelly mount, by transmitted 
pe 5 the appendages are thereby pressed out of position by the cover- 
glass. 

The African Allodape are sharply divided into three groups, 
differentiated by the manner in which the young are reared. Doctor 
Hans Brauns (1926) says these bees exhibit a striking transition 
from the solitary to the social form of life. One group deposits 
the eggs in a cluster at one end of the gallery, but another deposits 
Dut one egg, and then gathers the necessary food for it before 
depositing any more. The third group deposits the eggs in a spiral 
form, and a common pudding serves for all. 

It will be of great interest to discover to just which group the 
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numerous Australian Exoneurae conform, or whether they are 
outside the rather complicated behaviour pattern of their African 
relatives. However, now that the preferred sites are known, 

there is a chance that careful study will yield many more details 
of these very remarkable bees. 

Austrahan Allodapulae 

Several of my collectors have taken /odapula on various plants, 
and the author appends a list of these in the hope that other nature~- 
lovers may pay some attention to the tiny bees in this genus: 

1, Two females, Allodapufa diminufa. Typical in all characters. Edungalba, 
Queensland, 15th July, 1940, Ernest E. Adams. (On flowers of Loranthus 
species, gathering pollen.) 

2, A series of females 4. plebeia Chil. Typical. Edungalba, Queensland, 
15th July, 1940, Ernest E. Adams. 

3. A series of females. Typical in all Characters. Mossman, Queensland, 
llth November, 1939. J. Shaffery. 

4. A series of females and one male, Typical, Edungalba, Queensland, 
6th December, 1940. Ernest E. Adams. (On flowers of Plectronia 
attenuata.) : 

5. A series of females, 4. stiflima Sm. Typical. Edungalba, Queens- 
land, 15th’ July, 1940. Ernest E. Adams, 

6. Cairns, Queensland, 10th May, 1940. J. Mansky. 
7. White Swamp, New South Wales, 19th March, 1939. J. Hardcastle. 
8. Gasfard, New South Wales, 12th December, 1932. H. Cambourne. (On 

flowers of Loranthus species.) 
9 Como, New South Wales, 27th November, 1940. Alex Holmes. (On 

flowers of Anyaphora cordifolia.) 
10. Mackay, Queensland, female. Not typical by the face-mark. 19tly 

June, 1941. Ernest E. Adams. 
11, The author has collected yarious specimens in New South Wales and 

Queensland. (On Angophora and Tristania. species.) 

Professor T. D. A. Cockerell, in his Keys to Australian Bees 
(1933), gives the following distribution : 

A, picta Sm. “unfortunately only Australia.” 
A. grisea Alfkin Denham, West Australia. 
A. unicolor Sm, North-West Australia and Baudin Is. 
A, plebeia Ckll. Thursday Is. 
A. diminuta Ck. Yarrawin, N.S.W.; Brisbane and Stradbroke 

Is., Queensland. 
A, clarissima Ckll. Thursday Is., North Australia, 
A. bribiensis CklL. Bribie Is., Queensland. 
A, simillima Sm, West Australia; Townsville; Mackay; Bris- 

bane; Stradbroke Is. 

THE 1946 WILD NATURE EXHIBITION 

The Hawthorn Town Hall has been reserved for the next Exhibition 
on Tuesday and Wednesday, 8th and 9th October, 1946. This preliminary 
intimation is made so that Club members can plan their engagements well 
ahead, and give thought to new ideas for the exhibition, The interest of 
every member, country and city, is urged and suggestions invited. 
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SYMPOSIUM BY THE PLANT NAMES SUBCOMMITIEE 

I, Vernacutas Names por AU Victorian VAscuirar PLanrs 
CA History of the Achievement) 

Ry E E. Prssoorr 

About the year 1886, not long aiter our Field Waturalists’ Club was 
jnauurated, there appeared a tong article in the Argus on. the desirability 
of conmon names for native plants. The article was not signed, but at 
was written by a member of this Club, and, although the aulbor was never 
definitely revealed, j{ was generally considered that he was Mr. T. S, Hall, 
B.A., who afterwards hecame a Doctor of Science, Lecturer m Biology in 
the Melbourne University, and, later, President of this Club, and a well 
known writer and lecturer, His frequent remark was “Teclinical terms 
are necessary—sometines!" He would ther add, “If there are two ways 
of expressing an idea, take the simpler ane.” 

While the idea ot vernacular names was occasionally talled about, it 
did not resoive into a general discussion until Mr. F_G, A- Barnard published 
his arresting articla in this journal (November 1906) entitled, “Are Popular 
Nantes for our Native Piauts Desirable” Mr Bameard was 8 foundation 
member of the Club, later on 2 President, and as well, Editar af the 
Neturalist far forty years, 

Mr, Barnard told of the difficulties met with by Aower lovers, who were 
nat botanists, in remembering the botanical names of plants. When collecting 
one day a friend ssked him what would be the common name oi Goaphalobwen 
Hucgein? “Huegel’s Gonpholobium,” was Bartnard’s ceply, The friend's 
retort is not.recarded, Shortly after, they came to a patch of Leptorrhanchus 
squamater, A local lad was passing, and Mr. Barnard asked the boy tor 
the name of this plant. “Billy Buttons’ was the rejiy; aod the first official 
name for one of our plants was born. “Billy Buttons” jt became and cemained 
so fot rpatiy yeas, until a change was necessary because other Contposttes 
had a prior right to the name. , 

his article, P.G, A. Barnard definitely advocated the formation of a 
Coniiittee to diseyss, determing, and publish vernacular names. “His scheme 
was to invite people io send in plants with their local common nates 
attached. These were to be suhmitted ta a Comtmnittee coniposed of the 
Goverineent Botanist, Goverment Entomologist, Director of the Botanic 
Gardens, lwo school reachers, and a Club representative, Tater, when names 
were decided upen, pictures of the Sowers were to be printed in the 
School Paper, with their Common sames, the blocks to be kept and published 
in back form, Barnard said, “Roe not imagine for onc moment that [ waat 

“to eoin a nating Tor etry individoal species of our flora.” ‘Further he added, 
“Tam well aware thet the publication of such « work fs beyond the means 
of this Club," 

Eamard’s progeosition seized the immagmation of the Club, and in Tess 
that a year, bm i August, 1907, such a Committee was formed, with full 
authority to go ahead. ‘The members of this first Committee were: Professos 
Ewart (Professor of Botany and Government Botanist), chairtnan; Dr, C. 
S. Sutton (past president), secretary; and Dr, Leach, Messrs. F. G. A, 
Barnard, F- Pitchec, ©. French, P. R. H. St. John, J. R. Tovey and J. P, 
Melennat, all represtating various iliterests, and all moinbers of the Club. 
Subsequently, and at various times, the Committee was enlarged by the 
inclusion of Messrs. J. W_ Andas, ©. French jr, C. Daley. P. F. Morris. J, 
Créiin, A. G. Campbell, H, B. Wilhamson and BE. E Precott; ap a later 
stage, Mr. F. P, Morris succeeded Dr, Sutton as secretary, 

Professor Ewart and the Herharium officers (Messrs Tovey, Audas, and 
Marris) prepared a classified list af Victorian plants. and a book was 
issttied, with tha scientific names listed and accompanying blank spaces for 
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the writing in of records, observations and suggested cannon names, This 
book, or Census, was published by the Tepartmenr of Agriculture and 
distributed as irom the “Plant Records Committee. There was actually ng 
such Committee ; plant recording wag. and is, clearly the work of the Natinual 
Herbarium, The praposed work was fo be undertaken by (he Veriacilar 
Plant Names Comnuittee of the T.N.C 

This recording census was sent uul lo Schools and tu anybody who was 
likely to be interested, with aequests to fill in the blank spaces and saggest 
names. Dr, Sulton was appointed seeretary, and all persons interested were 
asked te sen] ta him ar to Dr, J. A, Leach of the Education Department, 
the hook wath all or any recommendatians or local records. 

The Committees met regularly each monih at the old National Herbariunt 
building, naw demolished, for over twelve years. Changes were atcasionally 
nade in the personnel, owing to removals, and the addition of interested 
people. Members were at first invited to accept responsibility for making 
a primary revision of any family in which they were particularly interested. 
Orchidaceae was thus allotted to me, Lequimiuosor to Mr. 1, B, Williamson, 
and se on. ne member facetiously offered to do Palmav, ac ile family he 
knéw best? (For the benefit of the non-bolanical, Palinae te the palm 
family that has but one native species in Victoria, ie, the Austra) Cabbage 
Palm of Cabbawe Tree Creek, near Orbost.) ; , 
The method of selection was to lake the plant families in their botanical 

sequence, the Herbarium officials selecting and preparing dned specimens 
far each evening's discussion. ‘Thus the actual plaits were inspected when 
suggésted manies were hemig discussed. Barnard's original suggestion that 
we shold not vernacularise all plants was soon dropped, every plat being 
given a name, 

Provisional lists were published front time fo fitoe in the Jarra! of 
Agricdture, Victoria, the Goverment Botanist being they an pificer of 
the Department of Agriculture. Suggestions were invited and received, and 
the lists finally revised, 

As the years passed, the problem of publication ceased to be a problem 
at all. Whether the popularising of names fred the pablic inayinaten or 
whether the Wild Flower aml Wild Nature Shows were the chief atleaction 
per, se, is hard to judge People rolled along ta the Su Kilda Town Hall, 
Show after Show; money came flowing in, a polilicanon fund was established, 
and soon this was large enough to launch the long anticipated book. During 
1921-4 profits fram Nature Shows gave nearly £600 te this fund 
Two members now stood the brunt of the work, Dr. S. Sutton, and 

Mr, 17. BH. Wilhamson, ably assisted by Messrs. Tovey, Audas and Morris, 
all of whom worked hard in the completion and praot feadine of the 
comrmpiation, 

The Census was published i, 1923, and a copy, leather hound, was 
resented to cach member ol the Committee. Tn addition, a few intorleayed 
copies were issued to botanists. Soon the edition was solid out, mueh to the 
surprise of the Chih Committe, for an issue of about 3000 had been 
ordered and paid jor, atid yet the Club funds showed that little wes im hand 
trom sales. It wasn thea found that bundreds of copies were “yissing,” 
Search was made, and the fuilding turned almost Insite out Mr, 
Williamson was very persistent in his searching. and he ultmnately fodad that 
lhe printers had delivered only half of the issue! The milstake was 
unfortunate for the printers, especially as their metal Wal been melted down. 
They did the only thing they could do, and offered to set up the type agam 
and print the nmcsing books, 
Mr Williamson at once seized this golden opportunity for a complete 

fevision, called the Commmittce together, had all pew additions and sundry 
corrections incorporated in the Census and so the second eviition came into. 
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being—at mi cost to the Club! The entire work of writing the revised fists 
was aceepred by Mr Williamson and full credit must be given to him for 
dhia task, whilet ir should tiere be recorded that (he whale book reflects 
painstaking effoit and is remarkably free from errors, either of typography 
or of botany. And so the good work, aiter nearly forty gears, finally cane 
€o Cruitian. 
A sub-cammitice consistmg of Messrs Audas. Morris and St. Jolm was 

now appointed to act continuously, keeping records of new plants and 
changes in nomenclature, Gradually, so many additions and changed 
accumulated, that a new compilation was deemed necessary, a work 
modernised and made even more useful than before. 

In May, 1943, the Club appointed a new Plant Names Subcommittee with 
the following personel: Dr, R. JT. Patton (chairman), Messts. T. 5. Har, 
FB, E. Peseotr, J. W. Andas, N, Lothian, PL F. Morris, J. H. Willis 
(secretary| and FP. Bilsby- Mr. Lothian resigned on his leaving for New 

_ Zealand and, Ister, Mr. R, V. Sanith wa3 added to the list of names, 1 
is to be regretted raat Dr, OC. S. Sutton felt unable te join in this new 
project. The first committee had ceased its work on the publication of the 
Census, but the present body is established on a permanent basis. If, for 
aby reason, a member drops out, the Club Cammittce nominates a new 
inembee to sit on the Subcommittee, There must be at least five meinhers, 
who will carry on the work in perpetuity, aud dheee constitute a quormn, 
‘Lhe revosiutt is being done systematically, plant by plant, and with excellent 
unsnimity; mest of our disagrerments arc with the loose findings of others, 
in particular the CS. & LR which recently (1942) published a list of 
vecitacuilar’ for pastoral plants and weeds 

Thns came into being and grew, aiter many years’ effort, a most tseful 
work, the only one af its kind im the Commenwealtli—a worle of ereal 
value to pliant students everywhere: it must mow be recotded (and, it is 
hoped, fully realised) that every haur of the wark often sp laboriausly but 
always happily spent, has heen a Isbour of love, tuithowt aay cost whatever 
ta this Club. 

IL THE VALUE OF {AND NECESSITY FOR) COMMON NAMES 
By P. FP. Monarts 

The purpose of standardizing common names tor plants is to bring 
mtelligent order oot of chaos, particulitly amtong ‘those plants having 
products of vital importance te man (sources af food, titnber, fibre, oil, rubber 
etc.). Such work must be supported by adequate authority; in Victyma, the 
botanical mares are supplied hy our National Merbarium and the common 
names only are dealt with by th: Plaut Names Subcommittee, of this Club. 
Although iL may stot be possible tm correct all the errors of the past, the 
very existence of a recogniser, authoritative list should atid the next 

neration in avoiding the errors of the past and be « basts for sound work 
in the Future, Tt may be useful! tw vite Were a few of the principles, ginding 
the sibcommetiee in its acceptance, or rejection of popular numes - 

1. When genera are represent here by species common to Great 
Britain (where they already possess suitable vernacular names of Jung 
standing), Rritish names’ shall be adopted, anil when wther singulat)y 
appropriate names are already prevalent in Lhe State, these alse shall 
he indicated in parenthesis, 

2 Substantive names are ws be the same for ef! members of a gents, 
except ie Special instanors of lone usage ar Singular aptocss- 

3. Where suitable native (aboriginal) momes are already’ m use, and 
are seemingly appropriate, they shall be adopted, 
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4 Whitre the scientific generic name is abrendy in poplar use, it Shall 
he preferred, 

3. No jopolar names shall be admmttel for plants i they are the 
sclentifie james for other species dr genera. 

6. Where possible the qualifying adjective “native” shall be dropped, 
7. Consolifating campuund names and the climjmation of hyphens. 

Some diffeulty bas beon experirneed in establishing a standard practice 
ut the ase ar umission of hyplicns in conmpound words, For simpheity and 
convenience, hyphens are avoided where not clearly desirable; but a lyphen 
must he used where the Preaning is fade clearer, or where the pronieciation 
of the compaund ward would be difficult Lo recognise when printel as 3 
singic wanl, eg Bellfower (not Bell-flower), and Longleaf {not Long- 
eal), 
The Committre deciles on names for both native and naturatised alieus, 

including the istroduced grasses and cloyers used by pastoralists. It is 
hardly necessary to affirm that a uniformity af common nantes ts of great 
practical importance ta the farming community, expecially with such. native 
plants as are being mtroduced late commerce, One cetenitom kame 15 an 
ulvantage to all—tho forester, timber dealer, builder, carpenter, farmer, 
hurseryman, school teacher and householder. It is esstuttial for the smooth 
flaw of trade, for the conyenience of experts, and a guarantee lo te nan 
in the street—the Jast purchaser or user Te is of @real importance to this 
State that we further encourage this work co useful to citizens. 

The selection af the best common pame for cach species is often very 
dificult. Oue universal standard common name for each plant is the 
abjective, but the confusion which exisis = cven worse than in scientific 
ttomeritlalure A singe plant is sometimes known by several different 
names, sente of purely focal application, some very widespread. For 
example, the common noxious weed Echinus Plontaymenm is known and 
proclaimed! in Victoria as “Paterson's Curse,” and in. South Australia a5 
"Salyation Jane," while the Amesican standard name is Viper's Bugloss- 
It is apparent that a plant proclaimed as maxi; law, should have some 
standard comunom uate. In Ewart's Flora of Vietoria the cosmopolivgn 
tiathve grass Paspalnn distichum is named "Sik Grass," i the C.S.LR, 
Plont Names Bulletin it is "Water Couch,” whereas the American Standard 
Names Committee adopts Knot Grass In America the name “Bulrush” is 
standardized Sur species of Scirpus, the C.S.1R. aad Ewart’s Flora give this 
tame to Fy pha wigustifolia which French, English and Germaw works call 
“Reed-nmce.” There seems little doubt that the true Bulrush of the Bible 
was Cytéres Pupyras, still fotind alane the Nile. , 

Many of the plants, sent to the Herbarium for identification, are ofter 
advertised and sold under wrong or misicading names—tor trade and [rofit. 
Tt is well known that among importations of timber, hbre, regs, ceéteals, 
gums and other plant products a sinilar condition exists (perhaps to a less 
degree than in netive plants). A few well known examples arc “Oregon? 
which is an Australian trade name for Douglas Fir, although it must be 
admitted that it has eleven uther names in American timber trade! The 
Ameérncan standard mame for Zen Mays is Corn, but in Australia it is known 
as Maize, hen¢e the trade mames “carnina” and “maizena.” Cinchona is an 
American standard, witile Australians prefer ta name st “Quimine” ; 
Only 32 native (aboriginal names have been adopted for the Victorian 

Flora, exght of which are applied to species of feucic. 
The adoption af a universal language, suvh as Esperanta which does not 

favour any one nation, would be a probable solution ta the confusion in 
“cammon names. So bet We slogan be one comnnon name for Me commendr. 
Members will confer a great favour by constructive criticism of the names 
recommended hy the Subeominittee and poblishad from fime te time in 
the Victoriak Naturalist. 
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Ul. SOME DESIRABLE CHANGES AMONG FAMILIAR 
VERNACULAR NAMES 

By J. H. Wreers 

The Plant Names Sub-committee has taleen Ewart's /ffora of Fictorit 
(1930) as the basis for a careful and critical revision of al) the commoett 
names applied to our vascular plants—some 270 species, ikcluding naturalised 
aliens, Happily, most of them are well chosen and need no alteration ak 
all, thanks to the excellent work of our pioneer Plant Names Committee 
which prepared the FNC. Census, But curtain wames, particularly among 
naturalised and cosmopolitan species, call for special altention and these 
have beer considered under four categories by the sub-committee Let us 
seleet examples From cach graty: 

I, Standards that have beer proposed by yésponsible bavdies ef opinion and 
published ontside Victoria, 
We are bound tu take heed of such publicatnans as the Standardized Names 

for Australian timber trees, 193, and pasturé plants (including weeds) 
1942, prepared by the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research, and of 
the comprehensive Svandard Plant Names, 1942—an American work. Only 
the most serious objections should affect que adherence fo these standards, 
So, we must change our familiar— 

1. Murray Pine (Caltitris glaucw) to White Cypress Pine (C5074. - 

2. Shell Grass (Briea masinia) to Quaking Grass (5.PN,) 
(Similarly, Shivery Grass (8, pata becomes Lesser Quaking Grass 

(S.P.N.5) & 

3. Gnat Orchid (Aetanthus reniformis) to Mosquito Orchid, and 
Mosquito Orchid (4. exsertes) to Grat Orchid. _ 
[This transposition of vernaculars follows Rupp's Orchids aj ASW, 

1943, and is very appropriate.) 

4. Wireweed (Polygomon avicwure) to Prostrate Knotweed (5.PN_} 
[The former epithet seems to be of purely Australian usage.) 

II. Claskes swith standards proposed (or established) overseas for ontirely 
different plants. 

t. “Umbrella. Sedge" must be dropped for Cyperne Eregrestis (syn C, 
wegelus), because the name has long been applied to anythee tropical 
Cyperus (SPN 
We recommend “Ditch—or Drain Flat-sedge” instead. 

2 "Lizard Orchid” should not be used for Burncttia cuenta, singe am 
English specics of Orchis bears this name. Why not simply “Burnettia,'" 
there being only one species m the genus? 

3, "Waxherry" for our Geultheria appressa clashes with the name.of a 
Californian Symphoricarpos. “Austral Wintergreen” would be a good 
substitute, 

4. “Vain” for Micrascriy scapigera is ruligulous, when the true yams lave 
always been members of Dioscerea—a genus of lily-like trepical 
clinibers, "“Myrnong or Murr-nong Yam" would be preferable, as it 
also embraces the aboriginal tame, 

III. More descriptive, auphonions, or otherwise appropriate anes. as 
chosen and recommended by the swb-comanitt[ec, 

1. Wallflower Diuris, instead of Tail Diuris for D. /ongrfotia—a gold and 
purple-brown blotched orchid. 

2, Cinnamon Bells, instead of Potato Orchid for Gastrodia sesamoites— 
a ¢innamon-brown, leafless plant. 

3, Fig Marigold and Noon-Aower for the fleshy and dry-fruited species 
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respectively of Mesemlryanthomun, instead of the umcomplimentary 
"Pig-face” for all tucmbers of this group of charming flowers. 

4. Honey-pets or Honcy-pot Heath, instead of Green Ground-berry for 
Acrotriche serrata. 

IV, Disagreements with cartam standards proposed wutside Pieloria. 
1. Retain the véry appropriate “Wire-@rass” tor Tetrarrhena junceo of our 

mountain gullies, and reject Wiry Rice-grass (C.S.R 
2, Retain “Rat-tail Grass” for the introduced African pest Sporobo/tes 

capensrs, and reject Parramatta Grass (C.S 0 R) 
3. Change ihe established but imapt "Myrtle Beech” (Censws and C514.) © 

to Austral Beech) for Nethefagus Cramunghami. : 
4, Retain “Spotted Enma-bush” for Stenochilus maculatus and reject the 

foolish, tnisteading rume of Natwe Fuchsia (C378) ! 
Apart irom the four categories of changes, exemplified above, mention 

may be made here of the numerous recent additions to our flora, for which 
names must usually be invented. Tere are four samples of this kid: 

1. Add Cyathva marcescous, “Skitted Tree-feen"—in allusion ta the 
dead fronds which are characteristically deaped around ite trunk, like 
a “hula” skirt, 

2. Add Noatathixas subaurens, “Golden Mistletoe,"—from Lhe vivid yellow 
culour of leaves and brariches. 

3, Add Bossivea Healkeri, “Cactis Pea,’—descriptive name suggested by 
lacal school children of Piangil, 

4. Add Encalyptus crenata, “Zebra Girnt'—yourng saplings are banded 
with black and white, in sirikine resemblance to the Icgs of a herd of 
zebras. (A remarkahle endemic species from Buxton). 

IV, A NEW DISTRIBUTION MAP 
Dr, RT. Pattuu, after alluding briefly to the praiseworthy accomplishments 

af the pianeer Plant Names Committee and the enthusiasm displayed by the 
present subcomumittes, gave examples af mames in which members could not 
reach agreement: for istatice, Vicluran Cosarrne species are spelt She-uke 
in the Cosmos and in Ewart's Flore of Mtetoria, whereas it is almost. cortam 
that the early colonists used the spellmg She-oak, frum the resemblance of 
Casnaring timber vo that of FRuglish Oak; how should we standardize the 
spelling? (Club members would greatly assist ihe Subcommittee, by giving 
their personal opinions in this commection. The name “Buloke" for one 
particular species of Casmerina does not conctm the argument, since st is 
an aboriginal word meaning “place of frogs."—J.H W., Asst. Ed] 

He then explained the need for a map ta show more accurately the 
regional distribution of plats m Victoria than is possible with the existing 
very arbitary division of the State into Gve sectors (based on a conception 
of Daron von Mueller’s). Ihe Subcommitter has prepared! a clraft plan, 
using both geographical snd ecological features, whereby Victoria will he 
divided into 12 mayor vegetational regions with as many subdivisions, e.g. 
there will be a Mallee division with two subdivisions (Little Desert and 
Millewa or the Far North-west), a Grampians, a Glenelg and & Wilson's 
Promontory division, while the Alps will be a subdivision af the Eastern 
Vighiands, determined by the 4,500 ft. contour. This plan{ in colour) was 
sereened sa that Dr, Patton could discuss the boundary lines between 
divisions and indicate same of the difficulties experienced by the Sub- 
comnmttee in defining them—RKast Gippsland was a special problem, opinions 
varying widely as ta just where its western borindary should be Axed When 
the map is finally completed, it will be a valuable gid to botanists in the field, 
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THE LATE J, A, KERSHAW 
With the passing of James Andrew Kershaw on Foluary 16, 1946, at 

the age of 73, a lurk with the pioneers of science m Victoria has been broken, 
He was 8 eomeniporary of Sir Frederick McCoy, Baron you Muoller, and 
De, Alfred Howitt im their Jatter years. 

He was hori on April 13, 1866, at Fitzroy, Vielovia. Hig father, William 
Rershaw, was employed in [856 as an assistant to the National Museum, 
together with Henry Iedwards, the well known actor, who was alsa a 
lepidopterist. He was educated at the Alma Kuad State Sehuol and 
finishes! off at the Granmnas School, East Street, St. Kilda, He was 
appointed to the staff of the Museum as an assistant on October 1, 1883, 
when that mstitution, under the directorship of Frederick MeCoy, was 
housed in the Melbourne Umiversity grounds, He used to say that althougls 
his catly work was of 4 general wature jt was largely connected with 
entomology; im this way, his life-long preference for that subject was 
fostered. Liter, as asséstaut to McCoy, he had exceptional oppartumities to 
gain a wider anf more technical training m general zooloyry and museum 
admins tration, 

The period of his training coincided with that of the scientific revival 
during the closing deeades of last century—a revival brought about im 
Victoria hy the publication of McCoy's Provdvomus of the Zoology of 
Vigtoria, That period might well be called the Taxonomic Period, for, 
duriug it, scientific work in Natural History consisted chicfly of systematic 
destmption, Besides such doyens as McCoy, Mueller, and Howitl, thers 
was, at that dime, a galaxy of talent—a number of enthusiastic younger 
workers who were the associates of young Kershaw, They included O. A 
Sayer, T. S Hall, A. J. Campbell, W, Baldwyn Spencer, Albert Mitsars, 
E. ©” Teale, H, Summers, G. Weindorfer, D. LeSanef, J. H. Gathiff, C.J, 
Gabnel, F. G. A. Barnard, © Feench, G. B. Pritchard, T. S, Hart, George 
Level A, Matungtey, and others whose names. appear frequently im screnvihe 
iteraturc. 

[In 1884 Kershaw marred Elsie Charlotte Browt, who predeceased dims, 
After the retirement of his father in 1891, be suncecded to his father’s 

position. (in the death of Sir Frederick McCoy in May, 1899, Sir W. 
Baldwin Spencer was appotnted Honorary Director of the National Museum 
and suggested its removal to its present site; about this sme Kershaw was 
appointed Curator. Sir W. Baldwin Spencer resigned in 1929, when Mr- 
Kershaw succeeded him as Director, a post that he occupied uofil he 
retired in 1931, Thus, a Kershaw, father of son, had been intimately 
astimiated with science and museums in Victoria for 75 vearst 

After his retirement, J. A. Kershaw was appointed Hanorary Curator of 
Zoology at the National Museara, bul he was still interested in all matters 
relatmig to the institution and science generally. A few minutes before he 
passed away, he had been discussing matters of scientific mterest with one 
af the younger school, He kept in touch with lis many earlier co-workers 
in entumolagy, not only in Victoria, but in other parts of Australia. 

Eecenty interested in the work of the Field Nataralist's Club fof winch 
his brather, David Kershaw, was’ a foundation member), he took a 
prominent part in its activities Although a frequent visitor at its meetings 
as eatly as 1883, he did not beenme a member until 1988. He had been ane 
cf the committee for snore than 30 years and was Honorary Secretary From 
190] tv 1993, Wis papers published in the. fictorian Naturalist cover a wide 
variety of zoological subjects, 

He tuok a promment part in securing ihe permanent reservation of Wil- 
son's Promontory as a National Park and a sanctuary for che preservatiow 
of the vatwe fauna and flora. He was Honorary Secretary to the 
Committee of Management coutwidously from its inception im 1908 to 1946; 
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38 years is a long span in a man's life, and this effurt for the preservation 
of the fauna and flora is, jn itself, an outstanding contribution to science. 

He was elected a member of the Royal Society of Victoria in 1900, and 
a friember of its council in 1902, Ha was clected President in 2918. He 
occupied the positions af Honorary Secretary from 1920 to 1923, and 
Honorary Librarian irom 1924 to 1925. He was appointed a Trustee m 
19z2, * 

Ip, 1934, he was elected Vice-President of the Zoological Section of the 
Australian and New Zealand Association for the Advancernent of Sclance, 
Fram an ears? date he was a Fetlow of the Entonvwlogical Society; in 
87 was elected a Correspanding Member of the Zoological Society of 

ndon. 
One would expect that he, who had led such an active life, would have 

travelled far. In 1908, he accompanied the Royal Australian Ornithological 
Union's expedition to Bass Strait; in 1909, he visited the Bass Strait islands; 
in 1913, he journeyed with Dr. MacGillivray and his san to Lloyd Bay, 
Queensland, and examined the Barrier Reef; in 1911, he investigated the 
platypus it the Hopkins River, Victoria, and, mm 1921, he visited, with J. 
G. Davidson, Ooldea in Western Australia, where lis interest was ethnology 
and general zoology. 

Although Jarnes Kershaw was hzbitually kindly and urbane, he could be, 
when' occasion demanded it, strong and forceiul Those who worked wrth 
him esteemed him for his sipcerity and singleness of purpose; the advance- 
ident of sclenc was always his ideal and he subseryed personal ambition for 
it, .Truth was his watcliword thraughaut his simple life. He stoad and 
feught for his convictions, 

—RAK, 

MORE HONOURS FOR VETERAN BOTANIST 
Metnbers of the F.N.C. will be happy ta learn that Mr John MeConnell 

Black of North Adelaide has just been awarded the Clarke Memorial Medal 
for 1946 in recognition of his distinguished contributians to natural histary 
over a great many years, This coveted award has bee made annually 
since 1878 by the council of the Royal Society af New South Wales, Mr. 
Black, who is 91, took up botanical work serjously in 1902 and he is still 
an active research worker and wrter on the Aora of his Stale; it will be 
cecalled that this Club made him the recipient of the Australian Natural 
History Medallion for 1944. . 

FASCINATION IN THE STUDY OF SEEDS 

Throughout 1945, and continuing into the present year, a remarkably 
good and valuable series of articles has appeared in the New Zeodand 
Journal of Agriculture under whe heading “Weed Seeds in Agricultural 
Seed," Mr. E ©. © Hyde, Seed Analyst at the Palmerston North Seed- 
testing Station, is the writer and his large-scale drawings (aumbering 
dozens) of these seeds, which render farm preduce unfit for the export 
(rade, are indeed works of art. Quite apart from the economic value of the 
articles, any nature lover tould tot help poring over the unrealized exquisite 
beauty of form and sculpture that are portrayed, much rs the microscopist 
delights in his diatoms and radiolariany. One sincerely hopes that the 
pictures and their descriptive text will eventually form the Basis of a 
comprehensive manual on the alien seeds of agriculture, jHw 


